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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 
Practice: A practice is an open-ended, spatially-temporally dispersed nexus of doings 
and sayings, and it (and its activities) is organised by rules, practical understandings, 
teleoaffective structures, practical intelligibility and general understandings. In other 
words, doings and sayings belong to a given practice when they express some of the 
understandings, teleoaffective components, and rules that make up the organisation of 
that practice (Schatzki 2012, p. 14).  
Rule: An explicitly formulated directive, remonstration, instruction, or edict (Schatzki 
2012, p. 16) 
Teleoaffective structures: A set of teleological hierarchies (end-project-activity 
combinations) that are enjoined or acceptable in a given practice. The affective 
component of a teleoaffective structure embraces the emotions and moods that people 
carrying on a practice should or may acceptably express (Schatzki 2012, p.16) 
General Understandings: Abstract senses, for instance, of the beauty of an artisanal 
product or of the nobility of educating students. They are not ends for which people 
strive but senses of the worth, value, nature, or place of things, which infuse and are 
expressed in people’s doings and sayings (Schatzki 2012, p.16). 
Practical Understandings: Practical understandings are the know-how to execute the 
doings and sayings of practices (Schatzki 2012, p.16) 
Activity Timespace: Timespace, is an essential feature of activity and exists only 
when, and in so far as, activity happens. Activity is temporal (past-present-future 
dimensionality of activity)-spatial (the world through which a person proceeds and the 
involvements that entities in the world have in the activity that happens amid them) 
because something called timespace makes activity what it is, an activity, as opposed 
to mere occurrence (Schatzki 2012, p.16). 
Material arrangements: A set of interconnected material entities composed of 
physical, biological, or natural ‘somethings’ that include objects, things, properties, 
events, or processes (Schatzki 2010a, p.129) 
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Practice-material arrangement bundle: Practices effect, use, give meaning to, and 
are inseparable from arrangements while arrangements channel, prefigure, facilitate, 
and are essential to practices (Schatzki 2012, p.16).  
Site of the social: Social life (human co existence), as indicated, always transpires as 
part of a mesh of practices and arrangements. These practice-arrangement nexuses, 
inherently part of human coexistence are called sites of the social (Schatzki 2010a, 
p.128). 
Bundles, Constellations and Plenums: Bundles connect, through links between their 
practices, connections between their arrangements, and relations of the sort that join 
practices and arrangements into bundles. Through such relations, bundles form 
constellations and constellations larger constellations. The total plenum formed by this 
labyrinth of linked practices and arrangements is the overall site where social life 
transpires (Schatzki 2002) 
Complex: A bundle of practices that start supporting or shaping one another sometimes 
becoming co-dependent and thus named complexes (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012) 
Prefiguration: The difference that the present makes to the nascent future or present 
states of affairs that qualify forthcoming activity on indefinitely numerous registers 
such as easier/harder, more/less expensive, nobler/baser, more/less time-consuming. 
Material arrangements ubiquitously prefigure the perpetuation of practices, that is, the 
repetition or redirection of the doings and sayings that compose particular practices. 
Arrangements also prefigure changes in practices and arrangements (Schatzki 2012, 
p.16). 
Food-Selfie: One popular form of selfie, where people take pictures of food they like, 
cook and/or eat and subsequently upload pictures on social media (Highfield & Leaver 
2016; Senft & Baym 2015)   
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ABSTRACT 
 
Current understandings and imaginations of eating spaces and related practices limit 
sustainability outcomes in food provisioning and consumption at urban universities. 
This is because most understandings and strategies are singular and/or siloed in their 
approaches and do not address the complex spatial and temporal aspects of eating 
practices. In addition, most strategies for change are confined to changing individual 
behaviours and attitudes. This thesis addresses these issues through the research 
question, how can eating spaces be (re)imagined at urban universities as pathways for 
sustainable outcomes? 
Social Practice Theories (SPT) and in particular Schatzki’s (2002) site ontology provide 
a conceptual framework in this thesis to examine and re-imagine eating spaces and 
students’ practices as relational. Further, that space is a production of these relations 
encompassing objective and existential timespaces. Drawing on these concepts, I re-
imagine university eating spaces as a variety of lived spaces where eating occurs. This 
approach broadens the notion of sustainability outcomes to explore these spaces and 
practices as sites for intervention. Moreover, the approach taken also reveals different 
modes of knowledge production for and at universities, positioning them as pathways 
for sustainable outcomes. 
I employed interpretive ethnography as a methodology to identify practices and 
material arrangements, with RMIT University’s city campus in Melbourne, Australia, 
as its case study. Using multiple spatially and temporally dispersed methods, I 
conducted: observations and attended events on campus over a period of two years; 
semi-structured interviews with a wide range of University and student representatives; 
focus groups with eighteen students in which students created food maps. I also 
established a private Facebook page for students to post ‘food selfies’ that captured 
their food practices on- and off-campus. 
I studied the eating spaces on campus by focusing on four types of ‘lived spaces’, each 
providing a distinctive account of and perspective on a lived space that may facilitate 
different food provisioning and sustainable outcomes. These were: 1) ethnographic 
spaces that enabled knowledge production that can themselves be sites for intervention 
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in patterns of eating associated with the campus; 2) third spaces of mobile food-
distribution that re-imagined eating spaces as hybrid, convivial and spatio-temporally 
flexible; 3) spaces of capability that enabled practices with sustainable outcomes on 
campus by connecting on-campus practices and material arrangements to students’ 
domestic practices; and 4) convenient eating-timespaces that added to conviviality, 
commensality and sociality in eating, which have been shown to have sustainable 
outcomes. 
In conclusion, I argue that eating spaces are best understood through the study of the 
multi-relationality of practices, material arrangements and their dynamics that produce 
lived spaces. This research approach provides insight into the kind of spaces produced 
and what kinds of sustainability outcomes are achieved or possible. It further establishes 
that lived spaces are important and innovative pathways toward sustainable outcomes. 
In this way, this study is a sociological inquiry into the geographies of practice that 
provides insights into inquiries of consumption and contributes to the inclusion of the 
spatial within sociological studies. 
Keywords: Social practice theories, site ontology, lived space, sustainable 
consumption, urban spaces, eating, food provisioning, environmental sustainability, 
digital ethnography. 
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PART 1: UNDERSTANDING INNER-URBAN 
UNIVERSITIES AND THEIR EATING 
SPACES 
 
I am not arguing for critical academics to switch gear – to move from describing and 
analysing social harms, from uncovering domination and control in unexpected places, 
to engaging in practices (conceptual, utopian, mimetic) that simulate (and stimulate) 
new hopeful imaginaries. At the same time, I do think we need a clearer, stronger, more 
confident space for the latter within the broad auspices of contemporary critical work. 
(Cooper 2018) 
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CHAPTER 1: CHALLENGES OF FOOD 
PROVISIONING AND CONSUMPTION AT 
UNIVERSITIES 
 
The small habits of consumption, typically daily food habits, can perform a percussive 
role in organizing large-scale consumption patterns, which may be contrived of much 
more complex orders of repetition and improvisation. (Appadurai 1993, p. 33) 
 
Our food system contributes 20–30% of anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions and is the leading cause of deforestation, land and soil degradation and 
biodiversity loss, accounting for 70% of all human water use and water pollution 
(Friedmann 2012; Pradhan, Reusser & Kropp 2013; Tubiello et al. 2013). Western 
diets, increasingly high in energy, but low in nutrients, have been linked to increased 
incidences of obesity and chronic diseases (Friel, Barosh & Lawrence 2013; Tilman & 
Clark 2014; Tukker et al. 2011). If current dietary trends persist, public-health costs are 
expected to increase considerably (Wang et al. 2011) together with an increased impact 
on agriculture and the environment (Hedenus, Wirsenius & Johansson 2014; Hendrie 
et al. 2014; Odegard & Van der Voet 2014). For example, in Europe, the largest 
environmental impact is caused by food consumption, including meat products, milk, 
cheese, bread and bottled drinks, overtaking motor vehicle use and maintenance 
(Huppes et al. 2006). Therefore, it is important to understand provisioning and 
consumption of food issues to develop more environmentally and socially sustainable 
outcomes. 
In addition to being pedagogical institutions and landholders, universities are key 
consumers and providers of food. With the campus becoming a second home for most 
students and especially students living away from families, the built environment and 
the spaces in and around a university potentially shapes, and maybe shaped by their 
practices (Duster & Waters 2006; Orr 1997). While students can retain prior memories 
and routines of everyday practices acquired at home, as the scrapbooking method 
illustrates (Maller & Strengers 2013; 2018; Warin & Dennis 2005), the manner in which 
these practices are further shaped, especially toward sustainable consumption, may 
depend on other factors. These include the material infrastructure provided by their 
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university, and new meanings and understandings developed around eating (Shove, 
Pantzar & Watson 2012). 
Higher-educational institutions, such as universities, are also important sites of study 
that carry cultural values, which are an important facet of societal agendas involving 
food (Hansen & Kristensen 2013). These agendas range from the rise of obesity to 
general health and sustainable consumption. Thus, universities become important as 
sites of study because of the everyday practices undertaken there lead to consumption 
of energy and resources, such as food, as well as reproducing notions of what 
constitutes sustainable or healthy food. In the same way, as proposed for households by 
Pink (2012), Shove (2003a) and Lane and Gorman-Murray (2011, p.10) university 
campuses present an opportunity to study sites of provisioning and consumption as 
‘fields of negotiation where everyday life is practiced’. However, my literature review 
regarding the sustainable consumption of food reveals that sociological studies have 
focused more on households and workplaces (Blake et al. 2009; Evans 2011b; Halkier 
2009b) than universities—with Chatterton (1999) and Lazell (2016) as notable 
exceptions. The issues of sustainable food consumption, including the consumption of 
resources and energy associated with food and eating, are highlighted by urban 
universities (Munger 2009), especially the importance of spatial planning around food 
and eating spaces; that is, the geographies of consumption (Goodman, Goodman & 
Redclift 2010b) where the campus becomes a site of study.  
To account for wider factors that shape this consumption, I propose to study the eating 
spaces and the resultant socio-spatial relationships produced in urban institutions such 
as universities. In this way, the thesis addresses a key gap in the research because 
current food scholarship has been critiqued for largely concentrating on production 
techniques and distribution networks or in contrast overemphasising consumer agency 
(Goodman 2015; Wilson 2013). Hence, the thesis broadens the inquiry into the 
sustainability of food and eating with its focus on new socio-spatial relations created 
for food and eating (Goodman, Goodman & Redclift 2010b). Moreover, despite the fact 
that the environmental and health implications of food and eating are becoming more 
crucial to sociological and geographical enquiries into health and the environment, the 
current focus on the spatial is limited to the physical and the representational (Goodman 
2015). My objective in this thesis, to borrow Soja’s words, is to relate the socio-
materiality of food to the ‘spatiality of human life’, its relationality and the shared way 
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in which it is produced (1998, p. 1; emphasis original); and to theoretically and 
empirically operationalise this relationship so that it becomes practically relevant 
(Amin & Thrift 2002; Löw 2016; Mansvelt 2005; Massey 2005; Stock & Jonas 2015; 
Thrift 2004b). Following Soja (1998), I explore these socio-spatial relations in a manner 
that directs attention away from the conventional concrete or physical ways of 
imagining space, and toward lived spaces that are socially and temporally relational. 
This approach is crucial to study the spatiality of food consumption and related 
resources and to study and imagine food spaces that are constantly being produced 
through social relationships (Goodman, Goodman & Redclift 2010b; Massey 2005).  
In this thesis, re-imagining spaces concerns facilitating a change toward sustainability 
and generating transformative and innovative eating spaces (Cooper 2017; Darling 
2010). The project of imagination moves the focus away from mere critique to 
imagining the consequences of such changes (Hayes-Conroy & Hayes-Conroy 2008). 
Using the example of landscape design, Büscher (2006, p. 288) proposes that 
‘imagination is not just a capacity of individual minds but also a collaborative, mobile, 
embodied, and material activity’. Primarily, the imagination relies on recognising that 
societies are dynamic (Southerton & Welch 2016). According to sustainable 
consumption researchers, Southerton and Welch (2016), reconfiguring societies 
involves not ‘knowing’ what the future is, but identifying and harnessing the 
trajectories of change that ‘creates the opportunity to move beyond the stalemate of 
reform or revolution to instead consider the options for how we live today and how we 
might live sustainably in the future’ (pp. 4, 6).  
Following this line of inquiry, this research aims to examine current eating spaces at an 
urban university and re-imagines them in terms of pathways for sustainable outcomes. 
Re-imagining space is simultaneously a theoretical, methodological and empirical 
problem as posed by the main research question of the thesis: how can eating spaces be 
(re)imagined at urban universities as pathways for sustainable outcomes? As discussed 
further in chapter two, throughout the thesis, the aim is to position sustainability as an 
outcome of pathways and trajectories that anchor, steer, shape or help (re)produce 
sustainable outcomes.  
More specifically, in this thesis I explore and critically evaluate the relationalities 
between practices, material arrangements and spaces through the food provisioning and 
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consumption spaces at the inner-city campus of RMIT University in Melbourne, 
Australia. Next, I re-imagine these eating spaces as ‘lived spaces’, which helps 
conceive space as multiple, relational and open (Massey 2005). Lived spaces, as 
referred to in this thesis, are spaces as explored through specific methods and analysed 
through Social Practice Theories (SPT) and, specifically, site ontology (Schatzki 2002). 
As noted above, they are produced through the relationalities of practices and material 
arrangements and are beyond the physical, representational and the purely imaginative 
(Urry 2016). 
As discussed further in section 2.2 below, I have positioned this thesis as a contribution 
to the field of sustainable food consumption in large academic organisations like 
universities, especially in the inner-urban context; and the study is also relevant to other 
urban institutions. Moreover, the thesis contributes to the growing field of sustainable 
consumption and geographies of consumption as conceptualised by SPT (for example: 
Evans 2011a; Evans, McMeekin & Southerton 2012; Foster, McMeekin & Mylan 2012; 
Goodman, Goodman & Redclift 2010a; Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012; Shove & 
Walker 2010; Shove & Warde 2002; Southerton 2012; Spaargaren 2003; Warde 2013; 
Warde & Southerton 2012).  
To provide a context for the study, this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 1 outlines 
the limitations of various strategies and understandings used by universities in food 
provisioning and eating spaces in relation to producing sustainable outcomes. This 
comprises a desktop review of university websites and publicly available sustainability 
reports. The review also includes research on and by universities using the keywords 
‘food and sustainability’, ‘universities’ and ‘students’ to find reports and peer-reviewed 
literature. To ensure the relevance of the review material (Jannson 2014), the search 
focused on, but was not limited to, the most recent seven-to-ten-year period from 2014 
as the primary window, and adding to this as new material emerged. In this way, the 
synthesis of materials collected provides novelty value and is current. Further, in the 
case of peer-reviewed literature, it takes into account previous research and builds on 
it (Jannson 2014). The desktop review forms part of the methodology and provides the 
background information to identify the research gaps presented in this section. 
In section 2, research design, I briefly explain the theoretical framework and presents 
the research questions. It introduces the site of the study as RMIT University’s city 
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campus in Melbourne, Australia, and outlines the methods and tools used for addressing 
the research questions. In Section 3, I describe the structure of the thesis and some of 
its practical outcomes. 
1. FOOD, SUSTAINABILITY AND EATING SPACES AT 
UNIVERSITIES: CHALLENGES AND TRENDS 
 
Based on the literature review, in this section I identify four primary research gaps 
regarding how issues of food, sustainability and eating spaces have been addressed by 
research on university campuses. Section 1.1 addresses the first and the second research 
gaps. The first gap is that although sustainability initiatives at universities globally are 
gradually recognising that food provisioning and consumption is a key area for 
intervention, adequate and substantial implementation of policies and practices by 
universities, especially where food is concerned, are only in their initial stages (Barlett 
2011; Filho 2009; Horwitz 2005; Pothukuchi & Molnar 2015; Renner & Cross 2009). 
Second, although the literature on food sustainability initiatives indicates that spatial 
planning and architectural dimensions are important factors that shape food practices 
(Clugston & Calder 2007; Orr 1997; Rowe 2007), most food sustainability strategies 
are directed toward changing student attitudes and behaviours (Pruneau et al. 2009; 
Wilkins, Bowdish & Sobal 2000).  
Section 1.2 addresses the third research gap where projects that account for spaces and 
the built environment are limited to the physical and representational. Finally, in section 
1.3 I identify a fourth research gap in the way the food and sustainability, inclusive or 
exclusive of spaces, are empirically studied, both at and on universities. This 
methodological gap limits the way food and sustainability challenges on campus are 
addressed by restricting them to concerns about individual behavioural changes or 
technological restructuring. 
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1.1 FOOD AND SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES AT UNIVERSITIES 
 
Many universities have resisted food and/or eating as part of their sustainability 
initiatives and strategies to combat greenhouse gas emissions, as evidenced by the 
efforts of a group of technical universities in Australia (Riedy & Daly 2010; RMIT 
2014) and elsewhere (Mascarelli 2009; Pothukuchi & Molnar 2015). Others have 
introduced a range of strategies to improve food-related sustainability on campus. This 
section briefly notes some approaches identified in literature and the desktop review of 
the university sustainability policies and websites. While not exhaustive, the review 
captures the main strategies used by universities.  
One of the most common strategies worldwide has concerned procuring ‘sustainable’ 
food (Barlett 2011; Friedmann 2007; Pothukuchi & Molnar 2015). The second most 
common strategy concerns the inclusion of recycling and/or food composting in food 
procuring policies (Pike et al. 2003; University of Illinois 2015). The third main 
strategy universities use is market-pricing mechanisms with incentives and 
disincentives to nudge students toward sustainable actions by providing them with 
choices (Barlett 2011; Pothukuchi & Molnar 2015). Other strategies include 
educational programs, posting messages in dining halls and switching to tray-less 
systems to reduce waste (Munger 2009; Thiagarajah & Getty 2013; Whitehair, Shanklin 
& Brannon 2013). 
These sustainability strategies and policies have been criticised by many scholars (e.g., 
Barlett 2011; Doherty, Cawood & Dooris 2011; Ferrer-Balas, Buckland & de Mingo 
2009; Pothukuchi & Molnar 2015; Shove & Spurling 2013; Strengers & Maller 2014) 
because they tend to draw on a narrow range of conceptual frameworks. These 
approaches include the theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen 1991) and the rational 
concepts of need and nudging (John, Smith & Stoker 2009). They reflect how cognitive 
and behavioural challenges are seen as the optimal objectives in sustainability 
initiatives at universities and elsewhere where the onus for social change is placed on 
the individual (Pruneau et al. 2009).  
Most of the above strategies reflect what Shove (2010) critiques as the ‘ABC’ of social 
change that depends upon values and attitudes (the A), driving the kinds of behaviour 
(the B) adopted by individuals as a choice (the C). While these strategies are not 
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ineffective, studies conducted on university campus sustainability projects and 
elsewhere show that they have failed to achieve a sustained and long-term desired effect 
in changing practices because they depend on highly variable factors such as the 
availability of finance and/or environmental champions (Barlett 2011; Doherty, 
Cawood & Dooris 2011; Pothukuchi & Molnar 2015; University of Edinburgh 2015). 
Many universities have also realised the many limitations of this approach, such as 
targeting particular groups and/or failing to account for issues related to inequalities 
and power differentials. Consequently, universities resort to other approaches such as 
structural or technological changes (Doherty, Cawood & Dooris 2011; Ferrer-Balas, 
Buckland & de Mingo 2009). 
While structural changes achieve some environmental benefits, they also have 
limitations. For example, the University of Edinburgh’s promise to ‘procure food from 
sustainable sources only if financially viable’, shows a cost-benefit analysis approach 
(University of Edinburgh 2015). Also, many of the structural changes in the 
sustainability strategies reviewed were restricted to efficiency projects like food 
composting and recycling. For example, on their website, the University of Texas 
(2015) claims that ‘recycling and composting as well as increasing the amount of local 
and sustainably produced foods in the dining facilities’ is the main food sustainability 
strategy.  Research shows that despite recyclability or biodegradability of the 
packaging, the amount properly recycled is far less than expected; and second, the 
efficiency cycle leads to what is known as the ‘rebound effect’1. Further, the long-term 
implications of the certain biodegradable packaging are also contentious (Dalton 2018; 
Gabbatiss 2018; Geyer, Jambeck & Law 2017; Hobson 2011; Lavelle 2018). 
Concomitantly, the fact that packaging can be recycled, ‘requalifies food packaging, 
making its speculative value as a potential resource (rather than as useless rubbish) 
present and potent’, increasing complacency towards waste creation (Hawkins 2012, p. 
80; emphasis in original).  
                                               
1 Wherein technological efficiency leads to an increase in the use of that technology and associated  
resources (Berkhout, Muskens & Velthuijsen, 2000). 
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Typically, these strategies do not effectively change overall eating practices; they either 
privilege individual consumers or make structural changes, such as sourcing Fairtrade2 
and sustainably produced food, in the process ignoring social dynamics (Evans 2011b; 
Lane & Gorman-Murray 2011; Potter & Lewis 2011). By focusing on student 
behaviour and attitudes, they frame and analyse problems as a matter of choice for 
students, which ultimately puts the onus of environmental damage and, therefore, the 
responsibility for change on the students as individuals (Kennedy 2016). This approach 
shows a lack of appreciation for the social and socio-technical arrangement of 
consumption (Shove 2010; Southerton, Vliet & Chappells 2004).  
Certain universities, though, have sought to overcome these limitations. Yale 
University’s sustainable food program used ‘engaged learning’ to kick start the 
sustainable food initiative. This concept has changed the way food is brought to the 
table and eaten and disposed of by establishing farms from where the food is sourced 
and their connection to eating spaces at the University (Duster & Waters 2006; Yale 
University 2014). The University of Toronto (Friedmann 2007) collaborated with a 
local food network to source local organically grown produce. The University of 
California’s Santa Barbara dining services conceived an alternate food system within 
an institutional setting by converting their canteen and dining area into a food hub fully 
sourced from local sustainable food networks (Cleveland et al. 2014). While the Yale 
project has now been reduced to a pedagogical farm, the other projects mentioned above 
have not been studied (Mascarelli 2009). However, a large study on campus sustainable 
projects (Cleveland et al. 2014) has heralded these projects as unique, considering the 
dominance of large corporate food-production and provisioning networks. 
Nevertheless, that study also acknowledges that in the wider social, economic and 
political regimes, such endeavours are targeted by larger corporations or limited to 
small-scale initiative in terms of geography and sustainable practices (Barlett 2011; 
Cleveland et al. 2014). 
                                               
2 Fairtrade works to alleviate poverty in the Global South through a strategy of ‘trade, not aid’ by 
improving farmer and worker livelihoods through direct sales, better prices and stable market links as 
well as support for producer organisations and communities. The movement also works to educate 
Northern consumers about the negative consequences of conventional trade, offers fairly traded 
alternative products and promotes the selection of more ethical purchases (Raynolds & Long 2007). 
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Emerging studies show what kind of initiatives are effective in changing sustainability 
outcomes. Studies on communities other than universities have shown that exceptional 
transitions consider technological and behavioural dimensions of communities and take 
into account ‘systems, standards and norms’ that shape consumption (Moloney, Horne 
& Fien 2010, p. 7620). Various studies of strategies used by organisations, communities 
and universities have also shown that ‘green consumerism’, a concept based on 
individual choices and behaviours, leads to doubts and insecurities in the long term, 
where individuals are forced to feel responsible toward the environment (Connolly & 
Prothero 2008; Jackson 2016; Mullan et al. 2014; Scerri 2011). Moreover, this concept 
of the ‘green citizen consumer’ fits within the ideology of neoliberalism, thus 
maintaining the status quo of economic growth, albeit achieved with ‘individualised’ 
energy efficiency, limiting the scope of change and putting the burden on individuals 
(Moloney & Strengers 2014). Conversely, programs like ‘London on Tap’ showed how 
social norms around eating and drinking such as cleanliness, hygiene and convenience 
do more to change resource requirements, such as the use of plastics, rather than telling 
people to stop drinking bottled water (Sahakian & Wilhite 2014; Shove, Pantzar & 
Watson 2012).  
The literature on socio-technical transitions, as depicted by the systems transition 
approach toward sustainability in universities (e.g., Ferrer-Balas, Buckland & de Mingo 
2009), provides an important step forward in tackling these issues (Blue 2017). Taking 
a socio-technical perspective implies that the social and technical elements of a 
’regime’, such as food provisioning, coevolve to determine the way the regime operates 
(Schot & Geels 2008). The transformation of regimes is understood as emerging from 
niche innovations. However, while this approach balances ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ 
strategies, it continues to perpetuate hierarchical structures. These could take the form 
of senior officials and wider stakeholders (Scerri 2011) or multilevel strategies in the 
form of niches and regimes (Doherty, Cawood & Dooris 2011; Friedmann 2007). The 
limitation comes when, to influence sustainable innovations, hierarchical structures and 
mainstream power geometries are perpetuated by trying to be compatible with the 
dominant regime, as shown by many instances involving organic or local food. These 
include supermarkets who use energy intensive and polluting plastic and Styrofoam 
packaging for organic and local food (Cleveland et al. 2014; Geels 2010; Guthman 
2003; Morgan 2010; Shove 2011; Smith 2006); or as shown in the case of consumer 
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expectations, how chilled and bottled orange juice, which carries a high environmental 
impact, became mainstream in the US (Foster, McMeekin & Mylan 2012). Thus, while 
there is much to learn from niche innovations in terms of intervening in regimes 
(Rotmans & Kemp 2008; Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012), these approaches often 
depend on individual actors who may continue to perpetuate mainstream power 
geometries and maintain the status quo and business as usual (Shove 2010; Shove & 
Walker 2007). 
1.2 THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND FOOD SPACES 
 
Regarding structural approaches to change, studies including the desktop review of this 
thesis, show that eating or food itself is treated as a secondary issue to architectural and 
urban design or representational changes in the built environment, especially where the 
conceptualisation of eating spaces and related policies are concerned (Horwitz 2005). 
Where studies are available, food sustainability related interventions in the built 
environment of universities span from examples of urban-food production to providing 
spaces for farmers markets to a general ‘green building’ infrastructure that reflects 
mainstream strategies of greening (Garnett 2000; Grundy 2011; Moreland 2014; Van 
Leeuwen, Nijkamp & de Noronha Vaz 2010). Energy efficiency certificates, such as 
the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)3 in US, and roof gardens 
are part of the sustainable infrastructure within residences used for pedagogical services 
to ‘interested and paying students’ at ‘Green House’ accommodation in Madison, 
Wisconsin (UW-Madison 2014) and other universities (Chaplin & Wyton 2014).  
Such attempts to shape food practices indicate that as discussed in section 1.1 above, 
only singular aspects of spaces, such as the physical built structure—as in the case of 
technological restructuring and ecological modernisation 4  —and/or changing the 
behaviour of students using these spaces are currently taken into account. Where 
ecological modernisation is concerned, it has been critiqued for being unable to 
                                               
3 LEED is the most widely used green-building rating system in the world (USGBC 2018). 
4 Here, highly efficient technologies and infrastructure form key sustainability initiatives. 
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‘address the systematic features of capitalism that make the system inherently wasteful 
and unmanageable’ (Hajer 1995, p. 32). Foucault (1984) has also previously critiqued 
this approach by stating that architecture, as a kind of technical restructuring, in itself 
may not have the power to bring about the intended function until it corresponds with 
people and their participation in activities. Urban studies scholars Amin and Thrift 
(2002) and Cooper (2003b) argue that the social processes of local and cultural contexts 
require the investigation of other complexities. Further, it also becomes necessary to 
account for the mobility of people and materials and the information and discourses 
that have arisen in the spaces created by these buildings and built spaces. The inclusion 
of non-policy actors, such as students, market researchers, and food vendors, in large 
technological systems, who assume policy and corporate actors are the only key players 
is also crucial if they are to effect positive and long-term sustainability outcomes 
(Shove & Walker 2007).  
In the limited and expensive spaces of urban universities, sustainability ventures, such 
as implemented by Yale in the form of farms, are usually not feasible. While the current 
literature review was unable to reveal any studies on food provisioning/consumption 
spaces in urban universities and their sustainable outcomes, some have reported their 
sustainability endeavours in a special issue of Metropolitan Universities (Munger 
2009). While this issue highlights the responsibility and opportunity for urban 
universities to contribute to environmental sustainability, the articles themselves are 
not remarkable because they usually reflect mainstream strategies discussed above 
(Eason, Berger & Green 2010; Munger 2009). However, the connection between inner-
urban universities with the urban community and space constraints are consistently 
raised as exclusive issues in inner-urban university studies (Munger 2009; Wiewel & 
Perry 2008). This topic requires scholarship that accounts for the unique problems 
associated with urban or inner-urban5 universities. 
                                               
5 ‘Inner-urban’ is synonymous with ‘urban’ throughout this thesis because the definition used for ‘urban’ 
has become less homogenous. Apart from urban, additional indications are provided in literature to 
clarify meaning: suburban, city centre, metropolitan, small town, ghetto, middle class. For example, the 
journal Metropolitan Universities profiles its constituency as ‘located in or nearby the urban centre of a 
metropolitan statistical area with a population of at least 250,000’. Needless to say, this has distinctly 
North-American overtones. Currently, the enormous variety of potential urban locations for universities 
draws attention to the specific consequences of such locations for both universities and their social 
environments (van der Wusten 1998, p. 1). 
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1.3 RESEARCH METHODS AND KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION 
 
The fourth and oft-ignored aspect of the dominant initiatives are the assumptions and 
frameworks that inform the research, which generate data that informs the strategies. 
Many studies conducted by universities and independent researchers focus on 
behaviours and attitudes of students (e.g., University of Texas 2015; UW-Madison 
2014; Whitehair, Shanklin & Brannon 2013). Research projects that study either the 
implementation of University programs, strategies and policies and/or student 
behaviours around food and sustainability have typically framed their research around 
the ‘value-action’6 gap (e.g., Boyce & Geller 2001; Chaplin & Wyton 2014). Most of 
these studies analyse the barriers that reduce or manage the uptake of knowledge or 
choices given to students. Universities themselves conduct surveys and establish 
feedback systems, including assess to product and service quality as an important 
component of customer (i.e., student) or their value-gap perceptions (e.g., Shanka & 
Taylor 2005). These studies review performance indicators, such as purchasing goals, 
academic programs, marketing and experiential learning (Barlett 2011), and reinforce 
norms such as educating and mobilising individual and institutional consumers to buy 
ethical and sustainable food (Ferrer-Balas, Buckland & de Mingo 2009). 
These studies illustrates how ‘methodological individualism’, based on the ABC 
approach critiqued in sections 1.1 and 1.2 above, is perpetuated through research 
methods and informs the way data is collected. Much of the consumer research 
identified above is based on methodological individualism, wherein inferences are 
drawn from individual attitudes, behaviours and choices (Halkier & Jensen 2011; Shove 
2010). The methods shaped by understandings that privilege individuals as the main 
actors or by contrast ‘dummies’ follow survey or questionnaire models. These include 
studies that quantify the attributes of student-café visits (Cleveland et al. 2014); how 
much students know about sustainability or sustainable development (Shanka & Taylor 
2005); and quantifying food frequency, eating habits and body weight to ascertain habit 
changes (Guagliardo et al. 2011). All the methods and tools attempt to make sense of 
                                               
6 The concern that people that seem to have knowledge of how to and claim to be green, but do not 
follow those values (Blake 1999).  
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the world, but in a singular (statistical), definite (hard facts), and ‘discovering what’s 
out there way’ (Law 2007). Based on the assertion that methods not only ‘discover 
reality’ they also make reality by enacting the social (Law 2004, 2009; Law & Urry 
2004), this thesis proposes that an alternative framework is required for knowledge 
production, especially concerning how eating spaces and eating practices are framed in 
research on and by universities. This proposed framework should include 
understandings, methods and methodologies that understand the plurality of social life 
and capture the incoherence and messiness of realities that in themselves are not 
definite or singular (Law 2007).  
2. RE-IMAGINING EATING SPACES: RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
In response to the research gaps discussed in the previous section,  I reframe the issue 
of sustainability as social change, through an emerging suite of theories, Social Practice 
Theories (SPT) in sociology. This approach shifts the emphasis toward the study of the 
social organisation of practices and stability and change as embedded in social relations 
and processes. Section 2.1 introduces Schatzki’s (2002) site ontology, which moves 
arguments concerning social change beyond methodological individualism and 
structural reorganisations, which are limited to ecological modernisation, technological 
fixes and influencing consumer behaviour. This focus on practices and the mundane 
aims to ‘extract targets for intervention from the complexity of everyday life’, which 
are alternatives to individualistic targets or concerns related to ecological or technical 
reorganisation (Schatzki 2001a; Spurling et al. 2013, p. 23). Further, from this 
ontological perspective, space is conceived beyond physical and representational 
approaches. This is because, as discussed further in chapter two, site ontology 
prioritises and studies the relationality and spatiality of multiple practices and material 
infrastructures across space and time.  
I also relinquish the dominant  positivistic tradition of ‘discovering reality so as to be 
able to change it’ (Law & Urry 2004). Instead, by adopting the approach that methods 
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are performative7 and, thus, create or interpret reality, an additional rethink of what 
relationships are created and how or what interpretation of reality should be enacted is 
required (Law & Urry 2004). In order to rethink our understanding of the nexus of food, 
sustainable consumption, social change and spaces, the research needs to go beyond 
critical approaches (Felski 2015). Particularly, the research aims to re-imagine what 
might complement the critical approach to social change (Cooper 2018; Felski 2015; 
Urry 2016). It aims to use transformative methods in addressing and re-imagining, in 
plural ways, what eating space(s) with sustainable outcomes might be (Cooper 2017, 
2018). 
I employ site ontology to frame the main and the sub-research questions theoretically, 
methodologically and empirically to study food provisioning and consumption spaces 
and, concurrently, to understand the everyday practices of students. The empirical aim 
is to explore the dynamic relationship between eating spaces at the University and 
students’ eating practices as shaped by and shaping each other to encourage sustainable 
consumption. The research, therefore, contributes to how policy makers, urban 
designers and planners, space managers, universities and researchers can study and 
reconfigure spaces in sustainable and less resource-intensive directions. It aims to 
achieve this by identifying multiple intersecting dynamics as seen at the site of study 
(Halkier 2016; Nicolini 2012). 
2.1 CONCEPTUAL APPROACH : PRACTICE THEORIES AND SITE 
ONTOLOGY  
 
I adopt SPT (also known as practice approach or practice lens) as a the key approach to 
overcome the limited ideas of social structures or the collective strength of individual 
action and, thereby, transcend action-structure dualisms (Blue 2017; Halkier, Katz-
Gerro & Martens 2011; Nicolini 2012; Postill 2010; Shove 2010). This helps to research 
                                               
7 ‘Performativity is a term coined by the philosopher JL Austin (1965) to describe those circumstances 
in which words are not descriptions (“constatives”) but are actions, affecting or creating a reality’ (Law 
2009, p. 251; emphasis in original). 
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social change, such as sustainability outcomes in food and eating. While there is no 
‘unified practice approach’, a few commonalities exist, namely that: 
the domain of “practice theory” is delimited by a conception of practices as organised 
activities, the conviction that both social phenomena and key psychological features of 
human life are tied to practices, and the idea that the basis of human activity is 
'nonpropositional' bodily abilities. (Schatzki 2012, p. 14; emphasis in original) 8 
 Further, the definition of practices followed is:  
open spatial-temporal nexuses of doings and sayings that are linked by arrays of 
understandings, rules and end-task action combinations (also called teleoaffective 
structures - including emotions and even moods) that are acceptable for or enjoined of 
participants. (Schatzki 2015a, p. 15)  
These integrative elements shape the hanging together of ‘doings and sayings’ of a 
practice and exemplified by cooking, shopping and food vending practices.  
Schatzki (2002) extends the definition of social practices from his previous seminal 
works (Schatzki 1991; 1996) to include materials through ‘site ontology’. This 
contends that a specific place exists due to activities, their entities and meanings, and 
these activities occur amidst the arrangements of materials, including space. As 
discussed further in chapter two, this approach helps to understand spaces as relational, 
which gives a plural perspective on the use of spaces and their relationship with 
practices. This, in turn, involves studying the bundling of practices that are co-located 
or co-exist as well as their material arrangements as sites of social action (Schatzki 
2002).  
The ambivalence towards issues of sustainability, which is evident in policies and 
strategy implementations at universities and elsewhere, is either due to fixed notions of 
what sustainability in food means, such as limited to organic, local, Fairtrade or the 
concentration of strategies on the conspicuous forms of consumption; for example, 
tackling food waste through composting (Walker & Shove 2007). While issues of green 
consumers and assessing the environmental viability versus the longevity of items has 
                                               
8 ‘Examples of the nonpropositional something are Ryle’s know-how, Merleau-Ponty’s habits/schemas, 
Dreyfus’ skills, Bourdieu’s habitus, and Giddens' practical consciousness. Standing behind these 
conceptions are Wittgenstein’s ruminations on rule following and knowing how to go on. This 
nonpropositional thing, moreover, is bodily. This emphasis on the body partly represents polemical 
opposition to the historical domination of mind over body in the mind-body dualism’ (Schatzki 2012, p. 
14). 
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been well tackled by consumption studies it is the inconspicuous and mundane aspects 
of consumption, especially forms of consumption deeply entrenched in socio-technical 
systems or infrastructures that gives practice theories and site ontology its advantages 
(Evans, McMeekin & Southerton 2012; Shove & Warde 2002; Walker & Shove 2007). 
According to Warde (2005), consumption is not considered a practice in itself because 
it is not dependent on the agency of autonomous individuals or symbolic 
communication. Consumption is considered a moment in practice and part of a diverse 
range of practices (Warde 2005)9. Thus, studying consumption involves highlighting 
notions or ‘norms’ such as comfort, cleanliness and convenience that are embedded in 
the daily reproduction of practices (Shove & Warde 2002; Strengers 2009). In terms of 
eating, these may involve notions of health, wellbeing, convenience, sustainability, 
rules about eating out or how to enjoy eating that may explain how students eat on or 
off campus. These, in turn, can lead to understandings about resource-intensive 
practices such as having packaged and processed muesli bars for everyday lunch. While 
this does not rule out the importance of the conspicuous consumption of food/material 
itself as a resource (Evans 2018), it provides explanations about the gradual and 
collective ways, certain forms of eating become ‘normalised’.10  
Normalising performed in eating spaces addresses the question of how spaces and 
practices of the present will provide trajectories or pathways for future 
conceptualisations of spaces and sustainable outcomes. Further, as explained in more 
detail in chapter two, these practices have their own ‘path dependency or trajectory’, 
and this suggests that more attention should be paid to collective development of norms 
and conduct rather than values and behaviours of individuals, as previously been the 
case in consumption studies (Warde 2005). Path dependency is conditioned by 
institutional arrangements such as university organisations and/or cultural traditions 
that are, in turn, characterised by specific spaces and times (Warde 2005).  
                                               
9 Some scholarship contends that consumption can be a certain kind of practice; for example, 
environmentally friendly food consumption (Halkier 2009a; Halkier 2016) but an extended discussion 
is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
10 This concept of ‘normalisation’ is used in analysis throughout the thesis. 
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The next section describes the site of the study, RMIT University city campus, as an 
apt case to study site to research how practices and spaces of food and eating relate to 
each other in urban-university campuses and the implications for sustainability.  
2.2 RMIT UNIVERSITY CITY CAMPUS, MELBOURNE: THE STUDY 
SITE 
 
The RMIT University city campus in the Central Business District (CBD) of Melbourne 
is a globally acclaimed and sought-after academic institution and actively embedded in 
the fabric of the city, as shown in Figure 1.1; moreover, it is the largest landholder in 
the CBD (RMIT 2018b). In spite of being somewhat autonomous, urban-university 
campuses have a certain level of porosity with the surrounding areas (Bender 1988). 
This issue is highlighted by inner-urban universities, which commonly experience a 
shortage of space in the context of a dense and expensive big city, such as RMIT 
University (hereafter also referred to as the University) in Melbourne’s CBD. While 
the campus has a relatively bounded core area, characterised by a number of inward 
facing buildings organised around internal campus lanes and internal squares and 
courtyards, its 68 buildings are spread over a significant part of the city. The University 
prides itself on its integration into city life which, ‘unlike other university campuses, it 
isn’t closed off, or surrounded by walls—City campus life is Melbourne city life’ 
(RMIT 2018c). Thus, these myriad of practices and spaces in urban spaces that 
interconnect with eating spaces, practices and students at RMIT University make it an 
exemplary and useful site for studying the spatiality of eating practices in urban 
universities.  
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Figure 1.1: RMIT University’s city campus enmeshed in the urban fabric.  
Note: The dark coloured boxes are the University buildings. 
Source: (RMIT 2018d)  
 
Universities past and present have had varied relations with their settings, but none 
more so than those within cities (Chatterton 1999; Maurasse 2001; Perry & Wiewel 
2008). This is because, in such cases, both the symbolic and practical aspects of the 
location are brought to the fore (Bender 1988). There are many examples of universities 
that have tried their best to keep the city at bay, following what is described as the 
Anglo-American tradition of anti-urbanism, and portraying themselves as yesteryear 
ivory towers of pastoral education (Bender 1988). However, recent studies on many 
urban universities suggest that this is no longer the case (Perry & Wiewel 2008). A 
prime example is New York University, which has reluctantly only recently 
acknowledged the city community in which it is based and is now working with it 
(Perry & Wiewel 2005; Wiewel & Perry 2008).  
Thus, the site of RMIT’s city campus facilitated a study that first, examined the kind of 
relations that porousness or ‘semi cloistered heterogeneity’ (Altbach 1990; van der 
Wusten 1998; Wasse 1990) promotes; and second, in the context of eating spaces and 
social practices, the extent to which sustainable outcomes can occur. The simultaneous 
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implementation of two building and sustainability projects on the city campus, 
Sustainable Urban Precincts Project (SUPP) (RMIT 2014) and New Academic Street 
(NAS) (RMIT 2015b) also provided an opportunity to study an urban university that 
was a ‘campus in flux’ as well as how the university was re-imagining sustainability 
(SUPP) and its eating spaces (NAS). These projects are detailed further in chapter three, 
where RMIT University is described as the case study. 
The University campus is, in many ways, enmeshed within the broader urban fabric 
and often hosts events and activities that involve members of the public venturing into 
the campus space. For example, the Alumni Courtyard is used for events at the 
University and also forms a part of the historic Old Melbourne Gaol, which is open to 
the public. Similarly, students often move between the campus and the city during daily 
university routines, including accessing food from the many nearby cafés that inhabit 
buildings and shopping malls in close proximity to the campus. The campus and its 
surroundings become either the source of food or a space for consumption for at least 
one meal, coffee and snack during the day. These patterns also form a part of the 
enmeshing of the city with the University and enables a chance to study how university 
spaces interact with the city as both shape and, in turn, are shaped by each other. I used 
ethnographic, digital and visual methods to investigate the formal and informal spaces 
of food consumption and provisioning in and around the University city campus as key 
focal points to discern the practices they constitute and how they relate to them. This 
was done through the following research questions that informed this project. As noted 
earlier, the main research question is: 
How can eating spaces be (re)imagined at inner-urban universities as pathways for 
sustainable outcomes? 
This question comprises the following sub-research questions: 
1. How can eating spaces and their dynamic relationship with students’ eating 
practices at inner-urban universities be understood (researched and analysed)? 
2. What kind of eating spaces are being built and imagined at RMIT University, and 
how do these shape food provisioning and consumption? 
3. How can specific research methods help understand and analyse students’ eating 
practices in order to re-imagine eating spaces at urban universities? 
4. What kind of eating spaces can be re-imagined at urban universities?  
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5. How can these re-imagined spaces become pathways towards sustainable outcomes 
at urban universities? 
2.3 OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY AND METHODS 
 
The research design employed a reflexive and iterative process, constantly evolving as 
new knowledge and interpretations of events were included. The methodology is based 
on the following assumptions:  
1.  The study of practices requires how certain processes are embarked upon, carried 
out, reproduced, stabilised or changed (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012). 
2. Methods help make reality as much as they help explore realities (Browne et al. 
2014; Law 2004, 2007).  
3.  New and innovative methods are required that help explain new and existing 
phenomenon so far ignored, such as the mobilities of food, people and 
infrastructures associated with food, such as food trucks (Hannam, Sheller & Urry 
2006; Urry 2007, 2010). 
4.  Methods as performative, become interventions; thus, it behoves the researcher to 
ascertain the kind of intervention (Law & Urry 2004).  
I undertook the research using interpretive ethnography as part of the methodology for 
the study (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013). Ethnographic research deals with people 
collectively, and because it is mainly concerned with daily routines, it is an ideal 
perspective to research practices. Concomitantly, interpretive techniques enable plural 
conceptualisations of social life allowing for explorations of interrelations between and 
within practices. Viewing ethnography as a methodology, which includes observations 
and interviews together with other types of qualitative methods provided me the 
opportunity to observe and describe social situations and events in different contexts. 
Rather than a single method, ethnography can then be seen as a collection of methods 
that enable researchers to explore the ways in which every day social practices are 
carried out by people; further, it can reveal how they interact with each other and a 
range of other ‘actors’ including associated material and technical infrastructure (Shove 
2017;  Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013). The performance aspect of practices also brings 
to the fore the methods themselves where it is possible to see them as actions.  
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There were two concurrent aspects of the research. The first aimed to understand how 
University eating spaces were conceived of and imagined by the University and used 
by students. As shown in Table 1.1, this aspect of campus ethnography involved 
observations around the campus and was supported by attending events organised on 
campus that were related to sustainability and food. It also included studying the plans 
and proposals for the New Academic Street (NAS) project and interviews with RMIT 
personnel involved in this project. I studied sustainability initiatives at the campus by 
attending events and conducting interviews with student entrepreneurs and the RMIT 
Student Union (RUSU) representatives.  
Concurrently, and this is the second aspect, I sought a ‘zooming in and zooming out’ 
method (Nicolini 2009a) to understand students' eating practices. This allowed me to 
examine localised aspects of the practice and then zoom out to study connections and 
trails across space and time beyond individual behaviours to social practices (Nicolini 
2009a). As shown in Table 1.1, this was achieved through focus groups, food maps and 
posts and pictures uploaded onto Facebook. These methods then became part of the 
overall ethnography of the campus. Focus groups were used to contribute material 
about how certain norms; for example, as discussed in section 2.1 above, how 
convenience is negotiated in relation to food. Facebook posts allowed interaction with 
students on a day-to-day basis, exploring their eating practices and the interconnections 
with other practices. Chapters three and five further elaborate the methodology and 
methods employed. The next section explains the thesis structure. 
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Table 1.1: Overview of primary research methods  
Research method Number of 
participants 
Kind of participants, 
groups/institutions/spaces 
Data (co)generated 
Fieldwork (Participant 
observation, attending 
events, momentary 
conversations) 
Seven events, 
all eating 
spaces/outlets 
listed on RMIT 
website, 
sustainability, 
events 
Observations in student lounges, 
food-provisioning outlets, eating 
spaces around campus (two 
weeks each semester), 
Breakfast/BBQ Events around 
campus (all lasting for two 
semesters) 
Fieldwork notes, 
photographs and notes of 
conversations with event 
attendees/organisers/ 
students 
Interviews (Semi 
structured, casual and 
Debriefing interviews 
8, 8 2 coffee-cart retailers, 2 RMIT 
representatives, 2 RUSU 
Representatives and 2 student 
activists/leaders. 
8 Selfoodie participants 
13 transcripts, notes 
Document analysis and 
secondary data 
collection in the form of 
desktop search of 
websites 
 RMIT, NAS, RUSU  Maps and plans of NAS, 
history books relating to 
RMIT, old catering 
reports, websites, social 
media pages of RMIT 
and RUSU 
Focus groups 16 Students  3 Transcripts 
Food maps 17 (one extra 
student) 
Focus group participants 17 Food maps 
Digital ethnography 
(pictures and posts on 
the private Facebook 
page Selfoodie) 
15 plus myself Focus group participants Over 400 photographs 
and posts (written 
conversations) 
 
3. THESIS STRUCTURE AND OVERVIEW 
 
As shown in Figure 1.2 below, the thesis is organised into three parts responding to the 
sub-research questions, followed by the conclusion. Part one comprises three chapters 
and establishes the broader practical and theoretical problems that frame and inform the 
thesis; further, it focuses particularly on the question of ontological and epistemological 
location. It also includes the theoretical contribution of the thesis. 
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Figure 1.2: Thesis overview: the thesis is organised into four parts. 
 
Chapter two addresses the first sub-research question: How can eating spaces and their 
dynamic relationship with students’ eating practices at inner-urban universities be 
understood (researched and analysed)? I unpack what it means to study the spatial and 
explore how the spatial dimension of practices should be included in the study of the 
social, considering the inherent spatiality of practices. The chapter provides a critique 
of approaches that concern merely the physicality and representative aspects of spaces, 
and how the production–consumption, and global–local dichotomies have been 
prioritised when dealing with spaces of food consumption. I employ SPT and 
Schatzki’s site ontology to provide a starting point for the conceptual, methodological 
and analytical framework, and thereby, construct a dynamic and activity oriented 
approach to studying space. These relational spaces are then proposed as ‘lived spaces’, 
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which are pathways to sustainable outcomes, where a pathway is not a specific place, 
but rather sites of ongoing interconnections between various practices and their material 
arrangements.  
In chapter three, I continue the investigation of the first sub-research question to explain 
how the conceptual framework of ‘lived spaces’ is operationalised through interpretive 
ethnography as the methodology and the multiple methods used. I further explain how 
the analysis used interpretive and abductive techniques through a combination of 
qualitative coding and categories by employing concepts from practice theory and site 
ontology that resound with patterns in the data to establish interconnections across 
practices and spaces. The remainder of the chapter focuses on one or more of these 
interconnections and patterns, addressing the remaining sub-research questions listed 
in section 2.2 above. The relevant data-specific analyses for each of the empirical case 
studies of eating spaces and practice-interconnections are discussed in the relevant 
chapters.  
Part two of the thesis comprises two chapters and provides the empirical (in the form 
of critical analysis, and lived space) and the methodological (in the form of a framework 
and analysis) bases for part three. Part two is concerned with how the University 
currently imagines space and eating within its spaces and the role of knowledge-
generation practices in shaping those interpretations and imaginations. Thus, it is 
concerned with how knowledge is generated, how it is taught and learned and how it 
travels, changes or is made new. I explore knowledge, as embedded in practices, 
through the concept of ‘general understandings’. How knowledge is produced is 
explored through methods and methodology of data generation. Part three also 
contributes to the methodological and empirical inputs of the thesis.  
Chapter four addresses the second sub-research question: What kind of eating spaces 
are being built and imagined at RMIT University, and how do these shape food 
provisioning and consumption? It provides a critical analysis of how discourses and 
understandings, conceptualised as ‘general understandings’ of space management. 
These include the University campus as an asset in an expensive city; food 
provisioning, such as mainly retail catering for diverse pricing; and outsourcing 
sustainability, such as limited food sourcing products, facilitated as a required student 
service through the student union. Further, I explore how these ‘general 
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understandings’ have established a trajectory for how these spaces will continue to be 
understood and conceived into the future, creating and perpetuating a ‘dominant’ 
pathway that may dictate future practices. I argue that this dominant pathway may 
continue to shape retail based, segregated and mono-functional eating spaces that, in 
turn, may lead to unsustainable outcomes. 
Chapter five addresses the third sub-research question: How can specific research 
methods help understand and analyse students’ eating practices in order to re-imagine 
eating spaces at urban universities? Taking the example of the digital research method 
of posting food selfies on Facebook, I examine how ethnographic spaces are produced 
by the interactions of the practices of the researcher and participants. This generates 
new ways of understanding and knowledge generation about real-time and spatio-
temporally mobile aspects of students’ eating practices, including how they themselves 
understand their eating practices and, relatedly, their use of campus spaces. The chapter 
also partly addresses sub-research questions four and five, which are more fully 
examined in Part three. I propose that these performative ethnographic spaces as a 
‘lived space’ helps to re-imagine spaces on campus and that as one of the ‘lived spaces’, 
ethnographic spaces are and can be sites for intervention in the University as pathways 
for sustainable outcomes.  
Part three of the thesis, addresses the fourth and fifth sub-research questions: What kind 
of eating spaces can be re-imagined at urban universities? and How can these re-
imagined spaces become pathways towards sustainable outcomes at urban universities? 
Through exploration of three more lived spaces, Part three provides pathways for 
imagining food provisioning and sustainability. While Schatzki’s site ontology as a 
theoretical framework has helped conceptualise how spaces are constituted and 
produced, these three chapters draw on other relevant spatial and theoretical resources 
to understand various kinds of lived spaces as pathways to sustainable outcomes. 
In chapter six, I explore the second lived space, as a ‘third space’ following the work 
of Oldenburg (2001), Rutherford (1990) and Soja (1998) in the context of mobile food 
vending and distribution practices on campus. I argue that by re-imagining food 
provisioning and consumption spaces at the campus as third spaces that are spatio-
temporally flexible with a mix of sociability, enterprise and sustainability-oriented 
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conviviality, food provisioning practices shift from just market managed or monetary 
logics to ‘hybrid hospitality’ (Parham 2013). 
In chapter seven, I explore how Sen’s (1993) capability theory as used by Walker 
(2013) helps imagine the third lived space as the ‘space of capability’ on campus. This 
space is produced as a result of student eating practices, such as bringing in leftovers 
and bulk cooking, interacting with microwaves and student lounges at the University. I 
propose that through this inadvertent bundling of domestic practices of students and 
on-campus spatial arrangements, these spaces of capability have allowed a nuanced 
solution to the complex and diverse requirements of provisioning of food and spaces at 
this inner-city campus to create sustainable outcomes.  
In chapter eight, I explore how ‘convenient eating-timespaces’ involving sociality and 
conviviality are integral aspects of sustainable eating on campus. An analysis of the 
activity timespaces, an essential component of site ontology, shows how convenient 
eating is associated with eating spaces and practices on campus. Further, the analysis 
shows that convenient-eating practices, such as eating on-the-go, usually associated 
with resource-intensive activities such as use of highly processed, packaged, and 
discretionary food, also leads to reduced sociality and commensality in on-campus 
eating spaces. The analysis finds that these practices are encouraged and enabled by 
back-to-back class schedules and eating anywhere or anytime on campus, which, in 
turn, leads to ‘non-eating timespaces’ on campus. I propose that providing dedicated 
spaces and times for eating that encourages socialisation and commensality may to 
create pathways for sustainable ways of eating on campus.  
The thesis concludes in chapter nine, which addresses the main research question, by 
reconsidering how these different lived spaces re-imagined on the campus through the 
practice lens and the site ontology framework create pathways to sustainable outcomes. 
This includes re-imagining how eating spaces at urban-university campuses can be 
conceived as different types of lived spaces that are hybrid, convivial, ethnographic and 
spaces of capability. I propose that understanding eating spaces at the university as 
lived spaces and including these spaces as sites of intervention and part of knowledge 
production at and for universities, may provide pathways that enable future practices 
with social and environmental equity and less resource and energy intensive 
consumption.  
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3.1 RESEARCH DISSEMINATION 
 
The study provided by the thesis is intended to be of interest to food scholars, social 
practice theorists and for universities, particularly inner-urban universities seeking to 
upgrade spaces and their built environment, introduce standalone food policies or 
incorporate them in their sustainability policies. This research is also relevant for any 
organisation exploring the sustainability of food and food spaces in its portfolio. The 
research may also be of interest to space planners/managers, such as in the Property 
Service 11 department at the University, architects, public-health researchers, 
sustainability researchers, and urban design and planning academics that may be 
thinking about food, eating and its dynamics with spaces. 
I have presented papers from this research at sociology, digital methods, food, social 
practice theory and geography conferences. This has resulted in one published paper 
and two papers accepted for peer review. See Appendix 1 for details. 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
This chapter presented a review of sustainability strategies at universities, introduced 
the site of study and the research questions and provided an overview of the methods 
used in addressing these questions. It also established the aim of the thesis as a re-
imagining of different configurations of lived spaces to understand alternative 
pathways for sustainable outcomes. It established gaps in current knowledge on how 
universities have understood and researched sustainability involving food and eating 
spaces at the campus. It proposed that practice theory and Schatzki’s site ontology can 
be particularly useful in enabling consumption researchers to carry out empirical 
studies of eating spaces to help address the limitations of structure-agency/production-
                                               
11 The Property Services department at RMIT University is the asset management unit that manages 
the planning and maintenance of infrastructure and buildings at all campuses of the University (RMIT 
2018a). 
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consumption/object-subject and global/local dichotomies in approaches to sustainable 
consumption.  
In the next chapter I explore these research gaps by framing how food, eating, practices 
and spaces can be studied together and understood as dynamic relationship. For this 
purpose, I examine how the relations between food, spaces and practices have been 
addressed in research and the literature. I argue that there is a gap in the knowledge 
concerning how these relations have been addressed. Consequently, I propose a 
conceptual framework that brings together the exploration of practices and spaces 
together with food discourses, and thereby, helps to re-imagine eating spaces in urban 
university campuses for sustainable outcomes. 
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CHAPTER 2: BETWEEN THE BUILT AND THE 
LIVED: EATING AND SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES 
  
The imagination of space as a surface on which we are placed, the turning of space into 
time, the sharp separation of local place from the space out there; these are all ways of 
taming the challenge that the inherent spatiality of the world presents. Most often, they 
are unthought. (Massey 2005, n.p) 
 
In this chapter I take the first step toward re-imagining spaces by addressing the first 
sub-research question, how can eating spaces and their dynamic relationship with 
students’ eating practices at inner-urban universities be understood (researched and 
analysed)? This involves a literature review and development of the conceptual 
framework applied throughout the study that brings together practices, food, and the 
built environment and spaces in relation to sustainable eating. More specifically, I 
propose and define the concept of ‘lived spaces’ as ‘pathways’ to sustainable outcomes.  
To define the concept of sustainability as employed in this thesis I use the term 
‘sustainable development’ as a starting point. This contentious term (Walker & Shove 
2007) has been widely used since the report, ‘Our Common Future’, commonly known 
as the Brundtland Commission Report (WCED 1987) was published for the World 
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED). The report defines 
sustainable development as ‘development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs’ (WCED 1987, p. 
43). It emphasises the importance of eradicating poverty and meeting the basic needs 
of all; promoting the principles of intergenerational and intra-generational equity by 
recognising the link between a healthy economy and healthy environment; and 
accepting the limitations set by the carrying capacity of the environment (WCED 1987). 
The terms ‘sustainable consumption and production’ were adopted as a part of its three 
key foci in the WCED Johannesburg summit in 2002 (Evans 2018). However, the term 
‘sustainability’ was initially coined in 1992 to highlight the resource-intensive patterns 
of consumption in industrialised countries and their deleterious effects on the 
environment (Evans 2018).  
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Of course, the approaches adopted to ameliorate these negative consequences of 
sustainable consumption come with their own issues, as demonstrated in the review of 
food provisioning and sustainability strategies of universities in chapter one. I identified 
these as a lack of a suitable and broad framework that goes beyond concepts of 
cognitive behaviours and hierarchical or structural system reorganisations, based 
entirely on greening or technology to include relational spatial and temporal aspects 
that embrace contingency and plurality. Subsequently, I adopted SPT and Schatzki’s 
site ontology as a theoretical and analytical framework for this research. To explain 
how his framework is used to study lived spaces as pathways to sustainable outcomes, 
this chapter comprises three sections.  
Section 1 unpacks what it means to study socio-spatial relations and define ‘lived space’ 
and pathways to sustainable outcomes. I emphasize the importance of including other 
spatial dimensions besides the physical and representational, including practices and 
their relations when studying the social. This section comprises four sub-sections. In 
section 1.1, I explain how practice theory was used to carry out the empirical study. In 
section 1.2, I examine eating as a social practice. In section 1.3, I discuss what kind of 
a practice eating is and how it should be treated differently to other integrative practices 
(Schatzki 2012) because it is a ‘compound’ practice (Warde 2016) made up of different 
but connected practices. Section 1.4 critiques the physicality and consumption aspects 
of food spaces, which are prioritised when dealing with consumption spaces. I argue 
that food consumption in spaces can be studied by using practice theories and 
specifically, site ontology (Schatzki 2002). Further, this ontology facilitates a 
conceptual, methodological and analytical framework for constructing a dynamic and 
activity-oriented approach to studying spaces, sustainable consumption and eating. 
Section 2 of the chapter comprises three parts. In section 2.1, I explain where site 
ontology is situated within the spatial literature and define it with respect to eating 
spaces. In section 2.2, I explain how the connections between practices and material 
arrangements were examined in the thesis through the concept of ‘general 
understandings’ I emphasise the importance of studying these connections across space 
and time in section 2.3; more particularly, how the concept of activity timespace, as an 
infrastructure through which practices are performed and occur, is an essential 
component of the future trajectories of practices and, therefore, important in exploring 
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pathways. The section also highlights the fact that the mobility of people, food and 
other materials and practice elements are essential for the study of spaces and the social. 
Section 3 outlines the theoretical framework of ‘lived spaces’ as pathways to 
sustainable outcomes derived from the concept of site ontology. In section 3.1, I explain 
my contention that the spatial and temporal aspects of how practices came to be and 
their teleology indicates how they are organised, and spaces are produced, and how this 
concept of ‘lived space’ is operationalised through the methodology and the analysis. I 
also explain how the sustainable outcomes of these practices and spaces, in turn, depend 
on providing potential pathways toward the emergence, continuance or disappearance 
of practices (Hui & Walker 2016). The concept of pathways is based on Schatzki’s 
notion of spaces that enable certain activities and act as trajectories into the future but 
are contingent upon practice elements, connections and their dynamics (2002). Finally, 
in section 3.2 I explain how the issues related to sustainability in eating will be used to 
analyse ‘lived spaces’.  
1. BUILT ENVIRONMENT, SOCIAL PRACTICES, EATING 
AND SPACES 
 
Many scholars have contended that the built environment and its spaces reflect a 
society’s social tone and their design reflects prevailing social trends, including the 
potential to interact with and shape eating practices (Bell & Valentine 1997; Cole 2003; 
Dolan 2012; Edgar 2012). An early and classic example is the case of picnicking or 
take-away food practices prioritised by the Chicago architect Mies Van der Rohe’s 
Cantor house design of 1946-47 (Muecke 2004). This comprises an overhanging roof 
that forms an ‘intertwining arcade linking food, architecture and mobility’ and provides 
an ‘intersection between the industrialisation of food-to-go and the industrialisation of 
the infrastructure that facilitates culinary mobility’ (Muecke 2004, p. 235). While this 
project was not built, as a design it highlights the inherent potential of the intersections 
between architecture and food practices in terms of infrastructure and spaces produced, 
and indeed, it was an inspiration for many subsequent designs (Muecke 2004).  
Green building strategies, such as green or edible roofs, in universities and elsewhere, 
attempt to shape practices through aspects such as standardisation, which has, in turn, 
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attracted criticism from many perspectives including the sociological, technological 
and architectural. Studies by Cole (2003), Cole and Lorch (2003), Cooper (2003a), 
Kohler (2003) and Shields (2003) provide a comprehensive review of the literature 
surrounding technologically influenced environmental building practices and discuss 
this as a clash between local and global cultures and spaces. As noted by these authors, 
globalisation is a contested issue, and its study has embraced notions of Westernisation 
to a more reflexive thinking that considers it in terms of a global-local dynamic (Cooper 
2003b). Shields (2003) considers globalisation is complex and pluralistic and instead 
of analysing it in terms of the standardisation of design, argues that it comprises two 
processes: hybridity and adaptation. He, therefore, advocates a cultural context that 
accounts for user expectations. 
Shields (2006) also criticises analyses that represent space as homogeneous and ignores 
the social practices and rituals constituting it, making distance the primary point of 
analysis. For example, an analysis of Starbucks by Dickinson (2002) criticises it for 
being a ‘globalised’ or standardised design of spaces and creating a disembodying of 
the self or a difficulty in locating oneself. This has been attributed to pre-established 
norms of the globalised structure that Starbucks brings with it in which practices lose 
any reference to the space in which they are performed (Dickinson 2002). Conversely, 
Shields (2003, p. 34) believes that a different analysis of the copyrighted branded space, 
such as Starbucks, can show how generic designs act as interfaces between the local 
and the global that create a challenge to be analysed as an interaction between ‘scales 
of knowledge and action’. He further believes that analyses are needed that account for 
the dynamics of cultural and social processes.  
These social processes of local, cultural and global further necessitate an examination 
of other complexities, such as the mobility of people, materials and information, in 
relation to issues of sustainability in spaces provided by these buildings. Amin and 
Thrift (2002) and Cooper (2003b) believe that a purely cultural context also lacks the 
framework to grasp the complexity arising from transnational exchanges and the 
juxtaposition of nature, people, things and the built environment. For example, by using 
concepts like the ‘third place’ as ‘public places that host the regular, voluntary, 
informal, and happily anticipated gatherings of individuals beyond the realms of home 
and work’ (Oldenburg 2001, p. 14) and global brands, such as Starbucks, that 
appropriate social concepts as mere space-design principles without taking the 
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challenge of taking the space beyond marketing and customer service. The latter has 
recently been evidenced by a racial-profiling case in the US12 (Atkinson 2003; Goldhill 
2018).  
Eating spaces in universities, including those in the US and Australia, and many other 
countries, have shifted from being few large dining halls to several eating hubs 
fashioned around eating anything, anywhere and anytime (Horwitz 2005). Architect 
and design scholar, Horwitz, attributes the change in design of eating places to the 
social change in eating practices that directly relates to how eating practices and the 
built environment are co-dependent. Yale’s sustainable food program, as discussed in 
chapter one, and the Steam Café at MIT, which is architecturally and digitally designed 
so that it changes according to the environment (Francisco 2006), are two examples of 
how talking about sustainability and food led to a campus-wide program and new eating 
places and patterns (Evans 2006; Horwitz 2005). Horwitz argues that these ventures are 
few and far between and appeals for a more desirable eating culture where people think 
and talk about what they eat. The absence of a framework that includes the above 
aspects of socio-spatial relations reflects a crucial limitation in the understanding of 
built spaces, social life and food sustainability strategies—that absence was also 
evidenced in chapter one by in the review of university approaches worldwide. 
To begin conceiving such a framework, as previously explained in chapter one, I base 
my study of eating and eating spaces at the University on a suite of Social Practice 
Theories (SPT). According to (Nicolini 2012), the writings of practice theorists 
including Bourdieu, Foucault, and de Certeau, as well as Giddens’ structuration theory, 
have found new interest in the writings of Reckwitz (2002b); Cetina, Schatzki and von 
Savigny (2000); Schatzki (2002; 2010b); Warde (2005); and Shove, Pantzar and 
Watson (2012); (see Halkier, Katz-Gerro & Martens 2011; Nicolini 2012; Postill 2010). 
                                               
12 ‘On Apr. 12, 2018, police arrested two African-American men who were waiting for a third person to 
join them at a Philadelphia Starbucks. The men were allegedly asked to leave by a Starbucks employee, 
who then called the police reporting that they were “refusing to make a purchase or leave”. The two men 
were in custody for almost nine hours before being released without charges. The incident generated 
widespread public criticism, and Starbucks was quick to issue an apology to the two men. Now Starbucks 
has announced that it will close more than 8,000 company-owned stores around the US on the afternoon 
of May 29 so that its 175,000 employees can receive racial-bias training. But people believe Starbucks’ 
outdated ideas of a single afternoon of bias training is marketing and that will not help as ultimately the 
chain is about profit making’ (Goldhill 2018). 
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The suite of Social Practice Theories that I adopted for the study emphasises that 
individual reflexive action is performed in the presence of a large variety of social and 
cultural knowledge in which the social actor recreates social activities (Nicolini 2012). 
In concurrence with Actor Network Theory (ANT) (Latour 2005), SPT also considers 
human lives as interconnected networks in a massive web that includes the social and 
the spatial (Schatzki 2002). In the next section I examine SPT literature to trace how 
practice scholars established a connection between the social and practices. This review 
enables an analysis to study eating as a practice and then, by establishing a relationship 
between the spatial and practices, how this relation forms the basis of a critical and 
prefigurative conceptual framework for studying issues related to eating and the 
sustainability of food. 
1.1 STUDYING PRACTICES 
 
Practice theories constitute a broad family of commonly understood concepts, such as 
practice being a historically and geographically organised local occurrence existing as 
a complex whole with smaller, sometimes shared elements (Nicolini 2012). As stated 
in chapter one, the definition of practices follows Schatzki as:  
open spatial-temporal nexuses of doings and sayings that are linked by arrays of 
understandings, rules, and end-task action combinations (also emotions and even moods) 
that are acceptable for or enjoined of participants’ essentially making the spatial a part 
of practices (2015a, p. 15).  
‘Understandings’, as explained later in this chapter, are both ‘general’ and ‘practical’ 
(Schatzki 2002). 
While there is no unified theory of practice, there is a mutual acceptance that the ‘social 
is a field of embodied, materially interwoven practices centrally organised around 
shared practical understandings’ and includes the material by accepting that ‘bundled 
activities interweave with ordered constellations of nonhuman entities’ (Schatzki 
2001a, p. 12). Thus, this phenomenon, as ‘knowledge, meaning, human activity, 
science, power, language, social institutions, and historical transformation occur within 
and are aspects or components of the field of practices’ (Schatzki 2001a, p. 12). 
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Analysing social practices first involves developing an account of a field13 of practices 
or a slice thereof (in the case of my study the field being the University, eating spaces, 
sustainable consumption and students’ eating practices); and second, it is within this 
field of practices that the subject matter (sustainable outcomes) resides (Schatzki 2001a, 
p. 11). The appeal of the practice approach is that it helps describe space, in this case 
eating space, as it is made and remade, in terms of temporality, performances, material 
infrastructure and discourses, without resorting to conventional dualisms of 
actor/system, social/material, space/place, object–subject, and body/mind (Lane & 
Gorman-Murray 2011; Massey 2005; Nicolini 2012; Schatzki 2002), as discussed in 
the sections below. 
Many authors demonstrate interest in undoing the mind–body dualism, approaching 
culture as a way of seeing the world (Hayes-Conroy & Hayes-Conroy 2008). The first 
affordance of the practice approach I highlight here is that as a cultural theory, practice 
theories also oppose the totality of sociological theories and the individualities of 
rational theories (Reckwitz 2002b). The advantage this gives practice theories when 
exploring the social, such as eating spaces at universities and social change is that as a 
cultural theory different from the concepts of homo economicus 14  and homo 
sociologicus, 15  practice theories foreground the cognitive and symbolic and bring 
contingency into the way the world is seen (Reckwitz 2002b). This, in turn, is seen as 
an important aspect of the social (Schatzki 2002) because it takes the focus away from 
the dualistic structure-agency debate.  
Within cultural theories, of which practice theories are a part, practice theories differ 
from other theories with respect to where the smallest unit of analysis is located. It also 
differentiates itself from other cultural theories and is situated as a response to ‘hyper 
                                               
13 ‘The field of practices is the total nexus of interconnected human practices ... this makes the notion 
of a field of practice the linchpin of the practice approach’(Schatzki 2001a, p. 12). 
14 An approach in the Sociology of Consumption that considers individuals capable of making rational 
choices on their own in the process looking out for their own interest (Blue 2017) 
15 Another approach in the Sociology of Consumption that emphasises that social institutions shape 
actions and patterns of consumption (Blue 2017). 
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intellectualism’,16 which is essentially based only in the mind, symbols and/or texts 
(Reckwitz 2002b, p. 258). The practice approach addresses the body versus mind and 
the structure versus the agency dichotomy by placing the social in the practice 
(Reckwitz 2002b; Schatzki 2001a; Shove 2010) and highlights ‘practical 
understandings’ as the know-how for integrating the doings and sayings of practices; 
that is, bringing the body back (Reckwitz 2002b). According to Reckwitz (2002b), 
embodiment, as a point of difference to other cultural theories, prevents idealism and 
reification, which have been shown to pursue singular approaches or target particular 
groups or individuals for social change. 
The second analytical advantage of practice theories is that when analysed through the 
practice lens, it is the act of doing things that generates the usage of resources, such as 
food or food packaging (and/or its waste), its characteristics, and in the process, allows 
consumption to be taken as a moment and a part of the practice rather than as an 
outcome or motivation. It thereby eliminates the onus of consumption from the 
individual (Gronow & Warde 2001; Warde 2005). To address questions of 
consumption, Warde (2005) contends that consumption studies will benefit from a 
practice perspective as there is a tendency in sociological studies of consumption to 
overlook forms of consumption that are repetitive patterns of social behaviour and 
actions. He bases his argument on research that contends consumer culture studies17 
have focused on how consumers make purchase decisions rather than the practical 
setting and conspicuous consumption and, in the process, ignores the inconspicuous, 
routine, habitual and non-communicative aspects of consumption (Gronow & Warde 
2001; Welch & Warde 2015). Warde (2005) argues for a shift wherein the 
concept of “the consumer” ... evaporates. Instead, the key focal points become the 
organisation of the practice and the moments of consumption enjoined ... [and] wants are 
fulfilled only in practice, their satisfaction attributable to effective practical 
performances. (p. 146; emphasis in original) 
This approach does not ignore the individual but characterises her as a carrier of the 
practice leaving open innovation and experimentation in the act of performance 
                                               
16  Reckwitz (2002b) uses this term to denote the tendency of social science to read intention, 
motivation, reason or cause into everyday actions and behaviour. 
17 Consumer culture is explained as a form of capitalism in which the economy is focused on the 
selling of consumer goods and the spending of consumer money. (Welch 2017). 
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(Nicolini 2012). This is important when re-imagining what kind of innovations are 
possible in eating spaces and how spaces can be re-imagined as pathways to 
sustainability. 
The third affordance of the social practices approach is the inherent materiality given 
to practices. There are two aspects to studying materials in this way. First, food, like 
other materials, has conventionally been subject to a dualism of object–subject in order 
to privilege objective reality (Lane & Gorman-Murray 2011). Recent practice theorists 
have insisted on the role of the material within practice theories with Reckwitz (2002a) 
counting materials as essential resources and Schatzki (2002), as part of his site 
ontology as detailed in section 2.1, who defines the social as made up of assemblages 
of practices and material arrangements. Shove, Pantzar and Watson (2012) go further 
and include materials as part of their version of the three main elements constituting 
practices. Thus, studies based on practice theories aim to address and reduce the 
complexities in analysing food as a material of consumption by making eating as a 
practice, the smallest unit of inquiry.  
Working through the literature on food studies, in the next section I will first explain 
the advantages of studying eating as a social practice in terms of removing dichotomies 
associated with food, such as the object/subject and production/consumption binaries, 
and second, define what kind of practice eating is. The ecological footprint, individual 
carbon footprint calculators and life cycle analyses of food items are some of the 
conventional ways of researching and elevating consciousness about sustainable ways 
of eating in many strategies in universities; and, as shown in chapter one, they ignore 
the fact that a redefinition of ‘sustainable eating’ may be required (Conway et al. 2008; 
Filho 2009; Shove & Spurling 2013). Thus, to move food away from a material rhetoric 
of ‘bad’ or ‘good’ in terms of sustainability outcomes, practices as focal points are used. 
Here, the eating practices of students are used a way of framing food research so that 
meanings do not reside in the food, but in the act of consumption in the practice. 
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1.2 STUDYING EATING AS A SOCIAL PRACTICE  
 
Studies of eating and food in sociology and geography have converged on questions of 
how to explore the relational contingencies of eaters and foods through embodiments 
and the (re)materialisation of food; this broader scale can focus on concepts like food 
inequalities and food justice (Goodman 2015; Lupton 1996). According to Lupton 
(1996), scholars are also concerned with how to study food and what to study in relation 
to food. Moreover, they are also concerned with how the future potential of geographies 
of food contribute to human health and the material aspects of what are called 
alternative, industrial or unhealthy foods (Goodman 2015; Mansvelt 2010). In 
explaining all these aspects, food studies scholars Goodman (2015) and Hayes-Conroy 
and Hayes-Conroy (2008) laud approaches that explore the socio-materialism of food 
to reveal the importance of meanings and affects surrounding food instead of those that 
focus only on technological innovation and superior products. Goodman, Goodman and 
Redclift (2010b) also consider that certain studies, such as Evans (2011a), Evans 
(2011c) and Halkier (2009b), bring together the concerns mentioned above and take 
every day sociological work to ‘matters of geography’ that traverse aspects of values, 
knowledge and space beyond the corporeal toward practices. Inspired by studies that 
research food and eating as a practice, this approach encompasses the relationalities of 
socially organising the consumption of food by connecting spatio-temporal mobilities, 
such as procuring food, with the unchanging aspects or fixities, such as ingesting it 
(Goodman, Goodman & Redclift 2010b; Warde 2016). 
There are considerable advantages in understanding consumption as a moment in the 
practice of eating (following Warde 2013; 2016). Considering practice as the smallest 
unit of inquiry shapes consumption and sustainable consumption differently than 
previously imagined and researched. The inconspicuous, routine, habitual and non-
communicative aspects of consumption ignored in other cultural theories, especially 
when studying consumer culture, are foregrounded by the application of practice 
theories in tackling issues of consumption (Welch 2017). This decentres the consumer 
‘from accounts of consumption as “wants are fulfilled only in practice”, their 
satisfaction attributable to effective practical performances’ (Warde 2005; emphasis in 
original).  
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Therefore, studying eating as a practice entails studying its performance, as doings and 
sayings, such as cooking in a certain way or choosing fruits and vegetables for purchase 
and other practice elements, such as knowing what is in season, or should be cooked or 
eaten raw, must be studied; moreover, this approach includes internal dynamic 
interactions of other practices (Halkier 2016). Schatzki (1997) articulates practices as 
‘entity’ and ‘performance’. According to Shove, Pantzar and Watson (2012) and Warde 
(2005) this concept provides tools to analyse practices in the original sense as a dynamic 
integration of their elements—as an entity and as presentation or portrayal of the 
practice performance. Thus, a practice’s elements include understandings, where 
‘general understandings’ are broader ideas or meanings attached to the practice, and the 
‘practical understandings’ are the know-how to execute the doings and sayings of 
practices (Schatzki 2012). As explained in section 2.3 below, the concept of 
teleoaffective structures, as end-task combinations, relate to ‘activity timespaces’ 
through motivation and end goals (Schatzki 2002, 2010b). Further, as introduced in 
chapter one and explained in detail below in section 2, Schatzki (2002) extends the 
definition of practices to include materials through ‘site ontology’. Here, the entities 
and meanings of activities, for example, taking a drink from the vending machine, occur 
among the arrangements of materials, such as food, the vending machine and space. As 
explained further in section 2, these concepts from practice theory contribute to the 
theoretical, methodological and analytical framework for this research to study 
practices and establish connections between practices across space and time (Shove 
2003a; Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012; Shove et al. 2007; Spurling et al. 2013).  
Analysing eating as a practice and analysing its elements provides alternative 
perspectives to how consumption and production of food has been analysed 
conventionally. For instance, ways of looking at food conventionally, as a material, 
tend to separate the aspects of production and consumption and this is a challenge in 
many disciplines because it is difficult to establish the priority of one over the other 
(Goodman & Dupuis 2002). In his attempt to arrive at a suitable theoretical framework 
to overcome the dualism, Domaneschi (2012) claims that this binary approach has 
broken food studies into discussing either issues of ‘knowing food’ or ‘growing food’ 
(see also Goodman & Dupuis 2002).  
Domaneschi (2012) sums up recent sociological literature that has attempted to 
relinquish this dichotomy, basing their arguments on three basic agendas: the human-
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non-human relationship; how the various resources around food are mobilised; and the 
power geometries created because of or for it According to him, when combined (rather 
than each being a freestanding framework), the actor network, conventions and systems 
of provision theories bring the various but equally crucial aspects of the economic, 
scientific and political perspectives aspects of food into a single approach (2012). He 
presents his research into the quality of food in professional kitchens as an example of 
how the practice approach, with its elements and material arrangements, can combine 
all three perspectives by making them elements of the practice and its dynamics (2012). 
Hence, as explained in more detail in section 2.3 below, the affordance of practice 
theories is that they bring together dualities like production and consumption on a flat 
plane that is coherent with the site ontology (Schatzki 2002).  
1.3 WHAT KIND OF PRACTICE IS EATING? 
 
Following Warde (2013) and others (Shove, Pantzar and Watson 2012; Spurling et al. 
2013), the first step in studying eating as a social practice is asking what kind of practice 
eating is. Schatzki (1996) distinguishes between integrative and dispersive practices. 
Dispersive practices are those that form a part of other practices, such as questioning, 
demanding and describing, while integrative practices are those that combine doings 
and sayings, such as cooking or driving (Schatzki 1996). To become integrative 
practices, a set of activities, or as it may be a set of practices also sometimes called 
‘bundles’ that are co-located or co-exist (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012), are held 
together tightly through rules, understandings and teleoaffective structures (Schatzki 
1996). Thus, if eating is to be considered an integrative practice, it requires that these 
elements come together in an organised manner, which may include formalisation 
through associations or institutions or a similar process (Warde 2013). 
Warde (2013, p. 66) proposes that eating is a ‘complex’18 practice (see also Shove, 
Pantzar & Watson 2012) comprising various activities, such as foods consumed, bodily 
processes and social arrangements; and hence, it should be studied as a ‘compound 
practice’. Eating, according to Warde, is more loosely constituted than other practices 
                                               
18 A bundle of practices that start supporting or shaping one another sometimes becoming co-dependent 
and thus, complex (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012). Discussed later in section 2. 
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that form integrative practices, such as driving. This is because, despite being 
performed often and involving doings and sayings and understandings and procedures, 
eating as a practice is not usually regulated or coordinated enough to qualify as an 
integrative practice. There is an inherent lack of standards that gives it an informal 
organisation (Warde 2013). To illustrate the rare examples in which eating is an 
integrated complex of practices, Warde gives the example of the current Slow Food 
movement as an organising structure that transforms this compound practice into an 
integrative practice. While eating is an inherently consumptive practice, where 
shopping for food and growing food as two of its conspicuous components (Evans 
2018; Halkier 2009a), Warde’s conceptualisation helps examine eating as more than 
just the ingestion of food. Furthermore, including the social, spatial and the temporal 
aspects of eating, such as social events and the menu does not lose the ‘viscerality’ of 
eating. Thus, as a compound practice, eating becomes a combination of socially 
organising the consumption, procurement and ingesting of food.  
The advantages of using the above conceptualisation was explored by Plessz and 
Gojard (2015) in their study of vegetable consumption in relation to socio-economic 
position. The study demonstrated that in spite of having less time to cook, which is 
deemed healthier than eating out, middle-income participants in the study managed to 
consume more vegetables than their lower-income counterparts. This, they contend, 
illustrated how separating and analysing the compound practice of eating into a 
combination of individual practices helps explain how this unexpected result is due to 
the meanings of health and nutrition connected to vegetable consumption. In the same 
way, rather than assuming eating is a single practice, this conceptualisation offers a way 
to analyse how the practices of cooking, shopping and consuming food are combined 
or performed differently.  
Further, Shove and Spurling (2013) also contend that it is important to treat tricky 
practices such as eating differently as they provide clues to how practices coordinate 
and relate to each other. Thus, this study uses this definition of eating as a ‘compound 
practice’, which is tighter than a bundle, but looser than an integrative practice; this 
practice is formed in various ways but encompasses procuring, consuming and socially 
organising the consumption/ingestion of food (Warde 2013). As eating spaces, spaces 
at the University are the site of eating activities. Hence, the next section works through 
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the literature concerning spaces of food consumption which, in turn, leads to the 
concepts of site ontology and the site of the social. 
1.4 SOCIO-SPATIAL RELATIONS: STUDYING SPACES OF FOOD 
PROVISIONING AND CONSUMPTION  
 
Stock and Jonas (2015) assert that despite dissimilarities in the theoretical 
understandings of space, most disciplines, including food studies, sociology, 
geography, urban planning and design and architecture are beginning to converge 
around the essential relationship between spaces and social practices for studying the. 
Guldi’s (2011) literature review of the spatial turn, which includes the spatial to analyse 
the social and vice versa, writes that it was in the 1960s and 1970s that scholars such 
as Foucault, Lefebvre, and de Certeau, were attracted to the concept of multiple agency 
and the scale that a spatial study of the social could provide. This was an alternative to 
the traditional hierarchical and documented history approaches in sociology and the 
humanities. Sheller (2017) and Stock and Jonas (2015) surmise that Lefebvre’s Le 
Production de l’espace initiated the spatial aspect in the analysis of the social together 
with Massey’s Spatial divisions of labour: Social structures and the geography of 
production. Sheller (2017) also contends that the concept of the spatial was a key 
development in sociology that led to Gregory and Urry’s seminal book, Social relations 
and spatial structures, which converged the work of geographers and sociologists, such 
as Thrift (1983), Giddens, Levi and Lefebvre, on the influence of the spatial turn in 
their respective fields.  
In response to the question of how the relationship between practices and space should 
be studied, some theorists, geographers, philosophers and sociologists believe that the 
constant (re)production of spaces and the kinds of spaces that are produced is a product 
of the social being inherently tied to interrelated practices and their material 
arrangements across space and time (Hubbard, Kitchin & Valentine 2004; Soja 1989; 
Stock & Jonas 2015). Theorists like Deleuze like to use ‘re and de-territorialisation’ as 
a way to explain how the world is constantly changed (Hubbard, Kitchin & Valentine 
2004; Schatzki 2002). Massey’s (2005) relational analysis of space, and space as 
constantly being (re)produced, describes space as made up of interrelations that have 
multiple aspects and are ever changing. Following her, for Latour (2005) and Schatzki 
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(2002), space and place are constantly made and remade, albeit through actor networks 
and shared understandings and notions of place (Hubbard, Kitchin & Valentine 2004). 
Moreover, Thrift’s non-representational theory (2004a) relates practices and spaces 
through bodily action. Massey (1999) argues that ‘working these theories in an 
explicitly geographical fashion may radically reconfigure fields which previously had 
been thought without that dimension’ (p. 9). 
Schatzki’s (2015b) version of how practices and spaces come together proposes that 
‘the spaces pertinent to social life are ever increasingly the product of practices. The 
social practices that make spaces themselves are and have spaces’ (p. 1/9). Thus, this 
formulation, where bundles of practices in spatial arrangement make space also makes 
it inextricably linked to it, are the basis of his site ontology. This ontology provides an 
advantage over other interpretations in which practices and space are conceived and 
analysed separately (Stock & Jonas 2015). It also addresses Stock’s concern that even 
in geography, which is a spatial discipline, ironically, space is sometimes downplayed 
while studying practices (2015).  
I have employed site ontology in the conceptual framework of this study of the 
University’s eating spaces and student eating practices. As discussed in the next section, 
along with the site ontology, the conceptual framework is derived from relevant 
concepts of socio-spatial theorisations to propose the framework of ‘lived spaces’. 
Section 2 explains in detail how eating spaces at the University can be analysed and re-
imagined as ‘lived spaces’ based on Schatzki’s (2002) site ontology, and socio-spatial 
theories. For instance, the analysis of mobile food-provisioning in chapter six uses the 
notion of a ‘third space’ along with site ontology. Using Lefebvre’s conceptualisation 
of space, wherein space is seen as being produced socially as a material, and symbolic 
space, Soja (1998) proposes the concept of ‘third space’ as a hybrid space. The 
application of third space as a type of lived space is an original contribution of this 
thesis. 
2. THEORETICALLY OPERATIONALISING LIVED SPACES 
AS PATHWAYS TO SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES 
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A range of approaches have been taken to research and imagining spaces of food 
consumption—as sites along a whole network, a chain from production to consumption 
or as daily stories of food consumption and provisioning (Barndt 2012; Beagan & 
Chapman 2012; Friedmann 2012; Goodman 2015). To investigate eating spaces using 
site ontology and its constituent practices, the complexities arising from examining 
different aspects of eating spaces are addressed by bringing all aspects of food on the 
same level by de-prioritising binaries of production and consumption or individual 
agency and structure (Goodman 2015). Section 2.1 describes how Schatzki’s site 
ontology can be employed to analyse the University’s eating spaces and its constituent 
and related practices. 
2.1 SITE ONTOLOGY: PRACTICES AS SITES OF SOCIAL ACTION 
 
Schatzki (2013) describes spatiality as firstly how a material world forms a setting for 
human activity, thus, as shown in Figure 2.1, eating spaces form a setting for the student 
and University activities. For example, Schatzki (2013) considers how space, such as a 
bedroom, should be viewed firstly as a place to sleep which is the practice or activity 
that determines its physical nature. This he asserts makes empirical investigation easier 
and gives more depth into the causality of space and activities (Schatzki 1991). This 
notion corresponds with Science and Technology Studies (STS) (Pickering 1993) and 
also propounded by Latour (1992) in conceptualising ANT and the importance of 
materials in social configurations. The similarity stops there as practice theorists believe 
that practices retain agency because what is being ‘done’ is more important than the 
human–non-human hybrid agency that ANT proposes (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 
2012). They cite other STS theorists (Rip & Kemp 1998; Suchman et al. 1999) who 
also support the view that materials, including individual technologies and 
infrastructures, add to a social configuration as long as they are an effective part of the 
arrangement with practices (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012, p. 10). Thus, space is 
objective, as shown above, and second, a social phenomenon and, thus, becomes a 
nexus of human activities both shaping and being shaped by each other (Schatzki 1991).  
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Figure 2.1: RMIT University city campus 'food space’  
Note: Example - Building 57 lounge as a flat plane made up of social practices (such as heating food 
brought from home or shops, leisure, socialising) and their material arrangements (such as microwaves) 
(denoted 'm' in map), tables, couches. billiards tables (denoted 'bt' in map, vending machines (denoted as 
'v' in map) and chairs).  
Source: Author's field notes. 
 
The literature on space and place is full of arguments concerning which supersedes the 
other. The purpose here is not to assert primacy but to understand in the context of 
practices, the relations of space and or place with the social. Place has played an 
important role historically and in human evolution, through place construction 
(Goodman, Goodman & Redclift 2010b), where place attachment, senses of place and 
many other affectations are used to interpret this notion (Casey 1996; Goodman, 
Goodman & Redclift 2010b). These debates are closely related to the global versus 
local discourse, where space is taken as ‘out there’, and place as more intimate or local 
(Feld & Basso 1996). Using phenomenology as his philosophical underpinning, Casey 
(1996) argues that place has primacy over space by being the ‘fundamental form of 
embodied experience’. Further, that place is not just a location that specifies what is 
present in space and time but is preconfigured as a ‘coherent collection of pre-given 
place’ (Casey 1996, p. 15). Conversely, de Certeau (2011) emphasises the notion of 
strategies and tactics in the form of walking in the city or writing as a way of conquering 
space. Massey (2005) rejects both the above notions and contends that space is not an 
empty page to be written upon or a passive surface to be conquered and captured; 
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instead, it is relational, and constantly made and unmade. At the same time, the realities 
of space, for example, as displayed through its historicity, and more importantly, 
prioritised through its relational aspects, needs to be studied as part of the spatial as 
well (Massey 2005). 
For Schatzki (2010b), human activity is a spatio-temporal event, as stressed by Massey 
(2005) above, rather than a causal or flow of events, as Casey suggests. According to 
Schatzki (2002; 2010b), a practice is the site of social action, together with its material 
arrangements that, in turn, are assemblages of material objects: people, artefacts, 
organisms and things. For instance, a canteen has the material arrangements of people, 
food, containers, desks, tables and chairs, and are enmeshed in the ‘timespace 
infrastructures’ of activities. As explained further in section 2.3 below, he defines these 
material arrangements as ‘interwoven activity time spaces that form a kind of 
infrastructure through which human activities coordinate and aggregate’ (2009, p. 38). 
The notion of place or sense of place is thus bodily movement while performing the 
practice and its sayings and doings while interacting with the material entities that form 
arrangements with that practice and, in turn, form an objective spatial configuration 
(Schatzki 2015b).  
This view also speaks to the notion of ‘thinning’ of places, which according to Schatzki 
(2001b), Casey contends occurs because people are relating less to places and that 
places are no longer ‘determinately structured’. This concept finds agreement in the 
concept of ‘non-places’ (Augé 2008), such as airports or motorways, that people just 
pass through while travelling. Schatzki rejects Casey’s contention that thinning out of 
places occurs because of the less connection that people feel to places and that places 
determine what people do in/on them. In contrast, he asserts, though reservedly, that 
this thinning may be due to increased connectedness, mobility and uniformity between 
places (Schatzki 2001b). I discuss this notion of ‘thinning’ further in chapter eight in 
the context of convenience, where some eating spaces can be conceived of as ‘non-
eating spaces’. 
In site ontology, space as social is a ‘flat’ plane in which bundles, as sets of loosely 
held practices and their arrangements, are either co-located or co-exist; for example, a 
lounge with eating practices, food warming practices and places for taking a nap are 
constellations as bundles of practices, or plenums, as groups of constellations of 
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practices, and their arrangements exist in a larger scale due to more links in the group 
(Schatzki 2002). As shown in Figure 2.1 eating spaces at the University are seen as 
bundles and complexes, that is, co-dependent bundles of practices, and their material 
arrangements, such as lounge spaces with microwaves, hot-water facilities and billiard 
tables, bring together eating, playing, leisure and socialising practices. At the same 
time, the eating space of the students stretch beyond these physical University spaces 
and are connected to practices and spaces on and off campus, such as classrooms and 
homes. As noted above, these interlinked bundles become constellations and 
interlinked constellations become plenums as the site of the study expands by taking 
into account more connections. This approach is consistent with the flat ontology of the 
social (Schatzki 2015b; 2016).  
The advantage of taking a practice view to the University as an organisation is that 
while it is a site of work or student related activities, it is also a result of those activities 
(Nicolini 2012). Thus, organisations are seen as bundles and/or complexes of practices, 
and the management of practices are part of that bundle/complex. In the case of the 
University, the focus of inquiry might then become activities and practices such as the 
managerial activities, not individuals, such as managers, strategy making and 
academic/food provisioning practices, not strategists and vendors (Nicolini 2012).  
Practice concepts can help identify and study organisational practices that interact with 
student eating practices. Hence, at the University as a site of activities, the eating 
practices of students are bundled with the practices of the University, such as 
policy/strategy making or building/space management, which in various ways, can 
define responses to future policies and strategies (Shove 2016).  
Another very similar explanation of the social, in fact, one that practice theories 
consider as having similar forebears such as, Gabriel Tarde (Latour 2002), is ANT that 
also proposes a flat ontology (Latour 2005). ANT differs from Schatzki’s version by 
the virtue of its smallest unit of inquiry still being an individual actant as a human and 
nonhuman hybrid (Schatzki 2000). This insistence on materials as hybrids with humans 
is different in site ontology where materials are interwoven in the social together with 
practices rather than humans (Schatzki 2000). However, as noted earlier, Schatzki’s site 
ontology is based on practice being the smallest unit of inquiry, and thus, takes the 
burden off individuals. Further, there is a ‘residual’ humanism in the post-humanistic 
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theory of practice because the carriers of practices are still humans (Schatzki 2003; 
Simonsen 2007). The agency of nonhumans is then encompassed in the contextual site 
as part of the social order established by the arrangement of practices and materials 
(Schatzki 2002).  
Schatzki (2015a) asserts that due to the flatness of social life, the governed, as actions 
that are targeted for social change, and the governors, as actions that target, are 
constituted in the same way as practices, which are their elements, and these are 
connected to other assemblages of practices and material arrangements. The flatness of 
social provides a way to understand what should be targeted for social change and by 
what, such as targeting certain practice elements or connections between practices 
instead, as in examples of universities, discussed in chapter one, of focusing on nudging 
students towards buying recycled products. This approach eliminates manipulative top-
down or bottom-up approaches with change conceptualised as happening within the 
practice-material arrangements and interrelationships (Schatzki 2015a). Also, how 
trajectories of practices are shaped by their dynamics forms an important part of 
studying eating and the consumption of food and resources associated with it (Halkier 
2016). Innovation and sustainable consumption is then shaped by how multiple 
practices interact over time and space, and how individual practices interact with larger 
slices of bundles, plenums or constellations of practices together with associated 
dynamics, such as technological innovations, media and policies (Halkier 2016).  
Schatzki (2015a) points out that Shove, Pantzar and Watson (2012) overcome the 
constraints faced by the hierarchical structures by concentrating on interconnections 
between practices and their material arrangements across time and space, such as 
between home and university and/or past practices. These connections are taken into 
account in this current study as aspects of time and space and their relations to the eating 
practices of students. Section 2.2 expands on the key terminology and concepts taken 
from site ontology, which are drawn on and expanded throughout the remainder of this 
thesis. 
2.2 CONNECTIONS ACROSS PRACTICES  
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The conceptualisation above posited spatiality as an inherent feature of practices. This 
is evident in the following ways. First, practices are contextual, and while not physically 
space bound, they do demand a share of objective space, the human body being the 
closest space, for example, for eating, or space as a shared resource such as canteens or 
access to fruit and vegetable markets (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012; Simonsen 2007). 
Co-location of practices in space is also relevant to the kind of practices that get bundled 
together, supporting or shaping one another and sometimes becoming co-dependent as 
complexes, as explained above in the case of eating (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012) 
and shown in Figure 2.2. Following Amin and Thrift (2002), Shove, Pantzar & Watson 
(2012) consider the co-location of various practice-material arrangement bundles is 
also essential to creating vibrancy and innovation in cities, thereby facilitating cross 
fertilisation of ideas and culture. Co-location can also occur in virtual or digital space; 
for example, by sharing pictures of food on social media, which I explore in chapter 
five. This idea of objective space also concurs with spaces as settings for practices and 
their arrangements as a lounge in a university or, as mentioned above, the University 
itself as a setting for various activities and material infrastructures. 
Connections between practices, and within a practice-material arrangement, form the 
linchpin for the formation of bundles or constellations of practices. As explained in 
section 2.1 above, since spaces are relational, the relations that form bundles are 
implicated in the formation of eating spaces at the University. This section 
demonstrates how studying the connections between practices and their material 
arrangements through the elements of the practice are essential for understanding these 
relations. In this research, the key concerns that arise in studying these connections are: 
• General understandings: How connections are made between practices, as 
discussed in chapter four 
• Crisis in routines: How these connections are made and broken, as discussed in 
chapter six 
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Figure 2.2: The preformation, formation and deformation between practices. 
Source: Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012 
 
One of the ways connections between practices is constructed are through ‘general 
understandings’ introduced earlier in the chapter in section 1.2 as one of the elements 
of practice (Schatzki 2012). While general understandings are expressed when practices 
are performed, they also constitute understandings external to the practice, but as a part 
of the bundle of practices of which the practice is part (Nicolini 2012). General 
understandings can originate in practices and discourses and thus span both doings and 
sayings linked to that practice (Welch & Warde 2017). These understandings may 
include values, concepts and categories such as nation/state, private/public or 
animal/human, as well as tacit and discursive elements, which are important indicators 
of how the subject is talked about and has come to be defined over time (Welch & 
Warde 2017).  
Shove and colleagues (2012) suggest that discourses as general understandings have 
their own orchestrating and coordinating effects, such as obesity that encompasses both 
bathroom scales and public health strategies. By establishing obesity as a health 
problem, a discursive space is formed in which disconnected practices are aggregated, 
such as eating and exercising (Shove 2012). This makes the spatial turn useful in 
examining material geographies, both at human–body interfaces and those interactions 
of a social, cultural, political and economic nature, such as moralising, on the issue, 
heeding government advice on diets or buying weighing scales (Colls & Evans 2014). 
General understandings, therefore, can be used for categorising and linking discourses, 
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such as obesity, or nationality, as explored by Welch and Warde (2017); here, a focal 
practice is used to identify and justify these practices and their organisation and 
connections. General understandings are the basis of analysis that I have employed in 
chapter four where the understandings of the University are framed as general 
understandings constituting the space management practices of the University that 
connect it to other practices shaping food provisioning and consumption spaces. This 
approach is then used to address the second sub-research question concerning what kind 
of spaces are produced at the campus on the basis of how food spaces and students’ 
eating practices are understood at and by Universities. 
These understandings also become important to the study as they help avoid the 
reductionist approach taken by universities of simplifying sustainability into a few 
practices when implementing food sustainability strategies (Garnett 2014; Hahn & 
Bruner 2012; Lang 1999; Renner & Cross 2009; Suschnigg 2012). In the case of this 
research, these general understandings include knowing what sustainability means in 
the form of, but not limited to, lowering carbon emissions, reducing the depletion of 
fossil fuels, preserving biodiversity and, as explained in chapter seven, taking into 
account concepts related to justice and sovereignty (Goodman 2015; Shove & Spurling 
2013). In fact, most practices could be said to have both good and bad sustainable 
outcomes, and it is the nexus of participation in specific practices that affects the 
resulting sustainability outcomes of individuals or groups (Maller 2015). 
In order for new practice-material arrangement bundles to emerge, and thus, spaces to 
be re-imagined, old links or connections need to be broken and new links formed 
(Shove & Pantzar 2005). One of the ways this is described in practice literature is 
through a crisis in routines. Reckwitz describes this as follows: 
For practice theory, then, the “breaking” and “shifting” of structures must take place in 
everyday crises of routines, in constellations of interpretative interdeterminacy and of 
the inadequacy of knowledge with which the agent, carrying out a practice, is confronted 
in the face of a “situation”. (2002b, p. 255; emphases in original) 
Chapter six discusses this concept of crisis in routines further in the context of a 
construction on the campus (The New Academic Street project (NAS)) that disrupts 
links between certain practices and provides opportunities for establishing new links. 
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2.3 STUDYING PRACTICES ACROSS SPACE AND TIME 
 
Practices occur are performed and travel through their elements across space to be 
reproduced, change or disappear (Shove & Pantzar 2005). This foregrounds the idea, 
as noted above that bundling is not always due to co-location and can occur across 
space and time as connections that are defined by the shared ends of practices, such as 
running to the vending machine for food between classes. This makes the spatial an 
important element as a physical/material arrangement and one that carries with it both 
the traces of past practices and future trajectories (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012). As 
an essential part of social life and practice analysis, space can be: physical, in terms of 
giving advantage to people that have more ability to perform a practice, such as 
proximity or access to an organic fruit and vegetable market; relational, in terms of 
practices and their elements making space when they travel, such as on-the-go-eating, 
including notions such as mobility, as discussed below; a practice space that is occupied 
by communities of practice, 19  such as veganism extending across countries; or a 
‘moment’ in practice enjoined with time, and co-constituted and ever present in the 
fabric of life that brings temporality into the equation (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012). 
Scholars have long argued about the importance of studying eating and its connections 
across space and time to understand their impact on each other (Goodman, Goodman 
& Redclift 2010b; Mansvelt 2005; Stock & Jonas 2015). Here temporality can take 
various forms: in successive time, time, practices, take different kind of time to be 
accomplished, while also depending on the 'timing as relational, time as part of the 
rhythms of life interwoven with practices and their interrelationships, and as an 
experienced phenomenon (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012). Similarly, time can be 
made by a practice as part of the performance of the practice (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 
2012) as in a ‘perfectly cooked’ lamb in a slow cooker makes time a part of the practice 
of slow cooking. These objective notions of time and space help identify students’ 
practices across space and time for analysis and as connections between their practices 
and other on- or off-campus practices. The different notions and varied forms of time 
                                               
19 ‘Practices are the property of a kind of community created over time by the sustained pursuit of a 
shared enterprise. It makes sense, therefore, to call these kinds of communities “communities of 
practice” (Lave & Wenger 1998) . 
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discussed above are important to explain how people relate to time in different societies, 
both standardised and existential (Urry 2016). This, in turn, allows for multiple futures 
to be imagined (Urry 2016); hence, the inclusion of temporality when re-imagining 
spaces. 
The nexus goes beyond physical eating spaces and times at the University campus as 
sites of social action where objective, existential or social space and time are produced 
by intertwining practices and material arrangements. The emphasis on time poverty in 
the busy everyday life of students, and the shortage of space at inner-urban universities, 
while acknowledging the constraints of objective time and space, fails to engage with 
existential time and space, which structures social practices (Schatzki 2009). Thus, as 
a social space that supplements objective space, and discussed in chapter one and 
section 1.3 above, space is produced together with time as ‘timespace’ (Schatzki 
2010b). This is a property of individual activity, but collectively, it becomes an 
infrastructure through which practices travel, and this makes it an important aspect of 
study (Schatzki 2009, 2010b). The time and space Schatzki (2009) speaks of is not 
purely objective, that is, it is not successive in the case of time, nor three dimensional 
or physical in the case of space, but it does complement objective time and space 
respectively. Thus, following Heidegger, Schatzki (2010b, p. 9) considers that 
‘temporality [is] marked, not by succession, but by dimensionality: past, present, and 
future’, with motivation and teleology pertaining to its temporal notions. Moreover, 
‘Spatiality … is not objective, but instead composed of regions: arrays of places and 
paths near to and far from activity’ Schatzki (2010b, p. 9), wherein ‘a place is a place 
to perform, such and such an action and a path is a way from one place to another’ 
(Schatzki 2015b, p. 2/9). 
Some theorists have acknowledged time and space are not only objective notions and 
have attempted to combine them. However, they have been limited by purely additive 
approaches instead of analysing them as a united entity (Schatzki 2010b). In the case 
of non-representational theory, Thrift (2008) theorises time and space together in a non-
representational way, but in the process, at least explicitly, objective time and space are 
completely ignored (Schatzki 2010b). For Schatzki (2010b, p. 46), the ‘time and space 
components of [the] activity timespace are teleologically unified’. The unification and 
the commonalities shared by activity timespaces occurs by participation in common 
social practices among similar entities, such as physical spaces. 
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The elements of practices help shape the timespace of people practicing it, such as 
understandings or rules because timespace is teleological (Schatzki 2010b). Schatzki 
deems this essential to the arrangement of daily life and, being a social aspect of a 
person’s life, is dependent on the social phenomenon of practices and their motivation 
and teleological character as working towards an ‘end’ or ‘goal’. He contends that all 
practices have an ‘acting-coming towards-departing component, it sets the temporal 
structure of the activity’, which is thus acting teleologically (Schatzki 2010b, p. 46). 
This is true for the spatial component of the activity as well. How students eat on 
campus thus involves careful timing in terms of sequencing and existential timespace. 
This involves consideration of time, space and food, as well as where they are situated. 
The teleological ends of the eating practices, such as health or hunger or eating cheap, 
determine whether cheap fast food or any other kind of food is purchased or brought 
into the campus. This, in turn, affects how this practice is carried out (Schatzki 2009). 
This also helps in analysing the understandings and motivations associated with 
practices of the university and students at the campus and thus the making of spaces as 
social. 
Schatzki employs objective space and time as anchors of activity timespace 
infrastructures (Schatzki 2010b). When a place or path is said to be anchored at an 
entity then ‘this entity provides stability and a location in objective space to that place 
or path’ (Schatzki 2012 p. 19). As detailed in section 2.3, and used to analyse eating 
spaces in chapter eight, the advantage of this concept for the analysis of eating spaces 
is how the sociality of eating is anchored at objective timespaces, which, in turn, helps 
explore potential pathways for sustainable outcomes for eating on campus (Hui & 
Walker 2016). This coexistence of practices and their interrelationships that occur 
across multiple settings and times, and across a chain of actions as responses to 
preceding events, is the timespace infrastructure, which can be shared, common or 
orchestrated, and is, therefore, ideal to study the sociality of eating on campus (Schatzki 
2002). 
The concept of activity timespace described above provides a fresh way of examining 
how the notions of paths and arrays and the motivation-teleology of practices are 
implicated in enabling or constraining mobility. Notions of mobility regarding eating 
have been explained in many ways by food study and related literature, especially 
geography and transport studies. Food, as a material, travels to feed world populations, 
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is a cultural object for migrants, a new and fashionable item for the well-travelled and 
the gourmet, and a commodity product of capitalism (Appadurai 1986; Lane & 
Gorman-Murray 2011; Lang 1999). The mobility of food and associated material 
arrangements are also an outcome of established networks, and this spatial structuring 
has been known to affect social relations (Urry 2007), such as social and environmental 
sustainability, which are the main concerns of this thesis. In practice theories, mobility 
has been described as a dispersed practice that constitutes many practices, such as 
mobile-food vending (Hui 2013). In chapter six I employ the concept of mobility to re-
imagine food provisioning and chapter eight examines its implication for sustainable 
outcomes. 
In summary, the contention of site ontology is that a specific place exists due to the 
entities and meanings of activities and, at the same time, these activities occur in 
arrangements of space (Everts, Lahr-Kurten & Watson 2011). Within these, the multi-
relationalities of practices and their material arrangements form the site of the social. 
Taking Schatzki’s site ontology (2002) as the overarching guide, I study the 
relationship of eating practices of students with eating spaces at inner-urban university 
spaces using the conceptual, (and methodological and analytical framework of lived 
spaces defined and qualified in the following section. 
3. ANALYSING LIVED SPACES AS PATHWAYS: 
BRINGING SUSTAINABILITY, EATING AND PRACTICES 
TOGETHER IN SPACE AND TIME 
 
Sociologists and geographers have highlighted how SPT and site ontology can 
successfully conceptualise the complexities of sustainability and consumption and how 
it is embedded in social life and its reproduction (Evans, McMeekin & Southerton 2012; 
Gram-Hanssen 2008; Halkier, Katz-Gerro & Martens 2011; Southerton 2010; Warde 
2005). However, while built environments, the spaces they frame and their role in 
shaping sustainable and/or food practices have been explored widely in literature, there 
are few studies using site ontology. Moreover, except for the few studies mentioned 
below that motivate the current study, there is also a lack of empirical studies using 
SPT and site ontology that examines sustainable food practices as spaces and built 
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environments (Shove, Watson & Spurling 2015). The kitchen as a space for cooking 
has been examined by Pink (2012) and by Hand and Shove (2004) using practice 
theories as an orchestrating concept to bring practices and materials together. Shove 
(2014) contends that Schatzki’s site ontology, with its multi-practice arrangement and 
multiple material entities such as humans, spaces and other artefacts, helps recognise 
relations that transpire within these elements, but does not provide a complete 
vocabulary with which to represent them. 
To address this issue, I employ an interpretation of site ontology in this study (Schatzki 
2002) that provides a vocabulary to describe how practices and spaces can come 
together and, thereby, analyses eating spaces at university campuses. This ‘lived 
spaces’ approach, explained below acknowledges and builds on other spatial and site 
ontology studies. For example, Everts, Lahr-Kurten and Watson (2011) explicate site 
ontology for geographical research using the three key elements of emotions, 
knowledge and materials; Jonas (2015) and Stock and Jonas (2015) argue that of all 
theories that conceive the relations between practices an spaces, site ontology is the 
most effective in explaining the linkages between them. Other researchers that inform 
this current study include Jackson and colleagues’ (2018) project, FOCAS 20, wherein 
they studied convenience food through the modalities of pace and time, and Simonsen 
(2007), who explicated the indispensable connection between space and practice 
through the corporeal as embodied practice and, hence, how geography necessarily 
interacts with the social. 
  
                                               
20  FOCAS is an acronym for - Food, Convenience and Sustainability (FOCAS 2016) 
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3.1 LIVED SPACES AS PATHWAYS 
 
The concept of lived space, as defined in this thesis, is a slice of a field or a large link 
of practices and arrangements as bundles, constellations or plenums. Lived space is, 
therefore, a product of various practices, including students’ on- and off-campus eating 
practices and their inter-relationship with physical spaces and other material 
arrangements on the University’s city campus across objective and existential space 
and time. The concept of lived space is operationalised using methodologies that allow 
the co-production of data analysed using concepts from spatial and food literature that 
helps conceive it as a pathway to sustainable outcomes. 
Lived space is not a new concept. Lefebvre’s spatial triad model as perceived space, 
conceived space and lived space (Soja 1989;1998) has motivated many organisational 
and spatial studies (Zhang 2006), such as Soja’s interpretation of the third space 
discussed earlier in section 1.4. One of the interpretations of the triad suggested by 
Lefebvre explicates lived space as a balance between perceived and conceived spaces, 
which includes the social perspective (Soja 1998). Explaining it as an open and 
debatable notion, Soja welcomes new interpretations of space that enhance the meaning 
of what lived space, which he calls ‘the third space’, is or could be. According to 
cultural and postcolonial theorist, Homi Bhabha (1994), the third space is a site where 
often-incommensurable cultural practices and priorities come together to form a 
dynamic space of flexibility and openness 21. Ray (2018) appeals for a broader and 
more contextual vocabulary for hybrid spaces. For example, they may be convivial and 
hostile at the same time; accordingly, how we envision these spaces will decide how 
they are used.  
The concept of lived space that I have developed and employed in this thesis differs 
from previous conceptions in two ways. First, it is based on the notion of shared social 
commonalities, which as explained in previous sections above, are social practices 
within a flat ontology that makes them governed and governors at the same time. Here, 
Massey’s notion that space is not an empty page to be written on, but involves 
                                               
21 I employ an interpretation of third space as a lived space in chapter six to enrich Oldenburg’s 
concept of 'third place' and analyse mobile-food vending on campus. 
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consideration of its historicity (2005), is useful. Second, the idea of timespace as 
employed in the thesis is interpreted as activity timespace; that is, a dimension that 
unifies space and time as a mesh through which practices proceed. Activity timespace 
includes objective time as successive and three-dimensional space where timespaces 
are anchored. Further, lived space is empirically operationalised through specific 
methods and analysed for exploring pathways for sustainable outcomes. The notion of 
‘pathways’ is not a definitive physical site but refers to spaces in which or along which 
certain activities are possible to reach as ‘Y from X (routes)’ (Schatzki 1991; 2002) 
thus making them relational (Hui & Walker 2016). Therefore, lived spaces, such as the 
‘space of capability’ produced through the bundling of students’ domestic practices and 
on-campus practices are conceived as pathways to sustainable outcomes, as discussed 
in the next section. 
3.2 CONCEPTUALISING SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES 
 
In addition to framing sustainability issues and discourses as connections and 
understandings, this thesis is also concerned with how and what kinds of sustainable 
outcomes are possible as a result of the organisation of practice elements, the bundling 
of practice material arrangements and the subsequent production of spaces. This 
addresses the fifth sub-research question, how can these re-imagined spaces become 
pathways towards sustainable outcomes at urban universities? 
While the future is contingent, for example, responses to situations cannot be known, 
and future developments and catastrophes cannot be confidently predicted, some issues 
can be identified that provide an initial idea of what the future might hold (Schatzki 
2015a). For example, the extensive use of plastics and packaging materials in take-
away food, their associated energy use, greenhouse gas emissions and the pollution 
caused by the discarding of these materials. While certain issues may not be entirely 
clear, they can be predicted to damage the future in certain ways.  
Shove and colleagues (2012) stress that practices of today can lay out the trajectory of 
practices tomorrow, because present practices prefigure the social future, where 
prefiguration is ‘the social present shaping/influencing/affecting the social future, 
above all, the nascent social future’ (Schatzki 2010b, p. 140). While past and present 
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do not determine the future, which is open, all paths towards the future are not equal, 
with some more probable than others (Schatzki 2010b). In this sense, path dependence, 
which has been defined as the point of no return in socio-technical literature (Shove, 
Pantzar & Watson 2012) no longer follows the conventional definition. Instead, path 
dependence makes the path easy or difficult (Schatzki 2010b). Here, prefiguration 
becomes a ‘spatial practice ... that is transformative, creatively generating innovative 
and experimental spaces where horizontal forms of decision‐making, new ventures in 
well‐being and more collaborative relations are advanced’ (Cooper 2017, p. 335). This 
concept of pathways derives from and contributes to re-imagining the future. 
Another way to respond to the question of sustainability, according to Schatzki (2015a), 
is to ask, ‘How can bundles and constellations in the contexts in which they and would-
be governors exist be induced to develop more sustainably?’ and ‘How can very large, 
even global bundles and constellations be moved to develop more sustainably?’ (2015a, 
p. 11). According to Schatzki, both questions can be addressed if issues are identified 
in relations within bundles and constellations. As applied to the current study, the 
relevant data-specific analyses for each of the empirical case studies of eating spaces 
and practice interconnections are discussed in the relevant chapters. For example, 
discussions of health and wellbeing, food justice and sovereignty, conviviality and 
commensality in eating and urban sustainability are discussed and elaborated in the 
analysis chapters 4–9 as indicated by the data patterns and the analysis..22 In this vein, 
I identify one or more interconnected spatial relations and analyse them in each chapter 
through the concept of lived spaces as ‘pathways’ to sustainable outcomes. This 
exercise of conceptual and methodological framing and subsequent analysis is essential 
to understand what kinds of pathways are hard or easy and those with a greater 
probability to lead to future lived spaces that steer, enable or lead to sustainable 
outcomes at inner-urban universities. 
  
                                               
22 This approach demonstrates how I combined the data and concepts for analysis. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
This chapter outlined the conceptual approach taken by the study by reviewing the 
literature on socio-spatial relations. In the chapter I suggest a dual approach towards 
studying built spaces: first through its relationship to the social and specifically social 
practices; and second, through the inherent spatiality of the social and practices. Based 
on this, I proposed a framework to study spaces and practices together opens an 
opportunity for a heterarchical23 and plural approach for studying eating spaces and 
practices across space and time and explores pathways for social change (Spurling et 
al. 2013). 
In the next chapter I explain how the conceptual framework, by addressing the sub-
research questions, contributes to the design of the research methodology and the 
appropriate methods used. These methods are then used to inform the interpretive 
abductive approach taken in relation to the data to understand how lived spaces are 
produced as discussed in each of the subsequent analysis chapters. 
  
                                               
23 As opposed to hierarchical 
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CHAPTER 3: OPERATIONALISING LIVED SPACES: 
METHODOLOGY AND METHODS 
 
First life, then space, then buildings, the other way around never works. (Gehl 
1987) 
Practices are more ethereal than are material entities. Whereas material entities 
and activities can be directly perceived (this requires knowledge of the bundles to 
which they belong and of teleology as well as motivation), practices must be 
uncovered. Not only are the constituent activities of practices spread out over 
space and time, but their organisations, as the organisation of spatially and 
temporally dispersed entities, are abstract phenomena. (Schatzki 2012, p. 24) 
 
Methods are everyday practices of a researcher that ‘reveal’ and ‘make’ the social (Law 
& Urry 2004). Each of these practices, while I was performing them, co-generated data 
with the everyday practices of the participants, such as eating and studying, and taking 
photographs for the research, carriers of practices. In the case of my observations, my 
practices were sometimes co-located with students' practices, such as the warming of 
food in microwaves or standing in line for the Thursday afternoon free BBQ lunch. At 
the same time, my activities had a shared timespace with the ‘walkers’ and ‘flanêurs’ 
in the city who also make observations while walking (Certeau 1984; Nguyen 2016). 
Hence, I walked through the spaces at the University including student lounges, the 
University lawn, the Alumni Courtyard, and past its steps where students sat and ate in 
groups or alone.  
In focus groups, the discussions were conducted informally, more as a group of 
students, rather than a researcher and participants, because I was a student at the 
University for the past six years and familiar with its locale. Further, on the Facebook 
page Selfoodie, I contributed as often as possible. I shared my participants’ challenges 
and frustrations in posting pictures, such as forgetting to take a picture of a meal, as 
shown in Figure 3.1; or lingering too long on social media and spending time browsing 
each time they uploaded a food selfie; or by trying to take pictures of ‘good-looking’ 
food, or even trying to make their food look good. Interviews with student 
entrepreneurs and the University personnel, in spite of being semi-structured, were 
formally conducted interviews, which included the ‘sayings’ of their practices. 
However, the casual and momentary conversations conducted with students and 
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student-union members during events and recruitment veered more toward ‘doing’. 
This approach produced unexpected results. For example, one international student, 
who was not interested in participating in the study because he never ate on campus but 
routinely bought food from one of the city’s food outlets; he instantly became a 
‘participant’ in the sense of being an object of observation. 
 
Figure 3.1: It was tedious for the participants to record every meal. 
Source: Facebook page -Selfoodie 
 
These momentary conversations, casual interviews and ongoing observations were 
possible because of my continued presence on the campus as a student with a work 
desk. These incidents provided uncountable observation hours, unrecorded answers to 
informal queries, impressions of student life on campus and ‘anecdotes’ that are not 
always considered data. I recreated most incidents from memory at the end of the day 
as notes in a fieldwork diary; and hence, they certainly contributed to the study.  
In this chapter I detail the methodological implications and issues required to 
understand how the dynamics of practices, material arrangements, eating and spaces 
were constructed for the study. These dynamics were based on the connection between 
theoretical understandings and methodological procedures relevant to this particular 
empirical analysis (Halkier 2016). As this study of spaces was foregrounded by 
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practices, I was interested in detailed observations; descriptions and interpretations of 
social processes; and qualitative measures, such as, how eating and other associated 
processes were embarked upon, carried out, reproduced, stabilised or changed at the 
University (Halkier 2016; Harvey et al. 2012). Further, SPT analysis facilitated a range 
of analytical lenses, which provided nuances and layers that built on various layers of 
understanding of eating spaces and practices on campus (Halkier 2016).  
Thus, this chapter identifies how the concept of lived spaces, introduced as theory in 
chapter two, is operationalised in the methodology and analysed through spatial, 
sociological and food study concepts. This approach is underpinned by the idea that 
concepts are not just mental constructs, they alternate and synchronise between 
imaginings, theory and actualisations as theory, methods, data and analysis (Cooper 
2013; 2017). 
The chapter is organised into three sections all of which focus on answering the second 
sub-research question:  
How can eating spaces and their dynamic relationship with students’ eating 
practices at inner-urban universities be understood (researched and analysed)?  
The chapter also provides a segue to address the third sub-research question, fully 
addressed in chapter five: 
How can specific research methods help understand and analyse students’ 
eating practices in order to re-imagine eating spaces at urban universities? 
Section 1 outlines the path I took to design the qualitative methodology as an 
interpretive ethnography comprising a suite of methods used to explore interrelations 
between practices and spaces at the University. This study is also an ‘at-home 
ethnography’ (Alvesson 2009), considering my closeness to the site as a researcher and 
student from 2012 to present. Section 2, which is divided into two parts, outlines the 
two concurrent methods I used for the study design. Finally, in section 3 I briefly 
explain the approach I took to analyse the data. 
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1. METHODOLOGY 
 
The empirical focus in this study is on ways of consumption and their connection to the 
spatial, either by behaviour or induced by structure, rather than on individual consumer 
choice. This approach is based on a site ontology and an epistemology proposed by 
Schatzki (2002) that first involves an analysis of existing phenomenon to invoke ideas 
on how sustainability might be induced. The analysis depends on understanding ways 
of consumption as being continuously produced through relations and intersections of 
multiple practices in everyday life. The implications of using this methodology and 
methods are also embedded in the approach used to cogenerate data which is considered 
a ‘social action’ where the methods themselves make the reality observed (Halkier 
2010; Halkier & Jensen 2011; Law 2009; Law & Urry 2004).  
 1.1 RMIT UNIVERSITY: SITE OF STUDY 
 
As noted in chapter one, the interpretive ethnography I have employed involves a range 
of methods to investigate the eating spaces at the case-study site of RMIT University, 
located in Melbourne, Australia. Case-study approaches can increase the understanding 
of organisational situations and events (Yin 2009), and this motivated my use of this 
method to understand the connections and interrelations of practices and spaces at an 
inner-urban university. Case studies can also accommodate and establish multiple 
levels of analyses required by the study of practices; and hence, satisfied the aim of the 
study to identify and analyse various kinds of lived spaces (Jannson 2014).  
While interpretive methodology is wary of generalising from a single case study 
(Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013), practice-theory interpretations and analyses have a 
history of looking at specific cases for studying emergence, reproduction, dispersal 
and/or fossilisation of practices (Hand & Shove 2007; Shove & Pantzar 2005; Walker, 
Shove & Brown 2014). Hence, the proposed study of the University is not a ‘typical’ 
case study in the conventional sense, because the conclusions are not necessarily 
inductively valid (Ruzzene 2012, p. 106). What the study does accomplish is to 
establish a context for studying consumption at urban universities and provide the 
theoretical underpinnings concerning the spatiality of practices and studying (urban) 
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spaces. That practical outcomes concerning food sustainability can be derived from this 
approach is explained as follows. 
The generalisations that I have made from the analysis are in the context of learning 
about practices of eating, their spatiality and their interactions with other practices that 
may shape sustainability outcomes in universities and other urban and non-domestic 
settings. These logical inferences, usually employed in case study and situational 
analyses, differ from statistical generalisations, which are usually drawn from a number 
of case studies (Jackson et al. 2018). These inferences also allowed me to understand, 
within a diverse and multifunctional organisation, the paths, circumstances and 
rationales through which eating spaces have been conceived in this particular way 
(Walker, Shove & Brown 2014). This approach has also enabled me to distinguish the 
specific University spaces of this case-study site from the general context of ‘urban 
universities’ by identifying it as a space of food provisioning and consumption and 
then, as detailed in chapter two, defining it in terms of the context and organisation of 
specific spaces, practices, elements and material arrangements. Conversely, it also 
made it possible for me to distinguish the University case-study site from being just a 
university space and treat it as an eating space interrelated with the city and patterns of 
student eating. This approach to learning about eating practices helped to characterise 
the different dynamics of the various practice bundles involved (Morgan 2012). Any 
generalisations drawn from this study will depend on how the conditions for drawing 
those from the conclusions of this thesis are subsequently determined (Flyvbjerg 2006; 
Ruzzene 2012). 
I chose a single case-study rather than a comparative or multi-sited approach due to the 
time limitations of a PhD and the opportunity to explore one case-study site in 
significant depth. I chose RMIT University for two reasons. First, as described in 
chapter one, its location as an inner-urban university raises many challenges for food 
provisioning and consumption and achieving sustainable outcomes. 24  Second, the 
University’s recent investment in two major projects relating to sustainability and 
eating spaces provided an opportunity to explore the dynamics of sustainability 
                                               
24 Chapter four discusses these challenges further in the context of the University’s city campus as an 
urban campus. 
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strategies with spaces and practices on campus. The first of these projects was the New 
Academic Street (NAS) project through which the university had undertaken a 
substantial overhaul of student and staff spaces for learning, teaching, eating and retail 
and student services on the city campus (NAS 2017) The second project was an eight-
year sustainability project called Sustainable Urban Precinct Project (SUPP) (2012-
2020) initiated in collaboration with the Melbourne City Council. SUPP claims to be 
the largest sustainability project in the southern hemisphere and involves the revamping 
of building infrastructures in the city precinct to improve energy efficiency and 
accommodate the latest technology (Johnson 2013; RMIT 2018b). These two projects 
provided an excellent opportunity to study how urban higher-education institutions 
organise eating spaces and sustainability on campus. 
1.2 INTERPRETIVE ETHNOGRAPHY 
 
While there are no specific practice-theory methodologies, practice-based studies often 
draw on qualitative methodologies because of their ability to analyse contextually 
(Schatzki 2012; Shove 2017; Harvey et al. 2012). Analysing practices also requires a 
methodology that can capture meanings as expressed and enacted by a group of people 
(Angrosino 2007). Schatzki (2012, pp. 23–4) characterises this methodology to 
includes practicing ‘interaction-observation’ and ‘hanging out with, joining in with, 
talking to and watching, and getting together the people concerned’. Correspondingly, 
ethnography research deals with people collectively and is mainly concerned with the 
daily; therefore, it is ideal for studying the social practices of people (Angrosino 2007). 
Concomitantly, interpretive techniques enable plural conceptualisations of social life 
facilitating explorations of the interrelations between and within practices and 
providing the tools required for an interpretive ethnography as the methodology. 
Ethnography can be defined in many ways (Flick 2014; Pink et al. 2016). Pink and 
colleagues describe it as: 
[an] iterative-inductive research that evolves in design through the study drawing on a 
family of methods … that acknowledges the role of theory as well as the researcher’s 
own role and that views humans as part object/part subject. (2016, p. 3) 
Viewing ethnography as a methodology includes observations and interviews as well 
as other types of qualitative methods that provide an opportunity to observe/describe 
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social situations and events in different contexts. Rather than a single method, I have 
employed ethnography in the current study as a collection of methods that enabled the 
exploration of the ways in which every day social practices were carried out by people 
and how they interacted with each other and range of other ‘actors’ including associated 
material and technical arrangements, such as lounges or microwaves on campus 
(Angrosino 2007; Rock 1999). Ethnography, therefore, meets a recognised need for 
context dependent knowledge required to understand practices in everyday life 
(Schatzki 2002). While ethnography is used as a method in various kinds of qualitative 
research designs, using it as a methodology to study sites of social action resounds with 
a qualitative and interpretive research method. This is because using methods that 
maximise exposure to the various experiences and viewpoints distributed spatially and 
temporally contributes to successful interpretive research (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 
2013).  
To develop a program of research grounded in practice theories, and specifically for 
research that combines food, spaces, practices and their interrelations for sustainable 
outcomes, the methods employed must be supplemented with an equal balance of 
interpretive techniques (Warde 2005). In this approach, social realities are viewed as 
being socially constructed through practices and, as noted above, the ethnographer is 
part of the complex of practices being researched (Ybema et al. 2009). Simply put, by 
interpreting I means (re)imagining as many possible ways of figuring out what 
something means and how or why it matters (Felski 2015). This interpretive approach 
‘creates imaginaries’ using empirical data that resounds with the main research question 
of this study (Felski 2015, p. 187). That question is, how can eating spaces be 
(re)imagined at urban universities as pathways for sustainable outcomes? 
 To address this research question and its sub-questions, I used an interpretive 
qualitative approach to the ethnography conducted on the campus cogenerate data, with 
the challenge being to avoid production and analysis of data in terms of methodological 
individualism. The research questions were updated as the data collection proceeded to 
reflect new knowledge and iterative analysis in the research process. This is consistent 
with an interpretive research approach, where questions were taken as starting points 
and, in character with an abductive logic of the inquiry, these changed as data collection 
and an iterative process of thinking and analysis proceeded (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 
2013).  
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This study also closely follows a methodology known as ‘at home ethnography’ which 
relates to the site of the research and among other factors and encompasses two primary 
features: natural access and active participation (Yli-Kauhaluoma, Pantzar & Toyoki 
2013). In their study of paper use in an office setting Yli-Kaulohama and colleagues 
(2013) suggest that these features lend a certain advantage to research in already 
familiar places. As noted earlier, I was a student at RMIT University for four years 
when this research began and used its facilities like most other students. It, therefore, 
seems reasonable to claim this research constitutes ‘at home ethnography’. Also, as 
noted by media researcher Beneito-Montagut, there is a blurring of lines between the 
digital researcher and the researched, (2011, p. 728), where ‘the researcher transcends 
the role of ethnographer and participant and the participant, him/herself, becomes an 
ethnographer’. These features prompted me to become a participant in the focus group 
discussions, Facebook posting and subsequent conversations. As a participant and a 
participant observer in this research, and concurrent with interpretive ethnography, I 
use the first-person pronoun ‘I’ in this chapter and throughout the thesis (Moeran 2009; 
Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2012). 
The performative aspect of practices also foregrounds the enactment of the methods 
themselves, where it is possible to see them as actions (Law and Urry 2004). The social 
is constituted by the researchers’ performances as much as the data themselves that are 
then co-produced (Filipe, Renedo & Marston 2017; Polk 2015; Polk & Kain 2015). The 
normalisation of certain forms of consumption, such as convenience, as discussed in 
chapter two is directly related to knowledge production. Examining the co-production 
of knowledge spaces through knowledge-production practices provides various 
framings of sustainable development, especially in transdisciplinary contexts (Polk 
2015). This includes recognising that integrating various types of knowledge enriches 
what knowledge is by recognising it as multifaceted and ongoing (Polk 2015). This 
multifaceted approach is evident in my study, which is situated between food studies, 
the sociology of eating, the study of urban spaces and the geographies of consumption. 
Co-production in this sense is space produced through an alliance between 
actors/groups and different perspectives across disciplines (Polk & Kain 2015). To 
address the research gap on the research methods used by and on universities, their 
strategies and eating spaces, this framework of co-production forms an essential part of 
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this methodology. Moreover, it addresses sub-research question three and is explained 
in more detail in chapter five.  
The next section briefly introduces the methods and tools used in this research. It 
curates the methods used for the research. The relevant field-specific procedures for 
each empirical case study of eating spaces and practice interconnections are discussed 
further in specific chapters on the basis of the unique empirical data that elaborated how 
the methods contributed to the analysis, along with their limitations. This follows a 
desire to demonstrate how and which data generated were used for the analysis 
(Dunleavy 2003). The Appendices, as signposted and hyperlinked below, provide the 
practical details of how the remaining methods were established, how participants were 
recruited, their demographics, a sample of the fieldwork report and the questionnaires 
for focus groups and semi-structured interviews. 
2. METHODS 
 
Diverging from the conventional approaches to research where data collection, 
collation and analysis forms a linear approach, the methods that I describe below are 
inspired by interpretive methods that follow a ‘rhizomatic’ 25  nature of research 
(Nicolini 2012, p. 238). This involved several cycles of observations and other data 
collection methods, as introduced in chapter one, Table 1.1, as well as reflection and 
analysis (Nicolini 2012; Yanow & Schwartz-Shea 2014), which is suited to an 
interpretive research methodology. Thus, the data collection, especially observations, 
and the second and third focus groups, benefited from these initial cycles of reflection 
and analyses, which included conference presentations. This also facilitated an 
examination of the localised aspects of the practice and then a zoom out to study the 
connections and trails across space and time (Nicolini 2009a). 
                                               
25 The biotic design of the rhizome, which is a horizontal root with no observable beginning or end that 
sends out shoots from an array of nodes, contrasts with the better-known tap-root of trees (Hayes-
Conroy & Hayes-Conroy 2008). 
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Interpretive research also allows for changes in research design, which was another 
practical outcome of the current study (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013). My research 
methods changed several times since the research methodology was first conceived. 
For example, instead of a policy analysis, I conducted semi-structured interviews with 
RMIT personnel, because of an absence of a food policy at the University. These 
changes provided me numerous new opportunities for data collection and recruitment. 
At the same, they revealed field realities and practical limitations of data collection, 
such as constraints regarding semester, exam and assignment times, lack of responses 
from people I wanted to interview, and the huge overhaul of the campus due to the NAS 
project, which led to the closure and emergence of new student spaces and cafés. These 
limitations also become new forms of data by providing unique access to the spaces 
and practices that the University promoted and generated in a period of significant 
disruption and changes and, as explained in chapter two, the temporality of the nexus 
of practices that forms the conceptual basis of this thesis. I conceived this disruption as 
an advantage to use sense making in the context of the interpretive–abductive research 
and the analysis process of this study. 
There were two concurrent parts of the study: understanding eating spaces at the 
University; and investigating student eating practices. These are detailed below. 
2.1 UNDERSTANDING EATING SPACES 
 
As detailed in Table 3.1, one part of the research design was about understanding how 
the University understands its eating spaces in the context of students’ eating practices 
and sustainability outcomes and addressed sub-research question two. The methods 
adopted facilitated an examination of the spaces for eating on campus to observe the 
performance of eating activities and recognise certain practices and their interactions 
with the material arrangements on the campus. These methods involved observations 
and casual interviews around the campus and were supported by attending events 
related to sustainability and eating organised on campus. They also included studying 
plans and proposals (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013) for the renovation and 
construction project for one large precinct of the campus, the NAS project, as a form of 
document analysis. These documents were procured from the RMIT website (RMIT 
2015b) and provided to me by my interviewees who were RMIT representatives. In 
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order to get a thicker description of how this new project, described as a ‘once in a 
generation’ was being conceived in terms of space use and retail strategies, I conducted 
semi-structured interviews with RMIT representatives involved in the project. I also 
studied sustainability shifts at campus and food provisioning and consumption practices 
by attending events and conducting semi-structured interviews with student 
entrepreneurs and student union officials. 
Table 3.1: Methods for researching the University eating spaces 
Research method Number of 
participants 
Kind of participants, 
groups/institutions/spaces 
Data generated 
Fieldwork (Participant 
observation, ongoing 
observations, more than 
momentary 
conversations, attending 
events) 
Seven events, 
all eating 
spaces/outlets 
listed on RMIT 
website; 
sustainability 
events 
Observations in student lounges, 
food-provisioning outlets, eating 
spaces around campus (two 
weeks each semester), 
Breakfast/BBQ Events around 
campus (all lasting for two 
semesters) 
Fieldwork notes, 
photographs, notes (of 
conversations with event 
attendees/organisers/stud
ents) 
Ethnographic interviews 
(Semi structured 
interviews, casual 
interviews) 
8; 8 2 coffee cart Retailers, 2 RMIT 
representatives, 2 RUSU 
representatives, and 2 student 
activists/leaders 
 
8 transcripts, notes 
Document analysis, 
secondary data 
collection 
 RMIT, NAS, RUSU Maps and plans of NAS, 
historical books relating 
to RMIT, old catering 
reports, websites, social-
media pages of RMIT 
and RUSU, academic 
literature 
 
‘Long-time’ observation has been singled out as a way of studying the interactions of 
life and space, especially in spatial disciplines that include human and cultural 
geography, urban planning and design (Hoey 2014). According to de Certeau (2011, p. 
117); spaces need to be studied as ‘practiced places’. At the same time, Walter 
Benjamin’s writings on wanderings in the city observing people has helped analyse 
how consumption spaces are used (Amin & Thrift 2002; Nguyen 2016). Urban 
researchers found that a lack of a study of public life and practices was a major 
weakness of modern design of cities together with inhuman architecture; moreover, 
studying public life was actually considered a way to bring back the ebb of life into 
cities (Gehl & Gemzøe 1996; Jacobs 1961).  
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These studies provided important insights into observing spaces and the dynamics of 
social practices within the built environment. Following in their footsteps, I conducted 
observations, as part of the ethnographic fieldwork at the RMIT city campus, at 
different times of the day and days of the week and semesters, as the rhythms of 
activities and people changed—refer to Table 3.2 for timeline of changes on campus 
(Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013). They also included active participation observations, 
which included having coffee or lunch in the lounges or outdoor eating areas (but from 
now on called and included in the observations) (Flick 2014; Moeran 2009). As it 
happens in the case of at-home ethnography, it is difficult to enumerate and list the 
number and duration of my observations. I would instead describe them as ‘ongoing 
observations’ because as noted, I was a part of student cohort at the campus and 
working on-site at least four-times-a-week while conducting my ethnographic research 
(Alvesson 2009; Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013). As part of the fieldwork, I attended 
events associated with the NAS Street project including but not limited to: Architects’ 
briefings and construction updates; the launch of new student spaces, primarily the new 
student portals in Building 10; and the Night Food Market, which was conducted to 
choose retail vendors for the new food spaces at NAS.  
I also made comments on my observations and embodied experience (Schwartz-Shea 
& Yanow 2013) and collected and recorded it as a photographic survey (Pink 2007, p. 
72) that included field notes and accompanying photographs. See the sample field 
report in Appendix 2. The observations included the use of visual aids such as 
photography, which was a complementary tool to the observations (Pink 2007). While 
photography makes it easier for everyday life and practices to be captured in motion 
(Pink 2012) photographs can also show how people, artefacts and practices relate to 
each other (Yli-Kauhaluoma, Pantzar & Toyoki 2013). Therefore, I used photography 
to observe practices at and around sites of consumption. However, keeping in mind that 
material flows also form a part of ‘movement’ (Pink 2012), I attempted to record these 
as well; for example, when microwaves were moved from one part of the campus to 
another.  
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Table 3.2: Timeline of the ethnography of the campus/ researching students' practices. 
Timeline July-November 2015 February-June 2016 July-November 
2016 
Fieldwork (around 
campus) 
Observations/Student 
Union BBQ/ breakfasts/ 
sustainability events 
Observations/Student 
Union BBQ/ breakfasts/ 
sustainability events 
Observations  
Focus groups/food 
map activity 
one two  
Facebook postings 
(number of 
participants) 
8 (participants from first 
focus group) including 
myself 
10 (participants from 
second and third focus 
groups) including myself 
 
Interviews Semi-structured 
interviews - Muriel 
(SUPP representative), 
Delta, (Property Services 
manager for NAS), Jamie 
& Lane (student 
entrepreneurs - joint 
interview), Ned (pop-up 
coffee cart owner) 
Casual interviews -2 
RUSU officers 
Debriefing interviews -
Nima, Sabeth, Esther  
Semi-structured 
interviews - Delta and 
Cory (Property Services 
managers - joint 
interview), Champ (pop-
up coffee cart owner) 
Debriefing interviews - 
Jake, Beatrice, Nancy, 
Kitty, Tom 
 
 
According to Shove and colleagues (2012) theoretical discourses, official inscriptions 
and instructions on how to do a practice can help analyse the various tools, equipment, 
interventions and policies that have evolved this practice (Shove & Pantzar 2005; 
Strengers 2009; Truninger 2011). To understand how the University's food spaces have 
been historically conceived and conceived into the future, I used secondary data such 
as archival photos and information from books, reports, websites and texts (including 
Lachman & Sayers 1974; McShane 1995; Murray-Smith & Dare 1987; Riedy & Daly 
2010; RMIT 2015a). I also sourced data from RMIT University and Australian 
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universities and websites to fill gaps in primary data (Flick 2014; Marshall & Rossman 
2006). 
Policies have been described as political practice, expressing the intentions and values 
of a practice through the document (Flick 2014). I had planned to discern the elements 
of these practices by accessing the food/sustainability policies of the University and the 
RMIT University Student Union (RUSU) and their connections with the eating spaces 
and practices of the students. Initially, the focus was intended to concentrate on the 
policies and the understandings through the food and sustainability policies. For 
example, to identify the history of the institution’s engagement with food and 
sustainability policies and the outcomes, in the sense of how RMIT and its student 
union (RUSU) are engaged with sustainability. However, although the sustainability 
policy is available on the RMIT website, it mentions food in very few contexts apart 
from the University’s recent Fairtrade agreement26 (RMIT 2016a).  
In the absence of a food policy, I decided to conduct semi-structured interviews with 
key University personnel from the Property Services Department, which manages all 
spaces at the university and supervises the NAS and the SUPP projects. A sample of 
questionnaire is provided in Appendix 3. These were conducted to ascertain the various 
on-campus strategies for spatial planning and food provisioning and consumption. 
Within an ethnographic methodology, interviews have also been called ‘targeted data 
collections’ that ask specific but open-ended questions (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 
2013). These provided a thicker description of how the new NAS and SUPP 
sustainability projects were being conceived in terms of space use and retail strategies. 
I also conducted interviews with student entrepreneurs and student union officials 
involved in various initiatives at the campus, such as the free breakfast, BBQ events 
and the implementation of the Fairtrade and Greening RMIT—a student-union 
initiative to encourage students to grow their own food. Full details of participants and 
questionnaires are provided in Appendix 3. 
  
                                               
26 In 2009, the Fairtrade Association announced that RMIT was one of the two first Fairtrade universities 
in Australia (RMIT 2016a) 
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2.2 UNDERSTANDING EATING PRACTICES 
 
Concurrently I sought to understand the eating practices of students using a ‘zooming 
in and zooming out’ method (Nicolini 2009b). The methods adopted included focus 
groups, food maps and Facebook posts to directly interact with students (Table 3.3). 
The focus groups were used to contribute material about how social norms were 
negotiated in relation to food. The zooming out benefited from fieldwork and 
interviews conducted. 
Table 3.3: Methods for researching eating practices of students  
Research method Number of 
participants 
Kind of participants, 
groups/institutions/spaces 
Data generated 
Digital ethnography 
(pictures and posts on 
the private Facebook 
page Selfoodie) 
15 plus myself Focus group participants Over 400 photographs and 
posts (written conversations) 
Focus groups (three) 16 Students  3 video recordings of 
approximately two hours 
each and 3 transcripts 
Food maps (as part of 
Focus groups) 
17 Students 17 Food maps 
Debriefing Interviews  8 Selfoodie participants 8 transcripts 
 
This research employed focus groups for two purposes. First, to help explore and 
discuss the lived experience of students, which helped decipher the interrelations and 
shared elements of the eating practices of students at the inner-city campus of the 
University (Harvey et al. 2012). Second, to connect with student participants and follow 
their eating practices digitally. What may not have been apparent from just observation 
is the why and how behind the things observed (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis 2013). To 
overcome that limitation, methods in the form of focus groups that detail the perspective 
of the carriers of the practice and add to knowledge, which may not be observable, may 
be required (Flick 2014). Also, in the case of subsequent observations, conducted in the 
second and third semester of the research, that I conducted on the campus, the data 
collected was informed by the knowledge arising from these focus groups, especially 
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the initial one (Flick 2014; Pink 2013). How the focus groups were set up, recruitment 
methods and demographic details of the participants are provided in Appendix 4.  
Focus groups have been analysed in many different ways, as getting people to talk, to 
laugh, and as social enactments (Browne 2016; Cameron 2000; Halkier 2010; Stewart 
& Williams 2005). My aim was to take advantage of all the affordances of focus groups 
and interact with the participants to cogenerate data through participants and myself by 
talking, listening, discovering and challenging each other’s experiences and ideas. Each 
focus group highlighted a different set of patterns of eating and imaginings of space on 
campus. The first focus group discussion was about the challenges of buying, cooking 
and provisioning food. The second and third concentrated on these ideas but went 
further to discuss how effective University policies and spaces were in helping students 
stay healthy and/or eat affordably and sustainably. 
The drawback associated with conventional ethnography comprising situated methods, 
such as observations and interviews, is that they are limited to generating data at 
specific places and times (Flick 2014; Harvey et al. 2012). The methods of food maps 
and the Facebook posts provided insights into the porosity of the campus and how 
students engaged with the city as a site for food provisioning and consumption when 
they also brought their own food on campus. These methods also address problems in 
social-science methodologies of ‘spatially fixed geographical containers’ (Hannam, 
Sheller & Urry 2006, p. 5). These approaches extended the scope of the ethnography to 
the city and student homes. They also allowed me to zoom in and out across space and 
time, thereby expanding the scope of the investigation beyond individual behaviours to 
social practices. These were also relevant to my study because students moved in and 
out of the campus frequently due to its urban nature, and they also originated from 
different parts of the world indicating different ethnic needs (Edwards & Mercer 
2010).27 
Each participant made a food map at the start of the focus group indicating the most 
frequented places of food shopping and eating. Food mapping by the focus group 
participants was conducted as a group activity to make it more participatory, 
stimulating and educational for the participants; to provide a visual and easily readable 
                                               
27 In chapter eight I explain in detail how I used and analysed food maps. 
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image for the research; and share participant experiences about where their food 
originates (Barndt 2012; Edwards & Mercer 2010; Liljestrom 2011; Sobal et al. 2012). 
The food mapping process and data, together with the focus group and Facebook posts 
informed the third, fourth and fifth sub-research questions by illustrating the 
connections between the student eating practices and the spaces of food provisioning 
and consumption.  
The use of social media enabled me to ‘follow’ student’ activities. The task for the 
participants after the focus group was to upload pictures of the food spaces, they 
frequented together with the food consumed for every meal/snack/food purchase of the 
day for a period of three to four weeks. As part of the zooming in, these social-media 
exchanges allowed interaction with students on a day-to-day basis, exploring their 
eating practices and the interconnections with other practices. Using the digital practice 
of food selfies on social media as a research method helped capture the complexity of 
everyday practices across time and space, which may remain hidden in more situated 
methods, such as interviewing or observations. This approach resulted in a cogeneration 
of data and helped me to understand target practices from the perspective of the 
participants. Some participants (Table 3.2 and 3.3) who accepted a request to be 
debriefed by me on their experience of posting pictures on Facebook and further 
detailed their experiences of their eating practices and their experience with posting 
food selfies on social media (Flick 2014). See Appendix 3 for a sample of the debriefing 
interview questionnaire. 
3. ANALYSIS  
 
This section discusses the analytical approaches I adopted regarding sustainable 
consumption in the eating practices of students and their relations with eating spaces 
on campus. More detail on these approaches is provided in each of the analysis chapters, 
which elaborate on how the methods and data drawn on contributed to analysis. For 
each of the empirical case studies of eating spaces and practice interconnections, 
relevant field-specific procedures were discussed on the basis of the unique empirical 
data. For the purpose of re-imagining different lived spaces and, thus, examining 
various ways of conceptualising new varieties of eating spaces and sustainable 
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outcomes, different analytical approaches and methods used are prioritised in each 
chapter. 
Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2013, p. 31) suggest there is no specific or defined way of 
starting an analysis; rather the researcher makes sense of the data wherever she is at 
that point of time in her research, and then proceeds in an ever-widening spiral toward 
a deeper and wider analysis. At the same time, a practice-theoretical perspective helped 
to integrate the content and the dynamics of the data generated by the various methods 
employed. This helped dissolve the traditional firm distinction between different kinds 
of data, such as observations, interviews and digitally produced data (Halkier 2010). 
The abductive logic of inquiry followed in cogenerating and analysing data, thus led to 
a dynamic flexibility in design and analysis (Blaikie 2007; Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 
2013). The questions used to develop the methods were based on a questioning logic 
that asks, ‘Where are you going to look for answers’ and then, ‘What next’ (Schwartz-
Shea & Yanow 2013, p. 29). This led to examining various practices within the 
University, such as space making, eating, food provisioning, policies and strategies, 
and these required different methods. This approach of questioning logic also involved 
stopping at a point in research and sense-making to understand the moment where I was 
in the process of inquiry by writing a chapter or paper or presenting at a conference 
(Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013). The initial drafts and conference presentations were 
based on chapters five, six and seven as they were started during the process of data 
collection. Having university-mandated milestone seminars at the end of first, second 
and third year also helped me to collate thoughts and ideas and present them in written 
form. 
Uploading all the data on NVivo, a digital coding software program, and coding it, 
based on the sub-research questions and practice analysis helped to identify nodes or 
intersections in data (Richards 1999). Most of the initial analyses, as evidenced by 
chapter five, the first analysis chapter, were derived from observations around campus 
and field notes documented as a photographic survey. These were sorted together with 
the first focus group discussion and the first round of interviews conducted with 
University personnel. For instance, putting all the initial data together on NVivo and 
coding for spatio-temporal aspects that intersected with the nodes such as semester 
schedule, peak times, food vending/distribution and space constraints within campus. 
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This led to an analysis of the role of mobile food-provisioning practices on campus 
which were used in times of construction, as food distribution events by the student 
union and as a proposed plan for future spaces at the campus. The analysis and 
conceptual development were guided by the research aim and also framed the analytical 
structure to re-imagine alternative sites of social action and eating spaces that sit outside 
current dominant conceptualisations. 
To achieve the above approach, I analysed the data by combining the focus group 
discussions, Facebook posts and food maps for each participant in one document and 
coding it for eating practices. For example, coding ‘sustainability and eating’ together 
showed the connection between cooking, working and studying, which emerged as the 
most common node for many participants. I used this code to construct the 
questionnaire for the debriefing interview of each participant. Schwartz-Shea and 
Yanow (2013) call this kind of data analysis and interpretation, ‘intertextuality’ where 
a researcher reads across kinds of material to make sense. This intertextual approach 
enabled the analysis to identify and then establish interconnections between practices 
and understanding the ambivalent and complex nature of the students’ eating practices 
and their relationship to how sustainability might be understood.  
4. PRACTICALITIES 
 
A few practicalities regarding data collection and presentation should be mentioned 
here. All participants were provided with basic details of the project and signed the 
Participant Information and Consent Form (PICF). All names were anonymised, and a 
sample PICF is attached in Appendix 5. Formal data generation was conducted after 
approval from the RMIT ethics committee as a low risk research project and is attached 
in Appendix 6. I submitted annual reports to the ethics committee followed by a final 
report at the end of the data-generation period.  
All pictures are taken by me, unless otherwise mentioned. Pictures and posts sourced 
from the Facebook page I set up, Selfoodie, are referred to as sourced from ‘Facebook 
page Selfoodie’ or ‘Selfoodie post’. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
This chapter has explained the methodology and methods used in this research and how 
data generated were analysed. The research design and analyses are ‘practices and their 
connections’ based, which is acknowledged by the interpretive turn as a way of 
knowing (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013). While the focus on practices contextualises 
them across space, time and their connections it also abducts to theorise about practices 
and their organisation. 
The following chapter addresses the second sub-research question concerning how 
eating spaces were understood at the University by exploring how understandings 
around spaces, food provisioning, and food consumption are made at the University. 
This helps make connections within practices and bundles associated with eating at the 
University. The chapter also provides insights into what understandings and knowledge 
shaped these practices and bundles and their potential sustainable outcomes.  
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PART 2: EXPLORING THE UNIVERSITY’S 
EATING SPACES THROUGH 
UNDERSTANDINGS AND KNOWLEDGE 
PRODUCTION 
 
Researching the situated processes of gathering the knowledge required to 
accomplish practices ... would imply in the long run to drop the category of 
knowledge with its built-in stability claim and to elaborate the more procedural 
notions of understanding as site and practice specific ways of grasping what is 
going on, what makes sense to do and how to do it. (Everts, Lahr-Kurten & Watson 
2011, p. 330) 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPLORING ‘DOMINANT SPACES’ OF 
A ‘STICKY CAMPUS’ 
 
If the understanding makes the practice possible, it is also true that it is the 
practice that largely carries the understanding. (Taylor 2004, p. 25) 
 
In this chapter I examine the University’s practices of space management, food 
provisioning and building design together with student eating practices to understand 
how they shaped eating spaces on campus and sustainability outcomes. I identify the 
importance of ‘general understandings’ as one of the key organising elements of these 
practices. These understandings focus the University’s practices onto ‘dominant 
spaces’ that serve as pathways toward what I argue are unsustainable outcomes. This 
addresses the second sub-research question, What kind of eating spaces are being built 
and imagined at RMIT University, and how do these shape food provisioning and 
consumption? The aim of this question and the inquiry in this chapter is to understand 
how eating spaces were currently conceived and imagined at the campus. 
The chapter begins by explaining how the concept of ‘general understandings’ 
organises and connects practices, spaces and other material arrangements with 
implications for sustainability. These general understandings constitute practices as 
their organisational element, and connect those practices, and possibly bundles of 
practices, in the form of discourses and/or accepted norms (Schatzki 2005). In section 
2, I describe how campus fieldwork helped identify and investigate practices of space 
management, food provisioning and building as the primary practices that constituted 
the eating spaces of the city campus. As noted in previous chapters, the fieldwork 
included observations in and around the campus, interviews with the University and 
RUSU personnel and a document analysis of books, reports, texts and RMIT and RUSU 
social media and web pages. In section 3, I explain how a few key general 
understandings were perceived to organise these practices and connect them AND 
shaped each other regarding how food provisioning and consumption spaces were 
conceived, built and provided on campus. These general understandings are: 
• the University’s apathy towards food provisioning spaces on campus based on 
its historic context 
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• understandings of students as choice hungry consumers 
• understanding of space as an asset and property, more so because of the inner- 
urban nature of the campus and organisational role of RMIT Property Services 
as a space manager; and 
• the University’s understanding of sustainability as outsourced.  
I argue that these understandings led to the implementation of a ‘sticky campus’ as a 
space management strategy. While this is not in in itself negative, teleologically it 
establishes a conception of spaces that revolves around the student as a consumer and 
a supply–demand circle that does not always lead to sustainable outcomes. The study 
found that space-making strategies such as the ‘sticky campus’ led to segregated mono-
functional eating spaces with certain types of eating spaces dominant, such as 
outsourced retail, which excludes new spaces from developing and competes with other 
spaces. The findings show that this may create and perpetuate a pathway that constrains 
long-term and/or extensive sustainable outcomes. I conclude by proposing that these 
dominant spaces as shaped by the aforementioned general understandings further 
reinforce these understandings into the future and encourage unsustainable eating 
outcomes. 
1. GENERAL UNDERSTANDINGS 
 
To frame the understandings behind strategies, policies and decisions in the practices 
of managing and providing space for food provisioning and consumption, this chapter 
conceptualises the connections between and within practices at the University, their 
material arrangements, and other practices as ‘general understandings’ (Schatzki 2002; 
Welch & Warde 2017). As introduced in chapter two, these general understandings are 
also an organisational element of a practice. In his evaluation of the Shaker community, 
Schatzki (2002) illustrates how the religious underpinnings of the community were a 
general understanding that organised their daily practices. While these general 
understandings are expressed when practices are performed, they also constitute 
understandings ‘external’ to the practice, shared by a few practices and as a part of the 
bundle of practices of which the practice is a part (Nicolini 2012; Schatzki 2002). 
Hence, general understandings can be practices and/or discourses that span both doings 
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and sayings that are linked to practices (Welch & Warde 2017). In this chapter, these 
general understandings provide an analytical lens to investigate how space management 
practices are organised and how they connect to other practices within a bundle of 
practices or with other bundles (Spaargaren, Lamers & Weenink 2017).  
The processes and mechanisms through which general understandings diffuse and 
circulate are important because they help to understand the reproduction and 
disintegration of practices (Welch & Warde 2017). An example from literature of one 
of those understandings in the context of universities is ‘social spatialisation’ that 
occurs when certain discourses (Shields 1991, p. 31) form the basis of designing spaces 
and introducing certain food practices. Another example comes from a study on student 
leisure spaces in the city of Bristol, where Chatterton (1999) found that the provisioning 
of food, food purchasing and consumption may be linked through the notion of 
‘studenthood’ to the kind of food or where students buy their food, and thereby, shaped 
sustainability outcomes. 
General understandings can be associated with shaping future pathways in two ways. 
First, as an aspect of practices closely associated with the ends and purposes of 
practices. Schatzki (2010b) elaborates how general understandings are connected to 
teleology because: 
General understandings combine with teleology in the determination of human activity. 
They specify ends and purposes, stipulate forms of activity, and inform how objects and 
events can be used in the pursuit of particular ends and purposes’ (2010b, p. 152). 
Secondly, general understandings act as connections between a set of practices that 
together with other dynamics, lead to certain practice material arrangements being 
formed, such as strategies for space making and, in turn, shape how certain spaces are 
created or constrained. Thus practices, such as policy/strategy making or space 
management, constitute a bundle of practices shaped by these general understandings 
that can define how future policies and strategies might respond (Shove 2016).  
These practices become important for the future of sustainable outcomes when 
researchers, like myself, ask ‘how [do these] present practices constitute institutions 
and infrastructures of the future?’ (Harvey et al. 2012, p. 4). Shove, Pantzar and Watson 
(2012) employ Pred’s (1981) explanation of dominant projects to discuss how certain 
practices or bundles of practices, in turn, become dominant and define the trajectory of 
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the bundle of practices they constitute, such as patterns of eating on campus. Some 
projects, as ‘dominant forces’, encourage investment of infrastructure and consequently 
shape pathways of future development (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012). Thus, it 
becomes important to emphasise the importance of identifying spatio-temporal 
interactions of practices that are continuously being reproduced or changed. This is 
evidenced by research on freezers, where certain projects or arrangements became 
dominant by establishing a two-way ‘path dependency’ (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 
2012, p. 94). The concept of path dependency was introduced in chapter two. Their 
relevance to the current discussion is that dominant projects on campus, as a general 
understanding, connects space management practices to other practices, to produce 
‘dominant spaces’ and create path dependency.  
2. RMIT AND ITS EATING SPACES 
 
As discussed in chapter three, one part of the ethnography of the campus involved 
investigating eating spaces, identifying practices that constitute them, and examining 
how they were transformed or persisted and may transform or persist into the future. 
While the initial observations provided insights into the spaces and practices, other 
methods were used to understand the eating spaces at the University that would help 
identify and investigate how eating practices and their material arrangements were 
connected to other practices. 
At the time of the first and second set of observations (late 2016–early 2017; refer Table 
3.2, chapter three), the University’s website listed thirteen cafés/eateries in and around 
the campus for students and staff, and seven lounges with microwaves, hot/chilled 
water and seating facilities, as shown in Figure 4.1 (RMIT 2015a). Since 2017, the 
number and composition of these spaces has been continuously changing due to the 
construction and closing and opening of new outlets and spaces. See Table 4.2 for a 
timeline of disruptions. For example, in 2017 the website listed the number of spaces 
as 11, in addition to two mobile cafés in 2017; whereas in 2018, at the end of this study, 
this had not been updated. See Table 4.1 which also includes informal spaces are 
assigned for the RUSU to hold events. The regular events hosted by RUSU included 
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the Wednesday morning breakfast, Thursday BBQs and the newly introduced 
International Students’ Lunch (RUSU 2015), subsequently discontinued.  
 
Figure 4.1: Some of the food outlets on campus (on 12/5/16) including mobile coffee carts. 
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Table 4.1 Spaces for eating at the campus identified and investigated during fieldwork 
Food provisioning spaces Food consuming spaces Practices identified 
Retail outlets (run all year) including 
two pop-up coffee carts (during semester 
time) 
Around retail and pop-up carts Student eating practices 
Microwaves cum lounges/ individual or 
banks of microwaves in lobbies (open all 
year) 
Microwave/student lounges Food provisioning practices 
RUSU run vegan café (during semester) Bowen street outside space (a 
semi-public street running 
through RMIT's city precinct) 
Building practices 
RUSU run student welfare events 
(during semester time) Twice a week, 
mobile breakfast events, and once a 
week lunch event 
Library (no hot food allowed) Space management practices 
 University lawns/Alumni 
courtyard/steps 
 
 
Table 4.2: Timeline of disruptions on the campus 
Eating spaces Disruptions/new spaces 
Building 8 cafeteria (including RMIT 
student run vegan café)  
Closed in November 2014 
Building 10 microwave lounge Closed in October 2015 ((microwaves moved to lobby 
area below the escalators in building 8) 
Building 12/14 microwave lounge Closed in November 2015 
Pop-up Coffee carts (Coffee Nomad, 
Little Bang espresso) 
Opened February 2015 
Building 57 - refurbishment (study 
spaces added to existing lounge) 
February 2016 
Building 8 temporary cafeteria (student 
union run cafe) 
Opened February 2016 
Building 10, new NAS student spaces 
with pop-up coffee cart 
Opened March 2016 
 
As noted previously, observations and participation in these events provided me with 
an insight into the eating practices of students, the related material infrastructure, the 
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built environment and the material arrangements provided for eating and their 
interrelations with other practices. I spent three weeks doing observations around the 
campus in October 2015 when the academic semester was in full swing, usually around 
lunchtime (11am–3pm), but also in the morning and once in the evening. I visited all 
the eateries and student lounges listed on the website together with informal spaces in 
and around campus used as food provisioning and consumption spaces. I conducted 
most observations in the lounges of Buildings 57, 8, 80, 14 and 10 because they were 
the busiest during lunchtime; and I revisited these in the following semester of March 
2016.  
After a first cursory but descriptive observation to get a general overview of all sites 
(Flick 2014) mentioned on the RMIT website, and around the campus, I began focusing 
my observations on ‘doings and sayings’ and the ‘active contribution of artefacts to 
constitute a useful and practical starting point to orient the ethnographic gaze towards 
practices’ (Nicolini 2009b, p. 123). More focused observations helped identify and 
analyse practices in the spaces and their interaction with student eating practices, such 
as the differences between how the café-lounge in Building 57, built in 1960s, and 
Building 80, completed in 2015, were used and managed. For example, microwaves 
had been put on the balcony on the seventh floor in Building 80 after the building had 
been completed and used for a few months. As Figure 4.2 shows, this addition was 
noticeable from the temporary construction of wooden shelves on a wall in the balcony, 
where a space was created for microwaves. Later interviews with students and Property 
Services personnel revealed that this initiative was attributed to student demand for 
microwaves in Building 80 rather than disruption due to NAS construction. 
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Figure 4.2: Microwaves installed on the balcony outside the cafe in Building 80. 
 
As discussed earlier, the fact that I studied and worked at the campus made the 
fieldwork an ‘at home ethnography’ and this provided ease of access and familiarity to 
all places on the campus (Alvesson 2009). Due to the construction on the campus, many 
old lounges and eating places were shut down and, in Semester 1, March 2016–April 
2016, I resumed observations. As noted previously, these included attending events 
associated with the opening of the new Building 10 student lounges, which was part of 
the NAS project, and the buildings’ eating places. I also attended the Night Market—a 
free food market organised by NAS to get feedback from students on the kind of food 
and vendors they would like on campus.  
To gain knowledge about the various sustainability initiatives involving the University, 
apart from food and social events, I also attended sustainability events such as the 
‘Shape Sustainability Forum’— a workshop designed to discuss embedding 
sustainability at the University; and a ‘Greening RMIT’ event— a student activity club 
aimed at cultivating food production and urban-gardening practices in students using a 
hands on approach.  
My analysis of the fieldwork above identified the following practices as integral to the 
provisioning of eating spaces and the practices of eating on campus: a) food 
provisioning practice, b) space management practice, and c) building practice. The 
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analysis of NAS project plans and proposals, in the form of a review and practice-
theoretical analysis (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013), for the renovation and 
development of four University buildings also reiterated and illustrated how these 
practices came together on campus. These connections highlighted how the conception 
of spaces and the built environment interacted with student eating practices and food 
provisioning practices in the eating spaces (RMIT 2015b). The NAS documents and 
architectural drawings were also an outcome of RMIT policies and strategies to manage 
spaces. Further, analysing the NAS briefings by architects, the RMIT NAS website and 
semi-structured interviews with Property Services managers, Delta and Cory 
(pseudonyms) helped to identify and follow these practices integral to on-campus 
eating spaces. This analysis also helped me zoom in on the details of practical 
procedures. The next section presents the analysis based on the various connections and 
dynamics of practices identified, and spaces ethnographically researched on the campus 
through the concept of general understandings.  
3. UNDERSTANDINGS OF THE UNIVERSITY 
 
Based on the analysis of the data generated by observations and other fieldwork, 
described above and in chapter three, this section explores the identified general 
understandings that organise and connect practices that are seen to shape food 
provisioning and consumption spaces at the campus. This set of general understandings 
are categorised as follows: 
• apathy towards food provisioning  
• considering students as choice hungry consumers  
• considering space as primarily a property/asset  
•  outsourcing implementation of sustainability initiatives  
3.1 APATHY TOWARDS FOOD PROVISIONING  
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The analysis indicates that the University has a demonstrated apathy toward food 
provisioning, consumption and its spaces. Historically, despite misgivings at ‘the sight 
of students leaning up against the corridor walls hastily eating a meat pie for lunch’ 
(Murray-Smith & Dare 1987, p. 382) in the 1930–40s, the result was nothing but a 
small cafeteria or common room (Quad café). The Murray Committee report on 
Universities in Australia in the 1970s suggested that time spent on campus and spaces 
such as student union buildings and services was important for intellectual 
advancement (McShane 1995). However, it was not until the 1980s, when RMIT 
University established the student union building, that student services were given 
attention (Murray-Smith & Dare 1987). In Figure 4.3, the plans for the University in 
the 1970s also show one single canteen and a café, with hot drinks and a few pre-made 
items, to cater to student needs (Lachman & Sayers 1974). A report by a public service 
organisation in the 1970s indicates that apart from the university canteen, cafés at 
nearby Myers and Coles 28  were primarily used for procuring food by students 
(Lachman & Sayers 1974). 
 
Figure 4.3: A single cafeteria/common room (Building 6 on map) in the 1970s. 
                                               
28 Myers is one of the biggest department store chains in Australia with stores throughout the country. 
Coles is one of the biggest supermarket chains for groceries, also with stores throughout Australia. 
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Source: (Lachman & Sayers 1974 p.39) 
 
This apathy is also arguably evident from the lack of a cohesive ‘food’ policy at the 
University. Schatzki (2015a) notes that practices are noticeable by their absence, and 
during data collection, this was highlighted by the absence of any policy on food 
provisioning for RMIT campuses. This absence reflects the longer history, briefly 
described above, of how the University’s apathy toward the eating requirements of 
students and the related availability of spaces for eating on campus. 
The reactive strategies of food provisioning at RMIT are another indication of this 
apathy. In two interviews with managers at Property Services, Delta and Cory, food 
provisioning was seen as a reaction to the student demands to be fulfilled due to student 
union and student feedback pressure. Delta explained the University’s strategy as 
follows, 
Now, RMIT’s business is student support–academic, social services, welfare, advocacy, 
whatever that is. Within those, there’s going to be certain provisions that happen, so 
understand and identify what those provisions are ... So when we look at designing 
spaces, retail is not a driving element, it’s a reactive element. 
Thus, retail is seen as reactive food provisioning by the University and needs a more 
proactive strategy. This indicates that while food provisioning is seen to be something 
that the University is ‘forced’ to do, the primary response is retail. The NAS project, 
according to Delta, was based on retail being an integrated part of the new construction. 
At the same time, the University’s website also directs its increasing number of students 
toward the city to access a wider variety of food and, thereby, depends on the city to 
cater to student the requirements. See Figure 4.1 above. Moreover, subsequent 
conversations on Facebook with participants, when students started posting their food 
selfies, revealed that operating times of on-campus retail vendors did not match student 
requirements. This inevitably led them to venture into the city for food. While the 
students saw this as an apathetic attitude of the University toward students’ 
requirements, Delta and Cory explained how difficult it was for retail vendors to run 
sustainable businesses on campus: 
Now, we have a community here that expands and contracts–26 weeks of the year we 
have 52,000 students running around, being busy, spending money, being active, holding 
programs and elections and clubs and societies and doing what they do and having lots 
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of fun; and then for 26 weeks of the year they disappear, and tumbleweeds go down the 
corridors and we’re dependent on a very small population. It’s very hard for a retailer 
to maintain a sustainable business practice when half the year they’re not doing it. So 
how do you feed and water and attract and entice and drive diversity through a retail 
precinct that has constraints on the leases and the terms? 
Delta and Cory illustrate the difficulties in synchronising food provisioning for students 
with the business requirements of retail outlets. This scheduling that prioritises business 
decisions ahead of student requirements may be due to the University accepting that 
students will access the food from the city. As noted, and discussed further in chapter 
five in the context of student posts and comments, the students interpreted this as 
apathy. Thus, in these multiple changing ways, such as historically not provisioning for 
food at all at campus, to the present outsourcing of food provisioning to the city, apathy 
towards food provisioning has been an organising element of the University’s practice 
of food provisioning.  
 
3.2 STUDENTS AS ‘CONSUMERS’ 
 
The second general understanding that underpins and connects food provisioning and 
space management practices is ‘students as consumers’, wherein students are assumed 
to have and be able to exercise ‘free choice’ in their daily eating decisions based on 
price, taste and healthy and sustainable food offerings. According to Property Services 
manager Delta, the University strives to provide food that can be afforded by students 
who have a ‘$5 budget and a $50 budget’. Understanding students as consumers 
includes providing students with a chance to have a say in the kinds of food options 
they prefer on campus. As shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, student surveys, including 
events like the Night Market were a way for the University to understand student food 
purchasing behaviours. These were also explored through Instagram competitions.29 
Surveys and Instagram competitions connected to the NAS were based on singularly 
focused questions such as, ‘What kind of food would you like to eat on campus?’. ‘The 
need for a good variety of food and prices’ on campus, as the main responses to the 
                                               
29 A competition where students uploaded pictures on RMIT's Instagram page to win prizes and 
express the food choices and vendors that they would like on the campus 
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previous survey question then formed the basis of the ‘retail offerings’ on campus. This 
suggests that retail-food outlets and spaces are used to improve student services and are 
expected to cater to ‘better food buying options. Appealing to student choice is a way 
to attract more students to stay on campus. This understanding complements the 
understanding ‘students as consumers of education’ that currently pervades neoliberal 
universities (Cook 2018).  
Moreover, singularly focused methods used by the University, as listed above, are only 
used to explore students’ on-campus preferences, and sometimes, behaviours. This 
perpetuates understandings of students as consumers by framing feedback in terms of 
food choices, prices and retail offerings. The University was not inclined to enquire 
about how campus spaces or material arrangements such as microwaves were used. 
Perhaps the omission of microwaves in their research was due to that facility being 
beyond the framing of the ‘consumer’ or buying something. When questioned if they 
knew how the microwaves were used Delta responded, ‘we don’t track their usage of 
the microwaves’, and Cory laughingly added, ‘until we get internet-enabled 
microwaves as standard’. In sum, questions and methods used by the University to 
understand student eating practices reproduce these understandings by begetting 
responses that only address on-campus practices and certain specific activities 
involving retail. This finding of how feedback is framed and then used by Universities 
has been problematised in other studies of universities (Matthews 2017). Thus as 
discussed in chapter five, steps that go beyond getting feedback through surveys and 
perpetuating students as consumers, to those that engage students in the whole process, 
may be required (Matthews 2017; 2018)  
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Figure 4.4. Food options is the main framing for designing eating spaces for NAS.         
Source: (NAS 2017). 
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Figure 4.5: Instagram competition for NAS on campus with the hashtag '#mydreamretail'. 
Source: (RMIT 2016c) 
 
While apathy towards food provisioning has been established as one of the general 
understandings that organise space management at the campus, according to Cory, it 
was the University’s poor rating in student services over recent years that seemed to 
drive enthusiasm towards taking student choices into account. As Cory explained: 
And we were rating very low, extremely low on some of that student experience measures 
compared to rating quite high on some of the other perhaps more academic and research 
focused areas. And looking to the future you have to compete on all levels; you can’t just 
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put the money into the academic side. You have to put money into the student side ... I’m 
assuming … is that why there was then the idea from the VC's office to say, “Okay, we 
need to do something”. 
In this case, the understanding of students as consumers pervades the food provisioning 
and consumption spaces at campus and the way the University operates as an academic 
institution. By concentrating on student services, students are seen as consumers of 
education and space. Viewing students as consumers is a global phenomenon that has 
forced educational institutions, such as universities, to brand and style themselves as 
corporates, which raises troubling questions about the nature of student education as 
well as student services (Curran & Hague 2008). Historically this aspect of universities 
in Australia has been a concern where policy settings that see education as a good-in-
itself are complemented or superseded by economic models of education (McShane 
1995). Analysing the Murray Committee’s recommendations for Universities in the 
1970s, McShane (1995) invokes Foucault to make the claim that the concept of choice 
is now emblematic of neoliberalism, which drives policies and economic rationalism. 
Related to this problem is how the general understanding of space as an asset or 
property constitutes and connects space management, buildings and food provisioning 
practices at the University. 
3.3 SPACE AS ‘PROPERTY’ OR ASSET 
 
Considering space an asset and consequently using space wisely and efficiently has 
been the hallmark of most inner-urban universities due to high property prices (Perry 
& Wiewel 2005, 2008; Wiewel & Perry 2008). In fact, until recently, how land 
development by inner-urban universities shape and were shaped by the city of which 
they are a part was considered a research gap internationally (Perry & Wiewel 2008). 
Studies that addressed this gap have raised issues of space constraints, high prices, 
reduced state funding and changing public-private relationships. They have also 
pointed out that these issues sometimes drive universities out of the city; and thereby, 
deprive them of a knowledge/economic precinct crucial to their development (Perry & 
Wiewel 2005; 2008). Whichever ways these studies approach the issue, according to 
Brendan and Lambert 2004 (cited in Perry and Wiewel 2008, p. 6), they agree that the 
changes and opportunities presented to higher-education organisations go beyond local 
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or national policy level and are of global significance. Hence, the conceptualisation of 
‘space as property’ is positioned in this study as a shared general understanding in the 
space management practices of the University that connects to the practices of other 
universities. 
This understanding was clearly present at the University during the fieldwork of the 
current study. The organisational structure wherein ‘Property Services’ solely manages 
the University’s spaces, built environment and infrastructure (RMIT 2018a) illustrates 
the importance of this understanding. In such cases, the corporate model of today’s 
universities, prevalent over recent years, tends to prioritise the use and management of 
spaces (Cook 2018; McShane 1995; van der Wusten 1998). As illustrated above, in this 
model, providing spaces for student services is based on rankings, student feedback and 
student union demands. As a result, the University campus revealed that individual 
study spaces, napping spaces and even retail spaces compete with other kinds of eating 
spaces. These include spaces provided for welfare programs, such as Welfare on 
Wheels—a morning breakfast program run by the student union for students, and 
common eating spaces. According to one student union member interview, retail outlets 
frown upon these welfare programs because they pull clientele away from them. 
Retail-food spaces also compete with eating spaces off-campus that may provide more 
sustainable options. For example, food provided by social enterprises, such as the 
Asylum Seeker Resource Centre is constrained by catering regulations that limit off-
campus catering to promote the business of on-campus retailers (Figure 4.6). As Delta 
explained: 
Yes, … so you’ll notice that Café on Cardigan is on Level 4 with no street frontage, and 
no street signage, and a very big balcony and some umbrellas, it doesn't really actually 
show that there’s a café, so their service provision is literally from within that building, 
pretty much ... incredibly small, interior facing, no exterior advertising, no passing trade, 
and they’re captive by the 26 weeks of vacant areas that we get. So, catering allowances 
were provided to help them support the business structures financially, and to maintain 
their employees. 
Explaining the new retail strategy, Delta commented on the urban nature of the campus: 
 We are porous. Porous works both ways, so, whilst we may bleed out, we can also entice 
in, so the idea of the activation precinct is for us to advertise our retail precinct as being 
engaging in the larger community as well. 
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While creating business for retail outlets within and outside the campus helps these 
businesses it also creates competition with other businesses outside the campus, as the 
above statements by Delta illustrate. 
 
Figure 4 6: Catering within campus from 'approved' suppliers  
Source: Email to RMIT staff and students. 
 
Further, with inner-urban spaces being more expensive and constrained, the University 
makes strategies so that space is effectively used. According to Cory:  
I don’t think it’s any secret that the Vice Chancellor is very much promoting the idea 
that we have to do more with what we’ve got, we have to be clever about how we use our 
space, our existing buildings, our existing assets, how can we use them much more 
intelligently so we don’t have to go away and build a new building; we can look at what 
we’ve got ... we’ve always looked at things like utilisation, but now more intensely. 
Consequently, strategic decisions made at the University by the Property Services 
Department and other policy makers was based on the current evaluation of what the 
University needs and involved student services keeping students on campus and helping 
retailers with their businesses. At the same time, as the next general understanding 
shows, how students access food and services that increased sustainable outcomes, 
including mainstream ideas about sustainable ways of eating, were also positioned as 
the responsibility of students, on campus, city food vendors and the student union. 
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3.4 OUTSOURCING SUSTAINABILITY IN FOOD 
 
The findings also illustrate how sustainability, especially food and eating spaces, were 
‘outsourced’ by the University, making this another general understanding that 
connects various organisational practices. In tackling climate change, the University 
joined other universities in cutting its carbon emissions, which is a common strategy 
(Riedy & Daly 2010). As discussed in chapters one and three, the University’s newest 
Sustainable Urban Precincts Project (SUPP) aims to achieve this (RMIT 2014). 
Refurbishing old infrastructure, such as heating and cooling units, making buildings 
efficient and using renewable energy sources, are a few of the ways the University was 
seeking to reduce its carbon footprint (RMIT 2014). At a policy level, food provisioning 
and consumption and related sustainability outcomes were missing from both inter-
university discussions on climate change mitigation (Riedy & Daly 2010) and intra-
university conversations and strategies as demonstrated by SUPP. When asked about 
how environmental sustainability was addressed in NAS and food provisioning, Delta 
explained that longevity of use was the key focus: 
So, we look at sustainability as being a multiple platform provision of service, and that’s 
sustainable use. So, the use has some longevity for … it answers a need … So, the 
responsibility is we go forward to analyse right from the start of the concept from when 
the brief is developed, how sustainable is that across the board: the built environment, 
the maintenance environment, the utilisation environment, the adaptability of it.  
The above conversation exemplifies the corporate nature of universities today that 
emphasises economic sustainability as the primary focus. With federal funding 
substantially decreasing over the past few decades, universities are forced to depend on 
financial gains from their property and assets; and this is a trend in other privately 
funded universities throughout the world (McShane 1995; Perry & Wiewel 2008). 
Wherever environmental sustainability, especially concerning food or eating spaces, 
was mentioned or implemented in strategies on the University website or sustainability 
policy, narrow framings of sustainability were emphasised. These included a focus on 
the sourcing of food, such as organic and Fairtrade; that is, they were sourced from 
channels outside the University’s direct purview. Within this framing, the findings 
revealed that the student union was the only vendor of organic and exclusively 
vegetarian food on campus, together with one social enterprise café, ST who were 
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trying to broaden the way food was provided on campus. During the study period, 
mobile/pop-up access to ‘sustainable food’ was provided on campus once per week in 
the form of ‘welfare on wheels’ program; see chapter six. According to Delta and Cory, 
the vendors were considered responsible for supplying sustainable 
produce/products/services to students. Whether and how that has been achieved in the 
newly finished (2018) NAS spaces is arguable, and a possible topic for future research. 
At the conclusion of the fieldwork, the new outlets opened in NAS, as shown in Figure 
4.7, indicated the supply of more sustainable food/services had not occurred. Delta 
reiterated that this was the choice and responsibility of the vendors: 
You have freedom of choice as a retailer, as a business owner, to make your own 
decisions about your business, but understand when it comes down to engaging with our 
students, we are going to give preference to the guys that are engaged in these policy 
provisions ... so we do understand the importance of making sure that we help educate 
the students, and we do that by actively engaging the contact between the students, 
whether it’s purchasing or support, through those retailers that have that conscious 
product provision ... Educate your market and your market will drive your offer. 
Thus, the vendors are also made responsible for educating the students on how to eat 
sustainably, healthy and within budget. This also involved providing cooking 
knowledge to students with menus and healthy food ideas. Delta explained this 
approach as following: 
We want to see people who are going to engage the students, and whether or not we 
develop it out to be a cookbook that’s done every year through the retailers, where they 
can take a couple of options and say, look, here’s the $5 cookbook when you go back to 
your flat, if you’ve enjoyed it here, these are the things that you can do for $5 a meal.  
Essentially, the overall analysis illustrated that the ‘central’ University was not 
responsible for engaging directly in student sustainability initiatives. 
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Figure 4.7: The new eateries in the new development on campus, NAS. 
Source: Email to RMIT students and staff 
 
Another way that the onus for sustainability is put on students is by outsourcing 
sustainability in food to either the student union or the students themselves. Student-
run initiatives such as Greening RMIT and the Fairtrade campaign were funded at the 
discretion of the sustainability department at Property Services, at the behest of 
champions or subject to available finances and grants. According to student 
sustainability entrepreneurs, Jamie and Lane (pseudonyms), who were interviewed on 
campus, it was the students who started the Greening RMIT initiative and the Fairtrade 
agreement that RMIT has recently entered into.  
Students began the movement by asking RMIT to become a Fairtrade university and that 
was one of their projects which was actually to push toward the accreditation that was 
in 2009 and so since then it has kind of been a start and a stop whenever there have been 
students interested in it they would do some kind of initiative or activities and things. 
When asked about any long-term role in sustainability endeavours at the university, 
Lane remarked: 
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So, for me one of my focuses is that I don’t know if this is a long-term role, at the moment 
I have some funding for next year at some point after that they don’t know how it will 
look or how it will sit. 
This again highlights how financial constraints and champions determine sustainability 
initiatives at the University. The onus for securing funding for sustainability initiatives 
was also their responsibility. 
Another space the sustainable food provisioning was outsourced to, was the city, taking 
advantage of the location of the campus in the city centre. As part of the Sustainability 
Week at the campus, which I attended, the ‘Sustainable Food Tour’ was organised by 
the University’s events team to take students into the city (RMIT 2016d) (Figure 4.8). 
The sustainability tours and initiatives were also geared towards providing knowledge 
about how to eat sustainably while outsourcing the provisioning of ‘sustainable and 
ethical food’ to the city. This event afforded me the opportunity to recruit participants 
for the second and third focus groups by advertising the research project on the website 
and calling for participants. (For further details on recruitment refer Appendix 4). 
 
Figure 4.8. Sustainable food tours organised into the city 
Source: (RMIT 2016d) 
 
Similar to University student ‘consumer’ surveys discussed in section 3.2, questions 
about the importance or priority of ‘sustainability’ in food formed a part of the feedback 
sought from students. When responses showed that students did not support 
‘sustainability’ as the main criteria for buying food per se, inevitably the allocation and 
organisation of spaces reflected this ‘supply and demand factor’. While I was unable to 
access the responses to these surveys directly, a student-union member and member of 
the NAS student committee, Jake, described the consultations and discussions as 
follows: 
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They’ve done research on it. They have done a lot of surveys and polling about what 
influences student’s decision. In their purchasing decision, and I think it’s four different 
categories, price convenience, this, that and … last every time is sustainability. And if 
you said, okay, taking price out of it, the same price for all the stuff, what would influence 
your decision? Dead last is sustainability. 
When asked whether the University did not care about food sustainability because 
students did not, Jake replied:  
Yeah, I think they take that into consideration. Obviously, RMIT has its own agenda there 
it wants to see happen. And there are people who are involved in that decision-making 
process who are pushing sustainability, but at the end of the day, there’s a supply and 
demand factor. So, you can’t just turn things completely on its head. RMIT can’t say, 
“No, students, you can’t have McDonalds. You’re not allowed to”. RMIT can’t do that 
because it’s going against what the students want. 
This reflects not only how and what questions are asked, but also on the understandings 
of the University about student eating practices. The supply and demand strategy of 
sustainability and food provisioning situates the students as consumers and perpetuates 
the feedback cycle through surveys that pose sustainability as a ‘choice’ and students 
as customers who are either willing or not to pay for it. Thus, the dominant discourses 
such as consumer ‘choice’ and individual behaviour change are re-circulated. Instead, 
practices and spaces are required that make sustainable outcomes possible to ‘buy’ and 
also be part of the organisation of studying, socialising and eating on campus. 
The next section discusses how these understandings permeate and connect to other 
practices and, in turn, shape spaces provided for food and eating. Here, the focus is the 
central space-making strategy of the ‘sticky campus’, which forms an important part of 
how food spaces were provisioned/managed on campus. 
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4. THE ‘STICKY CAMPUS’ AS A SPACE-MAKING 
STRATEGY  
 
‘Sticky’ or ‘smart’ campus strategy is a practice of conceiving and designing spaces 
that are conceived ‘to develop a wider identity in campuses’ (Groves 2017, p. 1). 
According to some ‘sticky campus’ strategists and practitioners: 
the requirement has grown because of the voice of the student as consumer: students 
have been empowered by their purchasing power when selecting universities and are 
choosing places which appeal aesthetically as well as academically (Groves 2017, p. 1).  
While better learning outcomes and socialisation (Acker & Miller 2005; Groves 2017; 
Mackenzie 2016) have been cited as reasons for developing sticky campus strategies, 
in inner-city areas, these mainly arise from a need to keep students on campus due to 
its porous nature (TEMC 2014). At the University, a lack of food outlets compels 
students to go into the city as does the distributed nature of the buildings, requiring 
students to relocate multiple times each day. Space constraint is another reason for 
students stepping out into the city. According to property manager, Cory:  
We were rating very low, extremely low on some of that student experience measures 
compared to rating quite high on some of the other perhaps more academic and research 
focused areas. And looking to the future you have to compete on all levels; you can’t just 
put the money into the academic side. You have to put money into the student side. So, I 
know that that historically was the case and part of that will be increasing the students’ 
sense of belonging, introducing the idea of the sticky campus, which internationally has 
been something all around. 
Thus, providing a variety of ‘choices’ indicated by surveys and feedback mechanisms, 
such as the Night market and Instagram competitions (Figure 4.5), and making the 
campus feel like a part of the city, were strategies adopted for ‘sticking’ students to the 
campus (Cook 2018; RMIT 2015b). The NAS project was conceived as a part of these 
sticky campus strategies for food and beverage provisioning because, in this case, it 
was also used as a part of strategy to keep students on campus (Cook 2018; NAS 2017). 
As Delta explained, ‘What we’re trying to do is entice them to stay here, and that’s part 
of the pricing structure as well, the diversity of offer’. Hence, reactive policies led to 
conceiving eating spaces and food provisioning as ‘sticking strategies’ within the 
context of ‘student services’. Ironically, as shown in Figure 4.3, corporate and café 
models of the city are replicated within the campus as modes of making students ‘stick’ 
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on the campus and, in the process, establish competition with city spaces, while at the 
same time, connection to the city is established as a way of accessing sustainable food 
(Cook 2018). RMIT's NAS project and its sticky-space strategy has been lauded in 
design magazines as a solution to cater to students as consumers (Amodeo 2018). For 
example, one article (Amodeo 2018) asks: ‘How do our universities cater to education’s 
‘new consumers’? and answers this as follows: 
RMIT’s New Academic Street is a radical re-make of a rapidly ageing campus, 
addressing changing student needs with a complex design scheme that puts the emphasis 
on technology and study ... NAS is a city in miniature; an urban village designed as a 
“sticky place” that encourages a lively sense of community. Indeed, a major challenge 
the architects faced was how to make the redevelopment attractive to students so that 
they want to stay on campus. 
While sticky campus strategies may or may not stick students to the campus, the 
understandings that shape them which are, in turn, reproduced may already be pathways 
for unsustainable outcomes at the campus through the production of ‘dominant spaces’, 
discussed in the next section. 
5. DOMINANT SPACES AND SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES 
 
As noted earlier, sticky campus strategies are not necessarily negative. It is how they 
teleologically set up a trajectory or path dependency through practices and spaces for 
eating that may lead to unsustainable outcomes that is the concern. The two ways that 
that these strategies may lead to unsustainable outcomes are as follows. 
First, sticky campus strategies were used at the campus to define how spaces at the 
constrained inner-city campus are and will be provided, and together with other 
understandings, end up emphasising and prioritising retail spaces, making them 
‘dominant’ (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012). In the case of the University, this ‘path 
dependency’ is seen in how general understandings that shape and connect practices 
are reinforced by the reproduction of these practices and indeed constitute such 
practices themselves. For example, general understandings connecting organisational 
practices at the University, which considered students as consumers with free choice 
are seen to shape the feedback mechanisms, such as surveys and Instagram 
competitions that ask them questions based on individual choice, attitudes and 
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behaviours. These, in turn, positively reinforce these understandings and prompt and 
reproduce strategies of space making, such as a ‘sticky campus’ as a strategy for urban 
design and campus space making. Thus, a path can be conceived based on how the 
arrangements of food provisioning around outsourced retail have developed at the 
campus over past years and the examination of future plans and strategies. Thus, the 
dominant space at campus are seen to be constituted of competitive retail, based on 
understandings outlined in the above sections, and will remain; further, this suggests 
the way food provisioning and consumption spaces will be conceived and managed on 
campus in the future.  
Second, in terms of sustainable outcomes, this type of space planning, evidenced by 
reactive or ‘sticky campus’ approaches, revolves around a supply and demand cycle 
that has and will continue to lead to limited and narrow understandings of sustainability 
on campus. This also makes clear that campus food spaces, which are set up to compete 
with city spaces in terms of food provisioning, may lead to ‘exclusive retail options’. 
Even within those narrow framings, it is seen that the retail spaces on campus compete 
with other offerings, found to have potential positive health and environmental 
outcomes such as the microwave lounges, leading to unsustainable outcomes and 
arrangements. This leads to segregating eating spaces, such as microwave lounges and 
retail, and also generates a limited supply of sociable eating spaces on campus and 
hence, as seen in the survey shown in Figure 4.3, a demand for more of these spaces.30  
Infrastructures and buildings perpetuate these understandings into the future as they are 
built to last for a long time. As shown in Figure 4.6, this is now partially evident in the 
new spaces opening up with the expensive and constrained space allocated to retail, 
with private seating areas. This trend potentially brings with it the associated outcomes 
seen in the city, such as gentrification and exclusion of low income and minority groups 
(Collie & Gleeson 2018). While these initiatives are said to be ‘based on student 
feedback’ and ‘supply following demand’, at least where sustainably sourced or healthy 
food or sociability in eating is concerned, it does not seem to be leading to sustainable 
outcomes even in ways intended by the University. 
                                               
30 This aspect of segregated eating spaces is further problematised and analysed in detail in Chapter 
eight, as a part of convenience eating. 
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6. CONCLUSION  
 
In conclusion, certain general understandings organise and connect practices on 
campus. These, in turn, have led to certain dominant food spaces being formed on 
campus that are seen to perpetuate unsustainable outcomes by setting up path 
dependency in the following ways.  
1. Retail practices will be continually prioritised on campus as the University strives 
to cater to different price points, timings and changing tastes of the student 
population. This perpetuates the cycle of putting the onus of change on vendors 
and students as individuals, which as shown in chapters one and two, does not 
always lead to long-term and effective change.  
2. With these narrow understandings in circulation, sustainability of eating spaces and 
food will likely remain outsourced to students, student unions and/or retail vendors 
and the city, avoiding institutional change and maintaining the scope of change at 
an individual level. 
3. Eating spaces provided under sticky campus strategies will constantly be 
competing with the city food spaces, and this will probably make them more 
responsive to the market forces of the city than the priorities of sustainability.  
These dominant food spaces create and perpetuate a path dependency which is unlikely 
to lead to extensive or long-term sustainable outcomes (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012; 
Spaargaren, Lamers & Weenink 2017). As discussed in the introduction in chapter one, 
universities have a responsibility to shape and govern certain aspects of the spaces 
provided on-campus given the role they play as pedagogical institutions, large 
landholders in the city, and eating spaces for student populations. As demonstrated by 
this chapter, the University’s imagination of eating spaces focuses on understandings, 
practices and spaces that solely concentrate on either apathy or ‘sticking’ students to 
the campus. Instead, conceiving alternative trajectories or pathways to sustainable 
outcomes may be a way to create sustainable eating spaces on campus.  
Rather than continue being a killjoy of the new and old endeavours of the University in 
providing eating spaces on the campus, the thesis proceeds by reconceptualising eating 
spaces provided at the University campus as a series of lived spaces. In the next chapter 
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I pursue this by taking inspiration from the spaces studied through the ethnographic 
research to illustrate that the alternative methods used in knowledge production in this 
thesis generate a different kind of ‘eating space’ that is the first lived space re-imagined 
and helps analyse and conceive other lived spaces. Thus, in the next chapter I show the 
social organisation of space at the University can be studied through knowledge 
production practices and eating practices, namely by food selfies. 
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CHAPTER 5: CO-PRODUCING ETHNOGRAPHIC 
SPACE AS LIVED SPACE 
 
As we seek to know the world not everything can be brought to presence. However 
much we want to be comprehensive, to know something fully, to document or to 
represent it, we will fail. This is not a matter of technical inadequacy. (There are 
always, of course, technical inadequacies). Rather it is because bringing to 
presence is necessarily incomplete because if things are made present 
(representations of the world, for instance) then at the same time things are also 
being made absent (the world ‘itself’). Necessarily. The two go together. It cannot 
be otherwise. Presence implies absence. (Law 2007, p. 7; emphases in original) 
 
In this chapter I employ the method of digital ethnography adopted by this study to 
address the third sub-research question, how can methods help understand and analyse 
students’ eating practices in the context of re-imagining eating spaces at urban 
universities? I illustrate how the digital ethnographic method led to the cogeneration of 
data and co-production of knowledge, which reconsiders spaces as multiple, and 
practices as pluralistic (Schlosberg 2007). Following Postill and Pink (2012), I also 
explore the ‘ethnographic space’ produced through the interaction of the researcher’s 
and participants’ practices as a lived space. Re-imagined in this manner, this 
ethnographic space goes beyond being a form of student feedback. Instead, it is 
conceived and explored as a lived space that enriches people’s everyday eating 
activities, such as cooking and sharing food and enhances engagement with urban 
spaces as hybrid spaces of eating and conviviality. Further, in re-imagining a lived 
space on campus as a site of knowledge production, its methods are considered as 
essentially performative (Law & Urry 2004). This results in the ethnographic space as 
a possible site of intervention, which, in turn, could affect the kinds of policies that may 
be implemented. 
The chapter is structured as follows. In section 1, I establish the premise and explore 
the affordances of digital research methods. In section 2, I discuss how the Selfoodie 
was established by using food selfies on Facebook. In section 3, I establish the 
conceptual framework for analysing ethnographic spaces and their re-imagining as a 
lived space for knowledge production and as a performative space for intervention. In 
section 4, I analyse ethnographic spaces as sites of knowledge production by 
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highlighting how I was able to ‘follow’ and capture the messiness, routines, and 
emotional and affective dimensions of students’ eating and posting practices. I also 
illustrate how this method was used to explore the spatial and temporal complexity of 
practices and the use of spaces within and around urban spaces. In section 5, I propose 
that the ethnographic space as produced through the interactions of the Selfoodie 
method, together with the researcher’s and participants’ practices and the material 
arrangements produced a site of intervention.  
The chapter concludes with the proposition that this conceptual and methodological 
framing helped to understand sustainable eating on campus by conceiving an 
ethnographic space constituted by the participants’ offline and online daily practices, 
and by understanding the spatio-temporal and embodied dimensions of students’ eating 
practices and their related use of spaces around the campus. This ethnographic space, 
as a lived space, can also be a pathway for sustainable outcomes by being a hybrid 
interface of online and offline eating spaces and as a site for intervention. Moreover, I 
propose that this methodology and digital method helped reveal different possible 
realities and thus, multiple forms of interventions, as explored in the remaining 
chapters. 
1. DIGITAL-MEDIA METHODS: RESEARCHING EATING 
PRACTICES 
 
While the basic premise of ethnography remains unchanged in both conventional or 
digital methods (Murthy 2008), the latter, especially social media, offers a means for 
the researcher to move between being a researcher and participant, while participants 
themselves become ethnographers of a kind. Building on the claims of Beneito-
Montagut (2011) and Maranto and Barton (2010), this affordance of digital methods 
prompted Piacenti, Rivas and Garrett (2014, p. 226) to propose that this approach to 
research produces a new ‘post-structural epistemological and ontological 
methodology’. This methodology transcends structuralist dualisms and the strict lines 
between researcher and participant and considers online experiences to be a part of 
‘real’ or offline relationships and practices (Piacenti, Rivas & Garrett 2014). Social 
media researchers Miller and colleagues (2016) also reiterate that there is no longer a 
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clear distinction between offline or online lives; rather their increasing entanglement 
means that digital and social media is just another place that people spend a part of their 
lives; for example, ordering food online and then uploading food pictures on social 
media. 
Within the food studies space, the digitisation of food has provided an excellent 
opportunity for researching food practices. Everyday digital engagements with food 
occur in many forms ranging from posting food selfies to provisioning food online, and 
online activism or ‘apptivism’ (Lewis 2018a). As digital food researchers point out, 
there are still quite a few gaps in our understandings regarding the connections between 
the digital and food (Choi, Foth & Hearn 2014; Lewis 2018b; Lupton 2017). Studying 
online practices may, therefore, help to address some of these gaps by generating more 
knowledge about patterns in food provisioning and consumption, social relations 
around food and eating (Lupton 2017), and sustainable human-food interactions (Choi, 
Foth & Hearn 2014). At the same time, how these digital technologies and their 
affordances have become a part of everyday eating practices also becomes easier to 
understand through researching with, and on, social media (Lupton 2017).  
Within the digital realm, social networking sites like Facebook and other social media 
platforms have seen a surge in the posting of pictures by ordinary people. A form of 
picture taking, the ‘selfie’ has gained mainstream popularity (Day 2013; Senft & Baym 
2015). One popular form of selfie, commonly known as the ‘food selfie’, is where 
people take pictures of food they like, cook and/or eat and subsequently upload pictures 
on social media (Highfield & Leaver 2016; Senft & Baym 2015). See Figure 5.1. The 
popularity of posting food selfies on social media has been accompanied by a 
concomitant growth in research circles on the social impact and motivations behind the 
selfie phenomenon (Borgerson & Miller 2016; Day 2013; Frosh 2015; Gómez & 
Thornham 2015). Selfies have been berated as narcissistic images of self or understood 
in relation to a ‘documenting of the self’ (Gómez & Thornham 2015). However, new 
research advocates going beyond an understanding of selfies as representations and 
conceiving them rather as part of an overall ‘social, cultural, and media phenomenon’ 
(Gómez & Thornham 2015, p. 1). Specifically, recent literature on digital and social 
media, including digital food, highlights that there are different types of selfies and 
more than simply a narcissistic impulse tied to consumerist lifestyles; selfies are 
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suffused with various forms of sociality, such as relations of love and care (Highfield 
& Leaver 2016; Lewis 2018a; Miller et al. 2016).  
 
Figure 5.1: As a co-participant I posted on Selfoodie and encouraged participants to post too. 
 
To better understand the socio-cultural aspects of eating at the University, I created a 
private page on Facebook, called Selfoodie, wherein participants from the focus group 
posted ‘food selfies’ of their meals for two to three weeks. As a part of a practice 
focused research, posting food selfies on social media offered me a means of 
cogenerating data that initiated and contributed to discussion of the day-to-day 
phenomenon and wider socio-cultural dimensions of eating and related practices of 
students and the University campus. The purpose of using Facebook as the platform for 
participants’ food selfies to capture what, where and how they ate was to collect 
snapshots of students’ lives on and off campus and to understand the way their eating 
related to other practices. Facebook, as a mobile social networking site, enabled me to 
co-produce a story with the participants and develop an ethnography that was spatially 
and temporally mobile. Thus, in this research, social media posts allowed me to both 
document and make sense of how and where participants ate during academic semesters 
while negotiating their way around the campus and in the city. 
The next section discusses how I established the Facebook page, Selfoodie. To make it 
clear, the moniker used as the name for the study’s Facebook page does not refer to the 
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‘foodie’ culture that denotes ‘people with a passion for eating and learning about food’ 
(Cairns, Johnston & Baumann 2010, p. 591). Instead, my use of ‘Sel-food-ie’ was a 
play on the word ‘selfie’, with food in a similar way that Poole’s (2012) ‘Festivals’ 
refer to food festivals. ‘Selfoodie’ describes the specific practice of taking pictures of 
food and posting them on social media platforms and the associated captioning and 
conversations that surround it. 
2. USING ‘SELFOODIE’ AS A METHOD 
 
In this section, I explain how the private Facebook group called Selfoodie was 
established to follow participants’ eating patterns. A private group meant that only 
participants could post and view each other’s posts, and the page was not visible to 
anyone on Facebook without invitation. Recruiting students through the three focus 
groups conducted, promoted familiarity among Facebook participants. This, I assumed, 
encouraged them to participate and be more active in their postings (Figure 5.1). This 
part of the research involved fifteen people in total plus myself in the Selfoodie 
Facebook page, which generated over 300 photographs and posts. Participants were 
instructed to post pictures for two weeks, but many posted for much longer, and some 
posted less. 
Discussions with the first set of focus-group participants led to a mutual agreement that 
a private Facebook group would be the most effective platform. Compared to some 
other image-based platforms such as Flickr, Facebook is easily accessible via mobile 
phone. Furthermore, while Instagram is a prominent visual mobile platform, Facebook 
is the largest and most popular online social network and has become a significant part 
of daily life for nearly 1.4 billion people worldwide (Kosinski et al. 2015). Based on 
my own experience and the research literature (Piacenti, Rivas & Garrett 2014), I also 
anticipated that Facebook would provide all participants a greater opportunity to 
interact textually as well as visually than other platforms. Posting food selfies as a 
mainstream digital activity was familiar to all participants. Indeed, three were using 
platforms like Facebook and Instagram to upload food pictures, so that food selfies 
were already a seamless part of their everyday practices. No specific instructions on 
how to post were given, except to request pictures and posts about where and what they 
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ate and to not include other people in the picture, without their permission. Conversely 
posting my own on-campus eating experiences meant that as a co-participant, my posts 
reflected and added to those of the participants, providing some implicit direction on 
what to post; further, it also prompted participants to keep posting and have 
conversations with each other. For privacy reasons, the names of all participants have 
been changed and their posts anonymised throughout the thesis. The Facebook pages 
were transferred via NCapture to the qualitative data software NVivo before being 
coded and thematically and practice analysed to discern the relationship between 
students’ on- and off-campus eating activities and University eating spaces. 
3. THE CO-PRODUCTION OF ETHNOGRAPHIC SPACES  
 
As mentioned in chapter two, the co-production of ethnographic spaces is based on the 
understanding that recognising and integrating various types of knowledge enriches 
what knowledge is by recognising it as multifaceted and ongoing (Polk 2015). In the 
case of this research, it also involves cogeneration of data in which the researcher is a 
participant, and participants generate data together with the researcher. For example, 
taking pictures for research purposes and discussions of their experiences adds to the 
way co-production is achieved (Filipe, Renedo & Marston 2017). This method also 
presented a new way of collaboration between the participants and myself and between 
different methods. Discussions in each of the focus groups, momentary conversations 
during recruitment, food maps and conversations on Facebook enriched the research 
with accounts of the way spaces at the University were either used or not used for 
eating, both in relation to students’ current eating practices at the University, and former 
practices and current off-campus/domestic practices.31 
As noted, my participation meant that I became a practitioner and tried to engage in 
conversations and food postings. In spite of the limitations of posting regularly, the use 
of digital and social media made this a collaborative method, in the same sense as other 
ethnographic projects, but invited new ways of collaborating; for example, ongoing 
                                               
31 This is explored further in chapter seven, in the context of microwaves. 
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interactions and conversations between participants, almost like an online focus group. 
This also blurred the strict lines between conventional methods, with photo diary, photo 
elicitation, and ongoing group conversations blended into one. In fact, in using this 
method, I strived to use the potential of digital food selfies as a part of a collated non-
digital centric research methodology, as many social and digital-media research 
methods do not tend to be (Pink et al. 2016). Thus, the research illustrates how using 
methods in cogeneration and co-production of knowledge can contribute to facilitating 
and enhancing mobile methods, as suggested by other researchers (Lijadi & van 
Schalkwyk 2015; Piacenti, Rivas & Garrett 2014; Pink et al. 2016). As a way of 
showing that the use of digital and social media is a collaborative method working with 
a suite of other methods, this method demonstrated its effective use in an ‘at-home 
ethnography’, which can tend to become too familiar to the researcher. It achieved this 
by defamiliarising the ethnographer from her settings (Middha 2018). This 
defamiliarisation occurred by focusing the data generation towards the off-campus and 
domestic practices of the students.  
According to digital ethnographers Postill and Pink (2012, p. 124), the routines of a 
social media researcher make and open up an ‘ethnographic place’. This place is not 
bounded and is made up of the ethnographer’s practices, which in this case, includes 
the ethnographic practices of all participants as they take and post food selfies on social 
media. The ethnographic space created by research with Selfoodie comprised food 
selfies, conversations and eating activities brought together through online and offline 
practices (Postill & Pink 2012). The ethnographic digital space created a discrete place 
for discussing eating practices in terms of specific foods and spaces and their various 
associated meanings, within the University context. This space also demonstrated 
potential to modify old practices and/or make new practices. The ‘making’ of such 
ethnographic places was, therefore, methodologically useful and has potential as an 
interventionist tool, which is significant for organisations, such as universities, who are 
increasingly concerned with sustainability. That potential is discussed in section 5 of 
this chapter. 
A related aspect of methods explored here was the notion that methods are practices 
and thus, essentially performative and part of the social they are ‘investigating’ (Law 
2009; Law & Urry 2004). For example, in ‘Seeing like a survey’ Law (2009) explains 
how survey methods position consumers as rational ethical subjects, and thereby, 
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imagine the social as a collection of rationally motivated individuals. Interpretive 
research believes that data has no ‘previous ontological existence’ and the researcher’s 
questions and context create data with the participants (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013, 
p. 79). Thus, the researcher, with their own prior and embodied knowledge, is part of 
the data collected and contributes to the cogeneration of data (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 
2013). This point resounds with Mol’s (1999) coining of ‘ontological politics’ that Law 
and Urry (2004) use to contend that methods as practices are epistemological and 
ontological as well. Further, they contend that: 
methods don’t report on things that are already there. Instead, in one way or another, it 
makes things more or less different. The issue becomes how to make things different, 
and what to make. (Law 2004, p. 143) 
The ‘world making’ that abductive inquiry postulates as its research orientation through 
cogeneration of data (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013, p. 113) mirrors the concept that 
methods make reality and ‘can think about the world it wants to make’ (Law & Urry 
2004). These give methods the privilege of being/being part of ‘social action’(Halkier 
2010; Halkier & Jensen 2011) and thereby, gives them methodological and empirical 
aspects. This also means is that there may be credence to understanding the kind of 
world these methods may want to ‘make’ as this may lead to actively making some 
realities and eroding others (Law 2004; Law & Singleton 2003; Law & Urry 2004). 
Browne and colleagues (2014) demonstrate the role of methods in their study on water 
consumption by shifting the way methods and analyses focus on the governance of 
water use from individuals and structural rearrangements to the governance of social 
practices concerning water use. This was done by re-examining the quantitative and 
qualitative data to focus on how and why water is consumed (Strengers & Maller 2014). 
By reorganising how data is generated and analysed through practices, Browne and 
colleagues (2014) propose interventions based on new resources and knowledge that 
illustrates how, through their methods, researchers themselves intervene in policy 
making. Similarly, the research method employed in this study, while being focused on 
eating spaces and eating practices of students on campus through an ethnographic 
account of the phenomenon being studied, by being a social practice of posting food 
selfies, is in itself, a performative practice interconnected with practices of eating. 
 The next two sections explore how knowledge is produced through the everyday 
social-media practice of posting food selfies on Facebook when used as research 
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method to explore students’ eating practices. This generates an ethnographic space of 
knowledge co-production that provides an alternative perspective from those used by 
the University as discussed in chapter four, by allowing a pluralistic view of the 
phenomenon studied.  
4. ETHNOGRAPHIC SPACES OF KNOWLEDGE CO-
PRODUCTION 
 
Facebook’s mixed social-media platform of text and/or visual interface (Highfield & 
Leaver 2016) resulted in real-time conversations about the food-selfies posted and 
students’ eating practices. This promoted interactivity and sociality with students 
talking about their practices, exchanging information that evidently influenced each 
other’s immediate eating activities and, possibly, their everyday practices as well. 
These digital interactions also mapped the idiosyncratic eating patterns of students by 
combining how they performed practices in ‘physical’ space with what they said they 
did in ‘virtual space’. As discussed in the next section, this helped to interpret and make 
sense of the messiness of eating, and the emotional, spatial and temporal aspects of the 
students’ on- and off-campus eating practices. 
4.1 INTERPRETING EVERYDAY MESSY PRACTICES 
 
The posting of food selfies helped uncover the rhythms and patterns of peoples’ 
routines as well as the meanings behind eating. It also revealed the messiness of 
everyday eating. My participants’ pictures of what, where and how they ate around the 
city campus helped to understand their eating activities and especially the way those 
activities related to their other day-to-day practices, such as travelling, studying, among 
others. This was possible because the Facebook group provided access to the 
participants’ activities beyond campus boundaries as well as the time they spent on 
campus. Facebook posts also provided insights into the porosity of the campus and how 
students engaged with the city as a site for food provisioning and consumption in 
addition to occasions when they brought their own food on campus. 
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‘Messiness’ is depicted by the various permutations and combinations of food 
purchases on- and off-campus. The constraints and possibilities of eating on campus 
sometimes contrasts with how eating was planned by students and the University 
through strategies and infrastructures that may lead to off-campus eating. As the 
exchange in Figure 5.2 illustrates, participant Jo impulsively decided on a certain meal 
choice in response to another participant’s food selfie. However, she is unable to eat 
on-campus as the outlet is closed and walks into the city for another branch of the same 
outlet. Another participant, Nancy, changes her travel schedule to arrive early at an off-
campus woman-only gym because it provides free breakfast, as shown in Figure 5.3. 
Further, as shown in Figure 5.4, Selfoodie participant, Kitty had a quest for a quiet 
lunch that encouraged her to leave the campus. She ventured into the city to find a 
satisfying meal ‘but also a quiet, calm spot to hide from all the people and all the crowd 
on a lunch break’. 
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Figure 5.2: Jo's post on Selfoodie showing her search for a meal 
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Figure 5.3: Nancy's Selfoodie post shows her women-only gym offers free breakfast. 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Kitty's Selfoodie post shows she goes off campus for a good meal and quiet time 
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The Selfoodie posts and pictures also illustrate how the availability of specific food 
provisioning and eating spaces can shape day-to-day eating practices. For example, as 
shown in Figure 5.5a, Tom brought food to the University from home. He looked for a 
particular time to use the microwaves to reduce how long he had to wait in line. If there 
were no microwaves on campus, Tom believed his eating practices would move entirely 
off campus. In addition to their own food planning, students liked to take advantage of 
the free weekly on-campus barbeques and breakfasts. For example, as shown in Figure 
5.5b, Nancy expressed her disappointment when she missed one of these events. These 
postings and comments showed that student eating activities were coordinated around 
microwave availability, free-food events, the opening hours of on-campus food outlets 
and the proximity of the city and its offerings. 
 
Figure 5.5: Students' Selfoodie posts show how they coordinate their routines with events and peak hours 
on campus.  
Figure 5.5a: Tom looks for a time when microwaves and space to eat are free.  
Figure 5.5b: Nancy tries to attend free-food events in between classes, despite bringing food from home. 
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As well as indicating the spatiality of student eating practices, the Selfoodie postings 
highlighted aspects of their temporality. For example, when, in a post, I pointed out 
Alice’s frequent trips to Chinatown she exclaimed, ‘Now, I realise how often I go to 
Chinatown’. This recording of everyday eating practices and the participatory nature of 
the method reveals that the apparently ‘messy’ nature of food consumption and 
provisioning (Law 2004) even in the ‘discrete’ space of an inner-urban campus where 
it can be bounded by routine. 
Eating conveniently is another way some eating activities are negotiated as routines. 
For example, participant Nima’s eating practices were dependent on her semester and 
course schedule, and she found ways of eating wherever and whenever was convenient, 
‘It’s that time of the semester, and I am not aware of what I am eating and when I am 
eating ... leftover rice paper rolls and Milo with water ... having it at work desk’. While 
somewhat against the social conventions of eating events defined by their spatial and 
temporal characteristics, such as breakfast, lunch or dinner (Warde 2016), eating 
conveniently established itself as a routine way of eating for some students. Responding 
to Kitty’s post concerning pre-packaged muesli bars, Peter supported her decision to 
use them as convenience eating as follows: 
I also eat “Nice and Natural” on-the-go. I was poo-pooed by someone who said there 
was something “dodgy” about them—something about being made in New Zealand and 
being the least expensive because of a recent free trade deal. I didn't pay much mind— 
they are good value and handy on-the-go. 
This exploration into how, where and when students eat demonstrated how their eating 
practices intertwine and are shaped by other practices. Eating spaces at campus were, 
therefore, shown to be constituted by fixed locations and by off-campus and non-
university practices relating to housing, leisure and retail in the city. The production of 
these spaces constantly in flux reflects the necessity of methods that can capture, what 
was present and absent and not obviously present (Law 2007; Law & Singleton 2003). 
As shown in the following section, ‘messiness’ can also be attributed to spatio-temporal 
mobility. 
4.2 THE SPATIO-TEMPORALITY OF EATING PRACTICES  
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The stark differences in students’ eating practices and the posts and pictures on 
Selfoodie highlighted the spatio-temporal aspects of their eating practices. For instance, 
As shown in Figure 5.6, Jake’s food selfies emphasised food provisioning and 
consumption, by growing herbs in the backyard and cooking in bulk. Here, Jake’s prior 
activities of gardening and planning interrelated with subsequent practices of cooking 
at home to enable a future activity of consuming a homemade lunch at the University. 
As shown in Figure 5.7, Esther pre-planned her meal for the day so she could prioritise 
her studies when she ate at the University. She captioned her pre-planning practice in 
her post, which showed sushi rolls in a take-away container, a ‘Keep Cup’32 and extra 
tea. Conversely, shop-bought and rarely homemade, sushi had become part of Esther’s 
routine of convenient-eating practices because this allowed her to study all day without 
leaving her desk. Thus, the immediacy of social media as a research tool was shown 
provide a key vantage point for investigation (Highfield & Leaver 2016). With access 
to frequently updated and archived data that is spatio-temporally distinctive, it provided 
new ways to look at students’ past, present and emerging practices. 
 
 
 
                                               
32 A pioneering brand of take-away/mobile drink cup popular in Australia, typically for hot beverages. 
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Figure 5.6: Jake summarises his routines through his Selfoodie post. 
Note: Breakfast while checking social media, growing herbs and bulk cooking. 
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Figure 5.7: Esther’s Selfoodie post showing her study/eating space for the day on-campus 
 
The spatio-temporality of practices is illustrated by the pictures and posts of the 
participants. For example, bringing leftovers from home and heating them in the on-
campus microwaves effectively links and extends the space of the University lounges. 
The links then extend to the home and the supermarket, and to the routine of 
making/planning a meal the previous day to be able to bring it, or leftovers, to the 
University. The extent to which the students' eating practices are temporally and 
spatially distributed and differentiated is also shown when the places where food is 
consumed does not always correspond with the specific eating spaces provided by the 
University, such as student lounges. As shown in Figure 5.5, Tom used the microwave 
lounges for warming up food and then preferred to eat outside in the sun, near the pop-
up coffee cart.  
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4.3 EMOTIONAL AND AFFECTIVE ASPECTS OF EATING  
 
Apart from the messy, but also routine, spatial and temporal aspects of students’ eating 
practices, the data also illustrated the emotional aspects of eating practices on campus, 
as reflected in candid statements or phrases. Using hashtags in their comments, such as 
‘I wanted to have a healthy lunch around Uni [sic] but somehow ended up ordering a 
parma #feelingguilty’ (Kitty) or ‘Yes, I finished it all #superhungry’ (Alfred), Selfoodie 
participants associated a range of emotions with their eating activities. Transferring 
these forms of expression from the digital space to ordinary conversation sometimes 
occurred. For example, during a focus group session, participant Jo expressed her 
dismay at being seen eating alone by making the hashtag symbol of hashtag with her 
hands and fingers and exclaiming, ‘hashtag let me be not seen eating alone’. This 
highlighted the social nature of eating and showed how hashtags used as digital 
expressions of emotions have become part of offline practices.  
Hashtags have been described as ‘organizational objects of information’ (Yang et al. 
2012, p. 261), but in this research, they were used by students to convey various 
affective dimensions of their eating practices. The hashtags revealed what students 
thought about their activities and some of the emotions associated with them. These 
emotions, for example, guilt, circulated as part of their eating practices and shaped how 
their everyday activities were justified or located within broader practices of eating. In 
addition to hashtags, longer textual posts also provided ways for Selfoodie participants 
to express emotion. These comments ranged from Jo criticising retail opening times— 
see Figure 5.2 above— to Nancy implying an urge to escape from the campus—in 
Figure 5.3 above. When asked why she used the gym outside the campus instead of the 
University gym, Nancy replied, ‘it’s on the way to uni [sic] … I usually go on the way 
home. My gym is a women’s only gym, and I prefer that, so I haven’t looked at uni [sic] 
gym. Plus, it’s nice to get away from campus!’. This comment indicated her feelings 
toward campus life and its infrastructure. 
Taking and posting of food selfies on Facebook led to participants discussing their 
eating practices, sharing emotions associated with them and displayed affectivities 
toward the practices of posting and social media in general (Miller et al. 2016). One 
participant remarked that while she enjoyed posting pictures on the private Facebook 
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group, she would never do the same on her public Facebook page because this was a 
practice that was presumably frowned upon in her social circle. This points to the social 
scalability or acceptance of different practices across different social-media platforms 
(Miller et al. 2016) and, in this case, within one platform. For Esther, posting was fun 
and made her feel part of a practice she wanted to embrace. As she remarked, ‘It has 
been good having an excuse to post pictures of my food like a foodie hipster!’. 
Conversely, participant Lola withdrew from the research because she felt that 
constantly taking photographs and uploading them was making her do ‘other useless 
stuff’ on the phone, and this reflected an ambivalence towards perpetual digital 
connectivity (Lewis 2018a) and perhaps a limitation of this method. Nevertheless, the 
findings suggest that the efficiency and immediacy of captions, candid statements and 
real-time conversations may have encouraged participants to express more of 
themselves than they otherwise would as part of more formal question and answer 
formats like focus groups or interviews.  
5. ETHNOGRAPHIC SPACES AS LIVED SPACES: SITES 
FOR INTERVENTION  
 
As a method, the Selfoodie was essentially performative and interventionist to the 
extent that it contributed to making a reality (Law & Urry 2004). While I chose to make 
this study participatory, the text image interface, together with the omnipresence of 
Facebook, enabled me to interact with study participants. As noted, I chatted with them 
when they posted pictures, ‘liked’ their posts to encourage them to keep posting and 
commented on their posts to initiate conversations. These practices are understood and 
accepted within the norms of Facebook or other social media conversations (Postill & 
Pink 2012). I also encouraged participants to post whenever they ate as well as at the 
end of the day, thus generating posts at all times of the day. I assume that students’ 
practices of posting, and also certain aspects of their eating activities, might have been 
different if they had not been constantly uploading food selfies, having conversations 
and if I was not participating in the co-production of data. 
The ethnographic space co-produced by the Selfoodie group can be re-imagined as a 
lived space, and as a site for intervention. This occurs when the students’ online 
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practices, eating practices and use of campus spaces intersect with knowledge-
production practices that is real-time, interactive and relational. The research design, as 
a co-production of knowledge with everyday practices as the focus of its inquiry, is 
different from the methods used by the University, such as the Instagram competition 
shown in Figure 5.8. While the University methods are representational and, as 
discussed in chapter four, singular methods of data generation, the Selfoodie method 
produced a space that included the messy, spatio-temporally diverse elements of eating 
on campus and the use of spaces that made it a ‘lived space’. As noted, the ethnographic 
space produced through the interactions of the Selfoodie method and the researcher and 
participant practices together with the material arrangements also produced a site of 
intervention.  
 
Figure 5.8: Instagram competition at RMIT University. 
Note: In this competition students posted pictures of their desired choice of food retail store or food 
item on their public Instagram account. 
 
Source: (RMIT 2016c) 
 
These lived spaces, when used as sites for intervention, can connect offline knowledge-
production practices, such as focus groups and food maps to eating spaces, enabling 
organisations such as universities to a) research on-campus practices, b) have 
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discussions, c) gather feedback, d) stay connected and interact with day-to-day 
activities, while e) also facilitating the ongoing design and management of eating 
spaces. It has been shown that the use of digital methods has implications for how 
spaces are conceived virtually and physically (Murthy 2008), which, in this case, were 
co-produced ethnographic spaces. As other digital-space oriented research projects, 
such as social living labs (Hughes et al. 2017) have shown, the use of social media in 
research can open different ways to engage and communicate with communities beyond 
the conventional boundaries of sociality, such as access to food and eating spaces, 
growing food and access to community garden spaces and produce. These may also be 
useful in establishing partnerships and collaborations with students to bring about 
change, as has shown by various projects that have gone beyond feedback through 
surveys and interviews (Matthews 2017; Matthews et al. 2018). Keeping in mind that 
social media is not always a successful method or tool for intervention (Young et al. 
2017), in the case of universities, it does provide an opportunity to connect practices 
and shape spaces in ways that think beyond their physical boundaries, especially in 
inner-urban areas. This was demonstrated by this research method that connected the 
domestic practices of students, such cooking in bulk and bringing leftovers to the 
University to heat in microwaves.  
In fact, digital researchers such as Rice (2006), Farman (2015) and De Souza e Silva 
(2006) assert that the digital space and the practices that constitute it produces a hybrid 
space that allows alternative or new relationships to develop that shape and are shaped 
by the information, people, and spaces involved. Therefore, to sum up, lived spaces, 
such as the ethnographic space illustrated by this research, can be used to enrich 
people’s everyday eating activities, such as cooking and sharing food and enhance 
engagement with urban spaces as hybrid spaces of eating and conviviality. These are 
connected to achieving sustainable outcomes in eating as discussed further in the 
chapters of Part three of this thesis. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
In this chapter I have re-imagined an ethnographic space produced through knowledge-
production practices and the researcher’s and participants’ practices as a lived space. 
This space may be a pathway to sustainable outcomes through knowledge-production 
and as performative sites for intervention. Based on these findings, I proposed that 
using everyday digital engagements on social media in this way could be more widely 
used as a method of research that provides an open and accessible way of analysing 
everyday practices, including, but not limited to, practices of eating. The ethnographic 
space produced by the practices of the researcher and co-participants of this study can 
potentially be used to shape future practices. This is encouraging for large institutions 
like universities because they can potentially use digital spaces to facilitate interaction 
and communication with students. Further, how data is collected was shown to affect 
the kind of policies that might be implemented and thus, the kind of spaces conceived. 
Instead, conceiving digital food practices as part of the broader practices of eating 
involves a re-conception of the social as collectively constituted through forms of 
doings and sayings shaped by common understandings and material infrastructures 
(Reckwitz 2002a). 
Another contribution of this chapter has been to show how this method helped reveal 
different possible realities, and thus, multiple forms of intervention. This chapter 
showed that the digital method of posting food selfies on a private Facebook page can 
be used to make sense of the everyday eating practices of students and the mobility of 
these practices across space and time. Facebook has assisted in an analysis of these 
eating practices and their links to other practices and especially highlighted the 
routinisation of convenience eating on campus and frustrations with the eating spaces 
provided. Emotional aspects of eating and their connection with other everyday 
practices were also foregrounded through students’ use of hash tags and candid 
statements or phrases to convey the way they feel in a digital space. Participants’ posts 
and comments showed affectivity toward their eating activities and the digital practices 
of this research, specifically posting food selfies and using Facebook. More broadly, 
this research demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach for accessing real time 
and archival data about participants’ eating practices and the use of food spaces that 
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were not spatially or temporally constrained. Posting food selfies on social media as a 
research method provided new understandings of eating practices, their spatio-
temporality and how they interacted with spaces.  
In Part 3 of the thesis I use this co-produced knowledge through ethnographic spaces 
to re-imagine three more lived spaces and explore their potential pathways for 
intervention concerning eating on campus. These methods of cogenerating data and co-
production of knowledge provided a window into the heterogeneous mix of social 
practices on campus otherwise ‘unmappable’ (Law 2007). As demonstrated by this 
chapter, this exploration used different methods and incorporated various elements of 
practices and spaces produced through interactions of practices and material 
arrangements at the University. Further, it enabled the next three chapters. These 
chapters, while bound together by the city campus, tell a story of various and possible 
heterogenous eating spaces that can be produced and re-imagined.  
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PART 3: CONCEPTUALISING ‘LIVED 
SPACES’ THROUGH PRACTICES AND 
SPACES 
 
The moment that the worry that reality is “out of reach” was set aside, it became possible 
to cast a fresh eye on the ways in which realities “reach out”. (Mol 2013, p. 380; 
emphasis in original) 
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CHAPTER 6: ‘THIRD SPACE’: A SPATIALLY AND 
TEMPORALLY FLEXIBLE LIVED SPACE 
 
‘How we envision and use such urban spaces, as men and women, across class and caste 
lines, will shape the way we make and can unmake our democracies, as city-streets are 
places where people across social hierarchies jostle together with convivial or hostile 
intentions’. (Ray 2018 p. 98) 
 
In this chapter I explore the social spaces constructed by pop-up or mobile food-
provisioning on campus as a lived space in the form of a ‘third space’. This is a kind of 
an everyday lived space that brings together practices of students and the University 
and the material arrangements therein, operating as a space re-imagined as an 
alternative to the mainstream top-down planned eating spaces of academic institutions, 
that imagine, conceive and build spatially and temporally static places (Schatzki 2002; 
Soja 1998). A recent development on the University campus during the study period 
was the emergence of a range of pop-up food options. While the use of pop-ups in this 
context was primarily a flexible, a just-in-time way of engaging with the food needs of 
students on campus, the spaces produced offered a range of potential engagements with 
food and sustainability issues ranging from organising urban commons to encouraging 
social enterprise. The research suggests that this third space offers a way in which inner-
urban universities might re-imagine their approach to eating spaces and ‘bricks and 
mortar’ food provisioning.  
Conceptually, this chapter is concerned with how everyday social and material practices 
open up and create new spaces which, in turn, shape practices. Similar to the way Everts 
and Jackson (2009) analyse supermarkets and the practices normalised within those 
spaces, mobile food-provisioning can be seen as shaping the development of new norms 
or ‘innovations in travel, payment, quality control, packaging’ regarding food (Ashley 
et al. 2004, p. 113). The ‘third space’ as defined herein, is a lived space opened up by 
the assemblage of mobile food-provisioning practices, practices of university students 
and the material arrangements at the city campus of the University in Melbourne. I 
explore how this third space can be a potential pathway for reducing resource and 
energy consumption and promote social cohesion health and wellbeing.  
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The chapter is organised as follows. Section 1 one provides a brief background on the 
recent history of pop-ups and mobile-food vending and discusses the growing 
popularity of mobile-food vending in cities and university campuses both worldwide 
and in Australia. In section 2, I expand on the conceptual framework in relation to 
theories of space and practices to introduce the concept of a third space. Section 3 is 
divided into two subsections in which I explain how third spaces, produced through 
pop-up practices and material arrangements in relationship with the University and 
student practices that constitute these spaces, may have implications as a) hybrid urban 
spaces, and b) for sustainability in terms of social equity, food provisioning and 
resource and energy consumption. 
 In section 4, I discuss the challenges these spaces and practices might face in terms of 
being included as sustainable eating spaces at urban universities. Section 5 brings 
together two related arguments. First, by drawing on theories of social practice, I argue 
that the innovation offered by these third spaces can be seen as a kind of crisis within 
or an alternative to the usual routines of food provisioning and consumption. 
Specifically, I explain how this innovation makes and breaks links between certain 
practices to break the path dependency of dominant spaces that produced unsustainable 
outcomes. Second, these temporary, flexible food provisioning solutions should be 
considered as a potential and key part of the spatial design and planning in urban 
universities. The chapter concludes with the proposition that the third space as a lived 
space is a potentially important site of intervention for broader and comprehensive food 
provisioning for students at inner-urban university campuses. 
1. THE EMERGENCE OF POP-UPS 
 
From inhabiting empty un-tenanted spaces to providing food at events and parties, pop-
up cafés and food trucks have become increasingly commonplace in urban-food 
environments (Thompson 2012). Pop-up food provisioning is a distinctive practice, 
which can be defined in terms of its temporally and spatially mobile nature, and 
particular skills and competences. Where permanence and stability may once have been 
general understandings in food-retail practice, in today’s age of social 
media, globalisation, spatial mobility and fast-paced emerging innovations, pop-ups are 
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said to create spaces that are spontaneous, vibrant, unexpected and transient (Davis et 
al. 2015; Wessel 2012). Traditionally, a pop-up is established when businesses, 
governments, universities, community groups, individuals or brands temporarily 
activate places and spaces for selling, promoting, trialling or sharing resources (Wessel 
2012). The types of pop-ups existing today are endless, encompassing cafés, 
restaurants, shops, events, galleries, theatres, bars, markets, gardens, hotels, food 
trucks, flash mobs, performances and libraries (Davis et al. 2015). According to the 
Pop-Union website, pop-ups can no longer be seen as a passing trend but have become 
an important set of retail practices in an ever-changing global marketplace (Wessel 
2012).  
While most Western cities have only recently embraced the public domain as a food 
space, mobile food-provisioning already has a long tradition in the Global South. In the 
South, as many researchers and writers have noted, street food has been and continues 
to feature as a large part of social life (Isaacs 2014; Parham 2013; Ray 2018). Indeed, 
in Bangkok, street vending has a complex vocabulary with different names for different 
kinds of stalls: ‘raan kh’a for trading booth, paeng loi for drifting stall and haap ray 
for a wandering hawker’ (Isaacs 2014, p. 209, emphases in original). The legal status 
and public seating arrangements are experienced and negotiated in these mobile-
vending practices as shifting social and spatial relationships (Isaacs 2014). Researchers 
examining these practices have thus emphasised the transitional nature of mobile-food 
vending and the need to study the ways in which vendors and consumers participate 
with mobile-food practices across space and time (Isaacs 2014; Parham 2013). 
In the context of the economic downturn in cities in the Global North, mobile food-
provisioning has largely been viewed in positive terms. For example, they have been 
conceptualised as a means to help communities discover new ways to engage and 
interact (Sobel & Agyeman 2013). Since its early and controversial development as an 
initiative to feed ethnic food to Mexican workers and migrants on work sites in the US 
(Sobel & Agyeman 2013), food trucks have become highly successful around the world 
from the US and Canada to Australia. As a kind of ‘tactical urbanism’, mobile food-
provisioning have been used for urban regeneration by imagining short-term solutions 
for long-term changes (Lydon et al. 2012; Stevens & Dovey 2019). The global 
popularity and mainstreaming of mobile food-provisioning are evidenced in the rise of 
guides to developing such businesses as well as the emergence of food-truck recipes 
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and smartphone applications to track the location of favourite food trucks (Davis et al. 
2015; Tanaka 2012; Wessel 2012). 
Further, they are seen to have significant sustainability benefits. Low overheads 
resulting from the efficient use of energy, water, food and resources, together with 
constrained resources and space and time, have been shown to have a lower energy 
demand (Corvo 2014; Strengers & Maller 2012). Moreover, studies on mobile-food 
vendors, such as food trucks, have claimed that space constraints keep the menus 
concise, which eliminates waste and increases efficiency (Corvo 2014). Proponents 
have also suggested the use of food trucks as part of the retail strategy for managing 
24/7 university campuses, to fill the gap left by traditional vendors open for limited 
hours, and to attract students to under-utilised retail areas (Brain & Poulter 2016). 
However, while entrepreneurs and city planners have praised the pop-up food 
provisioning practice, it has also attracted criticism. 
Scholars like Luckman (2015) for instance, claim that the demand and access for 
healthy and sustainable food that has accompanied the rise of food trucks in gentrified 
areas in the Global North is limited to an elite group of citizens. Using the term ‘cool 
capitalism’, Luckman (2015, p. 152) argues that the emergence of these new self-
sufficient spaces of food retailing and consumption makes the individuals who run food 
trucks responsible for their own adjustments to economic restructuring. While food 
pop-ups may facilitate the distribution of fresh food in urban-food deserts while 
building the entrepreneurial skill set of participants, critics see such developments as 
perpetuating neoliberal rationality by locating solutions to larger social and economic 
problems within the market rather than the state (Alkon & Mares 2012; Holt-Giméénez 
& Wang 2011; Luckman 2015). Analysing the Hawker House Night Market in London, 
Hulme (2018, p. 50) critiques such pop-ups as ‘market opportunism’ that ‘borrow from 
the connotations and aesthetics of the movement whilst operating more or less like 
conventional businesses and without any specific alternative politics or vision in place’. 
Concurrently, the financial pressure on pop-up vendors to keep moving and the 
volatility of the business model places significant burdens on individuals and small 
businesses (Hulme 2018). Recognising these criticisms, and the limitations of certain 
kinds of business-as-usual modes of pop-up food provisioning, the current study 
nevertheless points toward a range of potentially positive dimensions of the spaces 
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produced by pop-up food provisioning and emphasises the role of hybrid urban spaces 
and conviviality in eating spaces.  
A survey of university websites shows that the pop-up and food-truck trends has gained 
popularity over the past few years in Australian campuses with many universities 
having dedicated spots and schedules for food trucks (Curtin University 2016; 
University News 2015). In part reflecting this trend, the University has also embraced 
a range of types of pop-up food provisioning. More recently, the campus was in a state 
of upheaval due to extensive building construction and renovations across the campus, 
as detailed in chapters one and four. As shown in Figure 6.1, this has led to the closure 
of fixed-food outlets and student lounges resulting in the increasing use of food trucks 
and mobile coffee carts for day-to-day food provisioning. According to Ned, a pop-up 
coffee cart owner on the RMIT campus, setting up was as easy as choosing a space 
because he has a self-made light mobile cart, a small machine and serves only coffee 
and a limited range of cakes. Ned scouted a location on campus that had vending 
machines, was in front of the library and had water nearby; he considered it to be, ‘a 
good spot. And luckily RMIT agreed, and that’s proven right, which is good. It’s good 
for everyone’. With the spaces at the campus being restricted due to construction, it 
became easier for Ned to find an area with a good footfall and access to water and 
electricity due to the flexibility offered by his business model and pop-up cart. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Pop-ups at campus.  
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Clockwise from left: future proposed pop-up space free RUSU barbeque event; Coffee Nomad, a mobile 
coffee cart that has had to keep relocating to accommodate the University’s campus renovations.  
Source: (RMIT 2015b) and author 
 
In addition, the large new development proposed for the main campus, known as the 
NAS project, seeks to open up the internal campus and the campus buildings that border 
a major arterial street of the city centre, reorienting the campus outwards towards the 
city. As a part of this design and, in an attempt to use University spaces more flexibly 
and seasonally, built spaces that can accommodate pop-up cafés and shops have also 
been conceived, somewhat paradoxically integrating pop-up spaces and practices as a 
permanent feature of the built environment, as shown in Figure 6.1. The University was 
keen to generate revenue from the popularity of food trucks and pop-up modes of food 
provisioning, as the retail strategist from Property Services, Department, Delta, 
suggested: 
We do love these pop-up food markets … we do love these night markets, we love the 
stuff that happens up in the Queen Vic Market, how can we take the key elements of those 
and adapt them to what we want to do here? So, it is exciting and enticing. 
More interestingly, as noted, there are pop-up events sponsored by the RUSU that give 
away free food at weekly barbeques and bi-weekly breakfasts in addition to other food 
trucks and carts, as shown in Figure 6.1. It is how the pop-ups have been used at student 
union events, as shown in the sections below that piqued my interest and provided the 
opportunity to analyse these spaces in the present and re-imagine them for the future as 
hybrid, convivial eating spaces on campus. Before discussing these findings, the next 
section maps the way I conceptualised mobile food-provisioning and the third space 
produced. 
2. UNDERSTANDING MOBILE FOOD-PROVISIONING: 
FROM SOCIAL PRACTICES TO SPATIALITY 
 
A key way in which this study has sought to understand mobile food-provisioning is as 
a bundle of social practices and material arrangements. As explained in chapter two, 
SPT conceives of the social as being actively constructed and performed via practices, 
emphasising what we say and what we do (Reckwitz 2002a). Practices, therefore, are 
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just one dimension of social life, which is enacted through material arrangements of 
people, artefacts, organisms and things (Schatzki 2003). Alongside the role of practices, 
mobile food-provisioning can be understood in terms of the material arrangements and 
infrastructure that are a part of these arrangements, such as food trucks and pop-up 
carts, their cooking and serving equipment, fuel, food and water used in the preparation 
of meals, and the materials that make up the signage and advertising that brand and 
authenticate the pop-up experience. Mobile food-provisioning is also defined in terms 
of purposive discourses and understandings, business and operational rules; this also 
includes teleoaffective structures, as ends or purposes and emotions, associated with 
food practices, such as making a monetary profit, food provisioning, innovation, spatial 
and temporal flexibility, mobility and making use of constrained space (Thompson 
2012).  
The concept of a third space is key to this analysis of mobile-food practices discussed 
in this chapter. In the context of pop-ups, a spatial conception of food practices enables 
critical explorations of the connection of eating practices with design and urban 
planning (Parham 2015). As detailed in chapter two, by drawing on Schatzki’s (2002) 
concept of site ontology, spaces are conceptualised as dynamic sites of social action 
made up of a mesh of practices and material arrangements. Particularly, rather than 
viewing pop-ups as inhabiting blank, pre-existing spaces, spaces such as those opened 
up by mobile food-provisioning can be understood as a type of lived space. This is 
because rather than as an objective place, mobile food-provisioning practices open up 
a lived space that in turn enables other practices and arrangements. In this chapter I 
explore how the spaces opened up by practices and their interactions with material 
arrangements produce this lived space as a third space.  
As introduced in chapter two, the notion of a third space or place has been explored by 
a number of cultural and spatial theorists. Geographer and cultural theorist, Edward 
Soja (1998, p. 2) for instance—drawing on the work of Henri Lefebvre—sees a third 
space as a kind of everyday lived space that is an alternative to the ‘top-down planned 
objective spaces of first space’ and the ‘representational imaginaries of second space’. 
Relatedly, Bhabha (1994) expresses these third spaces in terms of hybridity. Drawing 
on postcolonial understandings, Bhabha (1994) argues for a third space as a site where 
often-incommensurable cultural practices and priorities come together to form a 
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dynamic space of flexibility and openness. Re-imagining this concept in relation to the 
eating spaces of the campus through site ontology, the third space created by pop-ups 
can be seen as offering an alternative to fixed preconceived understandings of food 
provisioning and consumption and related sustainability issues as represented by 
regular brick and mortar conceptions of eating spaces (Parham 2013).  
This exploration of the third space opened up by the mobile food-provisioning practice 
can be conceived as comprising bundles of practices and their arrangements at the city 
campus of the University and connected to other practices within and outside the city 
campus. While University policies around staff and student health, wellbeing and 
sustainability tend to assume a bounded objective conception by the University and its 
campus, this third space is seen as extending beyond the physical boundaries of both 
objective campus space and specific university discourses and policies of greening 
spaces, sourcing organic food, and social enterprises, among others. In this chapter, 
mobile food-provisioning practices at the University are alternatively framed as helping 
open up and produce third spaces that are flexible spatial and temporal bundles of 
practices and material arrangements offering improved outcomes for sustainability in 
food provisioning and University spaces as cohesive urban spaces.  
Research methods that contributed to the data used for analysis in this chapter began 
with a process of zooming out. That is observations and attending or following events, 
as in the case of constantly moving pop-ups, combined with studying the plans and 
proposals for the NAS project described in chapters three and four. Semi-structured and 
casual interviews conducted with RMIT and student-union representatives, including 
two pop-up café vendors, and those involved in the NAS project also generated data 
about various strategies used around the campus for food provisioning and 
sustainability. This part of the research provided most of the data analysed and 
presented in this chapter. This analysis then provided a point for discussion in the 
concomitant zooming-in part of the research, which was primarily done through focus 
groups and the food maps drawn therein. Selfoodie participants also contributed data 
through their Facebook posts that helped explore the relations between eating spaces 
and students’ practices. As noted in the introduction, there is a need to understand 
mobile food-provisioning in terms of a complex interplay between social practices and 
the spatial. Using the data generated from the above methods, the next section presents 
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the opportunities that were gleaned from the analysis of the relationships of eating 
spaces, the University practices of food provisioning and students’ eating practices. 
3. MOBILE FOOD-PROVISIONING ON CAMPUS 
 
This section brings together the empirical findings on the role played by pop-ups on a 
campus undergoing significant spatial change and upheaval, and this study's 
conceptualisation of eating as a compound practice, as explained in chapter two, to 
explore alternatives to preconceived notions of food provisioning and associated 
practices. The exploration of the spaces opened up by mobile food-provisioning 
practice at RMIT’s urban campus as a re-imagined third space also allowed for 
consideration of other practices or food ‘performances’ and arrangements, such as 
students’ varied eating practices which are, in turn were, shaped by cultural 
backgrounds and socio-demographic constraints, such as long commutes to campus, 
limited food budgets, food that they are used to eating, among others. 
Being located in the city centre, there is a permanent shortage of space on the University 
campus and associated high prices. Educational institutions in cities are important 
because they are part of the knowledge-production spaces of cities and play a role in 
acceptance of different environments that include students and office workers alike, as 
well as anchoring knowledge workers therein (Perry & Wiewel 2005; Yigitcanlar, 
O’Connor & Westerman 2008). Research on urban-based universities has shown that 
the main solution to this shortage has tended to move part of or all of university 
operations to cheaper land in the suburbs, disrupting the huge economic, social and 
community benefits of having a higher-educational institution in the city (Wiewel & 
Perry 2008). Thus, the reimagination of third spaces produced through pop-up practices 
takes in this aspect of the University as an important contributor and a part of 
Melbourne CBD. 
The uses of pop-ups on campus at the University has, in certain ways, been a pragmatic 
response to the temporary ‘crisis’ presented by building construction and the loss of 
access to on-campus fixed food facilities due to the NAS project as detailed in chapter 
four. However, the emergence of transitory food practices and spaces on campus has 
presented a range of opportunities to the University for rethinking its role as a provider 
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of healthy sustainable food and also for re-imagining its relationship to the wider urban 
community. The possible opportunities that make this third space a pathway to 
sustainable outcomes are discussed below as developing university spaces as urban 
commons, hybrid social enterprise and flexible-food provisioning. 
 
3.1 THE DYNAMIC ORGANISATION OF URBAN COMMONS  
 
In the past, the majority of fixed cafés/food outlets on the University’s city campus 
largely operated along commercial lines, offering standard forms of privatised retail to 
students on campus. In contrast, the rise of pop-ups has suggested a range of other ways 
of imagining food provisioning on campus. For instance, some of the spaces opened up 
by pop-up practices on campus can be seen as creating a kind of urban commons that 
potentially positions the University as an agent for neighbourhood change (McShane 
2010). Urban commons have been analysed in many ways, including as common pool 
resources or alternatively as private and gentrified spaces (Borch & Kornberger 2015; 
McShane 2010). The way commons can contribute to sustainability has been attributed 
to how they are organised as a process and implemented institutionally (Löw 2015). In 
the case of the University, as shown below, ‘urban commons’ are organised as a hybrid, 
shared convivial eating space using pop-ups. 
The inclusive and hybrid nature of the urban commons was most evident in the Old 
Melbourne Gaol area, now termed the Alumni Courtyard, an historic space, shown at 
the top and middle of Figure 6.2, which as University property, was open to the 
adjoining street and the passing public (RMIT 2018g). The space was home to a range 
of events, such as those run by the RUSU that give out free food to students. There 
were other events, including the ‘Sustainability Ball 2016’, a pay-for-entry food, 
entertainment and sustainability event, where the focus was on sustainability, healthy 
eating and connecting with food providers, as shown in Figure 6.2. High-value sites 
within the city, such as the old Melbourne Gaol, were also used to attract commercial 
retail players and encourage consumption as usual (McShane 2010). Here, the 
University had allocated the area for student events, and the RUSU had encouraged 
various social enterprises, such as organic fruit and vegetable vendors, Crepes for 
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Change, and the STREAT33 café to participate in student-oriented events. Thus, this 
semi-public campus space can be seen to be organised as an alternative to the 
mainstream market-driven privatised spatiality that increasingly shaped the city space 
more broadly, and as discussed in chapter four, the University in particular. These 
spaces that were potential tourist sites or spaces of consumption can thus be potentially 
reframed as sites for intervention for social change and food provisioning with 
sustainable outcomes.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
33 Crepes for Change (<http://crepesforchange.com/) and STREAT café (<https://www.streat.com.au/) 
are both not-for-profit social enterprises targeting youth homelessness. STREAT now has a brick and 
mortar presence in the new development at the University’s city campus, but the retail strategy ALSO 
had a number of private vendors with a limited variety of healthy or sustainably sourced food options. 
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Figure 6.2: Other mobile vendors on campus coordinating with student events. 
From top to bottom, the first image shows a private organic fruit and vegetable shop that has been set up 
within a student-union event, the second a not for profit crepe food van and the third image is of a second-
hand book stall set up as part of a student lunch event. 
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Moreover, in line with the University’s sticky campus strategies, discussed in chapter 
four, which were used to pull in students from the city, this conception of urban 
commons provides a re-imagining of the University’s relationship with the city. Where, 
in the former instance, the practices of the university were positioned in competition 
with those of the city, viewing the campus as an urban commons created a space where 
a bundle of practices were shared by the University and the city. The organisation of 
the Alumni Courtyard, with shared interests as a hybrid and convivial eating space, 
provided a pathway for sustainable outcomes in eating and generated a new type of 
urban space (Borch & Kornberger 2015; Löw 2015). This urban common seen to be 
shared by the University and the general public provided an opportunity for a public-
private relationship that could be mutually beneficial to the University and the city 
(McShane 2010); especially, in creating a convivial34 space that, as a planning goal had 
been long ignored (Banerjee 2001). Thus, this bundling of practices with the city 
proposed an alternative way to connect the University with city spaces in addition to or 
in contrast with the ‘café culture’ imported onto the campus, which primarily prioritised 
purely commercial ventures (Coollie & Gleeson 2018). 
3.2 SOCIAL ENTERPRISE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY  
 
The elements of the pop-up food provisioning at the Old Melbourne Gaol and other 
events run by the RUSU included social enterprise, environmental sustainability and 
social justice issues, in terms of access to affordable/free healthy food for students on 
a tight budget, as its teleoaffective structures provided the motivation for this practice 
and tend goals (Schatzki 2002). These, in the case of food trucks and coffee carts, also 
combined purposive provisioning for students who skip breakfast or lunch because of 
financial concerns, and for those that do not want to carry food around the whole day 
or be dependent on the city. According to a student-union representative interviewed at 
one of the free breakfast events, ‘students come in all the time without having eaten 
breakfast’. One of the focus group participants, Samir, had a different problem, ‘It 
becomes difficult to bring food from home, especially because I live far away and for 
                                               
34 Conviviality is an ‘autonomous and creative intercourse among persons, and the intercourse of 
persons with their environment’ (Illich & Lang 1973, p. 11). 
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the whole day, as I prefer studying at campus’. Thus, mobile interventions such as pop-
up vendors made food spatially and temporally accessible during a time of disruption 
at the campus.  
This third space, which advocates social justice and non-profit enterprise and provides 
the opportunity to sell/distribute organic or local produce and use recycled 
infrastructure, means these pop-up arrangements were, in many ways, a form of ‘hybrid 
hospitality’; that is, a mix of practices that Parham (2013, p. 256) argues involves forms 
of provisioning that are not purely about commoditisation but blend a range of 
economic and social concerns. Further, as illustrated in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, the pop-
ups were regularly used by the RUSU to distribute free breakfast and lunch to students 
who may not have access to affordable, healthy food. As shown by Annie's Facebook 
post of the day, ‘Lucky free snack…they were giving muffins too, but I can’t eat that 
much’. Here, mobile food-provisioning was more than the ‘gratification of different 
tastes’ of which the mainstream food trucks were accused (Cook & Crang 1996, p. 
136). Rather, it suggested an approach that was oriented towards student welfare. While 
fixed spaces, and brick and mortar institutions have been providing welfare in terms of 
food for years, the inner-city constraints of space on-campus led to creative ideas for 
student welfare and food provisioning, such as the incorporation of pop-up vendors, 
distributions and events.  
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Figure 6.3: Annie's Selfoodie post of her ‘free snack’ from a RUSU breakfast event 
 
 
Figure 6.4: A free bi-weekly breakfast event held on the campus, called ‘Welfare on Wheels’.  
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As a space of hybrid hospitality, this third space can be imagined as potentially being 
able to offer students access cooked and fresh produce. For example, Jo noticed 
participant Zara’s post on the Selfoodie Facebook page, as shown in Figure 6.5: ‘RUSU 
is giving out fruit bags and ... I am having lunch near Alumni Courtyard’, Jo responded 
with a post indicating her disappointment, ‘Just on the day I decided not to go to Uni’. 
Esther, another focus group participant, attended union lunch events purely to access 
fruit and vegetables. Although sporadic, pop-ups, such as organic-market stalls with 
seasonal food, offered accessibility to healthy food and these were practices that 
matched the temporal rhythms of the University, such as RUSU free- food events. 
 
Figure 6.5: Zara's Selfoodie post showing free bags of fruit at a student-union event. 
 
In the focus group discussions, the provisioning of fresh produce was raised by many 
participants as an effective way to bundle different practices of the students35 with pop-
up events which were widely advertised by RUSU. Jake, a focus group participant, 
pointed out one way this provisioning could be done regularly was to tap into the local, 
fresh produce of Queen Victoria market: 
                                               
35 How student practices are and can be connected to eating spaces at the University, such as the use of 
microwaves is detailed in chapter seven. 
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I’m interested if there’d be anything that we could do with Queen Victoria Market. 
Because that’s a huge, incredible resource right there. Why don’t we get their leftover 
veggies that they don’t want ...? I ride my bike everywhere, and I can only fit some in 
here, and that’s why I don’t, like I could just go to Queen Vic Market during my lunch 
break, and get produce, but I’m not going to do that, by the time I get home it’s going to 
be late, and that’s just not happening. Yeah, so with the tram maybe, but riding my bike 
it saves money, time, and it’s environmentally friendly. 
The provisioning of fresh produce at the campus as suggested by Jake, together with 
pre-cooked food, is another way in which students could be ensured accessibility to 
food in a pop-up on campus space that connect to students’ other eating and non- eating 
practices via these third spaces. As seen in Jake’s case, shopping for ingredients, 
cooking at home, and biking or public transport is a bundle of practices that ensured 
that he ate at home and home cooked food according to his dietary requirements and 
could become a part of the third space. 
In terms of the question of resources and energy usage, a serendipitous benefit was 
noted by some of the participants in this study. By offering an innovative alternative to 
the normalised routines of food provisioning and consumption at campus, pop-ups, and 
the flexible food provisioning practices they engendered, offered relative savings in 
energy usage. Ned, a pop-up coffee cart owner at the campus, noted: 
You appreciate what you use and what you waste more because everything is self-
contained. So when you fill your water bottles up to get you through a certain amount of 
… time period, you go okay, gee I’ve done 50L of water or I’ve done 60L and it’s only 
been 5 hours … ‘Cause we don’t want to be filling our tanks up a lot … that interferes 
sometimes with trade if it’s at the wrong time … you become more water conscious and 
you want to save water a lot more. 
The flexible, pop-up approach built into the new University precinct also carried similar 
benefits. Food retailers that have leased/or been given pop-up spaces at the University 
campus have the option to tailor operating hours to times of higher student attendance. 
This can lead to financial benefits and better use of resources. For example, it is possible 
that operators do not have to use electricity for around-the- clock refrigeration and 
lighting and there is little wastage of food stock.  
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4. SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES 
 
While pop-ups offer flexible solutions to a range of challenges faced by universities in 
terms of providing low cost, potentially sustainable, healthy and accessible food 
provisioning options, they still rely upon particular material and infrastructure 
arrangements, which may or may not be sustainable. For instance, the complexities of 
energy consumption that arise from pop-up practices, which on the surface, involve less 
energy consumption and energy intensive activities and materials. Take-away cups, for 
example, are encouraged in pop-up provisioning contexts, meaning that the same 
practice that enables less energy consumption through constrained space, time and 
concise menus—may also encourage resource hungry activities, such as the 
routinisation and normalisation (Shove 2003b) of single-use disposable containers 
instead of reusable crockery. Outside of organisational contexts, such as universities, 
studies of social-media use and food trucks have shown that people often follow their 
favourite trucks around the city and, while this is good for business, it paradoxically 
involves consumers travelling increased distances to access mobile food (Wessel 2012). 
These examples illustrate the fact that norms of resource-intensive ‘convenience, 
comfort and cleanliness’ may still be in the background of seemingly ‘alternative’ 
sustainable practices (Shove 2003a).  
As noted earlier, the precariousness of mobile food-provisioning challenges the 
innovative potential of pop-ups. Although Ned appreciated the opportunity to have 
space for his coffee cart on campus, he aspired to have a permanent space. In fact, by 
the time this study was completed, Ned had acquired a contract with the University for 
a permanent space with private seating in the NAS project. At the time of the interview, 
he explained his plan as follows: 
 So, I have a two-year contract with another six-month extension period, depending on 
what happens with the works ... I’ve really enjoyed it here, so I’m hopeful to extend the 
contract, even with a permanent space ... there’s new Academic Street that I’m hopeful 
that with the relationship I’ve built with them and that’s been really successful, I’m sure 
that there’ll be something on the cards there for us in the future. 
At this time, before the NAS was complete, Ned had adopted a simple, efficient 
business model as a learning from his pop-up business, which he also ran separately for 
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off-campus events during semester breaks. When asked if he would like to expand, he 
replied as follows: 
Depending on the licence, yeah, I would do some light meals. Nothing over the top, 
maybe some sandwiches or paninis or something like that. I do have the background to 
be able to manage a place with a full kitchen ... but if I can stay clear, I really do like the 
simple business models now. So, if I can stay clear and keep it quite simple and keep 
specialised in certain things rather than do too many things and not be amazing at any. 
I’d rather just stay focused on the small things and do it right, and that’s it. 
On the other hand, Champ, the owner of Coffee Nomad, which operated out of a 
makeshift Jeep that moved around on campus for the duration of the NAS construction, 
was happy to keep operating as a mobile cart, which had always been his business 
model.36 He had another coffee cart operating out of a nearby campus at the University 
of Melbourne. Thus, while there are daily challenges that mobile-food vendors face on 
university campuses in Australia and elsewhere, pop-ups follow an efficient business 
model that may be a pathway for sustainable outcomes in food provisioning. 
Another challenge is the conviviality associated with pop-ups and mobile food 
provisioning. The fact that food has been used to ‘induce’ conviviality has been 
criticised as being ‘episodic or vestigial’ (Banerjee 2001, p. 15) in the context of the 
equitable distribution of urban spaces. Even in the Alumni Courtyard, as a semi private 
or semi-public space, how inclusive the University is, say to the homeless (Banerjee 
2001), is another issue to be considered. These issues may arise may be because of the 
prescriptive and normative direction taken for implementation. Alternatively, there are 
numerous studies that show that some urban forms have become sociable and convivial 
through complex relations between physical spaces and social practices (Parham 2015). 
Studies of eating worldwide show that a variety of commensal and convivial ways of 
eating have been unfolding successfully in various public and urban spaces cultures, 
including multicultural settings (Löw & Lynn-Ee Ho 2018; Probyn 2011). Similarly, 
this study of the University shows that by making these market spaces and mobile food 
part of basic food provisioning at the city campus, the problem of travelling distances 
                                               
36 The owner of Coffee Nomad was reluctant to give a long interview, despite repeatedly contacting 
him. He and his staff did not give me permission to record but were happy to be quoted from my notes. 
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to access specific food retailers is reduced. This is because they are easily accessible to 
students on campus, particularly those travelling from remote places.  
As the above analysis shows, the third space produced by pop-ups, have the potential 
to create new spaces that challenge the mainstream notions of food provisioning and 
sustainability, which are a part of conventional eating practices, especially at an inner-
urban campus. These spaces can potentially lead to sustainable outcomes by: 
• bundling practices that produce a cohesive and mutually beneficial urban 
commons 
• by inducing different forms of hybrid hospitality and conviviality 
• interacting with other practices and arrangements innovatively, such as student 
domestic practices of food shopping and cooking 
These benefits illustrate the potential for flexible reconfigured food spaces, and the 
practices and the material arrangements enmeshed in them to offer innovative solutions 
to a range of social and environmental challenges—from food accessibility and 
affordability to a potential reduction in energy use. However, what also must be kept in 
mind, as the above discussion of social practices and lived space suggests, is that these 
benefits are contingent on many other social practices and materials that intersect 
spatially and temporally with these spaces.  
5. RE-IMAGINING MOBILE FOOD-PROVISIONING AS 
ROUTINE AND INNOVATIVE 
 
As shown in Figure 6.6, pop-ups and mobile carts at the University city campus pack 
up at the end of the day, and this foregrounds the fact that all spaces are temporary and 
unstable (Isaacs 2014; Parham 2013). However, challenging the routinised conventions 
of space utilisation has major implications for rethinking the design of large-scale 
institutions, such as universities. Normalising and routinising spatio-temporal flexible 
food provisioning spaces on campus also needs to be addressed by making pop-ups part 
of student routines and by breaking the path dependency of already routinised spaces.  
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Figure 6.6: Coffee cart in front of the library packed up at the end of the semester 
 
5.1 NORMALISING THIRD SPACES  
 
At many universities, fixed routinised spaces for vending and eating are normalised 
(Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012). Further, commercial food provisioning tends to 
involve highly conventional approaches. These are marked by standard meal times such 
as breakfast, lunch or dinner, and permanent set ups for provisioning food, such as 
supermarkets and restaurants, around which an array of fixed, inflexible infrastructure, 
in terms of material and labour, have developed (Burnett & Newman 2014; Warde 
2016; Warde et al. 2007). The informal pop-ups and mobile practices examined in this 
study represent spatial and temporally flexible approaches to food provisioning, which, 
in turn, enable, potential ‘just-in-time’ responses to various challenges. 
By being spatially and temporally flexible, the third space produced by pop-ups can 
make ‘people feel comfortable doing precisely what is considered undesirable 
behaviour by the mainstream of the fast food culture’ (Oldenburg 2001); that is, eating 
in informal, semi-public spaces. However, the food maps made by student participants 
show they can quickly become part of a routine that include convivial spaces to visit or 
eat. As shown in Figure 6.7, for Esther, the pop-up third space became her routinised 
space for buying coffee on her way to student study areas. For Tom, as was shown in 
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Figure 5.5b, sitting in the sun next to the coffee cart provided him with a comfortable 
and familiar space to eat in. These illustrate how these pop-up spaces easily become 
routinised spaces for everyday coffee and food, including convivial spaces to sit and 
eat near/in. 
 
Figure 6.7: Esther's food map shows routine engagement with the mobile coffee cart 
 
5.2 PATH DEPENDENCY: MAKING AND BREAKING LINKS  
 
A common theme in discussions of pop-up enterprises is the notion that they are 
inherently innovative. However, true social and spatial innovation depends on 
challenging a range of links in the social practices/material arrangements bundle. 
Innovation, according to Pantzar and Shove (2010) is, therefore, a product of: 
making and breaking links between elements and this making and breaking depends on 
disturbing the three identified circuits of reproduction, within the practice, within 
systems of practice and thirdly the temporal dynamics and path dependency factors 
(p.451). 
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Thus, innovation arises in the form of ‘unpredictability’ and breaking path dependency. 
In the case of the University, it is the breaking the path dependency of the dominant 
retail spaces described in chapter four. These dominant spaces compete with other kinds 
of possible on-campus food provisioning and can be challenged by third spaces. These 
challenges, in turn, create a crisis in terms of path dependency. 
According to Reckwitz (2002b, p. 255), ‘social fields and institutionalised complexes—
from economic organizations to the sphere of intimacy—are “structured” by the 
routines of social practices’. However, at the same time, these routines are temporal 
and contingent because: 
the “breaking” and “shifting” of structures must take place in everyday crises of routines, 
in constellations of interpretative inter-determinacy and of the inadequacy of knowledge 
with which the agent, carrying out a practice, is confronted in the face of a “situation” 
(Reckwitz 2002b, p. 255; emphasis in original).  
While normalised on many campuses, permanent structures and spaces for food 
provisioning and consumption follow rhythms that do not necessarily match the 
patterns of University timetables and/or students’ daily practices and uses of space. 
University routines are structured by semester breaks, exam times and class times that, 
for some students, extend from early morning to late at night and, all of which, 
challenge conventional food-retail patterns. As a Property Services representative, 
Delta noted in chapter four of this study, ‘the food vendors complain as there is no 
business when the semester is out’. The crisis in routines provided by pop-up spaces 
presents an opportunity for breaking old links between spaces and practices and forging 
new ones. 
It was also the ‘crisis’ of spatial routines created by the University’s renovations and 
the NAS development that saw the emergence of the idea of a flexible space. Property 
service manager, Delta, explained the idea of pop-ups in the new spaces while NAS 
was being built as follows: 
We’ve got two food, and beverage [that] have fully-supported kitchens and counter-
service areas that have been designed very cleverly by the architects to unfold and 
[then]contract again, so when they’re operating … they can open up, and you’ll see a 
retailer there, you’ll see a counter, you’ll see a display fridge, you’ll see a display 
counter and all those sorts of things, and then when it’s closed down, what you’ll see is 
a display unit, or you’ll see a façade where there’s art. 
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Thus, space constraints and University schedules that limit business operations to two 
13-week semesters together with the current popularity of pop-ups has led to the ironic 
inclusion of this mobile practice as a permanent on-campus space. In this case, these 
appear to be more temporally flexible than spatial. Given the potential benefits outlined 
above, it is not surprising that pop-ups, as flexible temporal and spatial options and an 
alternative to routinised spaces, were incorporated into building designs and ongoing 
construction at the University (RMIT 2015). The challenge is whether these spaces can 
bring to fruition the social and environmental benefits discussed above. 
In this context, it is important to note that the point of difference for pop-ups is the ease 
with which environmentally sustainable and socially oriented understandings can 
potentially become an inherent element of spatially and temporally flexible eating 
spaces. The uniqueness of the third spaces produced by mobile food-provisioning helps 
break the path dependency or dominance of existing eating and retail spaces. This 
creates opportunities for interventions to shape energy use, normalise everyday access 
to healthy, sustainably produced food and encourage the provision of fresh seasonal 
food. Studies on food trucks and their immense popularity has shown that the act of 
‘discovery’ forms an important part of people’s food experiences. Thus, ‘contrary to 
fears of homogenization, people possess sophisticated food cartographies in which 
unpredictability is a prominent trope’ (Ashley et al. 2004, p. 118). This is particularly 
the case in the context of an educational institution where learning is a key part of 
student experience. Despite or perhaps because of their diverse cultural and social 
backgrounds, students may be relatively open to embracing new routines, practices and 
habits, especially when they are tied to everyday spaces and practices of sociability and 
conviviality. 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
This chapter has shown how practices associated with on-campus mobile food 
provisioning together with University's organisational and students' practices and their 
material arrangements help re-imagine a lived third space in a constrained and 
expensive inner-city campus. This lived space is a hybrid, commensal and inclusive 
urban space and an alternative to the conventional and dominant food provisioning 
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spaces which have fixed spaces, timings and sustainability outcomes. This third space 
also potentially shapes new practices by challenging and presenting alternatives to the 
temporal, spatial and social routines that often govern mainstream food provisioning 
and consumption spaces in universities and other organisational settings. Here, the 
innovation offered by this third space can be seen as a kind of crisis within or alternative 
to the usual routines, rhythms and cycles that conventionally shaped food provisioning 
practices and spaces. As shown in the sections above, pop-ups and mobile food-
provisioning spaces provide this opportunity where old connections between spaces 
and practices are broken, and new ones were made. This makes the third space an 
important site of intervention in the inner city and a potential pathway for sustainable 
outcomes and initiatives, such as organising urban commons, creating commensal and 
convivial eating spaces, that reduce energy and resource demands and enable the 
normalisation and routinisation of sustainably sourced food. Re-imagining eating 
spaces at the University as a third space, with spatio-temporally flexible food 
provisioning is also potentially an effective space-saving strategy that leads to the 
ongoing viability of inner-city campuses with the associated community benefits of 
having a knowledge institution in the city. 
The mobility, flexibility and hybridity associated with this re-imagined third space also 
suggests different sustainability outcomes, such as a mix of sociability, enterprise and 
sustainability-oriented conviviality, purposive food provisioning and commensal urban 
commons. I argued that by refiguring food provisioning and consumption spaces at the 
campus food provisioning practices shift from monetary logics to ‘hybrid hospitality’. 
The kind of potential pathway to sustainable outcomes this lived space may become 
was illustrated by the making of a third space on the University’s reclaimed Old 
Melbourne Gaol site. Here, pop-up public food markets explored new food practices 
by providing easy access to healthy food and contributed to the making of hybrid and 
commensal eating spaces in the form of urban commons (Parham 2015). By addressing 
the broader community, these outward facing spaces and practices opened up a dialogue 
around food provisioning, consumption and space at the University and in the urban 
space. 
However, the spaces produced by pop-ups and mobile-vending practices can also have 
unintended resource-intensive consequences. As also noted in the chapter, not all pop-
ups make spaces that are conducive to hybrid hospitality or promote considerations of 
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environmental or social sustainability, such as the precariousness of the business 
opportunity and employment for pop-up business owners and workers.  
The analysis of third spaces provided by this chapter was conducted in the early phases 
of the study of the eating practices and spaces at the campus and provided the 
foundation for exploring the lived spaces analysed in the next two chapters. Chapter 
seven, the first of these, brings together the issues of food access, social equity and 
environmental sustainability in relation to eating spaces and students’ eating practices 
on campus. It examines the ‘space of capability’ as another lived space produced by the 
bundling of University’s practices and students’ eating practices at home and on-
campus. 
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CHAPTER 7: SPACES OF CAPABILITY: 
MICROWAVES AND FOOD-WARMING PRACTICES  
 
My teacher Anselm Strauss had a favourite aphorism, “study the unstudied” ... The 
ecological effect of studying boring things (infrastructure, in this case) is in some ways 
similar. The ecology of the distributed high-tech workplace, home, or school is 
profoundly impacted by the relatively unstudied infrastructure that permeates all its 
functions. (Star 1999, p. 379; emphasis in original). 
What can be studied is always a relationship or an infinite regress of relationships. Never 
a “thing”. (Bateson, 2000, p. 246; emphasis in original). 
 
This chapter provides an exposition of the social space produced by microwave lounges 
on campus as a lived space in the form of a ‘space of capability’. In the chapter I 
examine sustainable food provisioning and consumption through the lens of social and 
environmental equity (Agyeman & Evans 2004, p. 155; Cook 2015). This brings 
together issues of food access, food equity and environmental sustainability in relation 
to students’ eating practices on campus. Student lounges with microwaves as food-
heating facilities are a significant food consumption space for students at the University 
and many other institutions. Working, studying and feeding themselves can be onerous 
for students, especially undergraduates and international and exchange students who 
have migrated to a new country. Accessing and eating food, especially sustainably 
sourced food, which is commonly understood as organic, fair trade or vegetarian, 
becomes an additional challenge given the multiple practices of procuring fresh 
produce or cooked food, and cooking, storing, consuming and using or disposing of 
leftovers. The complexity of issues around food and sustainable consumption are 
further compounded by students’ domestic arrangements which tend to be precarious, 
tight and expensive, especially in Melbourne (Arkoudis et al. 2018; Fincher & Shaw 
2009, 2011).  
Taking the case of heating food in microwaves at the University and focusing on 
questions of access to food and eating sustainably, the chapter provides an analysis of 
the spaces produced through the bundling and interaction of students’ domestic 
practices with the University spaces and material arrangements. Practice theorist and 
social justice scholar, Gordon Walker (2013, p. 364), follows Amartya Sen’s (1993) 
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capability framework, that is ‘what people achieve and are able to do is what matters 
when making analyses of inequality and judgments of justice and injustice’. He asserts 
that the capability approach is directly related to SPT as both are concerned with 
‘doings and beings’ of people. Using Walker’s (2013), ‘social practices capability 
framework’, I explore how students’ eating practices include microwaves for heating 
food. I contend that access to food-heating facilities, such as microwaves, together with 
the bundling of students’ on- and off-campus practices and the University’s policies 
and strategies produce a lived space as a ‘space of capability’ that enables the 
performance of a diverse range of eating practices. I also explore how this space may 
have sustainable outcomes in terms of health, social justice and environmental 
sustainability. These include access to affordable and healthy food, efficiency 
advantages from cooking in bulk, reducing waste through using leftovers and the social 
benefits of socialising in campus lounge spaces. 
The chapter is organised as follows. In section 1, I explain the ‘social practices 
capability framework’ that provides the conceptual framework to analyse the lived 
space produced. In section 2, I examine and discuss the practices and material 
arrangements that are connected within the bundle of practices and form the space of 
capability. In section 3, I explore how the space of capability can be a pathway to 
sustainable outcomes. I propose that international and migrant students’ practices may 
benefit most from this space of capability. The chapter concludes by proposing that this 
space is an essential site for socio-environmental and sustainability interventions. 
1. SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AND CAPABILITY 
 
According to Walker (2013), inequality has largely been ignored in social practice 
conceptualisations of consumption and sustainability. Moreover, except for some 
recent work (Walker & Day 2012), discussion of the limitations or constraints on the 
performance of everyday practices has been neglected by SPT research. From the few 
examples that do address inequality, Walker cites Shove’s (2002) definition of social 
exclusion, as an inability ‘to accomplish those social practices ... required for effective 
social participation’ (cited in Walker 2013, p. 363).  
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There is an emerging trend of students in Melbourne and elsewhere in Australia going 
without food; news stories have reported students having to access food from homeless 
shelters (Cook 2015; Gallegos, Ramsey & Ong 2014). The 2017 University of Australia 
report stated that ‘One in seven domestic students say they regularly go without food 
or other necessities because they can’t afford them’, with a similar figure quoted for 
International students (Arkoudis et al. 2018). There are also reports of growing 
concerns about access to healthy food by university students in UK, Canada and New 
Zealand (Roberts 2016; Silverthorn 2016).  
One of the ways that the current study includes the access and right to food is the right 
to feed oneself (Morgan 2010). This comes close to the concept of food sovereignty37 
that the American Planning Association (APA) adopted as a pro-poor sustainability 
approach where the ‘US federal government was urged to support poor forms of 
globalisation “in ways that sustainably increase local capacity for food security and 
food self-reliance”’ (APA, 2007, quoted in Morgan 2010, p. 1864). Hence, in this 
chapter I interpret food sovereignty as crucial to students in terms of their eating 
practices and is not limited to accessing food on a day-to-day or weekly basis, through 
on-campus food banks or welfare schemes. This is because food banks and the like 
have been criticised as ‘highly visible successful failures’ because they have not been 
able to eradicate poverty and erase food insecurity (Ronson & Caraher 2016, p. 80). 
Rather, following the concept of food sovereignty, the conceptual framework explained 
below is based on students being able to access healthy and sustainable food in a 
dignified way and their right to live healthily and sustainably (FSC. 2015; Morgan 
2010; Ronson & Caraher 2016). 
As briefly discussed in chapter two, there are many ways in which social justice, socio-
environmental inequities and issues of sustainability are connected and can be 
conceptualised. Research and concerns around environmental justice (Walker 2013), 
and the concept of ‘just sustainability’ (Agyeman & Evans 2004; Alkon & Agyeman 
2011), all invoke the relationship between social justice and sustainable development 
by arguing that environmental sustainability alone may not be able to negotiate 
                                               
37 Food sovereignty is ‘the right of each nation to maintain and develop their own capacity to produce 
foods that are crucial to national and community security, respecting cultural diversity and diversity of 
production methods’ (Via Campesina 1996, cited in Morgan 2010, p. 1864) 
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sustainable consumption unless the social and economic aspects are also addressed. 
Social justice scholars have used the concepts of environmental justice and just 
sustainability to link social inequities beyond local spatial boundaries so as to 
encompass considerations of class, race and gender; therefore, they introduce multiple 
spatialities (Agyeman & Evans 2004; Soja 1989; Walker 2009).  
Framing capability as a form of justice, Walker (2013; 2015) argues that living in a 
sustainable way should be achievable by all making it an environmental justice issue. 
Scholar and economist Amartya Sen’s38 (1993, p. 30) ‘capability approach’ represents 
capability as ‘the alternative combination of things a person is able to do or be—the 
functionings he/she can achieve’. This concept has been variously expanded upon 
(Nussbaum 2003) and applied (Robeyns 2006) to include aspects that provide 
capability in different situations, such as poverty and social exclusion. Walker (2013; 
2015) argues that interlinking social justice and socio-environmental equities and social 
practices with Sen’s (1993) capability approach is a step toward understanding and 
achieving environmental justice and sustainability. He provides three reasons why 
social equity, sustainability and social practices are interlinked. These are first, issues 
of intra and intergenerational equity as key components of sustainable development as 
laid out by the Brundtland Commission (WCED 1987). Second, there are inequitable 
transitions to a low-carbon society as some people will not be able to make that change 
due to unequal distribution of resources and technology; and finally, that inequality and 
injustice are connected to a variety of practices that a study through the analytical lens 
of social practices can likely unravel (Walker 2013). 
He then proposes that the capability framework and SPT work well together because a 
‘capabilities framework ... can provide the basis of making normative judgments about 
where and how practices reproduce significant inequalities and diminish or fail to 
support well-being’ (Walker 2013, p. 193). This, according to Walker, is also useful in 
understanding the reproduction of practices in the sustainability domain. The capability 
approach and SPT have ‘doings’ as an integral part of their understandings of the social 
(Walker 2013). Taking this as a starting point, Walker (2013) suggests that interlinking 
                                               
38 Pioneered by Amartya Sen, the Capability Approach has more recently been further developed by 
Martha Nussbaum (2003) among others.  
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the two approaches can have implications for understanding social justice and 
sustainable consumption.  
Also inspired by capability theory and its development by other theorists (Nussbaum 
2003; Stewart 2005), Schlosberg (2007) argues that going beyond the distribution of 
material and goods to include capabilities and the functioning of groups and individuals 
are important in defining environmental justice. Combining these efforts with 
environmental sustainability and practice theories, Walker (2013, p. 367) proposes that 
‘practices are the doings that actualise the achievement and reproduction of 
functionings’. Further, by taking Schatzki’s notion of teleoaffective structures as the 
end goal of a practice, functionings are then seen as an example of these ends, which 
can be shared by a bundle of practices (Walker 2015). For example, in the practices of 
eating, eating nutritious food and living effectively with others and saving resources 
can be defined as its teleology. Moreover, for some groups, their capability for carrying 
practices involved in the complex practice of eating are either constrained or enhanced 
by the functioning or performance of their bundles of practices (Walker 2013). For 
Walker (2013), where these capabilities and practices connect is when we pay: 
closer attention to how “successful” performances of practice are distributed across 
populations and understanding this as a reflection of differences in the capability to 
perform. This represents one way in which theories of practice and of justice as capability 
might be conjoined (Walker 2013, p. 371; emphasis in original). 
Thus, using Walker’s social practice capability framework, in the remainder of this 
chapter, I explore how the lounge spaces, microwaves and hot-water facilities, as 
material arrangements, come together with the practices of the University, the RUSU 
and students’ eating practices to produce spaces of capability that have positive 
implications for social justice, resource consumption and sustainability (Walker 2013, 
p. 371). In the next section I analyse the bundling of practices and material 
arrangements that have produced this space of capability on the University campus, 
beginning with a brief history of microwaves. 
2. SPATIO-TEMPORAL BUNDLING OF MICROWAVES ON 
CAMPUS 
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Microwaves have had an interesting journey as ubiquitous appliances in Western 
domestic kitchens, after having been launched as an industrial product. They have also 
become a successful addition to any office kitchen and, as found in this and other 
research, university student lounges (Osepchuk 2009). According to some reports, 
microwaves were first used domestically in 1955 while others attribute the first use of 
the actual countertop microwave to the Amana appliance corporation in 1965 
(Osepchuk 2009). The first year of use not-withstanding, domestic microwave oven use 
has risen as the most popular household item in Western countries growing from just 
40,000 microwaves sold in 1970s in the US to a total of more than a million in the 
1990s where they were more popular than gas ranges. They became a fixture in 
Canadian and Australian kitchens as well (Westinghouse 2008; Williams 2000). 
Adoption by other countries was slower, such as Vietnam, with 16% of households 
(USDA 2009) and even slower in India with 8% households in 2013 (The Statistics 
Portal 2013) where other items, such as refrigerators, were preferred.  
While the microwave has outlived its negative associations with health and nutrition-
harm, it has not replaced the stovetop or the oven as a cooking essential (Cockburn & 
Ormrod 1993). Its secondary role in the kitchen may have helped increase its 
acceptance by carving out a specific use, namely, defrosting frozen foods and reheating 
(Cockburn & Ormrod 1993). The adoption of microwaves also developed in 
conjunction with other technologies and eating practices which it reflexively shaped 
such as refrigeration, freezing, frozen TV-dinners and a greater independence of 
children to feed themselves; for example, by heating food from the fridge (Cockburn & 
Ormrod 1993). 
Observations at the University campus highlighted the importance of food-heating 
facilities, such as microwaves and hot water, for students’ eating practices. At the 
University’s city campus, these spaces were labelled ‘student kitchens’ and as shown 
in Figure 7.1 were usually located in communal student lounge spaces. Multiple and 
prolonged observations of the student lounges also revealed that student use of the 
microwave differs from the literature on domestic use cited above because there was 
no link to refrigeration or freezing; that is the link between these practices was broken 
(Hand & Shove 2007) has been broken. Instead, the primary use for microwaves in the 
University lounges was for heating home brought or take-away store-bought food. 
There is, therefore, a clear link or ‘bundling’ between microwave reheating, the 
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domestic practices of students and the University’s space management practices and 
policies. 
 
 
Figure 7.1: Microwave spaces renamed student ‘kitchens’ in new and renovated areas. 
 
Further investigation into student microwave use from the University and RUSU 
Facebook page and websites, and a desktop literature review of websites of other 
universities in Melbourne and Australia revealed that while microwaves are used in 
universities across Melbourne, the number of microwaves at RMIT University’s city 
campus, over 100, is considerably more than any other campus (MPA 2016; Swinburne 
University 2016; University of Melbourne 2016; Victoria University 2016). This made 
the University a unique site for exploring the spatial and practice interrelationships with 
microwaves for food provisioning and consumption. Interviews with the Property 
Services Department representatives to explore the strategies and policies behind the 
implementation of microwaves also revealed the importance of these appliances. 
According to Cory, ‘the more recent, in the last two years, rollout of more microwaves 
has been directly as a result of student feedback’. According to him, the demand for a 
large number of microwaves was largely due to the disruption at campus due to the 
NASA construction which has led to closure of food outlets and dedicated student 
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lounges, and hence, demand by the RUSU for microwaves to be installed. See Figures 
7.2 and 7.3.  
 
Figure 7.2: A new student lounge with microwaves advertised on RUSU’s Facebook page. 
Source: (RUSU 2017) 
 
Figure 7.3: Post on RMIT’S Facebook page declaring the installation of new microwaves. 
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Regarding microwaves and thinking about how to use space, observations around the 
campus show the ease with which microwaves can be slotted into any space with an 
electricity connection and then used for heating food. As shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.4, 
with the NAS campus construction underway during the study period, the new 
microwaves were installed in under-utilised spaces and some new spaces that resulted 
from space management programs. Cory explained the ‘management of spaces’ for 
refitting in the following way: 
So, when we’ve put classrooms back into those spaces we’ve said, “Okay, this won’t be 
a classroom at all. This will be somewhere you can come in, there’ll be a microwave, 
you can use it”. And in fact, there’s a lift lobby area which was just used as a lift lobby 
previously ... so on each floor we’ve turned those into student lounges with … what was 
[called] a staff kitchenette … we’ve opened those up so, those are now student access 
kitchenettes in association with the lounge area … So, at a very low cost and a lot of 
thinking, and perhaps not innovative thinking in terms of that, but just like, “How can 
we actually build these in to this new fit out … so these are not wasted spaces because 
they’re not timetabled”. 
This interview indicates that an attempt was made to provide student services using 
‘non-timetabled’ spaces. Within this provisioning, microwaves, as a response to the 
RUSU demand to redress disruption and the closure of some student lounges, were seen 
as the easiest infrastructure to install.  
 
Figure 7.4: Due to the disruption on the campus, microwaves were installed in any space available.  
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Consequently, microwaves as material arrangements were bundled with students’ off- 
and on-campus eating practices due to the ease with which they became one of several 
kinds of eating practices and spaces (Cockburn & Ormrod 1993). More specifically, as 
the comments above and observations on campus show, they were bundled with 
different practices and spaces, for example: microwaves and quiet study spaces as 
shown in Figure 7.5; microwaves together with hot-water taps and student lounges for 
sitting, eating, playing and napping; microwaves and retail; or just microwaves and hot-
water facilities.  
 
Figure 7.5: Students appreciate study spaces that are accompanied by microwaves.  
Source: RMIT (2017) 
 
In the focus group discussions with students and subsequent Facebook posts, I further 
explored the connections that students’ eating practices had with microwaves and 
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student lounges. As shown in Figure 5.5b, participant Nancy explained why she brought 
food from home, 
Last year, I never brought lunch from home. I would always get food out in the city, and 
because I don’t eat meat either, I spent a tremendous amount of money and time eating 
the wrong food…. I also very rarely cooked at home, maybe once a week? So it was my, 
actually my New Year’s resolution to learn how to cook, and just start cooking…. I cook 
my food in a rice cooker the night before. And I just put it in a container and bring it to 
Uni…Well most of the time I have to eat it in class, so Mondays I have class from 10:30 
to 5:30 and there’s no time to eat, other than in class, so I duck out and warm it up and 
come back. 
Thus, according to Nancy, microwaves allowed her to bring in food from home, to save 
money and eat properly, saving her from running to the shops in between classes. Tom, 
another focus group and Selfoodie participant, believed that if microwaves were absent 
from campus, his food consumption ‘would almost exclusively become off campus’. 
See Figure 7.6. Microwaves, like other appliances, such as freezers are then seen at the 
campus ‘as communicators and stabilizing devices which people employ to attain, 
reproduce and challenge temporal identities’ rather than ‘a distracting presence that 
injects stress and temporal frenzy into our lives’ (Shove et al. 2009 p. 6). Thus 
microwaves at the University and space management practices were inadvertently 
linked, first to the domestic practices of students, and second, as a way for students to 
stay on campus. 
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Figure 7.6: Tom's Selfoodie post showing food (left overs) heated in the microwave 
While the University’s campus microwaves were used widely, during the study period 
many students raised issues with the installation of large numbers of microwaves. As 
shown in Figure 7.3. above, most microwaves were new additions to lounges and spaces 
evident from the fact that 71 new microwaves were installed during 2015. The response 
of focus-group member, Beatrice to microwave implementation was sceptical: 
No, I started using that and then I saw … I was like hygiene wise the microwaves 
sometimes are a little bit way too dodgy. Then I’m like, okay, I’m not putting my food in 
that and heating it up and tomorrow. I’m part of the salmonella breakout that happened 
at RMIT. I don’t trust the microwaves anymore here [sic]. 
Beatrice’s response highlighted the issues of maintenance and cleanliness associated 
with appliances/infrastructure in semi-public spaces such as student lounges.  
The Property Services managers interviewed were aware of the maintenance problem. 
The new microwaves that were installed in NAS areas did not have turntables to reduce 
breakage. However, the Property Services Department was wary of extending the 
kitchens to include other appliances. Talking about the new microwave lounge created 
in NAS, Delta stated: 
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 It’s now wholly and solely a student space ... but in regard to it being a full-cook kitchen 
like rocking up with your weekly veggies and a rack of lamb, I don't think that’s going to 
happen.  
When queried further, she answered as follows: 
You’ve also got to understand that when you have a lack of control of these spaces, 
because they are common areas, there’s safety issues in regard to that as well, because 
not everybody has the same level of common sense. 
 This response shows that though the University was willing to install low- maintenance 
microwaves, it was not ready to provide extra maintenance for them. The implications 
of such practices may shape the long-term implementations of the microwave strategy. 
Another focus group participant, Jake, also protested against the bulk installation of 
microwaves of instead providing affordable and healthy outlets, and/or food 
provisioning on campus. Focus group participants Aly, Alice and Samir echoed this 
view, which seemed to be shared by many students. As Jake explained:  
I think that’s one thing that the University should look at, in terms of the cost of the 
electricity and those services, the cleaning, maintenance, and look at that, why people 
are using so many microwaves. And then say, okay, well, these people are using 
microwaves because food here is too expensive. Instead of spending $200,000 a year on 
electricity and microwave maintenance, why not give that back to a retailer and subsidise 
them so they can provide food at a lower cost of something along those lines. 
The points that Jake raises here indicate that together with the problem of increasing 
maintenance, some students have not accepted the view that a large number of 
microwaves will solve the University’s food provisioning problems. The response to 
the proliferation of microwaves, a widely used domestic appliance in public spaces, 
such as University lounges, has thus been mixed. 
Despite this mixed response to microwave use, and due to the diversity of food 
provisioning and consumption practices on campus, these amenities do provide spaces 
for students that enable certain eating practices. It gives students the opportunity to 
bring in home-cooked food, which they believe is cheaper and much healthier than food 
available on campus. Borrowing a phrase from Hand and Shove (2007, p. 99) 
microwaves are seen by the students and the RUSU as ‘instruments of resistance’ and 
‘weapons in a battle to retain or regain valued domestic standards in the face of what 
are seen, felt and experienced as increasingly problematic social trends’. In this case, 
the standards may only be related to eating and ‘problematic social trends’ range from 
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the unavailability of healthy affordable food to the limitations imposed by construction 
and lack of student services on the campus. In contrast, institutional catering39 has been 
seen to have advantages of being able to support health and sustainability, collective 
procurement40 and is highly desired by students (Jackson et al. 2018). However, it 
reduces diet preferences, such as kosher or halal, and the choices of food for those 
students whom may be used to a different kind of food that a canteen or even retailers 
cannot provide (Jackson et al. 2018). 
The next section demonstrates the links between the domestic eating practices of 
students to their on-campus practices to show how the provisioning of microwaves has 
enabled cooking at home, bringing in leftovers, either self-cooked or take-away, bulk 
cooking, and also enabled students to stick to budgets and reduce impulsive purchases, 
such as eating discretionary food on and around the campus. The section shows how 
microwave spaces encourage less energy and resource-intensive practices related to 
eating and food, such as keeping students satiated and healthy, and reducing food waste 
by eating leftovers, and are thus, more sustainable (Doherty, Cawood & Dooris 2011). 
3. SPACE OF CAPABILITY: PATHWAY TO 
SUSTAINABILITY 
 
Previous research has established that significant amounts of food waste occur in 
domestic spaces and that throwing away leftovers is one of the primary sources of waste 
(Evans 2011b; Lazell 2016). Deteriorating health, overconsumption and consumption 
of discretionary foods41 have all been linked to the intensive use of resources and 
energy and, hence, environmental sustainability (Hadjikakou 2017; Tilman & Clark 
2014). While the life cycle impacts of food, were linked to environmental sustainability, 
dietary patterns, food wastage and overconsumption, especially consumption of 
                                               
39 For example, university run and supported canteens and dining halls are popular in US colleges 
(Jackson et al. 2018). 
40 Collective procurement has the potential advantages of environmental sustainability, such as less 
waste and packaging (Jackson et al. 2018).  
41 These are foods that do not provide nutrition other than energy and only add to the variety of foods 
consumed. 
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discretionary foods were also linked to intensive resource and energy use (Tilman & 
Clark 2014). A study in Australia found that non-core or discretionary foods were 
responsible for 27% of total food GHG emissions (Hendrie et al. 2014). Additionally, 
some research also shows that eating ethnic food or food that one is accustomed to can 
be linked to satisfying appetites, enjoying eating and better health outcomes (Gilbert & 
Khokhar 2008; Lv & Cason 2004; Pan et al. 1999; Vogel & Mol 2014). Impulsive 
buying when hungry or the unavailability of healthy food has also been associated with 
negative health outcomes in students (Mullan et al. 2014). Further, as established at the 
beginning of this chapter, hunger is also a prominent issue across the student cohort 
and related to mental health and concentration issues in students (Gallegos, Ramsey & 
Ong 2014; Roberts 2016). Linking students’ eating practices from home to campus 
through the lived spaces of capability produced by student kitchens is, therefore, a 
promising pathway for delivering sustainable outcomes. 
As explained in section two above, the capability of some groups to carry out practices 
involved in the complex practice of eating are either constrained or enhanced by the 
achievement of certain ‘functioning’ or performances of their bundles of practices 
(Walker 2013). Capability to perform a practice may be attributed to general and 
practical understandings associated with eating practices (Walker 2013). As discussed 
in chapter two, all these processes involve gathering materials and the practical 
intelligibility42  attached to the practice. These general student understandings may 
range from thrifty, that is primarily economic, to frugal ways related to care and 
compassion (Evans 2011c) of food provisioning and consumption, to knowledge about 
implications of meat eating and recycling to practical understandings of how to cook or 
shop near home, work or University.  
Student research participants provided pertinent examples of how gathering materials 
were enabled by general and practical understandings. Beatrice reported that she 
cooked for days in advance to bring food to the University consistent with her dietary 
requirements and beliefs. Similarly, Nancy reported that she preferred to save money 
by cooking and bringing vegetarian meals to the University. She learned how to cook 
                                               
42 As discussed in chapter two, Practical Intelligibility as an element of a practice governs activity or 
determines what it makes sense to do, is a property of the individual not the practice and relates to the 
performance of the practice. 
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and eat sustainably to assuage her hunger when she had back-to-back classes. 
Conversely, Jake believed it was easier to gather vegetarian ingredients from a local 
greengrocer for cooking. General understandings were also evidenced by Kitty, who 
believed cooking at home was healthy eating and allowed her to save money. As she 
stated, ‘Time is money and money is time, and this is my body, and I really try hard to 
like eat healthy, and the best thing is cooking at home’. Thus, these practices were 
performed through general understandings related to performance capability, as in the 
case of Beatrice and Kitty, as embodying (Simonsen 2007); and practical 
understandings in the case of Jake and Nancy. 
The importance of microwaves and food-heating facilities for performing healthy and 
sustainable eating practices was highlighted by migrant, international and exchange 
students. According to participant Tom, Asian students were frequent users of 
microwaves:  
 I mean it could also be that, again I don’t really think about [how] people eat their food 
because most people who heat their food up are typically Asian people with leftovers and 
such ... Like, of the most people who use them, they heat up noodles and rice and such. 
Tom’s observation was consistent with comments by focus group participant Annie, 
who suggested that she and other Asian students used microwaves frequently because 
of a preference for hot food, ‘And I think we more like hot food, you know, like salad 
or sandwich is not a meal for Asians, we like to have rice or noodle or something … 
it’s just the way we eat’. 
 
Concurrently, the focus group conversation in Box 7.1 indicated that the 
interrelationships between the organisation of the practices of eating through its general 
understandings, practical intelligibility and material arrangements, such as housing, 
eating, and rental agreements differ between local and international students. The focus 
group conversation between Jake, Amy and myself showed how food, especially 
staples, such as rice, were part of the accommodation services provided to international 
students in Melbourne. Whether they cooked the rice at home and brought to the 
university or consumed the take-away food provided by the landlord, their eating 
practices were interlinked with their housing practices and previous practices of eating 
out. For example, participant Amy was an international exchange student from 
Singapore who lived in a shared apartment. In Singapore she relied entirely on take-
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away food and, according to her, this was a common practice. Chinese participant, 
Annie, confirmed this was the case in China as well. However, Jake’s practice of 
collecting organic and vegan ingredients for cooking revealed his capability to integrate 
all the ingredients for cooking a meal and his ability to perform this as a routine differed 
from Amy. This was probably because Amy lived with seven people in a share house 
comprising two bedrooms and one kitchen, received free rice as part of the rental deal 
and was used to buying take-away as a routine. Thus, in spite of their shared general 
understanding of what eating was, in terms of cooking, or knowledge about health or 
environmental sustainability, the capability to enact the practice and the associated 
practical intelligibility differed between participants' practices. 
 
 
 
 
Box 7.1 Focus group conversation between two participants 
 
Excerpt 1: 
Amy: No, in Singapore … I’m from Singapore.  It’s much cheaper to eat out than to cook 
at home.  
Myself: So your parents would also eat out?  
Amy: Yes, Mum would actually buy food back home for me if she’s out.  For three … 
what we eat a lot is this thing called Economic rice.  So for a packet of rice with three 
dishes it’s just $3. 
Amy: … Singapore is the only country; I find … I have also asked many … I’ve asked 
my Facebook friends.  I cooked some dishes the other day and my Facebook friend 
commented, “Singapore is the only country in the whole wide world where eating out is 
cheaper than cooking at home.”  Most people eat out.  Seven days, six days a week, they 
eat out. I studied in RMIT in Singapore …we have a school canteen. 
Excerpt 2:  
Amy: I pay only $100 per week.  
Jake: How many people are living in that apartment?  
Amy: Two-bedroom apartment with total of seven people.  
Jake: Okay, there you go.   
Amy: But it’s cheap.  Even rice is provided.  
Jake: Yeah?  
Myself: Even what is provided?  
Amy: Rice.  
Myself: Rice is provided? 
Jake: Two-bedroom place for seven people.  
Myself: Who provides the rice?  
Amy: The person, the main person who rented their place.  
Myself: Why would he give you rice?  
Jake: He lives there as well and he buys rice?  
Amy: He lives there and he buys rice, toilet rolls, everything is included. 
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By providing food-heating facilities at campus, the students’ domestic practices 
highlighted above were linked to eating on campus—specifically to food-heating 
practices and the material arrangement of microwaves and lounges. Regarding this 
aspect of provisioning, Property Services manager Cory acknowledged the limited 
domestic arrangements of some students:  
And there were lots of students now that we acknowledge are living in relatively small 
apartments nearby, perhaps, who don’t have the living room infrastructure that perhaps 
they would if they were living in a suburb with their family. A lot of them might be 
international, but not all of them international students. And that as part of our basic 
need to provide to those students … we have the opportunity to give them these sorts of 
living spaces, if you like, but it actually folds back and becomes a real benefit to the 
university. 
Thus, the University also seems to have been made aware, through student demands, 
of these limitations in the domestic set ups of these students and this is reflected in the 
new buildings and renovations as part of the NAS project. See Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.4 
above. The benefit that Cory indicated is that in addition to increasing the University’s 
student services ratings, the living spaces ‘provided’ by the University, which include 
microwaves seemed to keep students on campus. Hence, in this case, what began as a 
reactive response to student demand became a positive sticky campus initiative for the 
University.  
Many scholars researching universities and food believe that even opportunistic or 
accidentally produced spaces can have positive sustainability outcomes (Doherty, 
Cawood & Dooris 2011; Roberts 2016). This view was evidenced by the University’s 
campus where these spaces provided the capability to students to perform practices that 
were resource efficient and socially equitable. For international students, migration to 
a new country with different financial and academic conditions meant that their living 
arrangements and the transient nature of their residential status (Gomes 2015; 
Robertson 2013) shaped their practices concerning food and eating. This may differ 
from the local student population and, in the process, made them more marginalised 
than others. Current research concerning international students in Melbourne shows 
that segregation and reduced social intermingling between domestic and international 
students has led to different living arrangements. These include student specific rental 
agreements and separate apartments being built for international students whose use of 
city spaces for shopping or leisure differs from locals (Fincher & Shaw 2009, 2011; 
Hubbard 2009). This further explains why such spaces may provide the capability for 
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the eating practices of international students and enable environmental and social 
sustainability outcomes into the future. 
Another group of students that may benefit more from student lounges and microwaves 
were Indigenous Australian students. The Ngarara Willim Centre at the University’s 
city campus has study, eating and kitchen spaces for the exclusive use of Indigenous 
students. While the researcher’s initial fieldwork included this lounge, subsequent 
research into students’ eating practices did not include indigenous students. The Centre 
includes a kitchen with microwaves and basic food available to students. Indigenous 
students are most at risk of food insecurity and financial constraints (Arkoudis et al. 
2018). However, further in-depth investigation is required to understand how this 
Centre may be a space of capability for these students, which was beyond the scope of 
this research. 
While this section has highlighted the case of migrant, international and exchange 
students, this chapter was mainly concerned with how the bundling of students’ 
domestic and on-campus practices with material arrangements at the University 
produced spaces of capability. This helped accommodate a wide diversity in students’ 
eating practices and, as shown in this section, possibly contributed to a healthy and a 
relatively less resource consumptive lifestyle.  
4. CONCLUSION  
 
In this chapter I have re-imagined lounge spaces with microwaves as lived spaces of 
capability and explored their role as a potential pathway for sustainable outcomes. I 
showed how these spaces of food provisioning and consumption together with 
microwaves, and sometimes hot water, can provide students with the capacity to 
perform eating practices that may lead to more sustainable and just outcomes. These 
spaces of capability have led to positive outcomes including reduced food waste, 
healthier eating habits and economic savings through the reuse of leftovers, bulk 
cooking and less impulsive buying of discretionary food. The conclusion is that as a 
field site for studying organisational sustainability, the student spaces at the 
University’s city campus, although sometimes reactive—as indicated in chapter four, 
can be a site of proactive change now and for the future.  
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An examination of the bundling of student domestic practices with on-campus spatial 
arrangements involving the provision of microwaves in lounge spaces together with the 
eating practices these spaces enabled, allowed a more nuanced approach to the complex 
and diverse requirements of the provisioning of food spaces at this inner-city campus. 
The implementation of microwaves together with the provision of lounge spaces and 
students’ domestic practices was a university response to student demand rather than a 
purposive or intentional strategy. This led to an uneven or ad-hoc approach to 
provisioning which had some negative consequences, including the clustering of too 
many microwaves in one space, maintenance problems and the uneven distribution of 
space allocated to microwaves. As such, a more purposive approach could learn from 
this experience to improve sustainable outcomes.  
A first purposive approach might be to reconceptualise food spaces. In this case, space 
has been revealed as an outcome of interrelationships between students’ domestic and 
on campus practices; RUSU practices; University policies for food provisioning and 
spatial management; and material infrastructure, such as microwaves and student 
lounges where they are mainly located. Applying this conceptualisation of space to 
strategies for food provisioning in University spaces incorporates an understanding that 
the making of spaces to improve sustainable outcomes, apart from providing or 
designing a space and putting in material infrastructure, also depends on understanding 
the practices capable of being performed within that space. 
Second, re-imagining university eating spaces as ‘spaces of capability’ provides an 
alternative framing for delivering social and environmental sustainability on campus. 
While microwave lounges inadvertently produced a space of capability, the interactions 
between many practices and material infrastructure were evident and particularly, the 
multiple benefits afforded to international students. The practices in the bundle include 
healthy and frugal eating practices together with practices that have sustainable 
outcomes. In this case, participant experiences of learning to cook, to shop for 
ingredients for vegan or vegetarian food and/or using leftovers produced spaces of 
capability. This bundling of practices may create pathways (Hui & Walker 2016; 
Schatzki 2010b) for future practices toward sustainable and just outcomes in eating 
practices for students and the University which are discussed in chapter nine. 
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In the next chapter I examine informal and formal eating spaces and time schedules at 
the campus to re-imagine them as a fourth lived space, called ‘convenient eating-
timespace’. 
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CHAPTER 8: THE MAKING OF ‘CONVENIENT 
EATING-TIMESPACES’ 
 
Organizing the time, of oneself and others, becomes obligatory in a world of fragmented 
time modules. In the scheduled society, we anticipate that greater organizational power 
is required to handle more flexible daily timespace paths. Routine is less able to handle 
the appropriate performance of the necessaries of daily reproduction of life and body. 
Therefore, more negotiations, more decisions and more effort are required to get to the 
right place at the right time, the cost of failure being to eat alone, or with a preferred 
companion missing, or with people you don't like.  (Warde 1999, p. 524) 
 
This chapter is concerned with how convenience eating, in the form of on-the-go and 
anytime/anywhere eating, is prioritised by the timespaces of the University. In this 
chapter, the analysis of the ‘social arrangements’ of eating reveals that some timespaces 
produced on campus are leading to unsustainable outcomes. I thus re-imagine 
‘convenient eating-timespaces’ as the fourth lived space that through the organisation 
of objectively anchored times and spaces for eating and conviviality in eating spaces 
may be a pathway to sustainable outcomes. 
Convenience in eating has conventionally been examined through convenience food 
items and associated infrastructures, with convenience food typically seen as making 
consumers’ lives better (Halkier 2017). Certain approaches, which focus on food items 
through the framing of food choices have limited themselves to labelling ‘food items’ 
as being unsustainable and/or unhealthy (Jackson & Viehoff 2016; Scholliers 2015). 
This has led to interventions that focus mainly on encouraging people to make better 
choices about food products, eco-friendly food packaging and, in the case of food 
waste, better and more recycling options. As Halkier (2013) argues, these approaches 
ignore the complex practices and conditions of everyday life, such as the spatiality and 
temporalities of eating in which convenience foods are often embedded. This chapter 
contends that examining timespaces provides a way for understanding convenience 
eating on campus as a type of eating event that is socially, materially and technically 
constructed, and this may lead to unsustainable resource and energy consumption. 
Following Schatzki’s (2002) notion, the focus of this chapter is timespace as the 
existence of practices and material arrangements that occur across multiple settings and 
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times and across a chain of actions as responses to preceding events and in anticipation 
of future events. 
My fieldwork revealed that ‘convenience’ in eating is manifested in the form of food 
and when and where students consume it. It also revealed that eating on-the-go as a 
form of convenience eating forms a main part of on-campus eating and, as introduced 
in chapter two, is characterised by mobility. Mobility in eating can be understood as an 
outcome of established timespace infrastructures (Urry 2007). To include this mobility 
of eating in the analysis of when and where the food is eaten at the University, I analyse 
convenience eating as a practice rather than a characteristic or feature of the food eaten. 
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 1 provides a detailed review of the 
literature of convenience food consumption. This is followed by reframing 
consumption of convenience food as a ‘practice of convenience eating’ to examine the 
relationship between students’ eating practices and timespaces at the University. In 
section 2 I develop the concept of activity timespace (Schatzki 2010b) introduced in 
chapter three, as it relates to convenience eating. This concept brings together objective 
temporal and spatial aspects of practices, where practices are anchored in space and 
time, and existential timespaces, which are relational, as a method of analysis. Section 
3 provides three cases of timespace infrastructures at the campus to demonstrate how 
the timespaces available for eating activities on campus shape convenience eating 
practices. Section 4 then discusses the outcomes of convenience eating practices and 
timespace infrastructures. I contend that the eating spaces consequently produced lead 
to unsustainable outcomes. In section 5 I argue that the ‘non-eating timespaces’ found 
at the University enable and, in turn, are shaped by the mobility of eating and the 
infrastructures created for convenience eating. These time spaces lack the conviviality 
and sociality associated with everyday eating events, especially at urban campuses, as 
exemplified by the University that has a segregated inner-city campus.  
The chapter concludes by proposing that universities need to play a proactive role in 
shaping and enabling eating practices that enable environmentally and socially 
equitable convenience eating through its timespaces and to promote conviviality 
through the social event of eating. More specifically, I argue that creating dedicated 
times and spaces for eating at campus may lead to a shift toward more sustainable food 
consumption. This would involve a rethink about how different timespaces for eating 
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and leisure come together in one physical space, such as microwave spaces, retail 
spaces and the provision of billiard tables, together with a coordinated objective time 
for eating such as a lunch hour or recess. These initiatives would create ‘convenient 
eating-timespaces’ as pathways for sustainable outcomes. 
1. CONVENIENCE EATING AS A PRACTICE 
 
Convenience foods are a prime instance of the concept of convenience that ‘originally 
referred to fitness for purpose, and was adopted in the 1960s to describe arrangements, 
devices, or services that helped save or shift time’ (Shove 2003a, p. 403). 
Etymologically, ‘convenience’ refers to ‘coming together of different elements in a 
network of humans and nonhumans in an arrangement that is adjusted to the key actors 
in the network’ (Hawkins & Race 2011, p. 123). Applying the above to notions of food 
as material, the Oxford Dictionary cites usage by the Guardian Newspaper (1968) as 
‘No one would deny the drudgery, the time-wasting, the monotony, that has been 
removed by convenience foods’, which welcomed the advent of convenience foods 
(cited in Warde 1999, p. 520). 
The proliferation of ‘convenience foods’ has led to studies focused on the discourses 
attached to them as a material, such as unhealthy, processed, or environmentally 
degrading. This has led to a range of responses, such as providing healthier or more 
sustainable versions of the same forms of convenience food, such as muesli bars, 
biodegradable or recyclable take-away containers or food labelling (Guthman 2007; 
Probyn 2011). Some food studies describe food bought from outside the home as 
deficient in terms of care and anonymous compared to warm and intimate home-cooked 
meals. These studies have been criticised for a singular focus on the individual; see, for 
example, Ashley and colleagues 2004; Guthman 2007; and Warde 1999. Working 
women who spend less time in the kitchen combined with the loss of family meal times 
are issues raised in such studies that blame individuals who are held responsible for 
‘convenience eating’ (Jackson et al. 2018; Warde 1999). Conversely, some researchers 
have sought to understand the popularity of convenience foods and drinks and how and 
why they are becoming ‘normalised’ by tackling the socio-technical aspects of the 
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materiality of food and its packaging (Hawkins 2012; Jackson & Viehoff 2016; 
Scholliers 2015).  
Jackson and colleagues (2018) demonstrated that practice theories can provide a more 
nuanced way to understand the use and meaning of convenience foods in the everyday 
context. As discussed in chapter two, their recent book (Jackson 2018) was based on a 
group of related projects named FOCAS, which examined various types of convenience 
food consumption. For example, by examining convenience foods, such as store-bought 
baby food, food served at workplace canteens and meal-box schemes, the book 
explored the ‘normalisation’ of convenience food practices, a concept previously 
explored by Hand, Shove and Southerton (2005) and Shove and Pantzar (2005). 
Jackson and colleagues (2018) also explored the moralities, health, and sustainability 
implications of various categories of ‘convenience food’. The focus of their research is 
the spatial, temporal and affective aspects of what they call the ‘conveniencization of 
food’ (Jackson et al. 2018, p. 3).  
Similarly, to grasp the complex spatio-temporal contexts that eating negotiates, I 
analyse convenience and its relations to eating through the framework of convenience 
eating practices, which, in turn, facilitated the study of the inter-relationship of practices 
within objective and relational timespaces (Halkier 2017; Jackson & Viehoff 2016). 
The purpose of understanding convenience foods through the lens of convenience 
eating practices is two-fold. First, using this lens, I reframe the issue of how on-the-go 
and anytime and anywhere eating on campus emerged as a new practice. Further, using 
various notions of time and space, the chapter explores how convenience eating is 
performed and sustained on campus (Halkier 2017; Warde 2016). The analysis also 
expands the vocabulary by which convenience can be described within the compound 
practice of eating. Second, by focusing on convenience practices of eating as part of the 
compound practices of eating using various notions of time and space illuminates how 
to make on-campus eating sustainable through its material components and how it is 
socially organised.  
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The concept of convenience has already been subject to various discussions regarding 
time, including critiques of concepts like ‘harried-ness’43 (Shove 2003b; Warde 1999; 
Warde, Shove & Southerton 1998) that incorporate concepts of time-shifting and spatial 
adjustments. According to Warde (1999) accounts that concentrate solely on time miss 
the experiences and episodes that are embedded in and are outcomes of different 
relationships within practices and between practices and their material arrangements. 
Southerton (2003, p. 9) argues that there is not so much a ‘time squeeze’ rather ‘a 
squeeze of practice-related injunctions of sequencing, coordination and personalized 
scheduling’. Thus, practices and their requirements require engagement at different 
levels, such as time and space organisation, to be meaningful (Warde, Shove & 
Southerton 1998). This points to the inclusion of the spatial within discussions of time.  
As argued earlier in this chapter, most of the literature on convenience foods demonises 
it as resource intensive and unhealthy, and the causes for its proliferation have 
concentrated on time and labour-saving aspects of peoples’ routines. However, SPT 
scholars contend that convenience cannot be fully explained unless people and practices 
converge in time and space together (Warde, Shove & Southerton 1998). Further, 
Schatzki (2009) contends that in order to explain the various synchronisations and co-
ordinations of daily life, in this case, eating on campus, time and space should be 
studied together. Warde (1999, p. 523) calls the use of convenience food 
‘deroutinisation’, which allows ‘coping with the modularization of time and the 
disruption of previously continuous processes’. He argues that the process of 
deroutinisation account for the causes and popularity of convenience foods. 
Accordingly, the exploration of the social variability in the pressures towards time-
shifting would reveal more about the role of ‘convenience’ foods and its part in the 
restructuring of timespace trajectories in contemporary society’ (1999, p. 523)  
As introduced in chapter three, Schatzki’s account of practices, which includes 
teleoaffective structures and timespace infrastructures also helps extend the concept of 
convenience to include the spatial with the temporal and the existential with the 
objective (Blake et al. 2009; Hui & Walker 2016; Schatzki 2010b). This framework is 
employed below in the context of convenience eating on campus to analyse how 
                                               
43	The verb ‘harried’ means ‘to harass’ and ‘to worry’ (Oxford English Dictionary).	
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timespaces at the University prioritise eating on-the-go and, in turn, were shaped by the 
practice-material arrangement nexus. The concept of timespace foregrounds the spatial-
temporal and teleological aspects of convenience eating and also helps explain the role 
of mobility.  
2. TIMESPACE AND CONVENIENCE EATING 
 
The analysis of on-campus convenience eating begins with the concept of timespace as 
a mesh of infrastructures, which are created by people’s social activities. More 
specifically, following (Schatzki 2010b), objective temporal and spatial aspects of 
practices, where practices are anchored in space and time, and existential timespaces 
which are relational, both play a role in shaping and being shaped by students’ eating 
practices on- and off-campus. Further, the existential timespace of activities that come 
together socially determine how these practices came to be and what they want to 
accomplish in terms of the experience of the past, present and future, as motivation and 
goals associated with the practice (Blake et al. 2009; Schatzki 2009). This framework 
also includes organisational and institutional arrangements and how the network 
created by past, present and futures of different activities are also shaped by how 
students understand and conduct practices. Hence, this relational timespace determines 
how convenience is located in space and time and is shaped by events and activities 
that make up practices. For example, on-campus convenience eating practices may 
include running to the vending machine or fast-food outlet for a snack before a class in 
objective timespace, but subsequently shopping for and being ready with a muesli bar 
in the future because past experience showed the vending machine snack was not 
healthy or filling. This activity can be explained by existential timespace and the 
network created by past and present activities. 
Further, these timespaces can be partly common, shared and or orchestrated, which in 
turn, constitute an interweaving of practices (Schatzki 2010b). In the case of university 
students, timespaces are common in many ways by virtue of them following similar 
teleoaffective ends, such as receiving higher education, looking for a career and having 
already achieved some form of higher secondary education to be at the University 
(Schatzki 2010b). Timespaces are also anchored at the campus, the classes and the city 
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that the campus is located. Timespaces also overlap with those of other students because 
they are anchored at the same place, such as the University campus. They become 
shared when students perform the same activity or practice but pursue different ends. 
For example, one student might eat at a restaurant in Chinatown to save money, but 
another might eat there because they are vegetarian or prefer ethnic food. There are also 
cases in which ‘divergent timespaces hang together’ (Schatzki 2010b, p. 54). For 
example, lecturers and University administrative staff have divergent activity 
timespaces from students, but these are related because they are both part of the 
organisation and the regularities of higher-education practices (Schatzki 2010b). All 
these social phenomena were also contingent on the flow of events that contributed to 
how timespaces interweaved. For example, two students might eat at the restaurant 
because they wanted to be together, sharing the common end of social eating. As noted 
in section one of this chapter, accounts of eating practices that deal with time shortage 
and time squeeze have only dealt with the constraints of objective time and ignored the 
social timespace characterised by existential time (Blake et al. 2009). As the ‘nets of 
interwoven space are central to the constitution of social life’ (Schatzki 2010b, p. 55), 
this chapter continues by analysing how timespace infrastructures shaped on-campus 
convenience eating, using the researcher’s ethnographic materials of food maps, 
detailed below, focus groups and Facebook posts of which the two latter methods were 
explained respectively in chapters three and five. 
3. EXPLORING THREE TIMESPACE INFRASTRUCTURES  
 
As previously argued in chapter three, a practice-theoretical perspective enables an 
integrated analysis of the content (Halkier 2010) of food maps, focus group discussions 
and Facebook posts and conversations because they are part of the same bundle of 
practices. Primarily inspired by food maps drawn by the study participants, but also 
drawing on data cogenerated by other methods, the three cases below present an 
integrated analysis. However, prior to that analysis, the following section expands on 
the food mapping method introduced in chapter three. 
3.1 FOOD MAPS 
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The idea of a food map has been defined as any tracing of a person’s food patterns and 
eating produced by that person (Edwards & Mercer 2010; Feagan 2007; Marte 2007). 
To understand focus group participants’ eating practices as a whole, I proposed food 
mapping as one ethnographic method. In previous research, food maps have been 
employed to track mobility, schedules, students’ ethnic food provisioning and eating 
patterns, and these can be overlaid with campus and city maps (Barndt 2012). Food 
maps were also used to depict the timespace of students as related to their use of leisure 
spaces in the city (Chatterton 1999). These studies also addressed problems in social-
science methodologies of ‘spatially fixed geographical containers’ (Hannam, Sheller & 
Urry 2006) and are relevant to the current study because, as shown in Figure 8.1, 
students frequently move in and out of the urban campus, and also originate from 
different parts of the world indicating different ethnic identities and needs (Edwards & 
Mercer 2010). In the approach I adopted, food maps were not considered to be 
cartographic representations or mental maps (Kinberger 2011). Instead, together with 
data from the focus groups, debriefing interviews and Facebook Selfoodie posts, they 
were made and analysed to identify connections and relationships between students’ 
eating practices and their spaces of food provisioning and consumption to cogenerate 
data about their eating practices across space and time (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013).  
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Figure 8.1. Food map of a focus group participant, Don, showing their eating pattern. 
 
Hence, food maps were made to track mobility, schedules and students’ food 
provisioning and eating patterns (Barndt 2012). Data from food maps were used to help 
answer questions of the origins of the participants’ food by asking them to draw the 
access required to procure and consume it (Sobal et al. 2012). This data was also used 
to trace the timespace of students’ activities following Chatterton’s depiction of 
students’ use of leisure spaces in the city (1999), albeit in a practice-oriented way as 
demonstrated by Hui and Walker (2016). According to Hui and Walker (2016), a 
practice-oriented perspective provides clues about pathways that could lead to either 
less or more energy and resource-intensive consumption within practices or a nexus of 
practices. 
The analytical case-examples examined below discuss three different timespace 
infrastructures at the University. The first case-example, eating anytime, anywhere, 
shows how non-food timespace infrastructures, such as timetables, course offerings and 
University policies, such as being allowed to eat in class and in libraries, placed the 
initiative on individuals to manage their own hunger, dietary needs, and energy and 
resource consumption. While some students managed to negotiate this resourcefully, 
others resorted to discretionary food sources such as vending machines, muesli bars 
and fast food. The second case-example, timespaces of studying and eating, showed 
that the quiet study spaces, as well as the increasing individualisation of study spaces, 
created a private eating infrastructure. The third case-example, eating together, 
demonstrated how there is an absence of social-eating spaces and that the demand for 
sociality in eating on campus makes eating a hurried event. 
3.2 CASE-EXAMPLE 1: EATING ANYTIME, ANYWHERE 
 
Focus group participant Nancy’s new year resolution was to cook and bring lunch to 
the University from home because she wanted to eat affordable, healthy and vegetarian 
meals. These meals usually comprised a one-pot rice dish using whichever recipe and 
whatever ingredients she could find. As shown in Figure 8.2, when Nancy had back-to-
back classes, she ate her home-cooked lunch during class. Despite bringing food from 
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home for lunch, she still liked to attend the ‘Chill-n-Grill’ free barbeque event organised 
by RUSU on Thursdays, in anticipation of a free vegetarian burger or biryani. Her 
vegetarianism, fitness concerns and new year resolution, shaped how and what she 
thought she should eat. When attending the University, class schedules intersected with 
her eating routines, and her practices of pre-preparing meals at home by buying a rice 
cooker and learning how to cook had been shaped by class schedules with eating 
conveniently being her ultimate goal. 
 
Figure 8.2: Nancy’s timetable on Mondays in semester 1, 2016  
Note: A similar timetable was followed three times a week with no eating time scheduled. 
Source: Debriefing interview 
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Figure 8.3: Nancy’s food map showing her main focus for eating at the University as ‘convenience’. 
 
Since her friends and other students also had no eating time scheduled in their 
timetables, Nancy reported watching them make a dash to the vending machines located 
conveniently in student lounges, as shown in Figure 8.4. Alternatively, they visited 
nearby food outlets in the city, principally to obtain fast food, for the easiest and closest 
take-away, either before class or in the short break, when possible. In extreme cases, 
Nancy saw them go hungry. According to Nancy, she was in the same situation until 
she started cooking and bringing food to class.  
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Figure 8.4: Vending machines in Building 9 as a go-to place for a quick snack or lunch.  
 
Conversely, as shown in Figure 8.5, Kitty resorted to packaged food like muesli bars 
as a ‘healthy alternative’ to food available on or around the campus. She referred to 
these as her ‘go-to-food’ in Facebook posts and conversations. As noted in chapter five, 
Peter agreed with Kitty’s preferences and tried to negotiate which brand was the most 
‘appropriate’:  
I also eat “Nice and Natural” on-the-go. I was poo-pooed by someone who said there 
was something “dodgy” about them—something about being made in New Zealand and 
being the least expensive because of a recent free trade deal. I didn't pay much mind— 
they are good value and handy on-the-go. 
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Figure 8.5: Selfoodie posts of participants showing muesli bars as a quick snack or lunch  
 
For Kitty and Peter, muesli bars became a convenient way of assuaging hunger. 
However, participant Samir’s food map, as shown in Figure 8.6, showed that his on-
the-go food was tuna and beans that comprised his main on-campus lunch meal (Figure 
8.6). For him, as discussed in chapter seven, carrying heavy lunches and snack for the 
whole day was too tiresome. Thus, for Kitty and Peter a common goal of eating healthy 
and handy food led to their eating muesli bars on-the-go or in class, and while they 
shared this convenience timespace with Samir, in his case, eating at the campus was 
related to long commute times and not being able to carry food around all day.  
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Figure 8.6: According to Samir's food map, 'tinned tuna and beans' was his preferred lunch on-campus 
 
As illustrated by the Selfoodie posts and conversations between study participants, 
these types of negotiations concerning the consumption of a particular packaged or 
processed food, which were deemed better than other kinds of junk food, are consistent 
with other convenience food research (Jackson et al. 2018). Here, consumers negotiated 
the health and sustainability aspects of food using a wide range of reasoning, including 
emotions, dietary requirements and spatial and temporal needs of the day based on 
previous and shared experiences. Thus, these common and shared timespace 
infrastructures created through the University’s and students’ activities on campus 
shaped how what and where they ate. Students negotiated their practice of convenience 
eating through these timespaces, such as assuaging hunger with cheap and or quickly 
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available food and were anchored in objective spaces, such as classrooms, libraries, and 
or vending machines, as well as objective time, such as lectures. 
3.3 CASE-EXAMPLE 2: TIMESPACES OF STUDYING AND EATING 
 
The second case-example of timespaces of studying and eating showed that quiet study 
spaces increased the individualisation of study spaces and created a private eating 
infrastructure. For example, as shown in Figures 8.7 and 8.8, participant Esther’s sushi 
meals provided her with the convenience of eating when and where she wanted, which 
was her teleoaffective goal of not giving up her study space at campus. Therefore, as 
she explained, she bunkered down in ‘Building 13 study rooms with sushi and home 
supplies for frequent cups of tea. My last ever course work due at 5pm!’ (Figure 8.8). 
When asked why she ate sushi rather than other food, Esther replied as follows: 
Just because I like the sushi. And I am usually not well prepared to use the microwave. 
I definitely think the microwaves are a good idea, but it requires me thinking about 
lunches on a Sunday and cooking big batches of food for the week. That only happens 
about once a month. Although I have cooked lunches this week, but sushi … still won. 
I'm part time now, so I only get to have it once a week. 
Esther tried to make her sushi meal an event, by giving herself a treat. She was not 
prepared to think ahead to provide herself with a home-cooked meal for lunch. Hence, 
sushi eating became normalised as her University lunch. 
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Figure 8.7: Esther’s food map shows her routines. 
 
Figure 8.8: Esther's Selfoodie post shows her favourite study spot at the campus. 
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However, participant Nancy found that there were never enough study spaces on 
campus, ‘It seems like no matter where you go, there’s still not enough space … yeah, 
it just seems like there’s never enough desks, there’s never enough computers’. This 
concern was reflected by a complaint contained in the Facebook post of her coffee break 
at campus, ‘coffee from level 7 café, nowhere to sit so walked all the way to Carlton 
campus’. Further, as shown in Figure 7.5 and discussed in in Chapter 7, a student was 
happy that they found a quiet nook to study with a microwave so they could combine 
studying and eating. They shared Esther and Nancy’s desire for silent study spaces.  
More broadly, the demand for silent study spaces led to a manifold increase in spaces 
used for studying and eating on campus. These individual spaces were precious to the 
students, and not enough of them were available. Further, they created a need for 
individualised eating events and the associated infrastructure. Esther’s eating practices 
were anchored at her objective times and spaces and related to her teleoaffective goal 
of studying in the city which shaped what she ate and why. Significantly, here 
convenience had nothing to do with the ‘time squeeze’ but was related to the space she 
wanted to occupy and shaped by her previous experience of losing her seat if she left. 
Convenience was oriented towards her aim of being able to complete her studies for 
the day without losing her place and, in the process, she had sushi, one of her favourite 
foods, in a handy take-away container. 
3.4 CASE EXAMPLE 3: EATING TOGETHER 
 
The third case-example, eating together, demonstrated how there is an absence of 
social-eating spaces, and that the demand for sociality in eating on campus makes eating 
a hurried event. For example, as shown in Figure 8.10, although the University was 
absent from Beatrice’s food map, she liked to eat with someone on campus and share 
her food, making the campus part of her eating practice routine. In the absence of social-
eating spaces, she sat on the steps of Building 57 around lunch time hoping to catch 
someone with whom she could share a meal. Beatrice was used to eating with people 
and did so on weekends; hence, she found it awkward to eat alone. She also believed 
that if there were a canteen where she could sit and eat with friends, she might on 
occasion, purchase food. 
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Figure 8.9: Beatrice’s food map showing her eating routines.  
 
Participant Jake shared Beatrice’s sentiments and believed eating was more than just 
about food. For Jake, meal times were about sharing food and being with people. When 
he was growing up, ‘food was a social experience’. He disliked the fact that at 
University, his friends had different class times to him, which meant that most of the 
time, he ate alone. Jake believed that food was more than nutrition because ‘It’s 
something really important and you are preparing your body to receive this energy, 
and it’s really important time … and also it’s the time that you get together with your 
friends.’ 
As shown in Figure 8.11, in Jo’s case, as noted, she did not like eating alone and was 
embarrassed if caught doing so as illustrated by her hashtag ‘#Let me not be seen eating 
alone’. In contrast, Aly wrote on her food map, ‘RMIT to me is just a learning place, 
not so much a social space’; see Figure 8.12. However, this was not because she did 
not desire sociality on campus. Aly missed her affordable school canteen in Singapore, 
and the camaraderie developed there, which she said were absent from the University 
and discouraged her from eating on-campus.  
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Figure 8.10: Jo's Selfoodie post shows she preferred to have company than being seen eating alone. 
 
 
Figure 8.11: Aly's food map shows that the University was not a socialising space for her. 
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Property Services Manager, Delta believed that the vibrancy in some lounges, in this 
particular case, Building 57 as shown in Figure 8.13, which housed the engineering 
college and was separate from the main University precinct on Swanston Street (see 
Appendix 2) was because of the food provided. As she reported: 
 It is a different kind of food … it’s far more of ... it’s tradies [tradesmen and trades 
students] food, and the tradies like it ... so I go back to the market, it will drive the offer 
… so if I was to put RUSU Real Foods in there, [the] vibrancy in that lounge would 
disappear.  
Students seemed to have a different opinion about the vibrancy of Building 57. In the 
focus groups, Samir and Jake discussed their favourite places to relax and eat. For 
Samir, who had no classes there, Building 57 was his favourite because it allowed him 
to relax:  
I’ve generally seen people in Building 80 are more rushed as compared to Building 57. 
Maybe because what they are studying. But in 80 you do not have much space to sit, 
maybe just one lounge on level seven ... That and people are always running. But if you 
go to 57 people are actually more relaxed and sitting on the couches and enjoying. 
 
 
Figure 8.12: Building 57 cafeteria with microwaves, seating and billiards table  
Source: Author's field notes 
 
Jake believed the lounge in old Building 8 was once a good place to eat and relax with 
friends: 
 I hate walking through Building 8 now. It’s a terrible space. I used to love those couches 
and what they did with that wall and … when they did that … because I was there when 
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there was just the canteen and just chairs. It was good as well. Then they suddenly 
changed it. They had that antique kind of table in the middle, and you could just sit on 
that armchair and … that’s the kind of ambience, maybe, you would sit with your friends 
and eat, rather than those study spaces. I know that’s temporary but ... 
As seen through these ethnographic accounts, the timespace infrastructure produced 
through the use of the new and transient spaces at the inner-city campus prioritised 
studying and eating together over socialising and eating, which was still present in a 
few buildings, such as Building 57 and the old Building 8. Companionship at university, 
or the lack of it, was shaped by these spaces, as illustrated by Beatrice. Thus, majority 
of the eating spaces at the inner-city campus was more enabling toward studying and 
eating together rather than socialising and eating. 
4. NON-EATING TIMESPACES AND UNSUSTAINABLE 
OUTCOMES  
 
Convenience eating, as shown by the case example above, was shaped by class 
schedules, course offerings and the increased individualisation of study spaces that 
were in demand at the campus. According to Warde (1999), this kind of flexibility and 
informality of eating spaces suggest that in the absence of institutionally facilitated 
temporalities, coordination between spaces, and practices was a problem. As illustrated 
above, this lack of facilities can generate a frenzy for access to such spaces. This created 
conditions in which marking your territory either by booking your seat or not leaving 
it required facilities and infrastructure to enhance convenience eating, such as packaged 
food and microwaves, as shown in Figure 8.11. To be anchored at individualised 
studying spaces required negotiations with other activity timespaces of practices, such 
as shopping for food that did not require refrigeration, the ability to heat food, and book 
study spaces and computers through the centralised University system. Thus, the 
demand for individualised spaces shaped convenience eating and its infrastructure, 
despite the clear desire by some students for social spaces for eating, which can also 
have significant implications for sustainability. 
 
4.1 THE UNIVERSITY AS A NON-EATING TIMESPACE 
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New cafés and eateries have replaced the college canteens of earlier years, and this 
reflects the multimodal nature of eating and the variety of cuisines required to feed 
students (Horwitz 2005). This was evident at the University and at universities and 
many urban institutions worldwide where spaces are being imagined as multifunctional 
(Engel-Johnson 2017; Watanabe 2017). Thus, the ‘de-territorialisation’ of food that 
occurs with ‘on-the-go’ convenience eating is ‘re-territorialised’ by university 
schedules and spaces that encourage and support on-the- go eating anytime and 
anywhere that enabled this mobility (Gibson 2007; Hannam, Sheller & Urry 2006). 
However, as Warde (1999) suggests, the proliferation of on-the-go infrastructure, 
including food and its packaging also reinforces how class timetables are sustained and 
managed, and libraries and classrooms, as spaces of learning, are re-conceived. 
The result of this dynamic process is that the University campus becomes, what I term 
a ‘non-eating timespace’. ‘Non-places’ are described by Augé (2008) as places like 
airports or motorways that people just pass through in their travelling activities. This 
space is frequented by individuals and ‘the space of non-place creates neither singular 
identity nor relations; only solitude, and similitude’(Augé 2008, p. 103). Putting this 
into a practice-theory framework, Schatzki (2001b) conceptualises a ‘non-place’, not 
as a characteristic of any particular place, but as the relationship of practices and the 
specific place, as material arrangements. This ‘thinning out’ of places, as discussed in 
chapter two, section 2.1, is subsequently caused by increased continuity and mobility 
within places with respect to social practices (Schatzki 2001b). In the case of eating on 
campus, students’ convenience eating practices, University policies concerning food 
consumption and schedules and eat anywhere spaces and times have produced a non-
eating timespace where eating activities are not anchored at specific times or spaces.  
As demonstrated in this chapter, a non-eating timespace is produced when co-located 
activities like eating while studying in individual study spaces, eating in classrooms 
and libraries, attending lectures and back-to-back classes, and eating on-the-go, 
interweave a timespace infrastructure where eating is only ever loosely associated with 
a specific time or physical space. The timetabling makes it more difficult to have a 
proper lunch break, and the scarcity of individual study spaces make it easier and 
incumbent to study and eat at the same time. Alternatively, a bigger break between 
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classes means students leave the campus and do not return, which prompted the 
University to adopt sticky campus strategies, as the analysis in chapter four illustrated. 
At the same time, while the inner-urban location gives access to more eating spaces, 
the gentrification of retail (Shaw & Fincher 2010) and, thus, the prices at and around 
the university make it expensive to purchase food on a regular basis. The NAS project 
aims to bring the café culture of the city into the campus, making retail a dominant 
space and pathway to unsustainable outcomes, as discussed in chapter four. Thus, 
eating on-the-go became a routine, especially when on campus, complemented by 
discourses of eating cheaply and quickly, which has been shown by studies to be part 
of the general understanding of ‘student hood’ (Chatterton 1999), as discussed in 
chapter two. Moreover, the non-eating timespace likely leads to unsustainable 
outcomes, as discussed in the next section. 
4.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY 
 
Some convenience foods have been shown to have lesser harmful effects than ‘cooked 
from scratch’ meals; nonetheless, single-use plastic packaging, discretionary food and 
disposable and recyclable cups have been variously implicated as environmentally 
degrading (Hadjikakou 2017; Hendrie et al. 2014). The first direct unsustainable 
outcome of the non-eating timespace is that it enabled a constant dependence on 
packaged food or disposable single-use packaging, as previously noted in chapter one. 
However, as noted in many studies, despite claims of biodegradability and recycling 
being labelled on the packaging, the amount that gets properly recycled is far less than 
expected; moreover, the efficiency and long-term implications of the certain 
biodegradable packaging is also contentious (Dalton 2018; Gabbatiss 2018; Geyer, 
Jambeck & Law 2017; Lavelle 2018).  
Studies have found that householders rely on recycling and composting as the main 
way to reduce consumption (Halliday 2018; Horne, Maller & Lane 2011) and they may 
become complacent with food waste if they know it will be composted (Qi & Roe 
2017). As mentioned previously in chapter one, in the case of universities, dependence 
on recyclable packaging made it an important resource rather than rubbish, and hence, 
normalised the practice (Hawkins 2012). Thus, ultimately, these outcomes lead to more 
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landfill and pollution when not recycled properly. This is evidenced more generally by 
the recent global situation of increases in the use of virgin resources, rising levels of 
greenhouse gas emissions, health concerns from chemicals from landfills leaching into 
soil, and extensive land use (Claudio 2012; Dalton 2018; Greenpeace 2017). 
The second and the third unsustainable outcomes are associated with the less discussed 
co-relation to healthy eating—taking pleasure in food. Positivistic strategies such as 
calorie control, nutritious and well-balanced meals are the mainstream advice for 
healthy eating patterns. Alternatively, research has increasingly shown how 
understanding eating as pleasure can help support healthy eating (Mol 2013; Vogel & 
Mol 2014). The spatio-temporal disruptions to eating schedules and transitions to 
different temporal eating routines that occur because of class schedules and loss of 
social spaces were difficult to navigate by students due to the loss in pleasure of eating 
(Kristensen & Holm 2006). As shown by the three case examples above, eating 
becomes a chore and a hurried activity. These affect satiety levels related to the quantity 
and the kind of food eaten, such as junk food or low nutrient and discretionary food, 
and also, when, where and with whom the food is consumed (Mol 2013; Vogel & Mol 
2014; Warde 1999). Such concerns have then been linked to eating disorders like 
obesity and cardiovascular disease, and also have down-stream negative environmental 
consequences (Darmon & Warde 2013; Duchin 2005; Hadjikakou 2017; Kristensen & 
Holm 2006). These factors combine to indicate the second unsustainable outcome of 
non-eating timespaces at the University. 
Conversely, eating a balanced diet, being able to share and eat food together and 
conviviality have all been shown to contribute to healthier and environmentally 
beneficial eating patterns (Hendrie et al. 2014; Lazell 2016; Parham 2013, 2015; Wilson 
et al. 2013). According to Warde (1999), eating has always been considered a 
commensal and convivial activity as many other food researchers have found in their 
studies. Thus, the third unsustainable outcome indicated by non-eating timespaces was 
a lack of conviviality on the campus and its negative effect on social aspects of 
sustainability as previously discussed in chapters two and five. In chapter five, the 
sociality of eating and its associated spaces were linked to concepts of hybrid 
hospitality and the third space, which were seen to produce sustainability-oriented 
conviviality (Parham 2013, 2015). Thus, the need for physically anchoring the social 
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organisation of eating on campus is taken as a basic precursor to conviviality in eating. 
The activities, as pointed out by the research participants, such as sharing food, talking 
about food, and eating together on campus can come together in shared spaces and 
shared times to produce conviviality as a sustainable outcome. 
5.CONVENIENT EATING-TIMESPACE AS A LIVED SPACE 
 
Considering eating as a compound practice (Warde 2013) and paying attention to the 
integration of its loosely held practices including eating as a social event, the timespaces 
at university provided another potential site for intervention. This involved 
understanding eating as a social and convivial activity that requires anchoring at a 
physical time and space. Simultaneously, it can also be conceived as an important 
everyday university event that brings together the various segregated activities 
associated with eating on campus. This conceptualisation may lead to the production of 
spaces that make eating convivially more convenient for students, a lived space that I 
term, a ‘convenient eating-timespace’.  
Etymologically, convenience also means ‘a coming together’ and as a demand ‘it takes 
its bearings from given routines, procedures and competencies’ (Hawkins & Race 2011, 
p. 123). It also means that coming together happens as part of the material and socio-
temporal arrangements associated with and related to the practices (Hawkins & Race 
2011). This leads me to the conclusion that the provisioning of ‘convenient eating-
timespaces’ at the campus that are well attuned to routines and processes of the students 
on- and off-campus may result in more conviviality and sustainable outcomes for the 
University and for students’ eating practices. 
The idea of a convenient eating-timespace as a pathway towards sustainable outcomes 
that supports commensality and conviviality contributes to better health outcomes, 
which, in turn, is related to better sustainability outcomes. While conviviality, 
commensality and sustainability are not definitive outcomes of a convenient eating-
timespace, they do provide some promising possibilities. These include a) providing 
anchored spaces and times for organizing and enabling the social event of eating; and 
b) integrating various practices and spaces such as retail, mobile-food distribution, 
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microwaves and lounge or entertainment spaces, as discussed in the above chapters. 
These convenient eating-timespaces thus involve linking everyday eating events 
associated with places for socialisation, and the provisioning of food, as previously 
discussed through mobile food-vending/distribution and microwaves, to enable sharing 
of food and commensality on campus. This can also be achieved by providing a 
designated time for eating, such as lunch hours and eating breaks together with 
increased institutional wide coordinated scheduling, so that, for example, everyone can 
participate in the Thursday free lunches or breakfast events. 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
This chapter has focused on convenience eating as a practice to understand how 
objective and existential and relational timespaces help shape eating spaces at the 
University. This was done through the framework of activity timespaces that are 
constantly made and remade through activities and daily routines (Massey 2005; 
Schatzki 2002). I demonstrated how certain activities and spatial strategies at the 
campus constitute what I called a non-eating timespace. Non-eating timespaces are 
produced when lecture theatres, individualised study spaces, steps of campus buildings 
and libraries are used as segregated eating spaces while students perform their daily 
routines of studying and learning eating and snacking through back-to-back classes, 
without lunch breaks and by eating-on-the-go. This, in turn, enables and is enabled by 
packaged and processed food, vending machines, fast-food outlets and discretionary 
food items, and together they lack the social and convivial spaces of eating to produce 
unsustainable environmental and social outcomes. 
In contrast to non-eating timespaces at the University, re-imagining spaces as 
convenient eating-timespaces helps to understand how eating practices and spatial 
arrangements can constitute different outcomes for eating and sustainability at the 
urban campus. Eating anytime and anywhere currently means that eating is not 
anchored at any specific time or space on the campus. I argued in this and previous 
chapters that universities need to play a role in shaping and enabling the social event of 
eating. This means that while healthy and sustainable eating needs to be ‘convenient’ 
for students, it could be enabled through dedicated social spaces and times for eating to 
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produce a lived space called a ‘convenient eating-timespace’. This lived space, I 
propose, can be a pathway for sustainable outcomes by bringing about conviviality and 
sociality in eating, which, in turn, has shown to have sustainable eating outcomes. 
The findings and analyses from this chapter also contribute nuanced understandings to 
the growing literature concerning the relations between convenience and food, and its 
demand and provisioning (Halkier 2013, 2017; Jackson et al. 2018; Scholliers 2015; 
Warde 1999). The chapter highlighted how students (and ‘eaters’ more broadly) 
negotiate eating around food products and their spatial and temporal aspects. Further, 
the analysis in this chapter challenges common assumptions that form the basis of the 
criticism of convenience food consumption and consumers. For example, participants 
Paul and Kitty demonstrated that it was not a lack of knowledge that led to their 
consumption of muesli bars. Further, as Esther demonstrated it was not the lack of 
cooking skills that motivated her choice to purchase sushi, but her desire to procure a 
study space that hinged on the ability to have a good meal and retaining her study desk 
throughout the day. 
Together with ethnographic space, the third space of mobile food-provisioning and the 
space of capability as discussed in previous chapters, I have re-imagined convenient 
eating-timespace as a lived space. The following concluding chapter draws these 
arguments together and suggests recommendations for future research and projects. It 
also summarises the contributions this project has made to understanding the issues 
raised by the study’s research questions and then reimagining and reconceiving eating 
spaces as pathways to more potentially sustainable outcomes. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
In creating social change, the emphasis is not on creating an ideal romantic utopian 
model of society and then working for society to meet that standard, but on articulating 
‘open’, ‘continuous’, ‘reflexive’ processes. (DuPuis & Goodman 2005, p. 261)  
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CHAPTER 9: PATHWAYS TO SUSTAINABLE 
OUTCOMES: CONTRIBUTIONS AND 
CONCLUSION  
 
As a spatial practice, prefiguration is transformative, creatively generating innovative 
and experimental spaces where horizontal forms of decision-making, new ventures in 
well-being and more collaborative relations are advanced. (Cooper 2017) 
 
In this thesis I have investigated spaces of food provisioning and consumption, focusing 
on an inner-urban university campus to understand spatial sustainability challenges 
concerning food and eating. The research responds to growing concerns for sustainable 
outcomes in food provisioning and consumption, including health and wellbeing, 
equitable access to food and the ability to eat sustainably, including sustainably sourced 
food and the reduction of GHG and pollution associated with resource and energy 
consumption. As a key contribution to the sustainability literature, the thesis developed 
the concept of lived space as a way to re-imagine spaces as pathways with potential to 
inform sustainable outcomes. This was achieved by combining SPT and site ontology 
with methodological and socio-spatial theories.  
The thesis goes beyond a critique and analysis of practices and its organisation to offer 
alternative theoretical and methodological approaches to research that expands the 
boundaries of knowledge concerning how we can conceive of and design for 
sustainability in food provisioning and consumption. This involved an examination and 
critique of how current spaces are currently imagined and a re-imagining of what kind 
of eating spaces are possible. I demonstrated how to reconceptualise eating spaces on 
the campus as lived spaces that are pathways for sustainable outcomes through four 
exemplary case studies. These included the third space of spatio-temporally flexible 
mobile provisioning, the space of capability that connects domestic and University 
practices of students through microwaves, digital ethnographic spaces that show how 
eating extends beyond the boundaries of the campus; and convenient eating-timespaces 
at the campus for students. I conceptualised these lived spaces as co-produced, hybrid, 
convivial and convenient. I also demonstrated that specific understandings of social and 
environmental justice, health and wellbeing, convenience and the spatio-temporal 
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mobility of practices all play an important part in informing how lived spaces are 
produced and become potential pathways for sustainable outcomes. 
Thus, this thesis has: 
• Ontologically and empirically viewed space, practices and social life and their 
interrelationships as ‘plural understandings’ (Schlosberg 2007) and multiple 
spatialities, not only empirically but also ontologically. 
• Viewed the lived spaces and practices as sites for intervention with policy and 
practical implications for urban universities, and 
• Viewed knowledge production by and at the University as part of the practices 
and spaces of the University.  
In section 1 of this chapter, I retrace the narrative developed through thesis and how 
each research question was addressed. In section 2, I synthesise the theoretical, 
methodological and empirical contributions of the research. In section 3, I discuss how 
lived spaces, as examined by this thesis, which included ethnographic space, third 
space, space of capability and convenient timespace, have broader implications through 
knowledge produced and future research opportunities. In section 4, I conclude the 
thesis with some final remarks. 
1. THE PATH TAKEN 
 
The thesis began in part one by highlighting how universities conceived eating spaces 
and sustainability strategies regarding food in relation to individual behaviour change 
and/or ecological modernisation and technical reorganisation. Such conceptualisations 
and approaches ultimately put the onus for social change onto the individual. I 
continued the argument by identifying how university sustainability strategies and 
spaces were conceived mainly in relation to their physical or representational attributes. 
I also pointed out how knowledge produced at and by universities to study and 
implement strategies concerning food and eating, promoted and reproduced dominant 
and mainstream notions of social change, and ways of conceiving spaces that did not 
adequately progress sustainable outcomes. 
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Responding to these issues led to the study of the multi-relationality of practices and 
their material arrangements at an inner-urban campus in Melbourne, Australia, as a 
project that would examine and re-imagine eating spaces. To this end, I investigated 
the dynamics of students’ practices and university eating spaces in relation to other 
practices and spaces, to re-imagine the spaces that were produced as lived spaces and 
give rise to particular sustainability outcomes. This aspect of the study responded to the 
main research question, how can eating spaces can be (re) imagined at inner-urban 
universities as pathways for sustainable outcomes, which I explored theoretically, 
methodologically and analytically through the sub-research questions. 
The notion of ‘pathways’ was not as a definitive physical site but referred to spaces in 
which or along which certain activities were possible to reach as ‘Y from X (routes)’ 
(Schatzki 1991; 2002) thus making them relational (Hui & Walker 2016). Further to 
that I discussed lived spaces, for example, spaces of capability, as produced through the 
bundling of students’ domestic and on-campus practices with microwave use and 
lounge spaces at the University, as potential pathways to sustainable outcomes. 
The context of the research, as explained in Part one, was that the University is tightly 
enmeshed in the urban fabric of the CBD of Melbourne and the implications of this 
were evident through the findings and analyses. The urban-nature of the campus 
contributed to and were part of the connections between students’ eating practices and 
University spaces, which also has broader relevance, such as other organisations in 
urban settings. As explained in section 2.2 below, the study’s original concept of lived 
spaces also provided new opportunities for intervening in complex urban environments 
and redefining sustainable consumption. The literature review found that, except for a 
few studies, the literature and research concerning sustainability strategies and the 
eating practices of students at universities largely focused on suburban rather than city-
based universities or ignored questions of context. Further, few of the studies conducted 
in Melbourne and elsewhere focused on the use of city spaces by students at urban 
universities, and on-campus sustainability and redevelopment projects further 
contributed to the University being an appropriate site for this study. Together with 
studying the University’s eating spaces, digital ethnography allowed me to trace student 
practices within and beyond the campus boundary to include the city and their homes 
and workplaces. 
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1.1 UNDERSTANDING EATING SPACES AND STUDENTS’ EATING 
PRACTICES  
 
An SPT approach, particularly Schatzki’s site ontology, provided the framework for 
analysing spaces and social change. Chapter two of Part two took the first step toward 
addressing how spaces could be included in sustainability strategies at universities by 
focusing on practices as the basic units of inquiry and examining how spaces can be 
conceived through the dynamics of practices and their material arrangements. I 
established the conceptual framework for this research that allowed spaces to be 
understood as open and relational, and capable of being analysed through relationships 
between practices and their material arrangements as bundles, complexes and 
constellations. I studied these entanglements of practices, material arrangements and 
spaces using practices as the point of entry. Practices, the relations of spaces to 
consumption, notions of place and sustainability and eating, helped address the first 
sub-research question, how can eating spaces and their dynamic relationship with 
students’ eating practices at urban universities be understood (researched and 
analysed)? 
As detailed in chapter three, the design of the methodological framework followed the 
conceptual framework, using an interpretive qualitative research approach, and an ‘at 
home’ ethnography to study eating spaces at and around the University’s city campus.  
I conceptualised spaces as comprised of practices and their relationship with material 
arrangements, including physical spaces at the campus. This led the inquiry into how 
eating spaces at an inner-urban university could be re-imagined by first understanding 
how the University, as the chosen research site, had understood eating spaces and 
students’ eating practices on campus and its surrounds. 
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1.2. CONCEPTUALISING AND DESIGNING EATING SPACES  
 
To re-imagine eating spaces as lived spaces it was essential first to examine how spaces 
were conceived and designed on campus, as posed by the second sub-research question, 
what kind of eating spaces are being built and imagined at RMIT University, and how 
do these shape food provisioning and consumption? In chapter four, I analysed the 
conventional understandings associated with practices of the University around 
conceptualisation, design and provisioning of food and eating spaces as ‘general 
understandings’ associated with practices of space management. I found that general 
understandings that constituted and connected practices on campus led to the 
production of dominant eating spaces that produced potentially unsustainable 
outcomes. The findings showed that in addition to an apathy toward the food 
requirements of students, the University conceived and imagined eating spaces that 
were based on understandings of students as ‘consumers’; competitive retail; 
outsourcing sustainability; and designing a ‘sticky campus’ that was shaped by the 
above understandings. I also concluded that methods or modes of knowledge 
production at the University were contributing to these understandings.  
1.3 METHODS IN UNDERSTANDING EATING PRACTICES 
 
Chapter five addressed the third sub-research question, how can specific methods help 
understand and analyse students’ eating practices in order to re-imagine eating spaces 
at urban universities? Particularly, I illustrated how students’ practices can be explored 
digitally to lead to co-produced knowledge and the production of ethnographic spaces. 
I also highlighted how practices and their relationships conceived through such 
methods provided new understandings of the spatio-temporality of student practices off 
and on campus. These understandings went beyond the University’s methods of 
knowledge production that focused on the campus and fixed spatio-temporal events and 
spaces. The analysis, thereby, illustrated how ethnographic spaces produced through 
the co-production of knowledge by the researcher and participants practices were lived 
spaces that captured fleeting, sensory and the real-time aspects of eating (Postill & Pink 
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2012). I also proposed this ethnographic space as a site for intervention for 
sustainability in eating spaces and students’ eating practices. 
1.4 LIVED SPACES AS PATHWAYS TO SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES 
 
The chapters in Part three of the thesis examined three more eating spaces, in which I 
re-imagined them as three kinds of lived spaces. These were the third spaces of mobile 
food-provisioning; spaces of capability and convenient timespaces, all of which were 
produced by first examining how practices were organised in terms of space and time, 
with flexibility, interconnections and mobility identified as key aspects. While 
Schatzki’s (2002) site ontology as a general theoretical framework helped 
conceptualise how each of these lived spaces are constituted, as part of an abductive 
analysis, these three chapters were developed from specific spatial and theoretical 
resources, as literature and theories, to understand various kinds of eating spaces and 
their sustainable outcomes. The relationships I explored and implications for 
sustainability addressed the fourth and fifth sub-research questions, by providing 
examples of three lived spaces that are analysed and presented as complex, nuanced 
and somewhat messy products of those relationships: 
Q4. What kind of eating spaces can be re-imagined at urban universities? 
Q5. How can these re-imagined spaces become pathways towards sustainable 
outcomes at urban universities? 
Specifically, chapter six focused on how the spatio-temporal flexibility of ‘pop-up 
practices’ produces a lived space or ‘third space’ of conviviality and hybrid hospitality 
that provided opportunistic sustainability pathways in urban spaces and food 
provisioning on campus. In chapter seven I explored the increasing number of 
microwave spaces on campus together with the eating practices they support. I found 
that the on-campus practices of microwave reheating were being bundled and 
interconnected across space and time with students’ domestic cooking practices. 
Following Walker (2013), I argued that this lived space can be understood as a ‘space 
of capability’ (Middha, Geographical Research) that help support sustainable eating.  
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In chapter eight I showed how the mobility of convenience eating practices, manifested 
by to-go food and eating anytime and anywhere, may lead to environmentally and 
socially unsustainable outcomes on campus. Using Schatzki’s (2010b) notion of co-
existing social space and time, I argued that this was shaped by the activity timespaces 
at campus, such as back-to-back classes and individualised studying practices. Further, 
I conceptualised spatially- and temporally-anchored activities as another lived space of 
convenient eating-timespaces, with possible sustainable outcomes, such as health and 
wellbeing and sustainability in general. The analysis showed that how this lived space 
was produced through anchoring at specific physical spaces and times on campus, such 
as a lunch hour, and/or organised social spaces for provisioning and eating also 
understood together with notions of the commensal and convivial. Further, to open 
pathways to sustainable outcomes, convenient eating-timespaces required anchoring in 
organisational spaces with practices of space management and policy/strategy making.  
The chapters in Part three addressed the fifth sub-research question of how these lived 
spaces can become pathways for sustainable outcomes and are also discussed in this 
concluding chapter in sections 2 and 3 below. Thus, the remainder of this chapter is 
devoted to addressing the questions of what these sustainable outcomes are and what 
this means for eating and sustainable consumption in university spaces and urban 
spaces in general. It does this by bringing together the précis of the contributions of the 
research project and discussing possible steps forward, informed by the pathways 
proposed by the analyses.  
2. A SUMMARY OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
As mentioned earlier, the contributions from this research provide insights for the field 
of environmental sustainability, sustainable consumption and food studies generally, 
but are specifically relevant for academic institutions and other organisations in an 
urban context. In terms of theory, the research contributes to the growing field of 
geographies of consumption and SPT. 
Pop-up food provisioning, microwave provisioning, domestic and cooking practices of 
students and the temporal ordering of students’ class timetables together with providing 
social spaces for commensal eating are not normally considered in the lexicon of 
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university strategies to encourage sustainable food provisioning and consumption on 
campus. However, the current study has shown how the conceptual and methodological 
framings of eating spaces and eating practices themselves help reveal these as potential 
pathways for sustainability. I summarise these theoretical, methodological and 
empirical contributions in Table 9.1 and explain them in more detail in the next few 
sections. 
Table 9.1: Key contributions of this study in the context of sustainability. 
Lived spaces as 
pathways 
Lived spaces as sites for 
interventions 
Lived spaces as knowledge produced 
for space management and 
sustainability 
Ethnographic spaces Methods as sites for intervention 
for shaping/steering practices 
Ongoing research connecting students 
domestic/off- and on- campus practices 
and use of campus spaces. 
Third spaces of mobile 
food-provisioning 
Hybrid hospitality and 
conviviality around eating events 
 
Spatio-temporal flexibility in food 
provisioning 
Spaces of capability 
 
Connecting off and on campus 
practices through 
spaces/appliances, such as 
microwaves 
Social equity and environmental justice 
as elements of sustainability 
Convenient eating-
timespaces 
Prioritisation of eating on campus 
through scheduling. 
Provisioning of dedicated times 
and spaces for eating. 
Clustered and commensal eating 
spaces through socialised eating 
around microwave lounges and 
retail food spaces 
Connecting administrative, academic, 
and students’ every day on-campus 
practices to make eating/eating spaces 
a priority on campus 
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2.1 RECONCEPTUALISING LIVED SPACES AS PATHWAYS TO 
SUSTAINABILITY 
 
In developing the idea of multiple lived spaces, the thesis considered the limitations of 
spatial understandings that purely emphasised and prioritised the built environment. It 
provided a way to understanding the temporality and spatiality of practices that goes 
beyond ‘objective’ time and space to understand how practices are organised 
teleologically, that is, determined by their end goals (Schatzki 2002). By understanding 
space as lived space, as produced by the interplay of practices and their material 
arrangements including physical space, and using this concept empirically, these 
different conceptions of space helped to broaden our understanding of sustainability 
outcomes. 
This framework and application of the concept of lived space also contributed to the 
literature on spaces that crosses the boundaries between sociology and geography. 
Geographers such as Harvey (1990); Massey (2005) and Soja (1989) have asserted that 
space is not a container for objects to be placed in or upon. Instead, it is socially 
produced, with shifting relationalities. The concept of the ‘site of the social’ (Schatzki 
2002), by giving ontological priority to practices, provided the means for engaging with 
the relations between phenomena over space and time, constituted through practices. 
By engaging with the literature concerning sustainability and urban spaces, together 
with concepts such as third space, urban commons, postcolonial approaches, capability 
theory and non-place, these lived spaces provided a contextual approach to the study of 
the spatial beyond co-location to understand how practices connected across objective 
and existential space and time. 
The research also contributed to practice scholarship as it extended the existing 
conceptualisation of practices to include space and time and vice versa. For example, it 
explored the spatialities of practice with the ‘sense of place’ being produced not by a 
specific location or place, by rather through relationships between various practices and 
their material arrangements being continually reproduced and passing through 
timespace infrastructures (Everts, Lahr-Kurten & Watson 2011; Schatzki 2010b). The 
‘non-eating timespace’, analysed in chapter eight, is an example. The University 
campus was seen to be a non-eating timespace because of the absence of certain 
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practices that were not performed, and at the same time, the reproduction of certain 
other practices, such as retail, that dominated the space. Hence, this study provided an 
example of particular methods that make the absent present (Law 2004; Law & 
Singleton 2003). 
Another way this thesis contributed to practice scholarship was by providing an 
opportunity to address criticisms concerning the limitations of practice theories. For 
example, methods that were inspired by and form a part of the lived-space conceptual 
framework were employed to capture connections and flows rather than bounded 
spaces and prescribed arrangements. This was enabled by using site ontology and the 
interrelationships between and within bundles of practices and material arrangements 
explored spatially and temporally as the basis of their ethnography. This addressed the 
criticism of SPT that the flows between practices cannot be examined ‘because of the 
way in which practice categories subdue the individual and environmental elements of 
the contingencies of the everyday’ (Pink & Mackley 2015, p. 168).  
Further, by combining consumption scholarship with issues of environmental 
sustainability, the thesis used the site ontology framework in an attempt to include and 
expand the range of perspectives from consumption studies (Evans 2018). For example, 
in discussing issues of environmental and food justice in chapter seven, the analysis 
combined practice theories with understandings of the social patterning of impacts on 
environmental sustainability, health and wellbeing (Walker 2009). A similar 
understanding was seen in the case of convenient eating, where the continued use of 
packaged and processed food was related to erratic class schedules and the absence of 
social-eating spaces on campus. This addressed the criticism that practice theories may 
not effectively explain large phenomenon and was also an attempt to make a 
contribution to practice theories in terms of addressing issues of ordinary consumption, 
such as food waste and packaging (Evans 2018; Gronow & Warde 2001). 
Similarly, combining concepts from spatial studies, such as urban commons and hybrid 
and third spaces, provided a theoretical, methodological and empirical approach to 
studying larger spatial phenomena, such as urban universities being part of the larger 
city spaces. By using concepts of teleoaffective structures as motivations and the end 
goals of a practice, together with activity timespace, the spatial and temporal 
phenomenon studied were no longer viewed as static or siloed. Thus, this research also 
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contributed to the integration of the spatial dimension in sociological theories and 
attempted to grasp sociocultural change through spatial thinking (Stock 2015; Stock & 
Jonas 2015).  
2.2 INTERVENING IN COMPLEX URBAN SPACES 
 
The concept of lived spaces also provided new opportunities for intervening in complex 
urban environments and redefining sustainable consumption. For example, mobile 
food-provisioning practices were found to produce a third space that displayed 
hybridity and conviviality at the University’s city campus, making them sites for 
intervention for enabling practices with environmentally and socially sustainable 
modes of consumption. Thus, using more spatio-temporally flexible provisioning, such 
as pop-ups, but not limited to those, would enable provisioning for seasonal/semester 
change at universities. Further, it would also create opportunities for innovation and 
helps address challenges of complex food provisioning on campus. As further 
interventions, the study of pop-ups showed that changing the University timetables 
two-semester system to other options, such as a three-semester system, would also help 
to distribute the intense frenzy of looking for study spaces, food outlets and eating 
spaces. These interventions, and including those suggested below, would have to be 
trialled and tested beforehand to see any rebound or relational effects, such as affecting 
admissions bound to the high-school year and the intake of international students. 
Another site of intervention is the bundling of domestic practices of students with 
university practices. I explored this through the space of capability, wherein I argued 
that provisioning of microwaves as part of food provisioning and consumption spaces 
could create social equity by helping students to save money, consume food and 
organise eating that satiates and encourages the use of leftover foods. These spaces of 
capability can, therefore, help students become part of practices that constitute 
equitable and efficient consumption of food and, thereby, provide another site for 
intervention to promote sustainable consumption. Together with microwaves and other 
appliances and kitchen spaces that enable student to bring their own food, can be 
bundled with other proposed options such as retail outlets that provide students with 
option to assemble their own salads, sandwiches and meals. This practice of assembling 
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their own food was evidenced by participant Samir’s food map shown in Figure 9.1 that 
he further explained in a focus group conversation. It features the nearby Coles 
supermarket and delicatessen where he had recently started visiting for assembling his 
own meal. Students’ shopping practices that connected with cooked food as a retail 
option and fresh produce provided by pop-up or regular retail outlets could be another 
potential connection within this bundle of practices. This bundling can potentially 
provide students with another way to eat healthily and frugally. However, this does not 
suggest that material and technical scripting is the only way that spaces of capability 
are produced. Rather, examining the relationships between bundles of practices that are 
spatially and temporally interconnected, such as the domestic and on-campus practices 
studied above, is the most effective way forward.  
 
Figure 9.1: Samir's food map (part) showing his new ‘discovery’.                                                               
Note: Samir had recently started visiting the nearby Coles Delicatessen for a cheap made up sandwich. 
 
One more site for intervention, as illustrated by chapter eight, is the suggestion that 
sustainable outcomes in eating times and eating spaces at campus may be achieved by 
providing dedicated times and spaces for eating together at campus that assist in 
temporally and spatially organising eating at campus as a social event. In the case of 
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this intervention, I argued that eating anywhere and anytime on campus potentially led 
to certain unsustainable outcomes, such as the increased demand for packaged and 
highly processed food. Further, I found this practice was linked to student schedules 
and timetables and use of classrooms and libraries at the campus for eating. Therefore, 
rescheduling class timetables and combining eating spaces, such as retail or pop-ups, 
with microwaves and group seating may encourage more convivial and commensal 
eating and socialising and provide the potential to reshape how eating is performed on 
campus. 
The ethnographic space I analysed in chapter five was used as methodological 
intervention, but I also proposed it as an intervention in university routines that are 
potentially useful in encouraging sustainable outcomes in eating on and off campus. 
For example, the availability of spaces, changing retail outlets or pop-ups, events and 
usage of these spaces can all be recorded and streamed digitally for the benefit of 
students and the University. The urban space/digital interface is another potential area 
of intervention that may be of interest to the field of sustainable human-food 
interactions (Choi, Foth & Hearn 2014). This is because this ethnographic space 
captures flows and connections and can be a design tool for imagining and producing 
future pathways for sustainable outcomes. At the same time, possible interventions in 
these ethnographic spaces include the use of critical ‘triggers’, that is, bits of discursive 
information or ideas, that encourage participants to ‘examine and defy otherwise taken-
for-granted norms, expectations, and behaviours’ (Scott, Bean & Kuijer 2013, p. 373). 
These interventions are discussed further in sections 2.3 and 3.2 below, where the latter 
also outlines future research opportunities. 
2.3 KNOWLEDGE AND KNOWLEDGE-PRODUCTION PRACTICES 
 
The methods employed have considered and included: temporality and spatiality in 
practices through mobile-food infrastructure; connections across space and time, such 
as connecting to domestic practices and spaces; the consideration of other aspects of 
eating besides food as a material, such as social times and spaces of food consumption. 
Thus, as Law and Urry (2004) suggest, by enacting what they described as reality, these 
methods suggested that multiple realities are produced on campus as experienced 
variously by its lived spaces. These methods contribute to the methodological literature 
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by emphasising and illustrating how methods as knowledge practices are considered 
performative and therefore, ‘make’ or ‘create’ realities, as much as investigating or 
describing them, thus making them sites for intervention. 
For instance, the use of digital ethnography to formulate the method of posting food 
selfies on Facebook established an innovative way to explore the spatial and temporal 
aspects of students’ practices that may not have been possible with other in situ or 
conventional ethnographic methods. This demonstrates the value of a digital method 
for research and potentially intervening in lived spaces, as explained in section 2.1 
above. The interface of the digital and the offline practice of eating helped make 
connections between eating, spaces and related practices of students to foreground the 
contingent, affective and spatio-temporally distributed ways eating is performed and 
understood. This method also demonstrated the use of digital and social media methods 
as another way of ‘de-familiarising’ an at-home ethnography, where the researcher 
becomes too familiar with the research because of co-location or personal involvement 
(Middha 2018). Thus, the use of this method and methodology is a contribution to the 
field of ethnographic research as well as the growing field of digital ethnography. 
Universities are producers and curators of knowledge, and this is an important aspect 
of higher education and urban institutions. There is considerable research and literature 
concerning how this knowledge, such as what is produced through specific methods 
and research on eating spaces at the University, can be integrated within university 
policies and in the urban contexts, such as the ‘knowledge city’ concept (Yigitcanlar, 
O’Connor & Westerman 2008). Providing civic spaces and enhancing the development 
of the city through organisation and research on eating spaces, as exemplified by this 
research, are just a few areas where knowledge produced at and for urban universities 
can contribute (Yigitcanlar, O’Connor & Westerman 2008). 
This knowledge has the potential to inform the kind of ‘general understandings’ that 
connect various practices of universities around the world especially in the case of 
inner-urban universities. Ethnographic space as a lived space widens the agenda around 
space making and sustainable outcomes. It provides new resources to work with, in 
terms of informing strategies and methods and can also be conceived as a part of 
knowledge co-production for and by universities anywhere. For example, microwaves 
have become an unintended strategy for keeping students on campus, while not being 
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a formal ‘sticky campus’ solution. Thus, the concept of space of capability becomes a 
‘sticky campus’ strategy that promotes sustainable outcomes in eating and the basic 
premise of a sticky campus, such as inclusion and community life. 
The research focused on the inner-urban campus and understood the interrelationships 
between practices at University eating spaces by taking into consideration the literature 
on urban spaces and urban universities. For example, how the sticky space strategy 
discussed above was implemented because of shared general understandings within 
university practices in inner-urban spaces. While the constraint of space resulting from 
its location an expensive inner-city area contributed, in this case, to the University’s 
understandings of how spaces should be allocated, strategies such as the sticky campus 
for space management were applied to use space efficiently for student services and to 
increase university rankings (TEMC 2014). This showed that practices at an inner-
urban campus were shaped by being co-located with or within the city and that sharing 
practice elements, such as understandings about how space constraints should be 
addressed. These understandings are common to practices of urban universities 
worldwide. At the same time, knowledge generated from research on eating spaces 
within the University, such as what kind of sticky spaces on the campus may or may 
not be sustainable outcomes, can be used to conceive and manage future eating spaces. 
Thus, a future focus is possible wherein such understandings can add to the literature 
on urban universities and urban spaces, contributing to related concepts of sticky streets 
or sticky public spaces (Markusen 2007). 
3. IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE 
RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES 
 
This final section draws on the conceptual, empirical and methodological contributions 
identified above to look to the future of sustainable food provisioning and consumption 
spaces and other spaces of consumption at urban and non-urban universities and 
organisations, by exploring how the theoretical, methodological and empirical concepts 
of lived spaces can be further employed. According to Schatzki (2015a), among others 
(Urry 2016), social change is contingent and unpredictable. Thus, the lived spaces and 
the bundles of practices and material arrangements constituting them, discussed in the 
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previous chapters, have been proposed as provisional pathways to show how today’s 
practices might lay out the trajectory of tomorrow’s (Harvey et al. 2012). This exercise 
is essential to understand what kind of pathways can lead to future eating spaces and 
practices that induce/enable/steer sustainable outcomes at inner-urban universities, 
urban institutions and non-urban universities. 
The approach to identifying these pathways considered multiple relations, particularly 
between the multiple spatialities of food and eating associated with eating practices 
through the concept of lived spaces. Understanding this concept of lived spaces as 
knowledge production by and for the universities helps inform policies at universities, 
and other urban and non- urban space and built environments. These lived spaces also 
inform sustainability policies more broadly, but especially food policies. 
3.1 FOOD AND SUSTAINABILITY POLICY 
 
It was shown that mainstream examples of strategies employed in urban spaces and 
some universities, such as using food trucks, were often implemented for their current 
popularity and market capitalisation rather than sustainable outcomes associated with 
spatially and temporally flexible food provisioning arrangements. Urban scholars have 
critiqued such strategies for their simplistic and singular implementations (Zukin 1998). 
I argued this was due to these implementations not having: a) eating as a focus or 
priority; b) eating as a practice instead concentrating only on food as a material 
resource; c) the social or environmental concerns of sustainability as a desired outcome; 
and d) the spatio-temporal aspects of eating. Moreover, the inner-urban location of this 
study provides and compels certain connections and relationships between spaces and 
practices not seen in the case of certain traditional ‘bricks and mortar’ or ‘integrated 
campus-style’ universities. In contrast, the lived spaces detailed in this thesis offered 
alternative and more nuanced ways of understanding and dealing with complex 
sustainability and food provisioning issues at inner-urban campus. These nuances, such 
as illustrated in chapters 5-8, addressed material arrangements and how aspirations, 
regulations, relationships, understandings, skills and capabilities associated with 
practices were given attention within the larger social framework (Scott, Bean & Kuijer 
2013). For example, by paying attention to issues of food justice, these chapters 
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incorporated food studies and nuanced analyses ‘that push against the dominant 
research infrastructure that decrees that food issues are too urgent to afford attention to 
food justice, or to the scholarship pursuing it’ (Cadieux & Slocum 2015, p. 15). The 
thesis highlighted these alternatives and offered approaches for intervention in food 
provisioning, seating spaces and methods adopted for feedback, as demonstrated in 
section 2.1.  
The contributions of this research are important for RMIT University and other 
urban/non-urban institutions in the formulation of a food sustainability policy that 
conceptualises eating spaces as sites for sustainable outcomes. For example, one of the 
criteria for formulating a food sustainability policy in urban environments would be to 
develop a carefully designed research approach drawing on the methods adopted by 
this study that incorporate the complexities around site and practice specific knowledge 
that contributes to policy and strategy making for conceiving spaces and sustainability 
(Everts, Lahr-Kurten & Watson 2011). Second, policy makers and strategists need to 
be able to identify what is already changing to take advantage of opportunities, such as 
those demonstrated by pop-ups during the construction phase at the university, and 
amplifying existing efforts, such as using existing microwaves as part of commensal 
eating spaces (Sahakian & Wilhite 2014). This would also involves sharing learning 
opportunities between and within universities and other organisations such as concepts 
of sticky-space strategies that might employ ‘sticking’ students to the campus by 
enabling access to healthy and sustainable eating in the city, at home and on-campus. 
As a recommendation to RMIT University, and universities/institutions in general, in 
the case of space managing practices, more process-oriented knowledge, such as 
associated with previous, current and constantly changing eating practices in the 
context of sustainability, rather than static knowledge, such as the demand for particular 
kinds of food or retail, is required. As noted, within a practice-theory framework, 
knowledge is assumed to exist within practices rather than in the minds of individuals 
(Everts, Lahr-Kurten & Watson 2011). This involves inquiring about how it is learned 
and unlearned, how knowledge travels from practice to practice, is changed or made 
anew (Shove, Pantzar & Watson 2012). For example, the space of capability produced 
through microwaves and food-heating facilities connects students’ domestic practices 
with on-campus practices, to become a way for keeping students on the campus, as a 
sticky space. As demonstrated, knowledge-production practices derived from 
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participatory, ongoing and spatio-temporally mobile approaches enables policy or 
strategy making with positive implications for sustainability and inclusive space 
making. 
3.2 FUTURE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES 
 
In light of the findings of this research, there are further research possibilities that could 
be explored. Spatial and practice-based approaches, as shown by this thesis, offer better 
ways for developing food and sustainability policies by exploring socio-spatial 
relations that offer nuanced opportunities for change towards sustainability. Ongoing 
empirical research at universities including RMIT University that follows and 
collaborates with how students use university spaces is one of the main 
recommendations of this study. The concept of ethnographic space as a lived space 
provides the conceptual and methodological framework for such research. This ongoing 
research would also be helpful in critically informing food/eating and sustainability 
policies formulated at universities. This could include exploring and including non-
food related issues such as class timetables, architectural and space planning strategies 
and/or constantly changing students’ domestic arrangements. 
Other future research opportunities are the eating spaces within the University I was 
not able to include in this thesis. Prominent among those was the important space 
occupied by the Ngarara Willim Centre (RMIT 2018f) that supports and builds a 
community for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students by providing them with 
a lounge space and kitchen to socialise, study and enjoy meals. A focus on eating spaces 
for indigenous students would question, how social and cultural footprints should and 
can be included in defining and conceiving eating spaces with sustainable outcomes 
(Mares & Peña 2011). 
An indigenous perspective would also broaden the issue of sustainable outcomes in 
eating, which in mainstream definitions and implementations, tend to ignore indigenous 
eating practices and native flora and fauna when describing ‘local’ food as sustainable 
(Mares & Peña 2011). An indigenous garden recently established on the University 
campus, which sets out the relationship between seasons and indigenous flora and fauna 
(RMIT 2018e), takes the first step toward curating such knowledge in terms of 
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indigenous food practices, including production and consumption and use of spaces, as 
shown in Figure 9.2. With one quarter of indigenous students at universities in Australia 
reportedly going without food regularly (Arkoudis et al. 2018), the lounge space 
mentioned above, and this indigenous garden can potentially be analysed as a space of 
capability for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students on campus through the 
concept of ‘lived space’. Similarly, questions of how indigenous food sovereignty can 
be a space for the decolonisation of food, capacity building, solidarity and collective 
action among diverse actors posed by many food and indigenous studies scholars can 
also be explored through the lived space framework (Daigle 2017; Ma Rhea 2018; 
Mayes 2018). These concepts of native, indigenous and socio-cultural aspects of food 
and spaces provide avenues for further research, based on other than mainstream 
western knowledge-production practices (Hall & Tandon 2017; Matthews 2017). 
 
Figure 9.2: Plaque at the Indigenous garden at the University. 
Note: The plaque shows the seasons followed by the local Kulin Nation people. 
Although I adopted a multi-sited analytic approach, to test different concepts of lived 
space at the University, I did not get the opportunity to explore any of these spaces in-
depth. Further research could continue using the research methodology developed in 
this thesis. For example, the method of food selfies could contribute the growing 
research that explores the complex blurring between online and offline interactions and 
practices. This would investigate how people understand and layer information of the 
physical world to share with online social networks (Humphreys & Liao 2011). Hence, 
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food selfies could shed light on the uptake of certain practices and foods; for example, 
how practices like following certain diets and routines, sustainable or otherwise, are 
made possible and enabled by sharing with online groups and sites. Importantly, this 
would benefit from a pilot project that qualifies the benefits of these 
projects/interventions to specify and justify their implementation and their 
sustainability outcomes (Sahakian & Wilhite 2014). A project brief to provide some 
ideas on how ethnographic spaces could be operationalised on campus at RMIT 
University is included in Appendix 7. 
The relational and spatial thinking as demonstrated in this thesis, and recommended for 
future projects, challenges and explores the various relationships and networks where 
urban spaces interconnect (Darling 2010). The prefigurative approach, as explained in 
chapter two, to re-imagine lived spaces, while reaching across boundaries of the campus 
and the city, acknowledges the co-location with the city and specific relationships 
within the campus. In terms of stimulating research on urban spaces, a similar approach 
of interconnecting practices and material arrangements co-located, physically and 
virtually, and/or connected via other relationships would provide an interesting way of 
exploring urban phenomena, such as the use or misuse of urban spaces. Such spaces, in 
turn, challenge co-located relations as well as norms and understandings that permeate 
from national or global relations. Some of these challenges, as Darling (2010) points 
out, might facilitate easier acceptance by the institutions; for example, Fairtrade as a 
way of sustainable eating, in which care for others is portrayed through food. 
Conversely, the challenges of the business and economic needs of mobile-food vendors 
(Luckman 2015) and negotiations required to balance those with the requirements of 
spatio-temporally flexible food provisioning on campus may be more difficult to 
negotiate (Darling 2010). 
The possibilities of using the concept of lived spaces, developed in this thesis, is not 
limited to eating or food because it can be extended to any space, such as hospitals, 
tourist sites, urban public spaces, workspaces or shopping centres. Using this 
methodology, issues of sustainable consumption at these sites can be addressed through 
the concept of lived spaces, by spatially and temporally exploring how practices and 
material arrangements related to the site interconnect with and shape each other. Other 
disciplines, such as public health, marketing and product development and design can 
also potentially benefit from this approach. The concept of lived spaces can also be 
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specifically used to study how international students or migrants variously use the city 
as work and study spaces by understanding the interaction of practices in these spaces 
that affect their use to foreground issues of potential inequality. 
Alternatively, city spaces can be analysed for their safety, ease of use, equitable access 
and conviviality by studying the inter-relationship between practices and spaces. Local 
governments have discretionary powers over decisions, such as land use, waste and 
public council areas. These organisational spaces, when analysed through the concept 
of lived spaces, have the potential to examine how multiple domestic, public and semi-
public spaces and practices come together, regarding access to spaces, food, transport, 
environmental sustainability or education. As previously suggested in chapter five, the 
blurring of lines between the real and virtual as digital and non-digital may provide and 
understanding of the spaces and the relationships through which they are produced. 
Digital spaces can also provide clues to how communities of practice (Lave & Wenger 
1998) could be formed across time and space and, thereby, not be dependent on co-
location or similar time zones, such as Slow food (Mares & Peña 2011), repair and 
reuse of clothes/appliances (Horne, Maller & Lane 2011) and/or socio-environmental 
justice (Agyeman & Evans 2004). 
Thus, as shown in this section, the findings of this thesis have implications beyond the 
case study setting. The concept of lived space and the theoretical and methodological 
innovations developed are applicable to other spatial contexts, especially urban spaces, 
and the study of other sustainability problems and practices. This highlights the broader 
significance of this study. 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The Sustainable Development Goals, supported by United Nations and many countries 
all over the world, include sustainable food security through sustainable systems of 
production, distribution and consumption and combined with ecosystem and 
biodiversity preservation as a few of its primary goals (Griggs et al. 2013; Sachs 2012). 
There are many ways to address these issues, and this thesis attempted to demonstrate 
one of them. As discussed in chapter one, issues of climate change, greenhouse gas 
emissions and loss of biodiversity are in many ways connected to the production, 
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provisioning and consumption of food, and the unsustainable consumption of resources 
and materials are associated with increasing environmental degradation. 
This thesis has made a contribution to the literature on environmental sustainability and 
sustainable consumption by bringing together university institutional spaces with 
associated practices and issues of food and eating and reimagining lived spaces as 
pathways to sustainable outcomes. The pathways that have emerged are theoretical, 
empirical and methodological. This led to a pluralistic understanding of how food is 
consumed, provisioned and produced. Further, the lived spaces concept has provided 
new ways to conceive strategies and spaces regarding food and eating. This has 
provided urban universities and other urban institutions new ways to understand food 
provisioning practices and eating spaces as a) ethnographically mediated; b) spatio-
temporally flexible; c) as connected on- and off-campus practices; and d) being social 
and convivial.  
In conclusion, through this study of eating spaces, the thesis has demonstrated the 
importance of examining of eating spaces in the wider context of global need to address 
the sustainability of food and eating through new and innovative ways. As previously 
noted, the current social scientific literature on food and sustainability either tends to 
assume that ordinary food consumers generally acquire, cook and eat food on the basis 
of rational reflections and decision-making and/or that social structures, such as the 
production and provisioning of organic food, and social distinctions are the most 
important in consumption activities (Halkier 2016). By including the spatial and basing 
the research on practice theories wherein food provisioning and consumption activities 
are embedded in social relations and societal conditions, this thesis has contributed 
important new knowledge to the examination of eating spaces in food sustainability. 
Further, it has explored these socio-spatial relations in a manner that directs attention 
away from the conventional concrete or physical ways of imagining space and toward 
spaces that are socially and temporally relational and, thereby, lived spaces. 
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APPENDICES  
APPENDIX 1: RESEARCH DISSEMINATION 
 
Chapter 6 was initially presented (only presentation) at ‘The Australian Sociological 
Association’ (commonly known as the TASA) conference 2015 in Cairns (Australia) 
and the Minor Cultures conference at Melbourne University that closely followed it, in 
November 2015. The paper was written and published as part of the conference 
proceedings on the DEMAND (Dynamics of Energy, Mobility and Demand) Centre’s 
website after being presented at the DEMAND conference at Lancaster University in 
April 2016. A longer and improved version of the paper written with Professor Tania 
Lewis is now under peer review as a journal article, ‘Food challenges at Universities’ 
in Food, Culture and Society. 
Chapter 5 was developed for a workshop at the Food Politics Conference in Tasmania 
in June 2016 as part of Professor Tania Lewis’s Master class ‘The New Politics of Food 
and the Australian Media’ and is now published as ‘Everyday digital engagements: 
Using food selfies on Facebook to explore eating practices’ in a special issue of the 
journal Communication Research and Practice (see reference, Middha 2018). This 
chapter was also presented and discussed at a workshop at Lancaster University (UK) 
as part of the ‘Researching Social Practices’ seminar at the ‘Lancaster Summer School’ 
in June 2017. Another version of the chapter, focusing on the taking of food selfies, 
was presented at the ‘Digital Food Cultures Symposium’ organised by Professor 
Deborah Lupton at the University of Canberra, Australia, in October 2017. 
Chapter 7 has developed from an idea presented for a master class conducted by 
Professor Michael Goodman entitled ‘Visceral foodscapes: Towards an affective food 
justice’ at the Food Politics Conference in Tasmania in June 2016. It was then presented 
at TASA 2016 under the title ‘Negotiating spaces of capability: Microwaves and hot-
water facilities. This chapter was also presented at the 2018 Institute of Australian and 
New Zealand Geographers Conference in Auckland, New Zealand, under the same title 
and is under review for publication in a special issue of the journal, Geographical 
Research: New Consumption Geographies. 
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APPENDIX 2: SAMPLE FIELD REPORT 
 
Eating spaces at the University: (Back to Chapter 3 - Methods) 
First round of observations. Semester Two: July–November 2015 
This report documents the ethnographic observations and informal conversations around the 
eating spaces at RMIT’s city campus. Over the last three weeks I have tried to access as many 
spaces that are part of the eating practices of students. These observations have been done by 
‘ethnographic hanging around/walking’ (Pink 2012, p. 40) and by in-depth observations in a 
few places. Some are designed for food provisioning and consumption; others are informal 
spaces that are occasionally used for events, while there are others that are neither designed nor 
allocated for any such purpose but nevertheless become a part of food provisioning and 
consumption practices of students here at the campus. While this is in no way an exhaustive 
documentation it does provide a fairly extensive idea as to the nature of these spaces and their 
role in the students’ eating practices; it also touches upon these spaces’ inter-relationship with 
other practices of students and the University. 
These spaces can be broadly grouped into four categories. First, there are the cafés and the food 
outlets that are intended to provide pre-prepared food /drinks for students and staff alike. Then 
there are the students’ lounges/sitting spaces that may or may not have warming/drinking 
water/hot-water facilities attached to them. Third, there are the spaces that have been allocated 
to the student union for their use, especially for food events, such as Orientation and weekly 
morning breakfasts and barbeque. The fourth category, if it can be called that, are the spaces 
that although not allocated as such, are nevertheless used as multipurpose spaces, including 
eating and drinking, which could include lawns, staircases or even parapets of planters. Taking 
the RMIT website as the starting point, I set out locating and observe spaces that were a part of 
the eating practices of students. Presented below is a photographic survey.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Food outlets 
Figure A1: Pictures of cafes in Building 13 and Building 8 
There are a few listed on the RMIT website that have closed down or been replaced. This is 
because of the current New Academic street renovations or replacement by other outlets. The 
Real Foods outlet was run by the student union (RUSU) volunteers and served organic, 
vegetarian/vegan food. This is being replaced by a Fairtrade café to be run as a non-profit retail 
outlet from mid-August (RUSU website). 
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Figure A2: Cafe 57 canteen 
Café 57 is a part of the student lounge with warming facilities, vending machines and running 
water; and called the RMIT canteen. A vibrant space used by the School of Aerospace 
Engineering and Vocational Engineering, it is also open to other students and recommended 
because other student lounges have been closed; for example, Building 94. With outdoor and 
indoor seating and 2 billiard tables, the space has a typical boisterous undergraduate college 
ambience. This also translates to a multi-cuisine but greasy food offering at the café, which 
offers take-away drinks, coffee and snacks. The food is served in brown paper bags and plastic 
containers. The space provides ample seating, and there is a stream of students coming in and 
out all morning. 
Field notes: 
Students smoking on the outside terrace in a group huddled in the far corner. I thought RMIT 
campus was a smoke free zone … it’s not very cold, around 8 degrees, I checked my phone … 
few people prefer sitting out, though they don’t smoke … a student with an outside coffee cup 
joins the student, left alone by the rest of his group on the terrace, to smoke. 
(Notes to self: Is this space with its canteen type food outlet and playing/catching up/ laid back 
atmosphere ideal for just hanging out, situated inside a building where they might know a lot 
of their class and course mates who encourage/discourage certain practices? Does the fact that 
there are more boys than girls matter to the ambience of the place?) 
Another observation was on the gender imbalance in the room with a high proportion of boys, 
which may be attributed to the fact that more boys could be registered in courses run in the 
building. Having an identifiable building and clientele attached to the café and lounge gives it 
its specific ambience and feel. In spite of the take-away food / drinks options, it is a ‘go-to’ 
space rather than just a thoroughfare, though I did see a few workmen make their way across 
it. With Building 56 attached to it, it is presumed that it serves that building as well because 
there are no listed lounges/ café attached to Building 56. 
Building 80 has a couple of cafés attached to student seating spaces, and the one on level 7 
now has microwaves for food warming on the outside terrace as the result of student demand. 
This was a cold and windy space when I visited, but it seemed popular with students and 
staff. It could be because there are very few spaces for students and staff to sit on the upper 
floors, and the seating is attached to the café. It is also the only space I came across that has 
food-heating facilities in the building for students. 
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APPENDIX 3: ETHNOGRAPHIC INTERVIEWS: PARTICIPANTS AND 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
 
Table A1- Participants in ethnographic interviews  
Interviews Designation Purpose Type of 
interaction/Data 
generated 
Muriel SUPP 
representative 
To gain insight into SUPP Semi structured 
interview/one transcript 
Delta/ Delta and Cory University 
representatives 
What kind of eating spaces are 
planned for NAS/the University 
Two semi structured 
interviews/two 
transcripts 
Ben and Melanie Student 
leaders/champio
ns 
Initiatives and programs run by 
students on campus 
 
One transcript 
J, K and B NAS 
representatives 
How does the University collect 
data/feedback on old and new 
eating spaces? 
Casual 
conversation/notes and 
NAS research data 
Student union volunteers Breakfast event 
RUSU 
volunteers 
How does the student union 
interact with eating spaces and 
students eating practices on 
campus? 
 
Casual conversations at 
events/Notes 
Ned and Champ Mobile cafe 
vendors 
How do pop-ups interact with 
the University policies, spaces 
and students? 
Semi structured 
interviews/Two 
transcripts 
 
3.1 SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR A SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW: 
RMIT PROPERTY SERVICES MANAGER, DELTA. 
• What is the retail policy? Is it a new one, especially for NAS, or does it build 
upon/follow the current/old policy applied to all retailers at RMIT? 
• Was there a brief given to Property Services regarding the retail policy? 
• I went to the NAS, Architecture briefing session and there was talk of pop-up food 
outlets. How will that work? In addition, have you looked at pop-up food outlets (not 
in assigned spaces, like food trucks etc. as a retail strategy as well?) 
• Has environmental sustainability played any role in formulating the policy?  
• Has there been any feedback from the students as to what kind of outlets they would 
like to see on the campus? 
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• Has the fact that RMIT is a city campus with great access to numerous food places 
around affected the retail policy in any way (This is in relation to the amount of space 
allotted to food provisioning, the kind of food outlets etc.)? 
• Does the retail policy reflect any interaction with the city in terms of contributing to 
food sustainability, quality, and access to cheaper, healthy food with some variety in 
cuisines? 
• Are there any specific provisions in the policy (or support) for outlets that do propagate 
environmental sustainability, social enterprise etc.? Is there any preference given to 
them? 
• Do you see any difference in ‘eating out’ by people and families as a part of an outing 
or socially and the kind of food provisioning that is done for students? 
• Is the retail policy leaning more towards catering services, franchises or individual 
service providers? Do you think it makes a difference in the kind of food provisioned? 
3.2: SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE OF A DEBRIEFING INTERVIEW OF 
SELFOODIE PARTICIPANT - ESTHER 
• You cook food regularly, about how many times a week? So, your main source of meals 
is your cooking or putting together stuff at home? 
• Do you see any change in the kind of food / or how you prepare food before you used 
to eat before you joined RMIT? If yes, in what ways 
• In what other ways have you eaten here at campus? Prompts: Other food outlets, other 
food sources for cooked food or ingredients/fresh fruit etc. 
• Do you find that cooking at home is more/less healthy, or saves you money or it is less 
wasteful? In what ways? 
• I noticed, you don’t bring food to the campus from home, while you do a lot of cooking 
at home, is there a reason for that? And you love sushi it seems? And same for morning 
breakfast? How did they become a routine? 
• What were the various suggestions given to you...? Where did you gather knowledge 
about where to eat and buy food from, at RMIT? 
• What kind of practices when you lived at home with your parents, compared to these? 
• What practices do you think will change because of here? 
(These conversations took place while looking at pictures and posts on Selfoodie. I printed 
and brought all of Esther's food map and Selfoodie posts for discussion). 
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APPENDIX 4: FOCUS GROUPS: PRACTICALITIES 
 
4.1 RECRUITMENT AND DATA MANAGEMENT 
 
The three focus groups were of a manageable size of 5-7 participants each, and this provided 
an opportunity for everyone to contribute in detail, making these ‘mini focus groups’ 
(Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013). The first focus group was held in October 2015 and the other 
two in March 2016, and all of at least two-hours’ duration. Students across the city campus 
were canvassed to participate via flyers, group emails, snowballing (Flick 2014) and advertising 
on the RMIT website. I also emailed the flyers (Figure A3) and a brief overview of the research 
to groups and people known to friends and colleagues, whom I requested email their friends 
and post on Facebook. The only criteria for recruitment for the focus groups and the subsequent 
Facebook study were that students should be currently attending the city campus, preferably in 
their second semester, which was taken as being indicative of a greater familiarity with the 
campus. The focus group participants were chosen as and when they responded to flyers and 
the survey questionnaire set up on Survey Monkey (Table A2 provides the participants’' details) 
to help them express interest. I offered $25 vouchers as ‘attendance fee’ and out of pocket 
expenses for participating in the focus group and a subsequent $25 voucher for food/drinks on 
campus for posting pictures of daily eating activities on campus (Bloor et al. 2001). Despite 
this effort, I experienced difficulty in recruiting participants in the first focus group, due to class 
and exam time clashes and general reluctance. Therefore, for the second round of recruitments, 
I accepted an invitation to list my event as a part of Sustainability Week at the campus (RMIT 
2016d), in addition to the other methods of recruitment, see Figure A4 below. This resulted in 
an increase in applicants, including new and international students, 34 compared to ten in the 
pilot focus group. However, not many turned up, even after accepting the invitation. 
Nevertheless, it made it possible to conduct two mini focus groups.  
4.2 THE FOCUS GROUP PROCESS  
 
Focus-group questions aimed to unravel eating practices and their interaction with the eating 
spaces on campus. These covered the topics of ‘What kind of shopping, cooking and eating 
activities are carried out, as doings and sayings, and how are these activities coordinated by 
understandings of shopping, cooking and eating; procedures in shopping, cooking and eating; 
and engagements in shopping, cooking and eating’ (Halkier 2009b). These ended up being lead 
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questions from which the conversation started and provided a direction for the subsequent 
discussion. I used video recording during focus group interviews to help document and 
transcribe the interviews, and this gave me the time to concentrate on conducting the interview 
(Flick 2014). The first focus group gave me important feedback for the next one. For example, 
after the formal questioning had ended, all the participants carried on eating and talking for 
almost two hours about their food experiences on- and off- campus. I did not record this, and I 
had to recreate those responses from memory. So, for the next two focus groups, I left the 
recording on until everyone had left. I also made changes to the subsequent focus group 
questionnaires, this time concentrating more on shared experiences of the campus and city, 
practices involved with eating, and their views on how and where they would like to eat on 
campus. The data generated resulted in three focus group transcripts and seventeen food maps. 
I photographed the maps and stored the images on a password protected private page on Flickr. 
The focus group transcripts were uploaded on NVivo and used for coding and sorting data for 
analysis (Richards 1999). 
To follow the students as they ate and made their way through University spaces throughout 
the day, focus-group participants and I decided in the group that a private group on Facebook 
would be a better medium for communicating and uploading photos than other digital mediums, 
such as Flickr. These are the kind of track changes to the research that result from field realities 
and support interpretive methods of data collection (Schwartz-Shea & Yanow 2013). This made 
it easier to keep track of where students eat and enabled them to see each other’s photos which 
were encouraged to upload consistently. The participants were briefed during the focus group 
on the importance of their regard to others’ privacy while taking photos and to not include 
identifiable photos of people in the spaces they were capturing. The Facebook posts have 
resulted in more than 400 photographs and posts uploaded on NVivo. 
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4.3 RECRUITMENT FLYER AND ADVERTISEMENTS 
 
 
Figure A3: Recruitment flyer for the Focus groups 
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Figure A4: Recruitment advertisement for the Focus groups 
 
4.4 GUIDING QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE FOCUS GROUPS  
Section one–General introductions 
We will be discussing how you all use this campus with regard to the food and drinks you 
consume. After a small initial discussion, we will gather around this map and try to mark down 
all the places we all used for eating and drinking yesterday and the paths we took to get there, 
i.e. transportation, the reasons to eat or buy food there.  
So now one by one can you all please give a little information about yourselves tell us your 
name, where you are from, which course you attend, what kind of food do you like eating? 
Section two Eating practices: Breaking the ice through questions about general practices 
Okay, now let us talk about your eating practices either in terms of purchasing raw/fresh cooked 
food, preparing it and consuming it at home or outside or at campus. 
1. How many of you cook food regularly? How many times a week? 
2. How many of you mainly buy food, either from restaurants/cafés or supermarkets?  
3. So for the people that do not cook at all at home, can you tell us the reason why you 
do not cook?  
• Prompts: cost, lack of kitchen, expertise, health etc.  
• Do you still buy fresh food; for example fruits or salads? If so, from where? 
Who told you about these places? 
4. Moreover, for the people who do cook, where do you get the ingredients?  
• Prompts: supermarket, local grocer, food markets 
Who taught /told you how to cook? 
5. Do you have prior experience getting food for yourselves like buying food, 
groceries, cooking etc.?  
If yes, who taught you? How did you learn where to get food from–raw, fresh, cooked?  
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6. If you cook, where? At home or on your own.  
Did you cook before?  
If you outsource cooking- how did you procure the services?  
Do you cook the same or similar meals as before? If no, what made you change? 
7. When you bring food from home, how do you carry it?  
If disposable, where do you buy it/dispose of? 
8. Do you see any change in the kind of food / or how you prepare food before you 
used to eat before you joined RMIT? If yes, in what ways  
• Prompt/points for discussion- variety in cuisine, prices, home-
cooked/store bought/restaurant bought, fresh/raw etc. also if classified as 
healthy, sustainable etc. then what it means by that, what criteria are 
involved in classifying them so 
• In what other ways do you eat here at campus?  
o Prompts: Other food outlets, other food sources for cooked food 
or ingredients/fresh fruit etc.  
9. How many of you think that cooking at home is more/less healthy, or saves you 
money or is more sustainable? In what ways? 
Section three: Food Mapping 
When you think of the campus what comes to your mind regarding food/spaces 
Do you think differently about food when you are on campus? Portions, company, on the run, 
slow eating, fast eating? 
…………Food map activity………. 
Some questions/prompts for discussion based on food map (may overlap with other focus group 
questions) 
You all have a blank sheet of paper given to you. For the past week/month/semester (or if you 
have a routine) you have to draw a map of all the places you have visited concerning food; 
shopping, cooking, eating, snacking (As many as you can remember).. 
Section four: Spaces:  
So, now we will discuss spaces of food consumption and provisioning on RMIT campus 
Let us start with the food outlets on the campus  
1. So for what reasons do you all visit the food outlets? (For what reasons do you not 
visit these outlets) 
• Prompts: What meals you buy or have bought from here and how often, if 
you can remember?  
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• Do you also take-away food for other meal times/to be consumed 
elsewhere? If yes, how often? If no, why not?  
2. Do food outlets on campus have a reputation (word of mouth, advertisement)?  
How do you decide which ones to go to?  
What kind of food outlets do you like going to?  
• Prompts: Cooked, fresh, free, cheap, food quality, taste, ethnic/fast, cost, 
ambience, sustainability-organic, free range, kind of coffee etc.  
3. Are there any special days or times that you use these facilities?  
• Prompts: Special classes/timings, evenings, late night classes/studying in 
library etc. 
4. What would make you keep coming back to use the food outlets/facilities more or 
what don’t you like about the outlets that you frequent? 
• Prompts: Other kinds of facilities, better (how, food type, ambience, prices etc.) 
facilities. 
5. Which city spaces do you use for eating, purchasing or consuming? Why?  
Let us move to a few questions about student lounges 
6. In what ways do you use the student lounges? How do you feel about it?  
Do you think they should be using it for such purposes, should more space/alternate 
arrangements be made for such activities? 
• Prompt if required: Along with/apart from your meals do you come here for 
any other purpose?  
• Do you see other people using it for other purposes than just warming up or 
having their food?  
• Would you like to use it for any other purpose? 
7. Do you bring food from home, cook it yourself or buy pre-cooked or any other 
manner? 
8. Are there any special days that you use these facilities?  
• Prompts: Special classes/timings, evenings, late night classes/studying in 
library etc. 
9. If you have been at campus for more than a year, do you see any change in facilities?  
• Prompts: new spaces, infrastructure, appliances, disruptions due to 
construction 
10. Has any of this changed the way you buy/bring in food or timings or where you eat 
your food?  
11. Do you usually go to the student lounges with friends or alone?  
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What happens if different people in a group have different needs, example food choices, heating 
needs?  
• Prompts: For precooked/bought/packaged food 
12. What would make you keep coming back to use these food outlets/facilities with 
more or lesser frequency?  
• Prompts: Other kinds of facilities, better (how, food type, ambience, prices 
etc.) facilities. 
13. Do you use these lounges during holidays?  
• For the same purpose or some other purpose? Have you seen such spaces 
elsewhere, other buildings/ campuses/ universities/countries? What have 
you liked or not liked about those spaces? 
• Do you see other people using it for activities they would not use them 
during normal semester time? 
14. Do you use these lounges during exams? 
Now, let’s talk about the RUSU events like morning breakfasts, barbeque etc. 
15. Has anyone grabbed a free brekkie or hot dog at the RUSU events? If you haven’t 
why not? 
16. What makes you decide to go?  
• Prompts: for example, do you come especially or only if you are on campus, 
the kind of food served, where it is served, convenience of procurement 
17. Are there any specific ones that you like to go to? 
• Prompts: Due to special classes/timings, meal times, types of meals 
18. If you have been at campus for more than a year, do you see any change in the 
events, types, number, type of food, quality of food/drinks?  
• Prompts: new spaces, infrastructure, appliances, disruptions due to 
construction 
19. Has any of this changed the way you buy/bring in food or timings or where you eat 
your food? 
20. Do you usually come here with friends or alone?  
What happens if different people in a group have different needs, example food choices, heating 
needs? 
• Prompts: For pre-cooked/pre-bought food - where would you go and eat? 
21. Are there any factors that might make you come back to these events with more or 
lesser frequency?  
• Prompts: Other kinds of facilities, better (how, food type, ambience, prices 
etc., cooking facilities at campus or at home/elsewhere) facilities. 
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Once the discussion on spaces ends…introduce this question…. 
22. Do you usually go to the outlet you mention with friends or alone?  
What happens if different people in a group have different needs, example food choices, heating 
needs? 
• Prompts: For pre-cooked/bought food 
Section five: Changes in facilities across campus 
23. If you have been at campus for more than a year, do you see any change in food 
outlets?  
• Prompts: new spaces, prices, infrastructure, appliances, disruptions due to 
construction 
24. Have changes in food facilities changed the way you buy/bring in food or timings 
or where you eat your food? 
25. Has anyone noticed pop-ups, food trucks and mobile cafés on campus? Have you 
ever bought food from them? Why or why not?  
26. Do you think these could form a part of the food provisioning on campus? Have 
you had past experiences with such outlets? Where and what was your impression? 
Section six: Sustainability Considerations: 
27. What does sustainability mean to you all, especially when associated with food? 
(Direct question or pick up from the point where someone mentioned it before) 
28. Do you see aspects of food sustainability at campus/outside the campus, where and 
when? 
29. Are there any aspects of sustainability that are associated with your 
education/course/subjects that you are studying? 
30. Does anyone have any examples of sustainability efforts on campus known to you? 
Especially food? 
31. What kind of practices, especially related to food do you all have at home that you 
easily carry to and practice at the campus? (To establish what kind of ‘place of 
difference’ is the campus.) 
Input: 
32. What kind of food spaces would you like to see at campus ideally, considering there 
is a variety of food outside? (Prompt: A replication of what is in the city or 
something different? Places to sit and eat, take-away, buy different kind of food, 
simpler, more variety?) 
33. What kind of spaces do you associate with eating? (Prompt: What does eating at 
campus or otherwise mean to you?) 
34. What kind of social spaces are there at campus? (Have you seen other social spaces, 
elsewhere that you liked?) 
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4.5 DETAILS OF FOCUS GROUP/SELFOODIE PARTICIPANTS 
 
Derived from an initial demographic survey posted online for expression of interest in the focus 
groups. These details were not used for purposive sampling. 
Table A2: Focus group one - Participant details 
Name of 
participants 
(Pseudonym) 
Living 
arrangements 
Student status Dietary requirements 
(for catering purposes) 
Numbers of 
years at 
RMIT 
University 
Samir (did not 
contribute to 
Facebook page -
Selfoodie) 
With family (wife 
and adult kids) 
Domestic student None Four 
Esther Alone/rented 
house 
Domestic student None Four 
Nima With flatmates in 
rented 
accommodation 
International student Lactose intolerant 
 
One 
Sara With flatmates in 
rented 
accommodation 
Exchange student fro 
Germany 
None Five  months 
Zara With family, 
Parents and 
siblings 
Domestic student None Six months 
Jo With parents and 
siblings 
Domestic student Vegan preferred Two years 
Alfred With flatmates International student Allergic to avocado, apple, 
coffee 
Six months 
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Table A3: Focus group two- Participant details 
Name of 
participants 
(Pseudonym) 
Living 
arrangements 
Student status Dietary requirements 
(for catering purposes) 
Numbers of 
years at 
RMIT 
University 
Jake With flatmates in 
rented 
accommodation 
Domestic student None Two 
Beatrice Alone/rented 
house 
Domestic student Vegan Two 
Don With flatmates in 
rented 
accommodation 
Domestic student None 
 
One 
Aly With flatmates in 
rented 
accommodation 
International student No fish and lamb Six months 
Lola (withdrew 
from Selfoodie 
after a few days) 
With family, 
Parents and 
siblings 
International student Vegetarian Six months 
 
Table A4: Focus group three- Participant details  
Note: Kitty couldn’t make it to Focus group due to an emergency, but she posted on Selfoodie and made 
a food map in the debriefing interview 
Name of 
participants 
(Pseudonym) 
Living 
arrangements 
Student status Dietary requirements 
(for catering purposes) 
Numbers of 
years at 
RMIT 
University 
Peter With flatmates in 
rented 
accommodation 
Domestic student Vegetarian Two 
Annie Alone/rented 
house 
Domestic student None Two 
Nancy With flatmates in 
rented 
accommodation 
Domestic student Vegetarian  Two 
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Name of 
participants 
(Pseudonym) 
Living 
arrangements 
Student status Dietary requirements 
(for catering purposes) 
Numbers of 
years at 
RMIT 
University 
Tom With flatmates in 
rented 
accommodation 
International student None One and a 
half years 
Kitty (did not 
attend focus 
group) 
With family, 
Parents and 
siblings 
Domestic student Vegetarian Three years 
APPENDIX 5: PARTICIPANT INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORM 
(SAMPLE) 
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APPENDIX 6: ETHICS APPROVAL 
 
Back to Chapter 3 - Methods 
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APPENDIX 7: PROJECT BRIEF 
 
 
Project brief presented to Sustainable Urban Precincts Project (SUPP) committee, as a future 
research project at RMIT University (unsuccessful bid) 
1. Project Title  
Food ‘selfies’: changing eating practices through social-media engagement 
2. Team Members and roles  
(omitted) 
3. Brief overview of the project (2000 characters)  
Globally, universities are increasingly concerned with making campuses environmentally and 
socially sustainable. Eating and drinking is one of the areas that are often overlooked in 
university policy and practice. Further, the food and meal choices of students are shaped by 
many constraints and drivers, from financial, health and time concerns to questions of 
belonging and sociability. The complex needs and practices of students are rarely taken into 
account. This project proposes that better connections between the university and students may 
lead to better engagement with food spaces at the university. This is expected to shape more 
sustainable eating practices on campus. One of the key ways in which students capture and 
communicate their engagement with food today is through social media, in particular, 
Instagram and Facebook (FB) images or what we might think of as ‘food selfies’. This project 
thus aims to use digital engagement as a way to improve connections and generate knowledge 
about food spaces and students eating practices for the university and the student cohort.  
This project brings together the interdisciplinary expertise of a range of researchers and food 
experts, Tania Lewis and Yolande Strengers. Bhavna Middha will be employed as a postdoc 
on the project, extending her SUPP-funded PhD project that is studying students’ eating 
practices and their engagement with food spaces. Using social-media platforms this research 
has followed the students’ practices via food selfies uploaded by the recruited participants on a 
private FB page generating real-time data about student’s eating practices and use of spaces on 
and off campus. This project envisages that an interactive digital engagement is one way for 
the university to engage with students on sustainability in eating practices. It will be used to 
update the students on sustainable, affordable, healthy eating options on campus and at the 
same time generate real-time data on their use of food spaces. 
4. Expected outcomes (1000 characters) * 
• Social-media engagement: a dedicated digital interactive platform will engage 
students. This is expected to improve connections between the university and students 
and distribute knowledge about sustainability and eating practices on campus. 
• Recommendations for the University on how to provide food provisioning and 
consumption spaces on the campus that enable healthy and sustainable eating practices. 
• Research publications: This research is expected to inform theories and empirical 
research on a) digital engagements and eating practices b) How social research methods 
inform policies and strategies for future food practices and eating spaces. 
• Establish research partnerships: This social change project will then pilot in a 
community context on a project, run jointly by ‘Sustain’ for the Cardinia council. It has 
expressed interest in connecting with RMIT and students to explore the role of digital 
engagements in shaping eating practices through food and sustainability literacy.  
5. Impact and Benefits (2000 characters) - how will these outcomes impact or benefit RMIT? 
Please include an idea of how these benefits might be measured (e.g. decreased cost). * 
• The social-media engagement will establish RMIT as a space for sustainable eating 
practices and ensure that spaces that encourage such practices are efficiently used. For 
example, microwaves and hot-water taps in lounges are important for students that 
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bring food from home (which is a resource efficient eating practice, as it involves 
practices like bulk cooking and bringing in left overs). The timely availability of such 
spaces and their real-time use and feedback on them (such as maintenance) encourages 
more students to use it. 
• Considering that RMIT in the city has a porous inner-urban campus, increased student 
retention on campus and class attendance can be achieved by designing better spaces, 
food provisioning and retail strategies that encourage students to stay on the campus 
and use its healthy and sustainable food provisioning spaces, which is helped by the 
ongoing data generation. Sharing food is a key way in which students engage with 
community and socialise. 
• As the University lacks a consolidated food policy, the data generated can be used to 
inform future strategies and policies regarding food, health and wellbeing, and 
sustainability.  
• With the new NAS spaces opening up to the students, constant feedback will be useful 
when changes in retail and food spaces in that space are required, especially that 
involve healthy and sustainable food choices within the campus at the same time also 
informing future endeavours. 
• The project will directly support and provide mutual benefit for other related research 
being conducted by the team. For example, the food project at Cardinia is interested in 
innovative methods of connecting with the community to bring about change, and this 
project can provide it with a way of doing so, establishing collaborations with industry 
partners. Professor Tania Lewis (CI) and William Angliss are in talks about critical 
food studies students working with digital media students at RMIT, who could help set 
up the project.  
 
6. Project implementation - how will this be achieved?  
 
After setting up the interactive social-media platform, participants will be recruited. The new 
NAS spaces will be taken as trial spaces where pop-up food events will be organised, and 
screens installed that project the real-time uploads from University and students. We will 
organise events in collaboration with staff, students’ union and retailers concerned with food, 
sustainability and space management, that can be then uploaded on the interactive platform and 
food choices regularly updated. These range from sustainable and affordable food provisioning 
to non-food related strategies such as coordinating class schedules that match with food events. 
This enables the students to have a full use of healthy, affordable food and eating spaces 
available on campus. The students’ uploaded pictures of their eating practices in context of 
where what and how they are eating will reflect the use of campus spaces, and by the end of 
the project, the changes/practices will be analysed.  
 
 
 
 
